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Voor Roland

‘You are my center
When I spin away

Out of control on videotape
On videotape
On videotape
On videotape
On videotape

On videotape’

Radiohead, “Videotape” (In Rainbows, 2007)
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At the start of 1950, only one year before the first national “live” television 
broadcast in the Netherlands took place, Dutch journalists followed with great 
interest the numerous steps towards the already progressing diffusion and do-
mestication of television in the United States. A Latin technical term, “video,” 
which in English translates to “I see”, regularly emerged in newspaper articles 
on the topic and gave a sophisticated ring to the coverage on the rapidly ad-
vancing world of broadcast television. One of these curious reporters, writing 
for the conservative-liberal daily newspaper Algemeen Handelsblad, speculat-
ed ‘that “video” will surpass “radio” within five years.’1 

The terminology used, in particular that pertaining to the implied re-
lationship and competition between “video” and “radio,” might nowadays 
engender considerable confusion. The word would arouse connotations and 
meanings, such as the audiovisual content made by various groups of people 
on their smartphones to store it afterwards on the cloud, or to upload it on digi-
tal platforms such as YouTube or Facebook. The word “video” can also refer to 
the series, documentaries and feature films available on various subscription 
streaming services. For those who are old enough, the same word might also 
spur memories of a wide variety of now obsolete consumer VHS, Betamax or 
Video2000 videocassettes and recorders, which from the late 1970s until the 
2000s had a prominent place in the living room.2 

However, as media scholar Michael Z. Newman pointed out, ‘[i]n the 
first phase, the era of broadcasting’s development and penetration into the 
mass market, video was another word for television.’3 This particular under-
standing of video is no longer part of everyday parlance, yet indicates that do-
ing a media history of video requires an awareness that it, to some degree, also 
encompasses the ‘history of a word.’4 In order to understand the changes in 
connotations and meanings of the word “video” over the course of the twenti-

1 ‘(…) dat “video” zeker binnen vijf jaar “radio” zal hebben overvleugeld.’ Translation author. S.n. ‘Hoe staat het nu met 
onze televisie?’ Algemeen Handelsblad, March 11, 1950.
2 The mentioned formats are only the most well-known standardised consumer video technologies. For an extensive 
discussion on the variety of electronic video formats that have existed between 1960 and 1980, see: Christoph Blase, 
‘Welcome to the Labyrinth of Machines: Tapes and Video Formats 1960-1980,’ in: Christoph Blase and Peter Weibel, eds, 
Record Again! 40Yearsvideoart.de Part 2, Ostfildern and Karlsruhe: Hatje Cantz & Zentrum für Kunst und Medientechnologie, 
2010, pp. 500-508.
3 Michael Z. Newman, Video Revolutions: On the History of the Medium, New York: Columbia University Press, 2014, p. 2. 
Italics original.
4 Newman, Video Revolutions, p. viii.
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eth and twenty-first centuries, Newman proposed to discern three consecutive 
phases: first, video as television; second, video as alternative, from roughly the 
mid-1950s well into the 1990s; and last, video as the moving image, in the 
current digital age.5 

When the Dutch journalist wrote about television in terms of “video,” it 
was strongly related to, yet something very different from live radio broadcast-
ing. As Newman explained: ‘Video in this phase was not only distinct from 
radio but also parallel to it. Radio referred to the transmission of sound via 
electromagnetic waves to receivers, most typically in the home (…). Video 
did the same thing, using similar technologies (e.g. transmitters and receiv-
ers), but with pictures.’6 Video, then, meant the “signal” containing electronic 
audiovisual information of a “live” television broadcast to be received by an 
antenna and rendered visible and audible on a television set at home. After 
1956, however, this particular meaning of video gradually changed, when the 
Californian Ampex Corporation launched its first video recorder, the VR-
1000, intended for the professional market. This novel device, in combina-
tion with an electronic camera, allowed television broadcasters and producers 
to capture and record, or transfix, the otherwise fleeting audiovisual signal 
on reels of magnetic tape. This latter transition is interesting because the 
novel understanding of video came to challenge the notion that the defining 
characteristic of broadcast television, and by extension video, was “liveness.”7 
Video thus became divorced from its definition as an ephemeral audiovisual 
signal to be more broadly understood as electronic information captured by 
a video camera and subsequently inscribed by a video recorder onto a carrier, 
the videotape. As with the arrival of television, this transition was at the time 
often regarded as a “revolution” for society and media culture.8 At first, these 
changing notions of video predominantly affected television broadcasting in-
stitutions, who were now able to pre-record TV programmes as an alternative 
to broadcasting them live. 

Newman therefore labelled this new phase video as alternative, and ar-
gued that the perceived “revolution” brought about by video’s emergence, first 
for professional television production and dissemination practices, eventually 
also extended outside the world of broadcasting to the people at home or 
elsewhere. This latter development was the starting point for video’s potential 
for a widespread process of media democratisation and participation to come 

5 Ibid., pp. 2-3. 
6 Ibid., p. 9.
7 Ibid., p. 15. See also the classic study in which television’s “liveness” is discussed and analysed: Raymond 
Williams, Television: Technology and Cultural Form, New York: Routledge, 1974.
8 For a critical study of the rhetoric of “revolution” and the arrival of “new” media technologies, see: Brian Winston, Media 
Technologies and Society, a History: From the Telegraph to the Internet, London and New York: Routledge, 1998; Sturken, 
Marita and Douglas Thomas, ‘Introduction: Technological Visions and the Rhetoric of the New,’ in: Marita Sturken, Douglas 
Thomas and Sandra J. Ball-Rokeach, eds, Technological Visions: The Hopes and Fears That Shape New Technologies, 
Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2004, pp. 1-18.
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into the forefront. As media historian Siegfried Zielinski noted, however, the 
introduction of electronic video technologies into the home was a long and 
complicated process. The first range of expensive and barely standardised con-
sumer video formats and corresponding tapes, recorders and cameras which 
appeared around the second half of the 1960s were in the course of the 1980s 
standardised and domesticated into more affordable consumer media tech-
nologies based on, among others, the VHS format.9 During this long phase 
video came to represent an alternative to ordinary consumers at home and 
elsewhere, outside the world of institutionalised broadcasting. 

Now, in the third phase, video has ‘come to include practically any kind 
of object combining motion pictures and sound.’10 The broader sociotechni-
cal, economic and cultural context of the third phase, in which video attained 
yet another shift in meaning, has been characterised by media scholar Henry 
Jenkins by such notions as media “convergence,” networked multimedia ecol-
ogies and active, bottom-up media participation by all.11 Any kind of audiovis-
ual information that is digitally produced, stored, disseminated and consumed 
can therefore be understood as video. As a consequence, quite some ambigui-
ty has arisen in relation to what video is, means and represents today. Whereas 
before the advent of the digital age “video,” “television” and “cinema” seemed 
more or less neatly discernible and delineated sociocultural and media tech-
nological categories, Newman recently claimed that video has become such 
a pervasive, multifaceted and complex component of media culture that it is 
‘central to the cultures of the moving image.’12

This doctoral thesis, in broad strokes, acknowledges Newman’s tripartite 
historical model of video becoming a medium. Video has indeed been rightly 
identified as an important, albeit constantly changing, past and contemporary 
phenomenon in media culture. As such, it has on multiple occasions been 
‘always already new,’ as media historian Lisa Gitelman characterised the ar-
rival of “once” new media.13 What has usually been overlooked, however, is 
the multifaceted complexity surrounding the arrival of video, in particular 
when it materialised as a possible and concrete alternative in the pre-digital, 
or electronic age. The issue of complexity becomes more salient when trying 
to grasp, historically, what video meant as an alternative for those past me-
dia practitioners situated outside the domain of professional broadcasting or 
filmmaking.14 Practitioners, moreover, whose “everyday” engagements with 

9 Siegfried Zielinski, Zur Geschichte des Videorecorders, Berlin: Volker Spiess, 1986.
10 Newman, Video Revolutions, p. 73.
11 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide, New York and London: New York University 
Press, 2003.
12 Newman, Video Revolutions, p. 94.
13 Lisa Gitelman, Always Already New: Media, History and the Data of Culture, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 
2006, p. 6.
14 Media scholar Roy Armes made the first observations pointing at this complexity and multiplicity. See: Roy Armes, On 
Video, London and New York: Routledge, 1988, cf. p. 116.
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electronic video can be regarded as “marginal” rather than professional or 
mainstream.15 

As will be shown in the section below, ascertaining electronic video’s 
complex status as an alternative for marginal media practices depends consid-
erably on one’s perspective. The historical cases of electronic video as alterna-
tive presented in this study originate from three distinctly different groups of 
historical actors in the Netherlands, situated between the late 1960s and early 
1990s, whom I, for now, broadly name amateur media practitioners. As will 
be shown, by focussing on three distinct clusters of “amateurs” we gain new 
insight into video’s complexity as a media technology and a cultural form in 
the second half of the twentieth century.16 This new picture, moreover, will 
allow us to  discern the complex meanings and functioning of electronic video 
in relation to three thematic and analytical categories: resistance, disruption 
and belonging. 

Three historical cases of video as alternative in the Netherlands 

Previous media scholarship, analysed the emergence of new media technol-
ogies and their potential in marginal, everyday media practices predominant-
ly as being ‘emancipatory, democratic, participatory, non-commercial and 
against institutional media.’17 This understanding of media as alternative, or 
“alternative media,” has been present since the onset of video as a medium. 
Media theorist Sean Cubitt, for instance, regarded the emergence of “video 
culture” from the late 1960s into the 1970s and 1980s as a participatory and 
democratic alternative to institutional mass media.18 Moreover, he claimed 
that ‘[v]ideo practice, whether producing, viewing, distributing or whatever, 
takes place in a world where struggles over meaning rub shoulders with strug-
gles over many other forms of control.’19 In contrast to Cubitt’s view, this study 
will argue that the status of electronic video as alternative depended greatly 
on the intentions behind the choice of various amateurs to engage with video 
or not. Cubitt’s conception of the potential of electronic video, I argue, is only 
one of several notions. To support this claim I here introduce the three cases 
central to understanding electronic video’s complexity as an alternative. 

In 1971, video was indeed an alternative for a small group of creative 

15 For the “marginality” of everyday practices see: Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life, Berkely, Los Angeles 
and London: University of California Press, 1988, cf. pp. xvi-xviii; John Postill, ‘Introduction: Theorising Media Practice,’ in: 
Birgit Bräuchler and John Postill, eds, Theorising Media and Practice, Oxford and New York: Berghahn Books, 2010, pp. 1-33, 
cf. p. 26.
16 The study of media as a technology and cultural form was pioneered by Raymond Williams in relation to the emergence 
and institutionalisation of broadcast television. See: Williams, Television, p. 86.
17 Leah A. Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media, Cambridge and Malden: Polity, 2011, p. 18.
18 Sean Cubitt, Timeshift: On Video Culture, London and New York: Routledge, 1991.
19 Cubitt, Timeshift, p. 9.
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and idealistic young people from The Hague. Two of them, designers Rien 
Hagen and Donald Janssen, were asked by the ambitious new director of the 
annual outdoor modern art exhibition Sonsbeek, to explore the use of the 
then relatively new portable video camera and recorder. He asked them in 
specific to visit the location of the art fair and spontaneously “tape” and inter-
view its visitors and attending artists. In a “video tent” erected at the art fair, 
the Dutch consumer electronics manufacturer Royal N.V. Philips made their 
newest video technologies available for visitors to tinker and familiarise them-
selves with. Hagen and Janssen, who had rented their equipment elsewhere, 
marvelled at video’s possibilities for them as enthusiastic non-professionals. 
Without extensive prior knowledge of the technical operation of these novel, 
relatively portable devices, they found video to be promising to make their 
own “videotapes” of events and people at the fair without the assistance of, 
for instance, a professional television crew. Even more to their liking was the 
possibility to immediately screen the contents of their tape by connecting the 
portable video recorder to a television set. 

Their positive evaluation of their experiences with video, was furthermore 
driven by their affinity with a highly resistive, countercultural attitude char-
acteristic of many liberal social movements in the 1960s. Particularly impor-
tant was their belief that video would allow them to bypass institutionalised 
broadcast media, of which television was the main representative. Video, this 
portable ensemble of an electronic camera and recorder, would allow them 
to subvert the communicational paradigm of mass media. This paradigm im-
plied a top-down, hierarchical dissemination of information, from a central 
point, the broadcaster, to multiple receivers, the television sets owned by the 
people at home, without allowing them to reciprocate.20 For some progressive 
social movements video held a “revolutionary” promise as a democratic and 
emancipatory counter technology; antithetical and resistive to the development 
of broadcast television since 1951 in the Netherlands as a centralised media 
institution located in the small Dutch town of Hilversum.21 In 1972, to further 
explore and employ video as a counter technology, Hagen, Janssen and several 
others subsequently founded the video collective Meatball. Their mission was 
to resist and find an alternative to what they saw as the ‘authoritarian form of 
communication employed by radio and television.’22

In contrast to these young men from The Hague, amateur filmmaker 
Jan Willems, together with four fellow members of his amateur film club, 

20 Media historian Steve Wurtzler theorised the “one-way” communicational situation of broadcasting as “structural 
exclusion,” where ‘[s]ome spoke, others listened.’ See: Steve J. Wurtzler, Electric Sounds: Technological Change and the Rise 
of Corporate Mass Media, New York: Columbia University Press, 2007, p. 33.
21 For a history of television’s gradual emergence in the the Netherlands during 1950s, see: Eric Smulders, ‘“Het glazen 
huis der openbaarheid.” Televisie in de jaren vijftig: De moeizame groei van een modern medium,’ in: Paul Luykx and Pim Slot, 
eds, Een stille Revolutie? Cultuur en mentaliteit in de lange jaren vijftig, Hilversum: Uitgeverij Verloren, 1997, pp. 249-279.
22 S.n. ‘De andere mogelijkheid van video,’ Internationale videokrant Meatball, vol. 1, no. 1, 1972, pp. 1-2.
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attempted to make his first amateur video production on Whit Monday, May 
2, 1970. Two days earlier, a ‘friendly representative’ of an electronics man-
ufacturer ‘from the south of the Netherlands’ had visited Willems’ home.23 
The electronics firm granted allowed the film club members to tinker for a 
week with some new video equipment. This representative of the electronics 
company was an employee of Royal N.V. Philips. As at the modern art fair, 
the Dutch electronics company seemed to be interested in introducing of po-
tential consumers to the wonders of video. Using his skills as a salesman, the 
representative ensured Willems that video would be easy to use and, as such, 
an interesting alternative to the small-gauge film technologies otherwise used 
by the amateur filmmaker, such as those based on various consumer 16mm- 
and 8mm-film formats. Willems nevertheless experienced many difficulties 
and frustrations with the novel aspects afforded by video. Although a means to 
creatively capture and subsequently edit moving images, “video” represented 
a new set of electronic media technologies that fell short in several major 
respects. 

One of Willems’ main problems with video arose when he discovered that 
the video camera was susceptible to electronic inference from other electron-
ic appliances in his home. This interference created troublesome distortions 
in the images and sounds he captured with the camera. Willems also disliked 
the limited possibilities video afforded to creatively select and rearrange some 
of his specific shots. At that time, editing with video required two separate but 
interconnected video recorders, a television set to find and select a particular 
shot captured on the tape, and many more elaborate technical procedures 
unfamiliar to Willems. Like his fellow club members, he constantly com-
pared video’s possibilities unfavourably with small-gauge film, with which his 
devotion to amateur filmmaking as a serious hobby had made him intimately 
familiar. Small-gauge film was tried and tested, a highly revered cluster of 
media technologies within the context of the amateur film club. 

A year earlier, in 1969, a member of a respectable and slightly exclusive 
amateur filmmaking club in the small university town of Groningen, the GSF, 
had organised a special information evening at one of his club’s regular weekly 
gatherings.24 This club member, Andries Bruinsma, wished to demonstrate 
to his peers the “revolutionary” wonders of video. He brought with him a sta-
tionary video recorder and a video camera from the Japanese company Sony 
Corporation, another global consumer electronics giant and a pioneer in the 
development of semi-conductors. Unlike Willems, Bruinsma was convinced 
that “video” would be the future of amateur filmmaking. His good friend, a 
prominent figure within the local and national world of organised amateur 

23 Jan Willems, ‘Video… Wij ook,’ Cineshot, October 1970, p. 12.
24 S.n., ‘Groningen G.S.F.,’ De Draaikop, vol. 15, no. 7, 1969, p. 81. 
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filmmaking, entrepreneur Dries Hendriks, did not agree. He and many others 
found electronic video, as well as the television screen, to be disruptive to their 
cherished hobby; electronic media were antithetical to their appreciation of 
film as a technology and threatened their communal identity as film ama-
teurs. In short, video was for them a new, disruptive technology. 

Yet another attitude towards video, as a new alternative for amateurs, 
emerged around the mid-1980s. Gerrit Warmelink, an employee of the An-
glo-Dutch company Royal Dutch Shell, was about to leave Europe with his 
family for a posting in the Sultanate of Oman on the Arabian Peninsula. At 
that particular time, yet another form of video arrived on the consumer mar-
ket: the camcorder. This consumer video camera epitomised the technolog-
ical convergence and miniaturisation of the hitherto separate camera and 
recorder into one device, offering Gerrit new and welcome possibilities. He 
and his family were used to regular temporary migration on company orders. 
For many years, Gerrit and his wife Tineke used a photo or 8mm film camera 
to chronicle their everyday experiences for family and friends back home in 
the Netherlands. The film camera in particular had served Gerrit well since 
the 1970s, recording moving images of the places and spaces abroad where he 
and his wife made a new, temporary home. However, the lack of possibilites 
of his film camera to allow for synchronous sound recording proved to be a 
constant source of frustration. For Gerrit, the arrival of the camcorder offered 
an audiovisual alternative, a new and highly appreciated opportunity to use it 
as technology of memory and belonging in a foreign environment characterised 
by deserts, rocky plateaus and oases. 

A sociocultural media history of video: intermediality, dispositif and 
affordance

Given the various attitudes towards and understandings of electronic video 
by the historical amateur media practitioners introduced above, this doctoral 
thesis will address the following questions:

1) What meanings and functions did electronic video as a media technology 
and a cultural form have for these three groups of historical amateur media 
practitioners? What was the status of electronic video as alternative, mate-
rially and symbolically, in relation to resistance, disruption and belonging? 

2) What theoretical distinctions can we make between these three groups 
of amateur media practitioners to better understand their differing engage-
ments with electronic video? 
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The first research question arises in accordance with two recent trends in 
media historical scholarship, inventoried by historian William Uricchio. In a 
condensed and adapted form, the two trends can be described as : 1) a shift 
of focus from the history of institutional mass media towards the study of me-
dia as shaping and being shaped by practices; and 2) a theoretical departure 
from the ‘myth of ontological essentialism’ towards the study of the inherent 
interrelatedness of media.25 By aligning with these trends in media historical 
inquiry, this study will involve an historical analysis of video that goes beyond 
focusing on how it appeared discursively in popular imagination.26 

Newman, for example, did the latter, focusing solely on the discursive 
construction of video without comparing and testing his research results with 
concrete, empirical historical case studies. As this study will make clear, the 
meaning of video for the numerous historical actors engaged with it through-
out its history — in terms of its technological materiality, its affordances, its as-
sociated media practices and sociocultural functions, as well as its relationship 
with other media technologies — proves to be highly malleable and multifac-
eted. It was also subject to numerous shifts and changes. To account for this 
complex dynamic, the study of video in popular imagination is more a fruitful 
starting point than a definitive end point.

To analyse the various conceptions of the meaning and functioning of 
video this study will conduct a sociocultural media history of video as alter-
native. The latter is related to, but distinct from, the “cultural view” adopted 
before. The cultural view, in Newman’s words, is essential to analyse the his-
tory of video ‘relationally, according to how it is constituted through its com-
plementarity or distinction to other media within a wider ecology of technol-
ogies, representations, and meanings.’27 This particular view bears a striking 
resemblance to what the German media historian Jürgen E. Müller called 
the “historical intermedial approach.”28 This approach, indebted to a French 
and German media historical and theoretical tradition, implies that media 

25 William Uricchio, ‘Film, Cinema, Television… Media?’ New Review of Film and Television Studies, vol. 12, no. 3, 2014, 
pp. 266-279, cf. p. 271. For a more elaborate discussion on the definition of media as practice, see also: William Uricchio, 
‘Historicizing Media in Transition,’ in: David Thorburn and Henry Jenkins, eds, Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics of 
Transition, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2004, pp. 23-38. Regarding the ‘myth of ontological essentialism,’ 
media theorist Janna Houwen recently made a compelling philosophical argument to approach video in terms of its medium 
specificity, its distinct ontological and technological identity, precisely because this will allow analysis of its complexity in 
relation to other media, such as film. Her argument will not be further explored in this study. See: Janna Houwen, Film and 
Video Intermediality: The Question of Media Specificity in Contemporary Moving Images, London etc.: Bloomsbury, 2017.
26 The relevance to study popular imagination in relation to the emergence of new media technologies has been central in 
American media historical scholarship. See, for example: Carolyn Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New: Thinking About 
Electric Communication in the Late Nineteenth Century, New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1988; William Boddy, 
New Media and Popular Imagination: Launching Radio, Television, and Digital Media in the United States, New York and 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004; Philip Sewell, Television in the Age of Radio: Modernity, Imagination, and the Making 
of a Medium, New Brunswick (New Jersey) and London: Rutgers University Press, 2014.
27 Newman, Video Revolutions, p 3.
28 Jürgen E. Müller, ‘Intermediality Revisited: Some Reflections about Basic Principles of this Axe de Pertinence,’ in: Lars 
Elleström, ed, Media Borders, Multimodality and Intermediality, Houndmills and New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010, pp. 
237-252.
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scholars conducting research into past media technologies once considered 
“new” must take into account the ‘complex social, cultural, technological and 
generic processes’ that have shaped past and present understandings of ‘some-
thing we would like to call a medium or a new medium’ in relation to other 
media.29 For Müller, the success of such an intellectual undertaking relies on 
a pragmatic, heuristic implementation of two concepts: “intermediality’ and 
“dispositif.”30 

First, the concept of “intermediality” allows for a non-static and contex-
tual approach towards past media technologies.  “Video” would thus be un-
derstood as various historical clusters of media technologies, embedded and 
attributed with meanings and functions on a “network” level, referring to their 
position within an overarching social, cultural and technological constella-
tion prevalent at a given moment in time.31 By taking into account these larger 
networks, as Müller furthermore maintained, it will be possible to lay bare 
the ‘materiellen, medialen und kommunikativen Handlungsformen’ associ-
ated with particular media technologies in relation, rather than isolation, to 
others at a given moment in media history.32 Müller’s inclusive definition of 
“intermediality” to media historiography, moreover, contributes a socio-histor-
ical dimension by emphasising that media technologies also have particular 
meanings and functions according to a variety of “historische User” operating 
within an interrelated media environment.33 Inclusion of historical users and 
the practices that gave a particular shape and dynamic to their particular en-
gagement with media technologies in relation and contrast to others,  allows 
for a better understanding of their integral and indispensable role within a 
given social, cultural and technological ensemble. 

Second, Müller’s pragmatic notion of the concept “dispositif,” warrants 
additional reflection. By embracing Müller’s notion of “intermediality” to 
bring more theoretical and analytical precision to the relational, cultural view, 
or by  reformulating it as the sociocultural view, a media historian accepts the 
embedded, contextual nature of media and their meaning and use in an inter-
related social, cultural and technological context.34 The next question, then, 

29 Müller, ‘Intermediality Revisited,’ p. 238.
30 Jürgen E. Müller, ‘Intermedialität und Medienhistoriographie,’ in: Joachim Paech and Jens Schröter, eds, Intermedialität—
analog/digital: Theorien, methoden, analysen, Munich: Wilhelm Fink Verlag, 2008, pp. 31-46. 
31 This perspective also bears a strong resemblance with the notion of “socio-technical systems” as elaborated upon by, 
among others, Madeleine Akrich. See: Madeleine Akrich, ‘The De-Scription of Technical Objects,’ in: Wiebe E. Bijker and Law 
John, eds., Shaping Technology, Building Society: Studying in Sociotechnical Change, Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1992, pp. 
205-224.
32 Müller, ‘Intermedialität und Medienhistoriographie,’ p. 32.
33 Ibid.
34 For another theoretical and conceptual reflection on the relationship between intermediality and dispositif, see: Andreas 
Fickers, ‘“Neither Good, Nor Bad; Nor Neutral”: The Historical Dispositif of Communication Technologies,’ in: Martin 
Schreiber and Clemens Zimmermann, eds, Journalism and Technological Change: Historical Perspective, Contemporary 
Trends, Frankfurt and New York: Campus, 2014, pp. 30-52. For an influential analysis of early cinema as “dispositif,” see: 
Frank Kessler, ‘The Cinema of Attractions as Dispositif,’ in: Wanda Strauven, ed, The Cinema of Attractions Reloaded, 
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2006, pp. 57-69.
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is how to productively approach the specificities of media technologies under-
stood as video at given moment in time? To answer this question, Müller pro-
posed the concept of “dispositif” as a pragmatic, heuristic lens through which 
one can account for a past medium’s sociocultural functions and meanings 
as a form of communication, as well as the importance of its specific material 
dimensions, as a media technology on the level of use and practice, within 
the larger “network” in which it was embedded together with historical us-
ers.35 This understanding contrasts with the spatio-technical and ideological 
definition of “dispositif,” as French film scholar Jean-Louis Baudry originally 
coined it. He argued that the “appareil de base,” the set of apparatuses that 
make up the underlying technological system or substrate of film production 
and reception provides the larger framework within which the dispositif of 
film viewing takes effect in the cinema.36 To be more precise, Baudry defined 
“dispositif” as the distinct spatial and technical arrangement of the cinematic 
screening context, which determined the subject positioning of the viewer 
also to create an ideologically-charged “reality effect.”37 

This latter notion of dispositif, which has served as a key concept of Appa-
ratus Theory in film studies, is not necessarily the focus of this thesis. It does, 
however, take inspiration from Müller’s pragmatic, heuristic definition to un-
derstand how historical users, on the level practice and use, attributed specific 
sociocultural functions to video as a specific form of mediated communication, 
or form of mediated expression, also because of its material dimensions as a 
technology. An important aspect, underdeveloped in Müller’s argument, is 
the theoretical relationship between historical users and the media technol-
ogies they engaged with. Müller rightfully underlined the importance of the 
meanings and sociocultural functions which users attributed to media tech-
nologies within a given historical intermedial constellation. However, he did 
not reflect on the relationship between a media technology and its user on the 
level of use and practice within a specific dispositif. 

The sociologist of technology Ian Hutchby offers a solution to this theo-
retical gap, by proposing a new perspective ‘on the nature of the relationship 
of technological artefacts and human practices.’38 To determine this relation-
ship, Hutchby built on the work of psychologist John J. Gibson, who coined 
the term “affordance” to theorise how material properties of the perceivable 
environment, or ecology, provide possibilities for action among humans and 

35 Müller, ‘Intermediality Revisited,’ p. 240. This particular definition of “dispositif” is adopted from the work of television 
scholar Knut Hicketier. See: Knut Hickethier, ‘Dispositiv Fernsehen: Skizze eines Modells,’ Montage/AV: Zeitschrift für Theorie 
und Geschichte audiovisueller Kommunikation, vol. 4, no. 1, 1995, pp. 63-83.
36 Jean Louis Baudry, ‘Le dispositif: approches métapsychologiques de l’impression de réalité,’ Communications, no. 43, 
1975, pp. 56-71, p. 57. 
37 Baudry, ‘Le dispositif,’ p. 68.
38 Ian Hutchby, ‘Technologies, Texts and Affordances,’ Sociology, vol. 35, no. 2, pp. 441-456, p 444. 
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animals.39 Hutchby consequently related the notion of affordance to the de-
bate on the relationship between technology and society. He rejected the pre-
vailing consensus among many sociologists and historians of technology, often 
grouped under the heading of the social construction of technology (SCOT) 
approach, that technologies are predominantly discursive constructions whose 
material properties, in and of themselves, have no “effect” on society at large 
or on specific social actors that interact with them.40 Moreover, Hutchby was 
not convinced that the supposed effects and meaning of a particular technol-
ogy resided solely in the artefact itself which was, therefore, completely free 
of any attributions, discursive or otherwise, endowed by social actors. In short, 
he aimed to find a balance between notions of technological determinism and 
SCOT by proposing the concept of technological affordances as a bridge be-
tween the two opposing theoretical perspectives. As he explained:

‘(…) affordances are functional and relational aspects which frame, 
while not determining, the possibilities for agentic action in relation 
to an object. In this way technologies can be understood as artefacts 
which may be both shaped by and shaping of the practices humans use 
in interaction with, around and through them.’41

Hutchby’s definition of affordance is invaluable to this thesis. On the one 
hand, it will help to counter the potential criticism that it remains unclear 
whether in use and practice the technological or the sociocultural aspect is 
the most important determinant of the intermedial “network” or a particular 
video “dispositif” within it. To put it simply, strengthened by Hutchby, I claim 
that both dimensions are equally important. 

On the other hand, the notion of “technological affordance” allows me 
to frame this inquiry into video as alternative as one which puts sociocultural 
and technological dimensions on an even keel. The sociocultural view pro-
posed here will thus be enhanced by the pragmatic and heuristic notions of 
“intermediality,” and a technological affordances stance towards “dispositif.” I 
believe this will prove to be a solid, multifacted and inclusive basis on which 
to analyse the many guises in which video has related to other media technol-
ogies as part of an intermedial network, but also presented itself materially to 
entice specific “agentic actions” for amateur media practitioners. 

39 John J. Gibson, The Ecological Approach to Perception: Classic Edition, New York and London: Psychology Press, 2015 
(1979), pp. 119-120. 
40 For canonical examples of SCOT, see for example: Trevor J. Pinch and Wiebe E. Bijker, ‘The Social Construction of 
Facts and Artefacts: Or How the Sociology of Science and Sociology of Technology Might Benefit Each Other,’ Social 
Studies of Science, vol. 14, no. 3, 1984, pp. 399-411; Thomas J. Misa, ‘Retrieving Sociotechnical Change from Technological 
Determinism,’ in: Merrit Roe Smith and Leo Marx, eds, Does Technology Drive History? The Dilemma of Technological 
Determinism, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 1994; Wiebe Bijker, Of Bicycles, Bakelites, and Bulbs: Towards a 
Theory of Sociotechnical Change, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 1995.
41 Hutchby, ‘Technologies, Texts and Affordances,’ p. 444.
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Getting a grip on the amateur

But how to differentiate between the various historical amateur media prac-
titioners? This brings us to the second question addressed in this study. As 
explained, Meatball’s Rien Hagen and Donald Janssen aimed to explore video 
as a democratic and emancipatory counter technology. Amateur club filmmak-
er Dries Hendriks and others considered video as a disruptive technology for 
the amateur film club, and father Gerrit Warmelink and his family would 
come to use video as a technology of memory and belonging to negotiate their 
new home away from home. These historical actors can all be seen as ama-
teurs, but they cannot be easily subsumed under one unequivocal umbrella 
term such as the “amateur.” At first glance we could argue that they all were 
invested in media practices that took place outside the realm of the profes-
sional. With the proliferation of digital media and the purported rise of a Do-
It-Yourself (DIY) media culture, similar concerns about the “amateur,” “am-
ateurism,” and “amateur media technologies” have again become relevant to 
media scholars over the last two decades. 

Media scholar Henry Jenkins, for instance, claimed that the conver-
gence of old and new media also led to the emergence of a “double logic,” 
which shaped a media environment characterised by ‘both a top-down corpo-
rate-driven process and a bottom-up consumer-driven process.’42 Moreover, 
he argued, the new media technologies used in this environment—by media 
institutions, as well as by “grassroots” communities and individuals—have 
spawned a distinctly new and more democratic “participatory culture.”43 Over 
the last decade and a half, numerous publications have discussed the status of 
amateur media practices, asking questions such as: what kinds of new amateur 
media practices have emerged? How do they differ from past or present profes-
sional media practices? Do contemporary amateurs have more agency in the 
new digital media ecology? The search for a clear concept of the “amateur,” 
or the effort to come to terms with an often highly nebulous cluster of notions, 
concepts, propositions—but also with a utopian celebration or dystopian dis-
approval of the amateur—has been a priority on many research agendas, as 
well as a concern in popular discourse.44 

For many decades, also before the onset of the digital age, the proper 
understanding of media “amateurs” or “amateurism” has been contested. To 

42 Jenkins, Convergence Culture, p. 18
43 Ibid., pp. 3-4.
44 See for example: Andrew Keen, The Cult of the Amateur: How Blogs, MySpace, YouTube and the Rest of Today’s User-
Generated Content Are Destroying our Economy, our Culture, and our Values, London: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 2007; 
Jean E. Burgess and Joshua Green, YouTube: Online Video and Participatory Culture, Cambridge and Malden: Polity, 2009; 
Patrice Flichy, Le sacre de l’amateur: Sociologie des passion ordinaire à l’ère numérique, Paris: Seuil, 2010; Jean E. Burgess, 
‘YouTube and the Formalisation of Amateur Media,’ in: Dan Hunter, Ramon Lobato, Megan Richardson, and Julian Thomas, 
eds, Amateur Media: Social, Cultural and Legal Perspectives, Oxon: Routledge, 2012, pp. 53-58; Alec Foege, The Tinkerers: 
The Amateurs, DIYers, and Inventors Who Make America Great, New York: Basic Books, 2013.
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clarify this I return to the academic debates on historical amateur film and 
video-making as evolving media practices since the latter part of the twentieth 
century. I argue that, initially, a highly pervasive, deterministic, and normative 
ideological perspective on media amateurism came to dominate these debates. 
This particular perspective often stemmed from a Foucauldian and progres-
sive media theoretical tradition of critical analysis, which strongly favoured 
a political and media participatory understanding of amateurism. The dem-
ocratic, emancipatory potential of media technologies was assessed in terms 
of “bottom-up” tools to challenge “top-down” hegemonic power relations in 
capitalist society and media. Scholarship departing from this premise often 
downplayed or neglected the sociocultural and historical importance of other 
iterations of amateur film and video. Different scholarly analyses challenged 
the ideological perspective and many of them made compelling arguments to 
see value in other forms and functions of film and video amateurism—not in 
the least, perhaps, to redeem those amateur practices and artefacts that failed 
to fit into the ideological mould of critical analysis. 

This thesis seeks to strike a balance between the various issues raised in 
these often contentious debates on the kind of film and video amateurism that 
deserves more attention, or that is “relevant” or “worthwhile.” I claim that it is 
more fruitful to depart from an understanding of film and video amateurism 
as a cluster of several separate, coexistent, yet sometimes slightly overlapping 
amateur modes of practice and functioning.45 Also to be able to make a mean-
ingful distinction between the variety of social actors introduced in this study. 
This alternative perspective is inspired by the work of media theorist James 
Moran, who emphasised that one must distinguish various ‘functional modal-
ities of amateur practice’  to come to terms with multifaceted notions of ama-
teurs and their specific engagement with media technologies.46 To understand 
and define different kinds of amateurs, or various conceptions of amateurism, 
it is fruitful to work within a framework that acknowledges and analyses ‘differ-
ent sets of intentions,’ thus understanding each on the basis of its own merits 
and idiosyncrasies.47 In other words, instead of favouring one form or function 
above another, I propose a perspective on media amateurism that will  bring 
more descriptive and analytical clarity to the different intentions of historical 
film and video amateurs. 

In the sections below, I will build on previous research on amateur film 
and video by discussing three amateur modes, namely home mode, commu-

45 The notion of “mode” bears some resemblance to theorist Bill Nichols’ documentary “modes of representation” of 
reality. See: Bill Nichols, Representing Reality: Issues and Concepts in Documentary, Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana 
University Press, 1991, cf. p. 32. In this thesis, however, the notion of “mode” will be used to isolate and identify different 
manners in which amateurs appropriated media technologies as modes of practice and functioning. 
46 James M. Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2002, p. 
69.
47 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 70.
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nity mode, and counter mode, and their interrelationships. The concept of 
“home mode” was originally coined by media anthropologist Richard Chalfen 
to delineate the use and functioning of film, photo, and video in and around 
the home as a form of mediated communication for a small social circle of 
family and friends.48 The term “community mode” was used by film historian 
Ryan Shand to describe serious, highly organised amateur filmmakers who 
were members of numerous cine-clubs in many countries during the twen-
tieth century.49 Finally, I discuss the concept of counter mode. Although this 
mode has not appeared as such in previous scholarship, the counter mode is 
in line with the “preferred” understanding of amateurism as conceived with-
in what I identify as the ideological perspective. This third mode applies to 
amateurs who have used media technologies to adopt a “radical” or “resistive” 
stance to the prevailing or institutionalised media and socio-political land-
scape to which they respond. 

Before exploring these three modes in more detail, I will first discuss the 
seminal work done from what I view as the ideological perspective. The main 
representative of this perspective is media historian and theorist Patricia Zim-
mermann, who pioneered the study of amateur film as a topic deserving seri-
ous scholarly attention.50 Her work is well known for its theoretical preference 
for a more “radical” understanding of film amateurism, which in this chapter 
would be useful for understanding the counter mode. At the same time, in her 
detailed analysis of the history of amateur film Zimmermann also adresses 
some of the discursive traits of the home and community modes, though she 
does not label these as such.

From an ideological perspective to three amateur modes

The history of amateur film, according to Zimmermann, is characterised by 
several more or less consecutive phases in which different discursive concep-
tions of amateurism emerged. These conceptions were intricately intertwined 
with the technological development of amateur film: a trajectory that started 
out as a novelty at the end of the nineteenth century, moved towards grad-
ual standardisation into several commodified consumer media technologies 
based on 16mm around the 1930s, and then to 8mm film gauge formats in 
the 1950s and 1960s. According to Zimmermann, the early history of film was 
a period in which notions of amateurism were mostly shaped by popular dis-
courses foregrounding its radical artistic and political potential. However, as 

48 Richard Chalfen, Snapshot Versions of Life, Bowling Green: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1987.
49 Ryan Shand, ‘Theorizing Amateur Cinema: Limitations and Possibilities,’ The Moving Image, vol. 8, no. 2, 2008, pp. 36-
60, p. 53.
50 Patricia R. Zimmerman, Reel Families: A Social History of Amateur Film, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995.
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further technological innovations resulted in its gradual standardisation into 
semi-professional and amateur formats, two additional conceptions of amateur-
ism became more prolific. The first discursive conception of film amateurism 
construed it in terms of serious leisure and hobbyism. The film amateur was 
encouraged to “ape” the technical skill and aesthetic related to professional 
filmmaking, as in Hollywood.51 The other conception of amateurism gained 
prominence with the commodification of 8mm film, for example with the 
arrival of Super8 film cassettes and cameras. At this point, amateurism came 
to be seen more and more, in advertisements and other popular discourses, as 
what Zimmermann considered “passive” domestic consumption of the film 
camera, centring on making home movies of family life.52

As suggested by her terminology, Zimmerman criticised these last two 
understandings of amateurism. Whereas early discourses on film amateurism 
encouraged an emancipatory, media-democratic, and autonomous artistic ap-
propriation, she evaluated the other two notions of amateurism as falling short 
of the potential of amateur film. They represented the moments in which the 
value of “amateurism” was absorbed into either the dominant capitalist ide-
ology of “professionalism” or the “bourgeois” ideal of celebrating the nuclear 
family’s “togetherness.”53 For this reason, Zimmerman, partly inspired by the 
work of progressive media theorist Hans Magnus Enzensberger, concluded 
that these two modes of amateur film (as serious leisure and as home mov-
ie-making) belonged in the “domination and consumption” category, while 
the early socio-political and artistic exploration of film amateurism reflected 
its true potential for “resistance” and “hope” in the face of capitalist ideology 
encroaching upon all aspects of everyday life.54

This particular critical framework, with its sometimes evaluative tone, was 
further developed in scholarship on consumer electronic video. For example, 
in the same year that Zimmermann’s book was published, media scholar Lau-
rie Ouellette reflected on possibilities for amateur video to be found in the 
camcorder, which she saw as the electronic successor of the once commercial-
ly successful Super8 film camera.55 Interestingly, Ouellette seemed to be less 
dismissive than Zimmermann when it came to home video-making, arguing 
that using the camcorder to record family and domestic life ‘should not be 
devalued as an authentic cultural practice.’56 Still, Ouellette put forward a 
rather elaborate analysis in which the camcorder, as an easy to use and widely 

51 Zimmermann, Reel Families, p. 65.
52 Ibid., p. 142.
53 Ibid., p. 61; p. 113.
54 For an influential article by Enszensberger on an emancipatory media theory, see: Hans Magnus Enzensberger, 
‘Constituents of a Theory of the Media’, New Left Review, no. 64, 1970, pp. 13-36. For the influence of Enszensberger on 
Zimmerman, see: Zimmerman, Reel Families, p. ix.
55 Laurie Ouellette, ‘Camcorder Dos and Don’ts: Popular Discourses on Amateur Video and Participatory Television,’ The 
Velvet Light Trap, vol. 36, 1995, pp. 33-43.
56 Ouellette, ‘Camcorder Dos and Don’ts,’ p. 34.
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available electronic consumer media technology, should be valued predomi-
nantly as an unprecedented means for amateurs ‘to reimagine television as a 
participatory, democratic form of communication.’57

In contrast, James Moran was highly critical of the recurring tendency to 
regard amateur media technologies, whether film or video, as possible tools 
for democratisation, used to instigate a media revolution from below. Similar 
to Zimmermann’s appraisal of early film, Moran detected that the discussions 
surrounding the possible amateur appropriation of early electronic video in 
the 1960s and 1970s were characterized by a pervasive “rhetoric of libera-
tion.”58 In these highly emancipatory discourses, video was often seen as a new 
media technology for amateurs, with the potential to challenge the electronic 
media landscape ruled by commercial and institutionalised broadcast televi-
sion. At the same time, Moran was suspicious of such utopian expectations 
of the significance of video for the amateur. He concluded that most video 
amateurs did not necessarily embrace video as an oppositional, alternative 
media practice, set against media institutions. In other words, Moran pointed 
out that many of these media theories, including the work of Zimmermann 
and Ouellette, were misguided because there was little empirical evidence of 
a democratic film or video revolution. 

Instead of condemning one form of media amateurism as somehow less 
“democratic” or “valuable” than another, Moran proposed that the deter-
minist ideological perspective, or the “dominant ideology thesis,” ought to be 
replaced by a framework that does not “denigrate,” but instead takes into ac-
count the complexity and variety of intent among film and video amateurs.59 
Moran proposed to understand amateurism as a complex form of ‘media cre-
ation through the mutual acts of production and consumption.’60 To under-
stand these “mutual acts,” it is important to analyse them according to the 
“functional modalities,” or modes, in which amateurism emerged. To fully 
appreciate amateur film and video practices, it is necessary to ascertain the 
“cultural functions” that motivated and shaped them.61 

In order to redeem amateurs regarded as falling short from an ideological 
perspective, Moran elaborated on one functional modality: the home mode. 
He defined the amateur home mode as an ‘active, authentic mode of media 
production for representing everyday life.’62 His explanation of its “functional 
taxonomy,” however, is so elaborate and inclusive that  more or less artistically 
and politically inspired amateur film and video practices would also fit his un-
derstanding of the home mode, if they at least explored very broadly defined 

57 Ibid., p. 42.
58 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 7.
59 Ibid., p. 50; p. 54.
60 Ibid., p. 57.
61 Ibid., p. 69.
62 Ibid., p. 59.
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categories such as “family,” “community,” “identity,” “self,” and “place.”63 
If not, they would be subsumed under the “avant-garde” or “documentary 
mode,” or approached as hybrid practices of “pseudoprofessionals.”64

Strikingly, Moran chose to ignore altogether the existence of the highly 
organised and serious film and video amateurs of the “community mode.” 
In other words, his notion of the home mode, rather paradoxically, also fore-
grounded only one dominant conception of amateurism, albeit an inclusive 
and intellectually refined one. To move beyond such one-sided focus and to 
honour the diversity in practices and functions among historical film and vid-
eo amateurs, I propose two additional modes besides the home mode, namely 
community mode and counter mode. However, I will first discuss the home 
mode in more detail.

The home mode

The home mode is well established in media scholarship. Although Zimmer-
mann and Ouellette did not necessarily see much “radical” or “resistive” po-
tential in this amateur mode of practice and functioning, for Moran and other 
media scholars the home mode was the quintessence of film and video ama-
teurism. Originally coined by Richard Chalfen, “home mode” implied a par-
ticular form of technologically mediated social communication. By calling the 
social actors involved  in home mode communication as “Polaroid People” 
and part of “Kodak culture,” Chalfen maintained that they did not necessarily 
aim to capture a fictional filmic representation, but rather created “symbolic 
worlds” of highly valued moments of everyday life.65 These valued events were 
mediated as unpolished “snapshot representations” of pivotal moments in the 
“modern human life-cycle,” such as married life and parenthood, the birth 
and growth of children towards adolescence and so on.66 Moreover, these rep-
resentations of various life experiences were made with and for a small social 
group of family and friends, predominately to fulfil a “memory function.”67 

Since Chalfen introduced the home mode, various media scholars have 
developed the “memory function” of this domestic, family-oriented amateur 
practice. Media historian Susan Aasman elaborated even more extensively 
than Chalfen on the importance of ritualistic aspects of the home mode that 

63 Ibid., pp. 59-61.
64 Ibid., p. 65.
65 Chalfen, Snapshot Versions of Life, p. 10.
66 Ibid., p. 93; p. 74.
67 Ibid., p. 140. In the tradition of Chalfen’s media sociological and ethnographical investigation, a more contemporary re-
evaluation of the home mode in the digital age can be found in: Maria Pini, ‘Inside the Home Mode,’ in: David Buckingham 
and Rebekah Willett, eds, Video Cultures: Media Technology and Everyday Creativity, London, Houndsmill and New York: 
Palgrave, 2009, pp. 71-92; David Buckingham, Rebekah Willet and Maria Pini, Home Truths? Video Production and Domestic 
Life, Ann Arbor: The University of Michigan Press and The University of Michigan Library, 2011. 
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catered to an “archival desire” to create “visual family memories.”68 Media 
theorist Roger Odin, in contrast, sought to refine Chalfen’s understanding 
of the home mode as a mere memory practice, arguing that the home mode 
allows for a complex and reciprocal “communicative space of the family.”69 
This space shaped both the family dynamics during production as well as the 
dynamic of the film’s eventual reception by the family as a visual memory 
artefact.

Moran similarly expanded on Chalfen’s notion of the home mode, link-
ing it to video. Unlike Aasman and Odin, Moran did not emphasise the home 
mode’s “memory function,” but developed a highly advanced “functional 
taxonomy of the home mode,” providing a theoretical basis for its most valu-
able everyday cultural functions.70 Besides being an ‘authentic, active form of 
media production,’ the home mode also provides a “liminal space” in which 
its practitioners can negotiate their ‘public, communal, and private, person-
al identities.’71 The home mode not only left room for a complex identity 
negotiation; it also provided the means to articulate through media use and 
consumption a ‘material articulation of generational continuity over time.’72 
Within the home mode Moran also expanded the notion of “home” beyond 
its strict understanding as “domestic,” arguing that in this mode one can ‘con-
struct an image of home as a cognitive and affective foundation situating our 
place in the world.’73 

Despite the merits of Moran’s taxonomy, his inclusive perspective on the 
home mode may forfeit detail and precision when it comes to analysing home 
video artefacts and practices. Moran’s model essentially allows for the inclu-
sion of all kinds of amateur film and video dealing very broadly with what he 
called ‘the families we choose.’74 While he rightly criticised the lack of solid 
empirical evidence in Zimmermann and Ouellette’s analyses, he did not test 
his own model on actual home mode videos. The latter will be remedied in 
this thesis with the analysis of video not only as a technology of memory, but 
also a technology of belonging. As media sociologist Maria Pini argued, “be-
longing” is a central category in the home mode.75

68 Susan Aasman, Rituelen van huiselijk geluk: Een cultuurhistorische verkenning van familiefilm, Amsterdam: Het Spinhuis, 
2004, p. 51.
69 Roger Odin, ‘The Home Movie and Spaces of Communication,’ in: Laura Rascaroli, Gwenda Young and Barry Monahan, 
eds, Amateur Filmmaking: The Home Movie, the Archive, the Web, New York etc.: Bloomsbury, 2014, pp. 15-26, cf. p. 16.
70 These functional modalities will be discussed in more detail in chapter five.
71 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 60.
72 Ibid.
73 Ibid., p. 61.
74 Ibid., p. 39.
75 Pini, ‘Inside the Home Mode,’ pp. 81-84.
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The community mode

The community mode is characterised by a different amateur mode of prac-
tice and functioning. As such, it also embodies an alternative to the inten-
tions of amateurs who engage with film and video technologies in the home 
mode. The first scholar to point to this alternative mode was film historian 
Ryan Shand.76 Explicitly condemning Zimmermann’s condescending tone 
when describing serious film amateurism as “aping” professional standards of 
film-making, Shand introduced the “community mode” to understand serious 
amateurism in a cine-club context.77 As such this mode allows film scholars 
to thoroughly assess the merits and idiosyncrasies of “cine-club culture” in 
which ‘highly organized artistic regimes’ played an important and valuable 
role.78

Shand’s doctoral thesis provides a further theoretical discussion of the 
aesthetic and stylistic regimes of serious amateurism; he argues for more thor-
ough exploration of the notions of authorship and genre to better understand 
how these artistic regimes operate within the community mode. At the time, 
film scholars had linked these notions to professional and artistic practice, 
but not to serious amateurism. This oversight, as Shand pointed out, created 
a blind spot with regard to “generic practice” and the “aspirational models” 
within the community mode directed towards internalising proper profession-
al discourses on the pre-production, production, and post-production of film.79 
Film historian Charles Tepperman also advised directing serious attention to 
this mode of film amateurism. Although in a footnote he acknowledged the 
theoretical existence of the community mode, he did not explore it any fur-
ther. Instead, he defined serious amateurs as those ‘who participated in a film 
culture outside of the commercial mainstream and developed “advanced” 
skills in film production’ and who therefore should be seen as ‘independent 
media experimenters and producers.’80 

American filmmaker and scholar Melinda Stone has provided more elab-
orate insight into a broader understanding of the “culture” of the community 
mode.  She analysed cine-club culture as a creative “structured community” 
shaped by six “ingredients”: 1) the monthly club meeting, 2) the club maga-
zine, 3) business meetings concerning the internal operation of the club, 4) 
filmmaking contests, 5) the production of collaborative club movies, and 6) 
the organization of regular outings and banquets.81 Stone came to the conclu-

76 Shand, ‘Theorizing Amateur Cinema.’ See also: Ryan Shand, ‘Amateur Cinema: History, Theory and Genre (1930-80),’ 
doctoral thesis, University of Glasgow, 2007. 
77 Shand, ‘Theorizing Amateur Cinema,’ p. 54.
78 Ibid. Italics original.
79 Shand, ‘Amateur Cinema,’ p. 16.
80 Charles Tepperman, Amateur Cinema: The Rise of North American Amateur Filmmaking, 1923-1960, Oakland: University 
of California Press, 2015, p. 9.
81 Melinda Stone, ‘“If It Moves, We Shoot It”: The San Diego Amateur Movie Club,’ Film History, vol. 15, no. 2, 2003, 
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sion that this club culture consisted of an amalgamation of components that 
provided a particular shape to the social, communicative, and creative identity 
of the club and its members. The club provided both a formal and informal 
setting in which a particular hierarchy, continuity, cohesion, knowledge dis-
semination, and also sociality could be built around a shared interest in media 
technologies associated with serious amateur filmmaking. 

Media sociologist Daniel Cuzner explored club culture in terms of a 
“community of practice.”82 He theorized the setting of the club as a participa-
tory learning environment in which its individual members embodied various 
degrees of craftsmanship, knowledge, and commitment. Rather than having 
homogeneous clubs, Cuzner identified six “types” of club members: 1) the 
beginner, 2) the lone operator, 3) the club mover, 4) the celebrity, 5) the 
professional, and 6) the social member.83 Given this typology, there was also a 
‘significant diversity in the motivations, interests and expertise that members 
bring to the club setting.’84 Despite these various individual motivations, ac-
cording to Cuzner, club life was quite institutionalised through ‘the club com-
mittee and the roles of the various “officers” (president, secretary, and so on),’ 
which inevitably gave rise to particular ‘hierarchies and power relations.’85 As 
also pointed out by film historian Heather Norris Nicholson, these institu-
tional and formal aspects of the community mode were not confined to local 
organisations, but extended to national and even international organisations 
and networks of amateur filmmaking. 86

In the case of the Netherlands, as I will show in this study, the arrival of 
electronic video spurred a fierce debate among community mode amateurs 
between the late 1960s and the early 1990s. Various prominent figures within 
organised Dutch amateur filmmaking were convinced that the advent of vid-
eo technologies would pose a threat to the practice and functioning of com-
munity mode amateurism. Furthermore, this dismissive attitude towards video 
partly followed from the, what I term, “spirit of community” favoured within 
serious organised amateur filmmaking. Analysis of the sociocultural dynamics 
of a Dutch club in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s as a community of practice will 
reveal the highly valued nature of such spirit, with its notions of craftsmanship 
and an “auratic” and “mythological” understanding of amateur film, while it 
was carefully constructed when new members entered the club. 

pp. 220-237, cf. p. 223.
82 Daniel Cuzner, ‘The Hidden World of Organised Amateur Film-Making,’ in: David Buckingham and Rebekah 
Willett, eds., Video Cultures: Media Technology and Everyday Creativity, London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009, pp. 191-209, p. 
196. Cuzner’s notion of “community of practice” is based on: Jean Lave and Etienne Wenger, Situated Learning: Legitimate 
Peripheral Participation, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991; Etienne Wenger, Communities of Practice: Learning, 
Meaning, and Identity, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998.
83 Cuzner, ‘The Hidden World of Organised Amateur Film-Making,’ p. 203.
84 Ibid., p. 206.
85 Ibid.
86 Heather Norris Nicholson, Amateur Film: Meaning and Practice, 1927-1977, Manchester and New York: Manchester 
University Press, 2012.
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The counter mode

Accounting for the intellectual genesis of “counter mode” film and video 
amateurism is a far less straightforward task, because it has not been strictly 
described as such in scholarship. This is why it is fruitful first to discuss several 
major examples that inspired the conception of film and video amateurism as 
an oppositional practice. 

Two prominent artists who inspired the theoretical formation of this “op-
positional” understanding of amateur filmmaking were Maya Deren and Jo-
nas Mekas. Their celebration of amateur filmmaking was, however, based on 
different views of amateurism. Mekas embraced the aesthetic and practice of 
home mode film and photography as examples of authentic media practices 
for exploring intimacy, belonging, and memory in everyday life. He sought in 
his own artistic expression to incorporate and experiment with the unpolished 
aesthetic of the home mode to challenge the norms and values of modern ab-
stract art in the post-war art world of the United States. As media scholar Jeffrey 
Ruoff argued, Mekas’s artistic motivations to adopt the home mode stemmed 
from a desire to use film ‘to participate symbolically in the avant-garde film 
community, to become a member, to share the struggles, to pay homage to 
the pioneers of film art.’87 Besides aiming to introduce small-gauge film tech-
nologies as new tools to explore a more personal artistic practice, Mekas also 
used them to the mediate the journey he and others undertook in their daily 
lives to form an intimate, small artistic film community within the New York 
avant-garde. Furthermore, by embracing an aesthetic connected to memory 
and belonging, as well as to the intimate and the personal, Mekas resisted the 
dominant ‘aesthetic of abstraction and formal experimentation’ in New York’s 
avant-garde of the 1950s and 1960s.88 

Maya Deren, in contrast, has argued for a different approach to film am-
ateurism. Although, as she claimed, the term “amateur” has an “apologetic 
ring” to it in everyday parlance, it should be valued and embraced according 
to its Latin etymology: as meaning “lover.”89 By not being tied to filmmaking 
as a commercial profession, but as a freely chosen creative and artistic pursuit, 
amateur filmmaking could reach its full potential as “physical” and “artistic” 
liberation.90 Deren argued that amateurs, as “lovers” of highly portable small-
gauge film technologies, could develop an economically disinterested attitude 
in which they would enjoy a high degree of artistic and creative freedom, 

87 Jeffrey K. Ruoff, ‘Home Movies of the Avant-Garde: Jonas Mekas and the New York Art World,’ Cinema Journal, vol. 30, 
no. 3, 1991, pp. 6-28, cf. p. 15.
88 Ruoff, ‘Home Movies of the Avant-Garde,’ p. 19. Another notable filmmaker to emerge out of the New York avant-garde, 
Stan Brakhage, in fact explored small-gauge film technologies (mostly 16 mm) as a medium for abstraction and formal 
experimentation. For several scholarly reflections on Brakhage as an experimental and abstract artist and filmmaker, see the 
edited volume: David E. James, ed, Stan Brakhage: Filmmaker, Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2006.
89 Maya Deren, ‘Amateur Versus Professional,’ Film Culture, no. 39, 1965, pp. 45-46.
90 Deren, ‘Amateur Versus Professional,’ p. 45.
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driven by an individual passion to seek poetic beauty in everyday life through 
the lens of a film camera. Thus, contrary to Mekas, the resistive stance to be 
taken by amateurs related explicitly to commercial professional film practice, 
rather than to the art world itself. 

Regardless of these differences, both of these artistic explorations of ama-
teur filmmaking have come to obscure the conceptual understanding of the 
amateur, by wrongly confusing amateurism with avant-garde artistic practices, 
functions, and intentions. Arguably, Patricia Zimmermann has been instru-
mental in perpetuating this confusion, as she regarded the avant-garde appro-
priations of and experimentations with small-gauge film as superior examples 
of small-gauge film’s potential for amateurs. In this respect, it is important to 
point out that her analysis of amateur film seems indebted to the work of more 
politically-minded media critics such as Hans Magnus Enzensberger and his 
intellectual predecessor, the German cultural critic Walter Benjamin. 

In the 1930s, Benjamin prophesised that the then relatively new repro-
ductive technologies of photography and film could be put to use by the mass-
es as tools to emancipate them from the repressive capitalist society in which 
they lived.91 He furthermore maintained that film and photography could 
play an important role in democratising “practice-politics,” allowing for a bot-
tom-up resistance to the institutional use of then existing media technologies, 
and by extension, to the ideology of capitalism in which their institutional use 
was embedded.92 A similar discursive pattern and intellectual appraisal can 
be found in criticism related to the arrival of video technologies in the 1960s 
and 1970s. Discourses on their potential appropriation by amateurs were also 
characterised by a strong conviction that video allowed for new possibilities to 
instigate a revolution from below to challenge the status quo in capitalist soci-
ety, politics, and media. As I will argue here, and have argued elsewhere, those 
who belonged to the video avant-garde of the United States made consumer 
video technologies able to be aesthetically as well as socio-politically radical.93 
As evidenced by their articles in Radical Software, the video avant-garde’s dis-
cursive imagination of amateur use of portable video much resembled Maya 
Deren’s notions of the amateur filmmaker.94

Some video amateurs nevertheless did aim to appropriate video politically 
as a resistive tool to counter television, or to counter the electronic media land-
scape at the time. Although such an oppositional use was often spearheaded by 
a relatively marginal group of avant-garde artists, some more activist amateurs 

91 Walter Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,’ in: Walter Benjamin and Hannah Arendt, 
ed, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, New York: Shocken Books, 2007 (1968), pp. 217-251.
92 Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,’ p. 226.
93 Tom Slootweg, ‘Imagining the User of Portapak: Countercultural Agency for Everyone!’ in Giovanna Fossati and Annie 
van den Oever, eds, Exposing the Film Apparatus: The Film Archive as Research Laboratory, Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press and Dutch Film Museum EYE, pp. 177-186.
94 Slootweg, ‘Imagining the User of Portapak,’ pp. 185-186.
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deployed it to be socio-politically resistive and as an alternative to institution-
alised media. Video was sometimes appropriated in “oppositional” amateur 
practices, despite the often misguided utopian impulses underpinning them. 
As media historian Deidre Boyle showed, the arrival of video technologies 
gave rise to video collectives that sought to explore the artistic and democratic 
use of video technologies in the United States.95 In contrast, media sociologist 
Jo Henderson analysed experiments on British public television, in the “Vid-
eo Nations” project, in which video was explored as a democratic medium 
used by ordinary people.96 Together with Susan Aasman, I have pointed at sim-
ilar experiment on Dutch public television in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
in which media democratization via portable video and small-gauge film was 
explored and given a platform.97 

The counter mode is complementary to the community and the home 
mode in terms of its practice and functioning. By coining this mode, it will 
be possible to acknowledge that certain amateur engagements with media 
technologies, regardless of their marginal and, perhaps, ideologically biased 
nature, were shaped in terms of an oppositional practice, similar to Benja-
min’s amateur “practice-politics.” This alternative mode foregrounds a par-
ticular functioning not necessarily found in the other modes, one embodying 
a strong conviction that consumer media technologies may enhance media 
participation by explicitly challenging the institutionalised media landscape 
existing at a particular moment in time. As I will show in this thesis, in the 
counter mode, the exploration and experimentation with media technologies’ 
democratising potential from below took precedence over memory, belong-
ing, or an edifying form of creative craftsmanship. I will maintain that video 
technologies were explicitly attributed with a countercultural agency and used 
by the Dutch video collective Meatball in various projects and experiments to 
explore video’s democratic and emancipatory potential for the individual and 
local communities. 

The structure, sources and analysis of electronic video in three modes 

The main goal of this study is to clarify how the arrival, assessment and use 
of video as alternative, between the late 1960s and the end of the 1980s in 
the Netherlands, were not a static or uniform affair but, instead, depends 
on which perspective is taken. I will show that that each amateur mode ap-

95 Deidre Boyle, Subject to Change: Guerrilla Television Revisited, New York and Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997.
96 Jo Henderson, ‘Handing Over Control? Access, “Ordinary People” and Video Nations,’ in: David Buckingham and 
Rebekah Willett, eds, Video Cultures: Media Technology and Everyday Creativity, London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009, pp. 152-
171, cf. p. 157.
97 Tom Slootweg and Susan Aasman, ‘Democratic Television: Two Curious Cases of Alternative Media as Counter-
Technologies,’ VIEW: Journal of European Television Culture and History, vol. 4, no. 7, 2015, pp. 21-37.
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proached video differently. Moreover, its potential and actual use, also on the 
basis of its materiality as a technology, would be attributed with meanings and 
functions specific to the mode in which groups of historical users operated. 
This will be done by focusing on three central thematic and analytical catego-
ries: resistance, disruption and belonging. 

An important contribution of this thesis will be to bring more concep-
tual and heuristic precision when investigating concrete historical cases of 
particular groups of amateur media practitioners and their engagements with 
and attitudes towards “new” media technologies and their potential as an al-
ternative. By adopting the sociocultural view, in combination with a threefold 
perspective on the amateur, I will investigate three concrete cases of video as 
alternative in the Netherlands between the late 1960s and 1990s. The notion 
of “functional modalities,” rather than an ideological or normative perspec-
tive, will make it possible to understand three separate amateur engagements 
with video technologies in a manner that elucidates the different sets of inten-
tions underpinning amateurs’ investment in media technologies as an alterna-
tive. This thesis will also show the differences in how their participation with, 
around and through media technologies as an alternative took shape. 

The three modes summarised above will function both as the overall 
structure and empirical, case study-driven backbone of this thesis. In contrast 
to the order in which the modes were discussed conceptually and theoreti-
cally, the chapters will succeed in the sequence in which the cases were in-
troduced at the beginning of the introduction: the counter, community and 
home modes. The rationale behind this particular order stems from the con-
sideration that it, more or less, adheres to the chronology in which the con-
crete and discursive engagements with video transpired per amateur mode. 
As will be shown, video was to become a concrete option within the counter 
mode in the Netherlands, as exemplified by the case of the video collective 
Meatball, from the early 1970s onwards. In the community mode, in contrast, 
debates on video as alternative in the club and the larger social world of or-
ganised amateur filmmaking took place predominantly throughout the 1980s. 
Although its potential use was demonstrated and assessed as early as the late 
1960s, the debate on its potential as an alternative took off more noticeably 
with the growing dominance of standardised consumer video in the 1980s. 
Engagements with video in the home mode, lastly, took place in the second 
half of the 1980s with the arrival of the camcorder as a more affordable and 
convenient alternative. 

In order to reconstruct the multiplicity and complexity of electronic vid-
eo in three modes, I will draw from a variety of sources and methodologies. 
Besides analysing primary and secondary literature on the discursive construc-
tion of electronic video and amateur media practices, I will also draw from 
various written and audiovisual archival materials. With regard to the latter, 
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it is important to point out that conducting archival research into electronic 
video, especially in the Netherlands, to some degree implies entering a terra 
incognita. The various historical forms and guises of media like the press, tel-
evision, radio and cinema have enjoyed ample attention by media historians 
and archival institutions for their importance as cultural heritage and their 
historical role in Dutch media culture. Video has received far less attention 
in this respect.98 Archival traces of past amateur engagements with electronic 
video, or of the role played by video in Dutch media culture at large, remain 
largely unearthed and therefore lack a comprehensive archival or scholarly 
inventory. Given these circumstances, I have based my primary research on 
archival materials scattered across a relatively narrow selection of private col-
lections, as well as collections in municipal, regional and national archives. A 
significant part—if not all of the archival materials held in private collections, 
and some (sub-)collections in regional and municipal archives—is unsorted. 
As a consequence, some of the primary sources used in this study lack the 
institutional vetting, ordering and accessibility normally provided by archives 
and their collection specialists. 

In addition to archival sources, this dissertation also builds on primary 
research into the “lived experience” of the engagements of amateur media 
practitioners with electronic video.99 Open-ended, oral interviews with a 
selection of historical actors associated with each of the three modes under 
scrutiny, have provided a broader insight into how electronic video was used 
and assessed and how it attained its meanings and functioning. These oral 
interviews, however, were not conducted so as to compile highly formalised 
and comprehensive accounts, as would be preferential in the field of oral 
history.100 In this study the interviews are complementary to more traditional 
primary research, which allows me to go beyond textual and audiovisual traces 
of the past in connection to a particular mode. This varied and interdisciplin-
ary stance is, I believe, necessary  to be able to account for the complex sta-
tus of electronic video. Especially when taking into consideration the relative 
scarcity of easily accessible archival materials on the topic.

This sociocultural media history of video as alternative will be structured 
as follows. By way of a more general introduction, chapter two will start off 
with an analysis of the discursive construction of video as alternative as it ap-
peared in Dutch popular imagination. I will term the manner in which popu-

98 For a further discussion and overview of the modest interest in video as an important media historical phenomenon 
by media historians and archival institutions in the Netherlands, see:  Susan Aasman and Tom Slootweg, ‘Een zeer korte 
geschiedenis van video,’ Tijdschrift voor Mediageschiedenis, vol. 20, no. 1, 2017, pp. 115-121.
99 For an elaborate discussion on the study of “lived experience” in media studies, see: Ann Gray, Research Practice for 
Media Studies: Ethnographic Methods and Lived Cultures, London, Thousand Oaks and New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2003, 
cf. p. 24.
100 See, for example, Miranda Banks’ comprehensive oral history project on historical professional film and television 
production practices in the United States: Miranda J. Banks, ‘Oral History and Media Industries: Theorizing the Personal in 
Production History,’ Cultural Studies, vol. 28, no. 4, 2014, pp. 545-560.
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lar imagination approached video as a form of “pre-domestication,” meaning a 
process in which popular discourse imagined its role as an electronic consum-
er media technology within everyday media culture at home and beyond.101 As 
I will show, the meanings and functioning of video as a possible consumer me-
dia technology, were reflected upon extensively in Dutch popular discourse. 
The second chapter will focus specifically on the pivot around which these 
discourses emerged, video’s presentation at the popular biannual consumer 
electronics exhibition Firato (1950-1998) in Amsterdam.102 Discussed in more 
detail in the second chapter, the introduction of video at the Firato, a site of 
the “new” for consumers, was the moment which explicitly foregrounded its 
potential outside the professional world of television. The popular electronics 
exhibition, moreover, discursively catapulted the popular imaginary of elec-
tronic video’s potential in public debate, thereby making it part of discussions 
on the interrelationship between media, technology and everyday life. This 
analysis is based on national and regional daily newspapers, popular technol-
ogy publications, newsreels and television programmes, as well as popular 
publications pertaining to the public debate on the electronic age between 
the 1960s and 1980s. By tracing and analysing the expectations and imaginary 
surrounding electronic video, it will be possible to reflect on its discursive ex-
istence,  in terms of its potentiality, or “conditions of  possibility” in popular 
discourse, in order to scrutinise video’s actuality, its concrete existence, in 
three amateur modes.103 

The third chapter will present a sociocultural investigation of video’s 
potential and concrete existence in the counter mode through a broader 
contextualisation of this mode and an analysis of the Dutch video collective 
Meatball. The materials relevant to this chapter are predominantly popular 
and scholarly publications related to counter movements in the arts, poli-
tics and media from the 1960s to the early 1980s. These sources will help to 
contextualise the historically specific dynamics of the counter mode in the 
Netherlands and abroad. The third chapter will also make use of empirical 
material from The Hague’s Municipal Archives (Haags Gemeentearchief), 

101 The term “pre-domestication” is drawn from the work of Roger Silverstone and Leslie Haddon. It will be discussed more 
elaborately in the introduction to the second chapter. See: Roger Silverstone and Leslie Haddon, ‘Design and Domestication 
of Information and Communication Technologies: Technical Change and Everyday Life,’ in: Roger Silverstone and Robin 
Mansell, eds, Communication by Design: The Politics of Information and Communication Technologies, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1996, pp 44-74. 
102 I also consulted the archive of the organisation of this exhibition, FIAR-CE. Unfortunately, this archive is largely 
incomplete and unsorted. Besides some general materials, such as Firato exhibition booklets, not much internal 
documentation has survived with regard to more detailed information on the organisation of the Firato and contacts 
maintained with electronics companies that showcased consumer video technologies at the exhibition.
103 François Albera and Maria Tortajada, ‘Introduction to an Epistomology of Viewing and Listening Dispositives,’ in: François 
Albera and Maria Tortajada, eds, Cinema Beyond Film: Media Epistomology in the Modern Era, Amsterdam: Amsterdam 
University Press, 2010, pp. 9-22, cf. p. 12. This also extends to the concept of affordance. Whereas Hutchby proposed to 
study the concrete affordance of technologies, media scholars Peter Nagy and Gina Neff recently also proposed including the 
“imagined affordances” of new media technologies for potential users. See: Peter Nagy and Gina Neff, ‘Imagined Affordance: 
Reconstructing a Key Term for Communication Theory,’ Social Media and Society, vol. 1, no. 2, 2015, pp. 1-9.  
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which holds the unsorted archive of the video group Meatball (1972-1993). 
The latter consists of a wide variety of materials, ranging from internal and 
external communications with various organisations, partners and collab-
orators; to leaflets, booklets, mission statements, annual reports, photos and 
so on. These materials will be complemented by oral interviews conducted 
with Rien Hagen and Cesar Messemaker, two prominent past members of 
the video group. The interviews were conducted to gain additional insights 
into the expectations, motivations and intentions behind the use of video not 
ascertainable through archival research. Together, these empirical materials 
allow for a multifaceted analysis of the day-to-day workings of the video group 
and of the uses, ambitions, attitudes and expectations related to video as an 
alternative media technology. 

These sources will furthermore enable me to reconstruct how video was 
regarded as a counter technology. As will be shown, the 1970s in particular were 
characterised by an internationally prevailing progressive attitude towards the 
potential of new media technologies such as video to subvert the perceived 
repressive hold on society by various institutions within the world of the arts, 
politics and media. The guiding rhetorical principle was that video would 
make possible a democratic and emancipatory form of do-it-yourself television 
to counter and resist institutional power. The second part of the chapter will 
show that these international trends valuing the democratic and emancipatory 
potential of video found a particular shape in the Netherlands with the forma-
tion and genesis of Meatball. In addition, Meatball also briefly collaborated 
with the producers the controversial television programme Neon, which was 
broadcasted between 1979 and 1980 by the progressive public broadcaster 
VPRO. Although Neon reformulated counter mode video in terms of a youth-
ful and resistive “punk” aesthetic, it also aimed to bring a democratic video 
culture to the Netherlands. 

The fourth chapter, consequently, will analyse how video was conceived 
as a disruptive technology in the community mode during the 1970s and 
1980s. As will be shown, taking the earlier mentioned Dries Hendrik as the 
main representative, a considerable degree of resistance towards video came 
to dominate the social world of organised amateur filmmaking. I will contex-
tualise the prevailing perception of video as a disruptive technology, which 
significantly delayed its eventual acceptance until the 1990s, by analysing the 
sociocultural dynamics underpinning the community mode. From a broader 
perspective, I will do this by charting the discussions on the societal and cul-
tural value of serious film amateurism in the 1960s and 1970s at the Nether-
lands Organisation of Amateur Filmmaking NOVA (Nederlandse Organisatie 
van Amateurfilmers), the highly institutionalised national platform for film-
making as serious leisure in the Netherlands. On the local level, I will more 
closely scrutinise the “spirit of community” and its perceived relationship with 
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“film culture” and its associated media technologies by taking as a case study 
the eminent amateur film club GSF (Groninger Smalfilmers), founded in 
Groningen in 1933. 

In order to analyse these two levels of organised amateur filmmaking, 
chapter four will draw from archival sources at the Netherlands Institute of 
Sound and Vision (NISV) in Hilversum, and the GSF-collection at the Re-
gional Historical Centre Groningen Archives (RHC Groninger Archieven) 
and its audiovisual branch, the GAVA (Gronings AudioVisueel Archief). The 
NISV holds a voluminous collection built by the now defunct Amateur Film 
Museum (Smalfilmmuseum). This collection consists of a paper sub-collec-
tion containing the various Dutch amateur filmmaking magazines in circu-
lation during the twentieth century. These magazines, published and edited 
by numerous prominent historical actors within the community mode, offer a 
discursive insight into organised amateur filmmaking and several of the most 
notable prevailing attitudes towards video as a potential alternative to small-
gauge film technologies. The GSF-collection held by the RHC Groningen 
Archives allows, in turn, for an analysis of the discussions that took place at 
the NOVA by means of the detailed minutes and summaries of its annual 
general meetings. These gatherings were organised by the board of the NOVA 
to discuss, with representatives of the associated local clubs, policy and the 
current state of affairs with regard to organised amateur filmmaking in the 
Netherlands. The GSF-collection will furthermore help me to analyse the 
sociocultural idiosyncrasies of the GSF as a “community of practice.” Anal-
ysis of such sources as the club magazine, membership regulations, statutes, 
written versions of lectures and workshops will elucidate many of the socio-
cultural characteristics of club life. In addition, oral interviews with former 
GSF-member and amateur film administrator Arie de Jong and his wife Ella 
de Jong-Ploegh will form the basis for an account of the lived experience of 
the “spirit of community” at the GSF and the role Dries Hendrik played as a 
mentor through his long-time tenure as the club’s president.

The fifth chapter, in conclusion, will analyse an early example of the 
appropriation of the VHS-camcorder in the home mode during the second 
half of the 1980s. As will be shown in the case study of the Warmelink fam-
ily, the embrace of video in the home mode was driven by a desire to use it 
as technology of memory and belonging to communicate and share everyday 
experiences with family and friends. Besides offering an analysis of the theo-
retical and conceptual ramifications of video in relation to the latter, the final 
chapter will draw from less eclectic materials. It will draw from oral interviews 
in which family members reflected on the functioning and meaning of the 
camcorder in their everyday life as an expat family. The lived experiences of 
father and daughter in particular will underline the differences in attitude 
within the family concerning the status of the camcorder as a technology of 
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memory and belonging. In order to analyse and contextualise the sociocultural 
dynamic of corporate expat family life and their use of media technologies, 
in the third chapter I will additionally make use of scholarly insights into the 
material culture of the expat community and of publications comprising au-
tobiographical accounts of everyday expat experience. The latter publications 
were compiled on the basis of personal archival materials such as diaries and 
memoirs, collected and preserved by the predecessors of the Expatriate Ar-
chive Centre in The Hague. 

The last part of chapter five will include a formal analysis of the contents 
of the VHS-videotape made during the five-year-long stay in the Sultanate of 
Oman as a “mediated memory.”104 This videotape was digitised by the Warmel-
ink family and has until this date been kept in the family’s personal archive. 
As will be shown in the formal analysis of this mediated memory artefact, the 
video’s communicative capabilities in the home mode implied an intimate 
and presentational form of “home mode performativity.”105 This performative 
dynamic, as I will show, allowed for a complex and layered audiovisual, rather 
than strictly visual, interplay of performing or acting out of the family as whole 
and individually, both in front of and behind the video camera.

104 José van Dijck, Mediated Memories in the Digital Age, Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007.
105 Liz Czach, ‘Acting and Performance in Home Movies and Amateur Film,’ in Aaron Taylor, ed, Theorizing Film Acting, New 
York and Milton Park: Routledge, 2012, pp. 152-166, cf. p. 164.
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Introduction

This chapter will explore the discourses on the emergence of video as alterna-
tive from the 1960s into the 1980s in the Netherlands. In particular, it endeav-
ours to trace the evaluations and interpretations of video as it appeared in pop-
ular imagination during the then popular consumer electronics exhibition 
Firato (1950-1998). This biannual consumer electronics fair was organised by 
the FIAR (The Federation of Importers, Manufacturers and Agencies of Radio 
Equipment, 1934-…), which initially functioned as an association for Dutch 
radio dealers and manufacturers, but in the 1960s developed towards a broad-
er platform for consumer electronics manufacturers, dealers and importers in 
the Netherlands.

The decision to focus on this popular electronics exhibition was not ar-
bitrary. Film historian Tom Gunning proposed to analyse the exhibition as a 
site of the new with broad popular appeal, in which new technologies under-
go their discursive emergence within public discourse.1 With a case study of 
the World Columbian’s Exhibition in Chicago (1893), he maintained that 
displaying the new to potential consumers was inherent to the rise of modern 
consumer culture and was often accompanied by a “discourse of wonder” and 
astonishment.2 This attitude of the late nineteenth century entailed a mode of 
reception that endowed new technologies with a “magical” aura, which even-
tually dissipated when they became “habituated.”3 Recent media historical 
scholarship has focused on other aspects. Media historian Andreas Fickers, for 
example, analysed the display of early television technologies at exhibitions in 
France and the United States during the 1930s in terms of competing national 
narratives about the ‘future identity of television as a broadcast technology.’4 
In contrast, media historian Anne-Katrin Weber analysed the display of early 
television technology at Swiss exhibitions of the 1930s as a multifaceted exper-

1 Tom Gunning, ‘Re-Newing Old Technologies: Astonishment, Second Nature, and the Uncanny in Technology from the 
Previous Turn-of-the-Century,’ in: David Thorburn and Henry Jenkins, eds, Rethinking Media Change: The Aesthetics of 
Transition, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2004, pp. 39-60.
2 Gunning, ‘Re-Newing Old Technologies,’ p. 45.
3 Ibid., p. 46.
4 Andreas Fickers, ‘Presenting the “Window on the World” to the World: Competing Narratives of the Presentation of 
Television at the World’s Fair in Paris (1937) and New York (1939),’ Historical Journal of Film, Radio and Television, vol. 28, 
no. 3, 2008, pp. 291-310, cf. p. 305.
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imental moment ‘before it began its conquest of the living room.’5
This chapter will expand the perspective that exhibitions tend to be sites 

of the first popular discursive struggles regarding the identity, functions and 
meanings of new media technologies. They are what I would call important 
discourse “generators” of the new. The newness of video at the Firato will be 
scrutinised on the basis of its assessment and interpretation in daily newspa-
per reporting, news reels, television programmes, popular technology publi-
cations and a broader public debate on the electronic age. Over the last dec-
ades, media and communication historians have pointed out the importance 
of studying popular imagination in relation to the emergence of new media 
technologies. Communication historian Carolyn Marvin is one of the pio-
neers of this tradition of historical enquiry. She maintained that the manner in 
which new “electric” media technologies of the past were introduced to soci-
ety at large, often entailed “imaginatively elaborated” advertising by manufac-
turers and marketers.6 Media historian William Boddy expanded on Marvin’s 
work and underscored that not only manufacturers and marketers should be 
taken in consideration but also popular discourse at large. Analysing popular 
imagination, found in a wide variety of sources such as the popular press and 
fiction, commercials, etc., will help to lay bare how an ‘informal set of gen-
eral propositions about the nature, social role, and audience paradigms for 
electronic media is elaborated and contested.’7 Media historian Philip Sewell, 
hailing from the same tradition, went a step further. He argued that study of 
popular discourses on the emergence of new media technologies allows to 
trace the ‘ongoing discursive struggle that continues to shape the medium.’8 

However, as Michael Newman pointed out, the moment when electronic 
video emerged as cluster of consumer media technologies opened the second 
phase of video’s history as a medium. Whereas video initially entailed the 
audiovisual broadcast signal, the second phase, besides its newfound institu-
tional meaning and function for broadcasters, encompassed its possible mean-
ings and functions as several alternative media technologies within the home. 
To account for this particular trajectory of video, it might therefore be more 
fruitful to apply a non-teleological perspective to study the beginning of media 
technologies’ life-cycles and their relationship with other media technologies. 
As media historians André Gaudreault and Philippe Marion proposed, from 
this perspective the introduction of a medium is not necessarily perceived as 

5 ‘(...) avant sa conquête du salon domestique.’ Translation author. Anne-Katrin Weber, ‘La télévision à l’Exposition 
nationale Suisse de 1939: Nation, Science et genre dans la présentation d’une nouvelle technologie,’ in: Gilles Delavaud and 
Denis Marechal, eds, Télévision: Le moment expérimental; De l’invention à l’insitution, Rennes: Éditions Apogée, 2011, pp. 
81-97, cf. p. 82.  See also: Anne-Katrin Weber, ‘Television before TV: A Transnational History of an Experimental Medium on 
Display, 1928-1939,’ doctoral thesis, University of Lausanne, 2014.
6 Marvin, When Old Technologies Were New, p. 235.
7 Boddy, New Media and Popular Imagination, p. 3.
8 Sewell, Television in the Age of Radio, p. 15.
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a singular and neatly circumscribed “astonishing” event, as Gunning would 
have it, but consists of three highly complex and interrelated semantic phas-
es.9 Gaudreault and Marion conceptualised it as a media genealogy with three 
phases: “appearance,” “emergence,” and “constitution.”10 

The first phase entails the appearance of an embryonic media technol-
ogy as inventors initially conceived it. Often designated as the “first birth,” 
this phase is characterized by its high degree of intermediality, which implies 
that the technology under investigation, retrospectively, was not yet regard-
ed as a standardized union of several distinct technological predecessors.11 
The moment  a cluster of interdependent media technologies becomes as-
sociated with a social or cultural practice, Geaudreault and Marion speak of 
its emergence. This point, according to media historian William Uricchio, 
marks a medium’s problematic “second birth.”12 The observation that media 
technologies are simply there is not enough. As a medium is incorporated into 
and given meanings and functions by a variety of practices, this will come to 
shape its eventual identity and specificity. As this process continues, the phase 
of constitution consequently seeks ‘to acquire an institutional legitimacy that 
acknowledges [a medium’s] specificity.’13

It is relevant to point out, however, that Gaudreault and Marion tested 
this tripartite model on the cinema. Although they warned against the pit-
falls of a strict teleological conception of a medium’s genesis and subsequent 
development, Gaudreault and Marion conceived cinema technologies solely 
from the context of their eventual development within an institutionalised 
film industry geared towards entertainment. Their analysis does see the emer-
gence of film as a possible cluster of media technologies gaining a foothold in 
the living room and as an amateur format. Parallel to cinema’s development 
towards a strong institutional presence in the entertainment industry, cine-
matic technologies also developed within the context of “home cinema.”14 
This world of ciné-film not only implied an alternative media environment 
with a range of different amateur formats (e.g. 8mm, 9mm 16mm, 17,5mm) 
and the accompanying devices such as camera’s and projectors. It also en-
tailed other practices related either to the screening of pre-recorded “cine-
matic” entertainment, or the production and exhibition of self-made footage.  
This, to a large degree, also holds for the multifaceted appearance, emergence 
and constitution of video. As stated before, from the mid-1950s (in the U.S.) 

9 André Gaudreault and Philippe Marion, ‘Cinema as Genealogy of Media,’ Convergence, vol. 8, no. 4, 2002, pp. 12-18. 
10 Gaudreault and Marion, ‘Cinema as Genealogy of Media,’ p. 14.
11 The notion of “first birth” is derived from the work of media historian William Uricchio. See: Uricchio, ‘Historicizing 
Media in Transition,’ p. 25.
12 Ibid.
13 Gaudreault and Marion, ‘Cinema as Genealogy of Media,’ p. 15.
14 For a thorough history of small-gauge film technologies: Allan D. Kattelle, ‘Evolution of Amateur Motion Picture 
Equipment 1895-1965,’ Journal of Film and Video, vol. 38, no. 3/4, 1985, pp. 46-57; Allan D. Kattelle, Home Movies: A 
History of the American Industry 1897-1979, Nashua: Transition, 2000.
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onwards video was intimately related to professional television broadcast prac-
tices. The Ampex videosystem enabled television producers and broadcasters 
to pre-record TV-programmes, thereby making it possible for them to move 
away from the paradigm of live broadcast. As industrial and professional video 
technologies took their own path towards their constitution, an alternative en-
semble of video technologies was developed for use by consumers in everyday 
life and the home.

To contextualise the moment when video arrived at the Firato requires 
an awareness that the movement towards the constitution of new media tech-
nologies, as Andreas Fickers argued, implies ‘a constant renegotiation of their 
meanings and functions in varying consumption environments.’15 The arrival 
of video at the Firato was thus a moment when it became able to materialise 
in the “consumption environment” of everyday life and the home. Popular 
imagination, as will be shown, sketched several “horizons of expectation” 
pointing at video’s possible role and use in the home.16 Therefore, I propose 
to conceptualise the discourses surrounding consumer video’s arrival at the 
Firato as a discursive mode of “pre-domestication.” 

Media sociologists Roger Silverstone and Leslie Haddon originally intro-
duced the notion of “pre-domestication.”17 It was an extension of domestica-
tion theory, developed within the media sociology of everyday life to concep-
tualise the process in which households bring technologies into the home in 
several phases: appropriation, objectification, incorporation and conversion.18 
In this chapter I will not delve deeper into this process. Instead, it seeks to 
align the notion of “pre-domestication” with the important role played by 
popular imagination in enticing a discursive process preceding and running 
parallel to the concrete domestication of media technologies. Silverstone and 
Haddon originally conceptualised it as a ‘an anticipation in design itself of 
the artefacte’s likely place in (in this case) the home, and an attempt to offer a 
solution in the design of the object itself to the contradictions generated within 
the process of technical innovation.’19 This chapter will depart from the latter 
understanding by relocating it beyond design and marketing to connect it to 
a broader, discursive process in which popular imagination explicitly fore-
grounded the potential meanings and functions of video for consumers in 
everyday life and the home. 

By doing so, it will also become clear how consumer video technologies 

15 Andreas Fickers, ‘“Neither Good, nor Bad; nor Neutral”,’ p. 46. 
16 Ibid., p. 47. 
17 Silverstone and Haddon, ‘Design and Domestication of Information and Communication Technologies.’
18 Roger Silverstone and Eric Hirsch, ‘Introduction,’ in: Roger Silverstone and Eric Hirsch, eds, Consuming Technologies: 
Media and Information in Domestic Spaces, London and New York: Routledge, 2005, pp. 1-8. 
19 Silverstone and Haddon, ‘Design and Domestication of Information and Communication Technologies,’ p. 49. Italics 
original.
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were imagined ‘both as an object (the machine itself) and as a medium.’20 
The latter relates to what Silverstone termed the “double articulation” of a 
media technology during its domestication by the household.21 The follow-
ing sections will show that discourses often reflected on and sketched certain 
expectations of the manner in which video could potentially materialise as 
an “object” and a “medium” in the home of the everyday consumer. More-
over, as will be shown, video was often imagined as  part of the “household 
media ensemble,” as media sociologist David Morley termed it.22 As will be 
discussed, the household media ensemble in which video would derive its 
imagined meanings and functions was subject to a form of prognostication 
closely aligned with a mode of futurology characteristic of the electronic age.

Video’s initial pre-domestication 

To use Gunning’s words, video’s emergence as a novelty, and its eventual “ha-
bituation” in reception, was decidedly different compared to the late nine-
teenth century. In some of the earlier newspaper reporting on the topic, video 
was not necessarily considered to be a “magical” media technology. On Sep-
tember 25, 1963, for example, a Dutch regional newspaper headlined the ar-
rival of a ‘tape recorder for the television image and sound.’23 Reporting from 
the Firato held in 1963, the paper described the introduction of the new in 
terms of the already existing: as an “image tape recorder” for use in the living 
room. In the article, the reporter explicitly referred to the already domesti-
cated reel-to-reel audio tape recorders made by Dutch consumer electronics 
manufacturer Philips. Since the early 1950s, the company had introduced 
several domestic audio tape recorders with, in the mid-1950s, the EL3510 as 
its first commercially successful model.24 In terms of design and functionality, 
the early video recorder mentioned in the article was understood to share 
many features and characteristics of its audio counterpart. 

Particularly interesting is the awareness of video’s distinct intermedial re-
lationship with already domesticated audio recording technologies. Moreover, 

20 Roger Silverstone, Television and Everyday Life, New York and London: Routledge, 1994, p. 83.
21 Silverstone, Television and Everyday Life, p. 82.
22 David Morley, Media, Modernity and Technology. The Geography of the New, Oxon and New York: Routledge, 2007, p. 
200.
23 S.n., ‘Bandrecorder voor beeld en geluid van de televisie,’ De Leeuwarder Courant: Hoofdblad van Friesland, September 
25, 1963. Italics author.
24 Sound historians Karin Bijsterveld and Annelies Jacobs have studied the domestication of audio technologies in the 
Netherlands. They scrutinised the emergence of audio tape recorders and the practices of “sound hunting” and making 
“audio family albums.” See: Karin Bijsterveld and Annelies Jacobs, ‘Storing Sound Souvenirs: The Multi-Sited Domestication 
of the Tape Recorder,’ in: Karin Bijsterveld and José van Dijck, eds, Sound Souvenirs: Audio Technologies, Memories and 
Cultural Practices, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009, pp. 25-42. Monika Röther has furthermore argued 
that tape recorders were first developed to be used as sound albums for the family. As users eventually started to tape 
radio broadcasts, with the arrival of portable audio technologies, the intended use of audio tape recorders was challenged 
by an alternative appropriation by everyday users. See: Monika Röther, The Sound of Distinction: Phonogeräte in der 
Bundesrepublik Deutschland (1957-1973); Eine Objektgeschichte, Marburg: Tectum Verlag, 2012.
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by making the intermedial comparison between video and audio tape-record-
ing technologies, the article did not explicitly understand it as new iteration 
or replacement of film-based media technologies. As one of the first media 
scholars, historian John Belton similarly approached video ‘in terms of its dif-
ference with film,’ rather than in terms of its similarities, and underscored that 
video stemmed technologically from electro-mechanic and magnetic audio 
technologies.25 Belton argued that in much previous film and media scholar-
ship, the introduction of video often favoured looking at cinema in a new way 
because of its seeming representational and technological interrelationship. 
Nevertheless, Belton flagged a widespread misconception in scholarship that 
television and video were outgrowths of cinema. He aimed to debunk this, in 
his view, misguided and teleological genealogy. Instead, he urged a techno-
logical approach to illustrate video’s multifaceted emergence. Belton pointed 
out that video looks like, but is not, cinema:

The very name video (literally “I see”) suggests, especially in its con-
trast to audio (“I hear”) and radio (“I emit beams”), its status as an 
image technology that exists in a linearly evolving chain of other image 
technologies. At the same time, video’s invention, innovation, and dif-
fusion occur after that of the cinema, implicitly suggesting a technolog-
ical progression of sorts.26

In Belton’s view, the technological ancestors of video were electro-mechani-
cal technologies such as ‘the telegraph, the phonograph, Marconi’s wireless 
telegraph, and the radio,’ rather than technologies based on ‘photography or 
the illusion of movement.’27 In addition, Belton argued that several moments 
in the “VCR evolution,” occurring between the 1950s and 1990s, eventually 
ascribed three connotations to the word “video.” Whereas in the 1950s, video 
was understood as the 1) live television broadcast signal to be captured with 
the Ampex-machine, the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s brought additional conno-
tations, namely the 2) audiovisual signal of broadcast television recorded and 
“archived” on videotape in the home, and 3) pre-recorded content such as 
movies and television series.28 This periodisation strongly resembles New-
man’s tripartite history. Moreover, Belton’s description of the second phase of 
the meaning of video also corresponds with what Uricchio called the “second 
birth” of media.29 After its initial appearance in professional television broad-
casting during the first half of the 1960s, the concepts of video as a domestic 

25 John Belton, ‘Looking through Video: The Psychology of Video and Film,’ in: Michael Renov and Erika Suderburg, eds, 
Resolutions: Contemporary Video Practices, Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1996, pp. 61-72, cf. p. 
61.
26 Belton, ‘Looking Through Video,’ p. 62.
27 Ibid., p. 63.
28 Ibid., p. 64.
29 Uricchio, ‘Historicizing Media in Transition,’ p. 25.
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recording technology indicated that it would soon be relevant for the “con-
sumption environment” of the home. 

As a recorder, video was thus immediately pre-domesticated in terms of 
its resemblance to other domesticated audio technologies. The article fur-
thermore claimed that, whereas audio technologies popularised the practice 
of domestic “sound hunting,” video would consequently allow for the emer-
gence of “image hunters.”30 The idea that video could potentially enable its 
future users to “hunt” for moving images at home, however, had already ex-
isted in the preceding decade. As early as 1956, the popular broadsheet news-
paper De Telegraaf described video’s arrival as an ‘unstoppable technological 
evolution.’31 An unnamed New York-based correspondent opened his article 
as follows:

A Sunday in the summer… A morning coffee in the garden… The 
baby cries in the playpen… Grandma softly whispers hush, hush… 
Piet’s tennis ball bombards the centre of the coffee tray… His dad, in 
turn, bombards the fleshiest part of Piet’s anatomy… Ten seconds after 
this idyllic scene of domestic happiness took place, the family—with 
the exception of Piet, who is sent to his room—can screen immediate-
ly, with sound and image, the first episode of “A to Ouch!” in the living 
room cinema (that is, a white cloth) without the help of a film camera 
or celluloid. Is this an outrageous vision of the future? Absolutely not!32

Reminiscent of Gunning, the American correspondent did not necessarily 
convey a sense of “magical” astonishment, but expressed wonder, wrapped in 
situational irony. His mocking predictions of home moviemaking in the “elec-
tronic age” were inspired by the recent acquisition of the Ampex-system by 
several major American television networks.  The reporter claimed that with 
this novelty professional broadcasters could circumvent the elaborate and 
time-consuming process of ‘developing, fixating, and copying of film.’ Using 
what he termed “electronic photography,” the video camera would convert 
light into “electric impulses,” which could then be rendered back into light 
by the “cathode ray tube” contained within the television set. He imagined 
that consumers at home would soon be able to follow suit. Moreover, like 
the earlier mentioned article from the 1960s, this article also emphasised the 

30 S.n., ‘Bandrecorder voor beeld en geluid van de televisie.’
31 S.n., ‘Onstuitbare technologische evolutie: Video-bandrecorder legt geluid en beeld vast; Elektronisch “fotograferen” 
zonder hulp van camera,’ De Telegraaf, May 2, 1956.
32 ‘Zomerzondag… ochtendkoffie in de tuin… baby huilt in de box… grootmoeder zegt zachtjes tut-tut-tut… Piets tennisbal 
bombardeert het centrum van het koffieblad. Piets papa bombardeert het vlezigste deel van Piets anatomie… Tien seconden 
nadat dit romantische tafereel van huiselijk geluk zich heeft afgespeeld kan het gezin—met uitzondering, die naar zijn kamer 
is gezonden—de 1e episode van a tot au op de huiskamer bioscoop (c.q. wit laken) zien en horen, zonder dat er en filmcamera 
of film aan te pas is gekomen. Toekomstvisioenen? Geen sprake van.’ Translation author. S.n., ‘Onstuitbare technologische 
evolutie: Video-bandrecorder legt geluid en beeld vast; Elektronisch “fotograferen” zonder hulp van camera,’ De Telegraaf, 
May 2, 1956.
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intermedial relationship with domestic audio technologies. Video’s potential 
functionality and operation would be no problem for the people in the Neth-
erlands, who already ought to be familiar with the ‘Dutch-made’ audio tape 
recorder. Therefore, the correspondent scathingly emphasised, the near fu-
ture would grace even the most “ignorant” home-moviemaker and television 
owner with the blessings of video. 

From TV-slave to master

The exhibition of the first consumer video recorders on the Firato of 1963 
was, however, called off ‘at the very last moment.’33 Shortly before the fair start-
ed, the Japanese electronics manufacturer Sony Corporation and the British 
electronics company Telcan informed the organisation of the Firato of their 
decision to retract their latest video recorders. Sony’s PV-100 and the Telcan 
Sound & Vision system were removed from the exhibition space because both 
companies argued that they first needed to further simplify the design of video 
and strengthen its presence in their respective domestic consumer markets. 
The representatives claimed that they did not want to raise any expectations 
for its commercial introduction into the Netherlands. Telcan, in particular, 
maintained that their “image-tape-recorder-with-sound” for the home should 
strive for simplicity, something the company believed their Sound & Vision 
system had not yet achieved. 

Sony’s representatives, in contrast, underlined that they already had made 
significant reductions in the size, weight, and price of their recorders and reel-
to-reel tapes. They nevertheless stressed that the PV-100 still stood between 
professional equipment (such as the then most recent Ampex-system) and a 
“living room recorder.” Following this logic, Philips replied in a similar vein 
to the question of the newspaper as to why they were not presenting consumer 
video recorders and tapes of their own. Philips was considered to be the quin-
tessence of a consumer electronics firm, one that could successfully introduce 
new technologies into the Dutch home. Afraid to tarnish this reputation, the 
company maintained that its domestic video technologies first needed to be 
“easy-to-use” and “affordable” before being introduced at the Firato. 

The logic behind the rhetoric stance on the design of technologies for the 
home indicates that the companies believed that the technological complexi-
ty as well as the retail price of new media technologies for the home had to be 
significantly reduced before consumers would embrace it. A similar trend can 
be seen in the design and marketing history of early consumer radios in the 
1920s and 1930s. However, pertaining to the complexity of media technolo-

33 S.n., ‘Bandrecorder voor beeld en geluid van de televisie,’ De Leeuwarder Courant: Hoofdblad van Friesland, September 
25, 1963. 
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gies, Andreas Fickers asked whether ‘the concealment of the technological in-
terior of the machine—or, in other words, the black-boxing of technology by 
the development of user-friendly design’—does, in fact, result in the “illusion 
of user control.”34 As Fickers furthermore suggested, highlighting the necessi-
ty of the “illusion of user control” and the “black-boxing” of consumer media 
technologies is a recurring rhetoric strategy of many manufacturers, engineers 
and marketers aiming to successfully bring technologies to the home. 

Although Sony Corporation introduced its “Home Video Recorder” at 
the Firato in 1967, Dutch newspapers did not report its introduction. In 1969, 
however, the video technologies of Sony and other companies attracted far 
more attention at the fair. In cinemas across the Netherlands the introduc-
tion of consumer video was covered in the weekly newsreel series Polygoon 
Journaal (1919-1987). In the last week of September 1969, news announcer 
Philip Bloemendaal, also known at the time as the “voice” of the Netherlands, 
underlined video’s well-received introduction at the popular consumer elec-
tronics exhibition.35 He narrated that:

There was a great interest in video recorders [at the exhibition]. People 
who aim to make their own videos can also buy a camera to record and 
consequently replay their footage. Presumably, one will also be able to 
buy pre-recorded tapes of favourite television shows for home use. In 
the near future, it might even be possible to automatically record tele-
vision footage, whilst sitting in the cinema. After an evening out, one 
will still be able to see what was on television.36

Bloemendaal’s narration of the possibilities and characteristics of video neatly 
conveys Belton’s notions of its evolving nomenclature and multiple conno-
tations beyond video’s institutional meaning and functions. Several stands 
now displayed supposedly easy-to-use table recorders, such as Sony’s CV2000, 
Philips’ EL3402 and Akai’s X500VT. Besides stationary video recorders, an-
other iteration of consumer video was presented at the 1969 exhibition. Al-
though not explicitly referred to by Bloemendaal, a particularly “attractive” 
ensemble demonstrated by a fashionable young lady appeared teasingly in the 
newsreel item. The shot tilted across the woman’s body, from top to toe, there-
by demonstrating two devices to the spectator: the DVC-2400 black and white 
video camera, and the accompanying portable DV-2400  “Video Rover,” or 

34 Andreas Fickers, ‘Visibly Audible: The Radio Dail as Mediating Interface,’ in: Trevor Pinch and Karin Bijsterveld, eds, The 
Oxford Handbook of Sound Studies, Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2012, pp. 411-439, cf. p. 417.
35 Polygoon Hollands Nieuws, ‘Firato 1969 in de RAI,’ week no. 69-40, Collection Netherlands Institute of Sound and 
Vision, henceforth NISV.
36 ‘Zeer groot was ook de interesse in videorecorders. Wie wil kan zich er een camera bij aanschaffen om zo zelf beelden 
vast te leggen op een tape en die vervolgens weer afdraaien. Maar men zou ook tapes kunnen kopen waarop favoriete 
programma’s zijn opgenomen die dan nog eens thuis kunnen worden bekeken. Waarschijnlijk zal het zelfs mogelijk worden 
tv-beelden thuis automatisch te laten opnemen, terwijl je bijvoorbeeld in de bioscoop zit. Na het avondje uit kan je dan nog 
even kijken wat de televisie heeft gebracht.’ Transcribed and translated by author.
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portapak system.37 This showed video  to be not only a stationary recorder, 
but also a portable camera-and-recorder ensemble to make one’s own videos. 
Video technologies further solidified their presence at the Firato in 1971.  
Meanwhile, however, the tone of the discourses surrounding domestic video 

technologies became even more laudatory, mostly in relation to video’s poten-
tial to free the TV spectator from television’s grip. In this year Philips intro-
duced the Netherland’s first  videotape cassette system based on the ½-inch 
VCR format. The cassette system circumvented the time consuming and 
delicate procedure of placing reel-to-reel magnetic tape in the recorder. The 
plastic casing also better protected the tape from dust, fingerprints, and other 
damaging external sources. As stated in an article with the provocative title 
‘From TV slave to master,’ another feature of Philips’ new recorders was the 
“timer.” The latter would set in motion an unprecedented process involving 
the user in an “active” mode of interactivity and participation:

De Firato’71 shows it: we have entered a new age, where everything 
will be easier. Moreover, this new age will in particular stimulate a 
form of self-efficacy. This revolutionary device presented at the exhi-
bition is the videocassette recorder. Despite confining us to our chairs 
even further, it will nonetheless incite us to actively engage with this 
electronic invention.38

37 Sony’s portapak system will return more elaborately in Chapter 3 as a key technology in the counter mode.
38 ‘De Firato’71 laat zien: wij zijn een nieuw tijdperk binnengestapt, waarin het allemaal nog gemakkelijker zal zijn maar 
waar aan de andere kant zelfwerkzaamheid zal worden gestimuleerd. Het revolutionaire apparaat van de tentoonstelling is de 
video-cassetterecorder, die ons weliswaar nòg verder vastkluist aan de stoel maar toch ook aanzet tot het zelf hanteren van 
deze elektronische vinding.’ Translation author. S.n., ‘Van TV-slaaf tot meester,’ De Tijd: Dagblad voor Nederland September 
9, 1971.

Illustration 1. Left: An overview of the main exhibition space of the Firato in the RAI-building. 
Right: The fashionable lady demonstrating Sony Corporation’s portapak.
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This utopian perception of video’s influence on user agency, rested, in part, 
on the earlier mentioned notion of “illusion of user control” believed to be 
afforded by Philip’s VCR system. To underline the “amazing” potential of 
the company’s new video recorders, a hypothetical situation was suggested 
evolving around the in the Netherlands immensely popular American TV 
series Peyton Place (ABC, 1964-1969): ‘What if you have to be elsewhere on 
the night Peyton Place is aired? No worries. With a simple movement of the 
hand the recorder is connected and at one’s convenience the events in this 
remarkable village can later be replayed.’39 

The question that remains is whether this was indeed as simple as the 
article suggested. Philips’ first VCR-recorder, the N1500, had an analogue 
clock and tuner mounted on the front right side and the top right of its control 
fonts, respectively. To pre-set the moment of recording, the clock-like timer 
needed to be operated put into operation with three dials. The centre button 
controlled the hour and minute hand of the internal clock, which first had to 
be synchronised with another clock. The lower left dial had to be set at the 
end time. Next, the tuner control had to be adjusted to receive the appropriate 
frequency of the channels on the television receiver. After successful designa-
tion of the television channels on the VCR, six adjacent buttons (numbered 
from 1 to 6) allowed for an easier selection of the preferred channel. Making 
more recordings while away from home was not yet possible. Nor was it possi-
ble to program the recorder to record two consecutive television programmes 
broadcasted on two different channels. In other words, managing the VCR’s 
design to set a starting time and preferred broadcast channel was hardly, as 
the newspaper claimed, as simple as a single hand movement. Nevertheless, 
despite the relatively complex operation of the early VCR’s timer function, as 
media sociologist Ann Gray noted, video offered new potential to free people 
at home from the domination of television, controlling its flow by the prac-
tice of “time shifting.”40 In a classic study, Gray investigated women’s use of 
the video recorder in the home to tape and archive their favourite television 
shows. 

Gray reconstructed multiple strategies of use within the home and 
claimed that the video recorder afforded an intricate and highly motivated 
agency for women in particular. Journalist Karel Passier described the latter 
form of gendered agency as a blessing in disguise and the start of the “video 
age.”41 In particular, he regarded the timer function as offering a possibility 
‘for built-in marital peace;’ this novel element of the functionality of the video 

39 ‘U wilt Peyton Place niet missen, terwijl u die avond weg moet? Geen nood. Met een simple handbeweging wordt 
de videorecorder aangesloten en op elk tijdstip kunnen de gebeurtenissen in dit merkwaardige dorp worden afgedraaid.’ 
Translation author. ‘Van TV-slaaf tot meester,’ De Tijd.
40 Ann Gray, Video Playtime: Gendering a Leisure Technology, New York: Routledge, 2006 (1992), p. 117.
41 Karel Passier, ‘Dit is het begin van het video-tijdperk: TV-cassette met ingebouwde huwelijksvrede,’ De Telegraaf, 
September 9, 1971.
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recorder would guarantee a trouble-free evening in front of the television: 
‘The video cassette recorder, a small box with revolutionary potential. (…) 
While HE watches football, the VCR tapes Peyton Place for HER, or the other 
way around.’42

In an interview with Philips’ marketing manager D. van Loveren, Passi-
er furthermore brought to the fore some futurological speculations regarding 
the influence of video technologies on the domestic user. Passier specifically 
foresaw video as a technology that ‘will prompt a sense of the year 2000,’ and 
asked the marketer whether the “new medium” would render the “old” re-
dundant and usher in a new era of media participation and interactivity. Van 
Loveren, in response, did not share this revolutionary rhetoric. He maintained 
that existing media will not be threatened by video: ‘even this medium will 
find its place among the others, and the book will not disappear, as has been 
prophesised before, nor will newspapers disappear.’43 Van Loveren neverthe-
less pointed to a still unrealised potential afforded by video: to “activate” users 
in relation to television. Video, in his view, was a new means of electronic 
communication for consumers in a world dominated by mass media. 

Detour through the electronic village with Marhall McLuhan 

The notions of user “activation,” people’s participation and interactivity in 
relation to video as a “new medium,” dominated popular discourse in the 
early 1970s. As another newspaper argued, ‘With the arrival of videocassettes,’ 
we will ‘enter the age of electronic video recording.’44 These grand claims of 
a pending epistemic break were often accompanied by explicit references to 

42 ‘De Video Cassette Recorder, klein doosje met revolutionaire mogelijkheden. Terwijl HIJ naar voetbal kijkt, neemt de VCR 
voor HAAR Peyton Place op, of omgekeerd,’ Translation author. Passier, ‘Dit is het begin van het video-tijdperk.’
43 ‘Ook dit nieuwe medium zal zijn plaats vinden tussen alle andere, en wederom zal het boek niet verdwijnen, zoals al 
dikwijls werd voorspeld, en de krant zal niet verdrongen worden.’ Translation author. Ibid.
44 S.n., ‘Televisie-grammafoon is binnekort werkelijkheid,’ De Tijd, October 19, 1970.

Illustration 2. Left: The clock-like timer and dials allowed for setting the start and stop times 
of the recorder. Right: These controls allowed selection of a channel’s frequency and conse-

quently storing it on one of the six slots.
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Canadian media theorist Marshall McLuhan (1911-1980). Based on McLu-
han’s scholarly analysis of electronic media, popular discourse often claimed 
that video ‘will influence every aspect of our everyday life, by giving us new 
purpose, new desires and needs—this in turn will overthrow all political, di-
dactic, and commercial institutions we know today.’45 These highly utopian 
discourses were furthermore accompanied by references to the “electronic 
global village” and “mass man,” terms originating with McLuhan. 

In The Gutenberg Galaxy, McLuhan argued that mankind’s relationship 
with technology has always been ‘engaged in extending one or another of 
his sense organs in such a manner that it disturbs all of the other senses and 
faculties.’46 Drawing from insights from environmental biology and psychol-
ogy, McLuhan furthermore claimed that all of humanity’s past technologies 
had irrevocably developed into independent, closed-off systems, favouring 
a particular aspect of human sensory systems and cognitive faculties. From 
this perspective, McLuhan postulated a rough historical periodisation of the 
Western world: 1) the tribal era, 2) the alphabetic era 3) the Gutenberg era, 
4) the mechanical era, and finally 5) the electronic age in which McLuhan 
and his contemporaries lived. Each of these eras was influenced by its domi-
nant media technology that, in turn, brought about a specific logic by which 
mankind adjusted its perceptions, cognitive abilities, and thereby also its so-
cietal organisation. Contrary to what transpires in nature, McLuhan claimed 
that ‘our technologies are by no means uniformly favourable to [an] organic 
function of interplay and of interdependence.’47 Drawing from Karl Popper’s 
notion of “detribalization” in modern nation states, McLuhan furthermore 
hypothesised that, like the closed tribal society’s drive for biological unity, the 
openings of the electronic age had set the stage for the ‘sealing of the entire 
human family into a single global tribe.’48 

The Gutenberg Galaxy remained enigmatic and contradictory as to the 
difference between the media-driven epistèmes of Western history and the 
specificities of this global tribe. In the closing chapters of his book, McLuhan 
argued that typographic man, as a product of the on-going mechanisation of 
the Gutenberg galaxy during the 18th and 19th centuries, gradually fell vic-
tim to further homogenization and rationalization as a result of Gutenberg 
technologies, such as the printing press. As McLuhan continued, typographic 
man’s senses are individualized and segmented in closed-off, specialised per-
ceptive structures. His awareness of the phenomenological world, therefore, 
was based on a “mono-linear” perception of “causation,” dictated primarily 

45 Ibid.
46 Marshall McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy: The Making of Typographic Man, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962, 
p. 4.
47 McLuhan, The Gutenberg Galaxy, p. 7.
48 Ibid.
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by the teleological logic of the predominantly visual world of the phonetic 
alphabet and print. In other words, the visuality of word and text  led to ne-
glect of a multi-sensorial, or, in McLuhan’s words, “audile-tactile” experience 
of the world.49 In contrast to typographic man, “mass man” would become 
more prone to a synesthetic and biologically-unified perception and, by ex-
tension, consciousness and social organization. According to McLuhan, the 
very nature of new electronic media, such as the telegraph, radio and televi-
sion, created a prophetic potential to liberate man from the single, segmented, 
and fully rationalized point of view engendered by the Gutenberg Galaxy and 
the mechanical age. Moreover, this liberation heralded the return of a tribal 
notion of “myth,”  because it ‘is the mode for simultaneous awareness of a 
complex group of causes and effects.’50

The effects of these new electronic media on the “psychic life” of man-
kind, are elaborated upon in his subsequent book, Understanding Media.51 
Here McLuhan proposed to define media in terms of:

(…) staples or natural recourses. (…) Cotton and oil, like radio and 
TV, become “fixed charges” on the entire psychic life of the commu-
nity. And this pervasive fact creates the unique cultural flavour of any 
society. It pays through the nose and all other senses for each staple that 
shapes its life.52 

The specificity of the various “charges” here alluded to, are dependent on 
whether the medium that “discharges” them is hot or cold. Arguably the most 
speculative and counterintuitive aspect of his thinking, a medium’s hotness 
or coolness, is defined by its participatory potential and the degree to which 
it mediates either a high or low definition of one sensorial aspect of the hu-
man body. McLuhan’s characterisation of radio’s “high definition” mediating 
potential of mankind’s auditory system, contrasted with the telephone and 
television’s cool, low sensorial data dispersal and therefore high, instant, and 
more immediate participatory quality, raises more questions than it clarifies.53 

The crux of McLuhan’s thinking in Understanding Media was based in 
the idea that ‘with the arrival of electric technology, man extended, or set out-
side himself, a live model of the central nervous system itself.’54 By expanding 
his arsenal of bodily metaphors, McLuhan came to his famous and paradoxi-
cal statement: ‘the medium is the message’ (and in 1969, the ‘medium is the 
massage’). With this statement he urged to go beyond the traditional divide 

49 Ibid., p. 251.
50 Ibid., p. 264.
51 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: The Extensions of Man. Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 1994 
(1964).
52 McLuhan, Understanding Media, p. 21.
53 Ibid., p. 23.
54 Ibid., p. 43.
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between form and content. In a 1969 interview by Eric Norden in Playboy 
Magazine, McLuhan further clarified his thoughts: 

By stressing that the medium is the message rather than the content, 
I’m not suggesting that content plays no role—merely that it plays a 
distinctly subordinate role. (…) By placing all the stress on content and 
practically none on the medium, we lose all chance of perceiving and 
influencing the impact of new technologies on man, and thus we are 
always dumbfounded by—unprepared for—the revolutionary environ-
mental transformations induced by the new medium.55

These revolutionary environmental transformations imply a distinct inter-
relationship between technology, man, and the societal environment. This 
interrelationship does not, however, seem to be reciprocal in nature. As the 
discussion of McLuhan’s thought seems to attest, however, technology plays 
a pivotal role in the changing epistèmes of human society and its respective 
environments, yet not in human agency as such. 

McLuhan’s thought was not univocally accepted in Dutch public de-
bate.56 H.J. Duller, a cultural anthropologist at Leiden University, wrote that 
with his “pop thinking” (pop-gedachten), McLuhan has ‘been named to be 
an obscure thinker, a simplistic charlatan.’57 However, as Duller continued, 
McLuhan has found a receptive audience in the younger generation and the 
“hippie” countercultural movement, who do not seem to be interested in what 
a ‘couple of academics’ (stelletje doctorandussen) might think of his work. De-
spite Duller’s disapproval of McLuhan’s intellectual rigour, he suspected that 
the Dutch differences in opinion about the value and power of McLuhan’s 
thought were a generational issue. For Duller, this generational difference 
indicated that the prophesised transition of society and culture from the me-
chanical into the electronic world was indeed taking place. 

The influential cultural critic Rudy Kousbroek, proved to be the most 
vocal representative of the generation of the “mechanical” world, as Duller 
would claim. In his book Het avondrood der magiërs (The Afterglow of the 
Magicians), he explicitly attacked McLuhan and the “hippies” who adopted 
popularised aspects of his thought.58 Well-known for his sarcastic and confron-
tational style of writing, Kousbroek labelled McLuhan as a highly specula-
tive and “totalitarian” intellectual with a ‘remarkable disregard for verifiable 
facts.’59 The “hippies” did also not fare well in his analysis. He sketched them 

55 Eric Norden, ‘Interview Marshall McLuhan,’ Playboy Magazine, vol. 16, no. 3, 1969. 
56 For an elaborate overview of the manifold scholarly and popular reactions to McLuhan during and after the 1960s in the 
Anglophone world, see: Marjorie Ferguson, ‘Marshall McLuhan Revisited: 1960s Zeitgeist Victim or Pioneer Postmodernist,’ 
Media, Culture and Society, vol. 13, 1991, pp. 71-90.
57 H.J. Duller, ‘Marshall McLuhan: Denker, masseur, mooiprater,’ De Tijd, September 30, 1967.
58 Rudy Kousbroek, Het avondrood der magiërs, Amsterdam: Meulenhoff, 1970.
59 Kousbroek, Het avondrood der magiërs, p. 98.
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as barely literate, psychedelic narcotic users, who therefore possessed no intel-
lectual prowess beyond the ability to watch television and read comic books.60 
Realising that they had been raised on a diet of visual information, as Kous-
broek furthermore argued in jest, made it unsurprising that “hippies” were too 
feeble-minded to expose McLuhan’s writings as a rambling gospel claiming 
that electronic media represented a pathway to “salvation.”61  

Three years before Kousbroek’s book was published, a foreign correspond-
ent based in London evaluated whether McLuhan should be taken serious 
as a scholar: ‘he tries to come to a broad explanation which gives meaning to 
the many, confusing transitions we experience at this point in time. He seeks 
to build an all-encompassing system of thought to find the key to our age; an 
age where electronic technology replaces class struggle.’62 Seen in this light, 
the correspondent continued, McLuhan should not be regarded as a charla-
tan, but rather as a dangerous prophet. The foreign correspondent criticised 
McLuhan predominately because he did not reflect on the sociological (read 
Marxist) ramifications of new media and, above all, seemed to ‘pillage the 
work of anthropologists, historians, physicists.’ As such, the correspondent be-
lieved that “McLuhanism” embodied nothing more than ‘second hand ideas 
and pseudo-scientific legitimacy.’ 

However, most sources in popular discourse were not as explicitly hostile 
as those discussed above. The foreign correspondent André Spoor, for exam-
ple, had a more approving attitude towards McLuhan. Spoor claimed that the 
youth of today are part of the “television generation.”63 Although common 
sense might characterise television as a predominantly visual medium, Spoor 
urged to conceive television in terms of its “multi-sensorial” appeal and “deep” 
commitment to a multifaceted experience that goes beyond the teleological 
and single cause-and-effect-driven reasoning of the political and cultural es-
tablishment in the Netherlands and abroad. Without much criticism, Spoor 
fully embraced the idea that the television generation was, indeed, forming a 
tribe committed fully to an experience and understanding of the world from 
different points of view. Elsewhere, Eddy Everhuis, editor-in-chief of a region-
al newspaper, emphasised that television did not yet, perhaps, cater to a global 
community, but maintained that ‘one doesn’t necessarily have to be a McLu-
han devotee to realise that the Netherlands has become a close knit village 
through radio and television.’64

60 Ibid., p. 83.
61 Ibid., p. 94.
62 ‘Hij tracht een alles-omvattend denksysteem op te bouwen om de sleutel tot ons tijdperk te vinden, een tijdperk, waarin 
de elektronische techniek de plaats inneemt van de klassenstrijd.’ Translation author. S.n., ‘Nieuwe Freud of valse profeet. 
Boodschap McLuhan: we gaan tijdperk massacultuur binnen,’ Leeuwarder Courant, October 20, 1967.
63 André Spoor, ‘Het genie, de charlatan, de filosoof McLuhan: Medium, dat de mens zo veelzijdig mogelijk betrekt in iets; 
dàt is het,’ Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, October 27, 1967.
64 ‘Men hoeft geen adept van McLuhan te zijn om te beseffen dat Nederland door radio en televisie een dicht op elkaar 
levend dorp is geworden.’ Translation author. Eddy Everhuis, ‘Rel over relations,’ Leeuwarder Courant, September 25, 1967.
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Techno-utopian expectations of the Home Communication Centre

Leaving aside whether the popular understanding of McLuhan was embraced 
or rejected, it is reasonable to assert that certain aspects of McLuhan’s thought 
gained momentum in Dutch popular discourse at the end of the 1960s and 
the early 1970s. This was also the case for the strong tendency to relate video 
technologies to other new and emerging electronic media in the home. The 
popular technology publication Kijken in de toekomst (Looking into the Fu-
ture), explored this more comprehensively  from the perspective of ‘the living 
room of the future.’65 In the preface, the sociologist and founding father of 
Dutch futurology, Fred L. Polak, also underlined the influence of McLuhan 
on popular technology discourse in the early 1970s:

The futurologist Marshall McLuhan—controversial as he may be—
quite rightly advanced the thesis that we have entered an electronic age 
in which our planet earth will shrink, as though it is nothing more than 
one global village. All around the globe, everyone will be able to reach 
each other, instantaneously; and from moment to moment we will be 
aware of world events, wherever they might transpire.66

The book specifically aimed to go beyond what was presented at the Fira-
to and to predict the possibilities of electronic media for the household, 
home and the different members of the family. To illustrate this, the authors 
sketched an imagined living room in the 1980s that was thoroughly technol-
ogised.67 In other words, the household media ensemble was perceived as a 
thoroughly technological and interconnected cluster of media technologies. 
This was believed to occur with the advent of the HCC, an abbreviation of 
Home Communication Centre. The authors argued that the HCC, as a more 
or less converged cluster of media technologies, would open a wide range of 
new communicational possibilities for the family.68 

The HCC was linked to the rest of the world via cable or satellite, still 
only “imagined” possibilities for the home of the 1970s, and the family was 

65 Rein van Rooij, ed, Kijken in de Toekomst: Een beeld van de explosieve ontwikkeling der communicatiemedia, Leiden and 
Amsterdam: Nederlandse Rotogravure, 1971.
66 ‘De toekomstdenker Marshall McLuhan—hoezeer ook controversieel—heeft toch wel terecht gesteld dat wij zijn 
overgegaan in een nieuw elektronisch tijdperk, waarin onze planeet aarde als het ware zal inéénschrompelen tot niet meer 
dan één globaal dorp. Nu kan iedereen ieder ander—waar ook ter wereld—à l’instant bereiken, en zal iedereen van ogenblik 
tot ogenblik op de hoogte kunnen zijn van het wereldgebeuren, waar zich dit ook moge afspelen.’ Translation author. Van 
Rooij, Kijken in de Toekomst, p. 11. It is remarkable that Polak seems to embrace McLuhan and the electronic age, because, as 
historian Frank van Vree pointed out, Polak was a staunch critic of television in the 1950s. See: Frank van Vree, ‘Massacultuur 
en media,’ in: Huub Wijfjes, ed, Omroep in Nederland: Vijfenzeventig jaar medium en maatschappij, Zwolle: Waanders 
Uitgeverij, 1994, pp. 15-39, cf. p. 31.
67 The notion of the electrified and technologised home in the Netherlands is also explored by design historian Timo de 
Rijk. See: Timo de Rijk, Het elektrische huis: Vormgeving en acceptatie van elektrische huishoudelijke apparaten in Nederland, 
Rotterdam: Uitgeverij 010, 1998.  
68 Dutch historian of technology Frank Veraart has also studied the utopian expectations of the home computer in the 
Netherlands from this very perspective. See: Frank Veraart, ‘Vormgevers van persoonlijk computergebruik: De ontwikkeling 
van computers voor kleingebruikers in Nederland 1970-1990,’ doctoral thesis, Eindhoven University of Technology, 2008.
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prophesised to be able to enjoy the multifaceted and globally interconnected 
use of the: 1) “video phone” (kijktelefoon), 2) home computer, 3) informa-
tion retrieval network, 4) “television newspaper” (televisiekrant), 5) “image 
cassette” (beeldcassette), and “image disc” (beeldplaat). Most of these five 
imagined media technologies relied on the television set or other screening 
technologies when conveying audiovisual information. 

To make palpable what these different media technologies might bring 
for each member of the imagined family, the authors suggested a hypothetical 
hour-by-hour breakdown of everyday life at home. As will become clear, the 
discursive staging of the imagined use and affordances, per individual fami-
ly member, was thoroughly delineated according to traditional gender roles 
within the family. 

Whereas the father would use the HCC to efficiently conduct almost 
every aspect of his business dealings from the comforts of home, the moth-
er could use it to streamline her homemaking chores without ‘crossing the 
private budget.’69 The presumed tight monthly budget, at the disposal of the 
mother, could be monitored via the built-in credit monitor (krediet-monitor) 
of the HCC. Rather paternalistically, this novelty would thus ensure that she 
did not go beyond the resources endowed to her by the male breadwinner 
to keep the family afloat. The parents’ imaginary son and daughter, in turn, 
would use the HCC mostly for education and entertainment. The son, a law 

69 Van Rooij, Kijken in de Toekomst, p. 14.

Illustration 3. A visual representation of the Home Communication Centre.
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student, was imagined to use the HCC to record, play and replay on image 
cassette the lecture of an eminent law professor at the University of Chicago. 
The daughter, a student at an unnamed conservatory, would be able to order 
the complete library of recordings by the London Symphony Orchestra, con-
ducted by the world-famous Herbert von Karajan.70 

The authors of Looking in the Future claimed to have based some of their 
predictions of 1980s’ domestic family life on the work of German-born, Aus-
trian futurologist Robert Jungk. Inspired by Jungk’s politically motivated “fore-
casting,” focusing on the societal usefulness of emerging technologies for the 
advancement of democracy and freedom, the authors maintained that the 
HCC would bring a form of “tele-democracy” (tele-demokratie).71 In particu-
lar, the enrichment of the HCC by technologies such as the video recorder 
and camera would furthermore encourage “do-it-yourself television” by and 
for the family.72 This latter aspect reappeared in the closing chapter of the 
publication. Here, the authors described one of the most widely discussed 
new media of the HCC: video. Particularly remarkable was the attitude to-
wards the then only recently introduced videocassette recorder. Whereas the 
“videodisc” (beeldplaat) was also under development for the mass market, the 
authors were convinced that magnetic tape-based video formats would even-
tually deliver the final blow to the possible domestication of the videodisc. 

The authors argued that an “audio-visual system” depending on a turn-
table-like operation of replay only, might be interesting, as was the case with 
the gramophone player, which the authors considered to be the first phase of 
listening to, and having control over music in the home.73 They nevertheless 
stressed that the most profound past innovation for a more elaborate and com-
plex user agency was the domestic audio tape recorder. As underlined before 
in this chapter, this device enabled consumers to record and archive their 
favourite radio programs and music. Also features like rewinding, forwarding, 
and pausing were believed to enhance user agency to manipulate recordings. 
Alluding to the popular Dutch second wave feminist slogan “baas in eigen 
buik” (master of one’s own belly), which advanced the right of females to 
decide on having an abortion, the authors claimed that the “image” cassette 
would bring about a phase of “baas op eigen buis” (master over the tube).74 
To summarise, whereas McLuhan understood the participatory potential of 
media more in terms of its coolness or hotness, popular imagination, in con-
trast, perceived participation in relation to a changing situation of mediated 
communication. 

70 Ibid., p. 15.
71 Ibid., p. 17.
72 Ibid., p. 19.
73 Ibid., p. 145.
74 Ibid., p. 147.
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In another newspaper article from the early 1970s, discussing the pend-
ing arrival of the “video gramophone” for television, a parenthetical note dis-
cussed the basic principles of one-way communication in mass media.75 Tel-
evision and radio, it explained, adhere to point-to-mass-communication. One 
characteristic of this form of mass communication is the absence of direct 
feedback on the receiving end. The note suggested that video, in combination 
with other possible media-technologies-in-the-home, would enable a two-way 
form of mediated communication.  Or, at least, be a first step towards a recip-
rocal and integrated media ensemble for the living room:

Taking cue from prophesising minds, the 1980s will bring an “enter-
tainment centre” to the home. Configured according to the wealth of 
the owner, this system will be connected by cable with our national 
television studios. TV-programs will be available over the cable, or they 
can be recorded and replayed at one’s convenience by the teleplay-
er. Rather than buying or renting a TV-program on cassette, the cable 
connection will make it possible to record and replay it during the 
night. (…) So, devices dependent on magnetic tape will certainly be 
favoured in the home.76

Rather than “just” watching a television broadcast, the possible future user 
would have more agency in relation to the top-down broadcast paradigm, 
a process earlier described as ‘from TV slave to master.’ It is, moreover, in-
teresting to note that the video recorder is described here as a “teleplayer.” 
Also terms such as “television gramophone” and “videogram” were part of 
the nomenclature to capture what “video” was and would become. Any of 
these three alternatives to describe video technologies lead to different under-
standings of what video might accomplish from the user’s perspective in the 
electronic age. The term “teleplayer” provoked an understanding of the video 
recorder as an apparatus to (re)play television broadcast at will, whereas televi-
sion gramophone evokes an intermedial understanding of the video recorder 
as a machine which, like the audio gramophone player, can play pre-recorded 
content. This was pointed out earlier in relation to the videodisc. 

The signifying potential of the word “videogram” is more difficult to pin-
point through a reading of the article. Although it is certain that the term re-
fers to the carrier—that is, the videocassette—it remained unclear whether it 

75 S.n., ‘Televisie-grammafoon is binnenkort werkelijkheid,’ De Tijd, October 19, 1970. For a thorough scholarly reflection 
on the different forms of mediated communication in modernity, see: John B. Thompson, The Media and Modernity: A Social 
Theory of the Media, Cambridge and Oxford: Polity Press, 1995. See also: Wurtzler, Electric Sounds.
76 ‘Vooruitziend naar de tachtiger jaren zien voorspellende geesten in ieder huis een “vermaakscentrum”, overeenkomstig de 
welstand van de eigenaar, dat middels een kabelverbinding verbonden is met de nationale TV-studios. Televisieprogramma’s 
kan men dan via die draadverbinding hetzij direct zien, danwel op de teleplayer vastleggen om later als het beter schikt, 
weer te vertonen. In plaats van een TV-program per cassette te kopen of te huren, kan men een heel programma gedurende 
de nacht middels de kabelverbinding doen opnemen en afdraaien wanneer men maar wilt.’ Translation author. ‘Televisie-
grammafoon is binnenkort werkelijkheid,’ De Tijd.
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spurred an understanding of the videocassette mostly as a storage medium for 
rented or purchased pre-recorded television content (like a vinyl record), or 
a possible alternative to the unilateral communication of electronic mass me-
dia. In case of the former, videogram might be seen as a conflation of video-
cassette and TV-programme. Another, more plausible, understanding of what 
the article aimed to suggest with the term could be its possible etymology. 
As was the case with the famous American inventor Thomas Edison and his 
conflation of the Greek phone (i.e. voice, a sound) and gramma (i.e. that what 
is drawn or written, a record) for his phonogram in 1884, videogram, in turn, 
seemed to conflate gramma with the Latin video. 

It is remarkable that the article stressed the revolutionary potential of a 
burgeoning electronic world for user agency and communication; albeit by 
applying a varied nomenclature for video that stirred up an archaic and anach-
ronistic comprehension of what it might bring ordinary consumers. This con-
fusing variety of terms for video discs, video recorders and videotapes could be 
understood as an indication that popular discourse had not yet come to terms 
with video, because the consumer electronics industry had also not done so. 
In other words, the confusing terminology of many different video technolo-
gies attested to their status as a not fully standardised ensemble of consumer 
media technologies, with clear-cut delineations of their possibilities, functions 
and meanings. As the following section will show, this was about to change in 
the course of the 1970s when a battle for standardisation emerged. 

Home video’s problematic path towards standardisation 

Not all accounts of video’s emergence at the Firato in the 1970s were cele-
bratory. Or looking at its burgeoning appearance inspired by piecemeal tech-
no-philosophical forecasts and prognoses, relying on a confusing glossary to 
get a grip on the rapidly changing world of consumer video technologies. An 
article in the historically communist daily newspaper De Waarheid, for exam-
ple, refrained from the attitudes characteristic of many of the other accounts.77 

First, the article was highly suspicious of Philips’ marketing ploy to con-
tract, among others, Dutch football star Johan Cruijff, to endorse their latest 
products, such as the VCR videocassette system, in television and print com-
mercials. Second, the newspaper reminded its readers that the considerable 
sum of 10,000 Dutch Guilders was only the entry price to own a recorder, 
camera, and other necessary accessories. Third, the article emphasised the 
rapid pace with which video technologies were being replaced by new formats 
and devices: ‘If you by any chance win the lottery this week and therefore 

77 S.n., ‘Spelen met de video-camera op de eindeloze Firato,’ De Waarheid, September 11, 1971.
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consider buying a recorder, please be careful. The same Firato that showcases 
this novelty indicates the rapid pace in which brand new devices are being 
replaced.’78 The article pinpointed an on-going process of rapid succession 
of models and formats, leaving its buyers with out-dated technologies almost 
within two years after purchase. This article alluded to a topic introduced by 
media historian Jonathan Sterne as “media obsolescence.”79 

Articles in the left-wing newspaper on the rapid obsolescence of consum-
er video technologies were soon replaced by reports of a long-lasting battle for 
standardization. In Japan in 1975, Sony introduced its first relatively afforda-
ble video system for the home: Betamax. In 1976, in hindsight as a prelude to 
the battle of standards in home video systems, numerous newspapers reported 
on a pending lower court case against Sony.80 In the United States, Universal 
Studios, Walt Disney Productions and other film and television production 
companies instituted legal proceedings against Sony Corporation. With this 
court case Universal Studios et al. formalised their fear of possible copyright 
infringements by owners of Betamax recorders. This legal battle came to rep-
resent a phase in which video’s prohibition or legalisation as a domestic re-
cording technology was at stake, and eventually lasted until 1984 when the 
U.S. Supreme Court decided on the case.81 

After almost eight years of legal proceedings, the highest court ruled that 
“time-shifting,” as the most distinct feature of video, was inherently non-com-
mercial and therefore protected under the “fair use” clause.82 The relevance 
of this Supreme Court ruling is its strong indication that, from the onset of 
its introduction into the U.S. market,  Betamax was seen as a potentially suc-
cessful cluster of domestic video technologies. Whereas the previously dis-
cussed “premature” imagined pre-domestications of video technologies often 
suggested their limitless potential, the ruling showed that video just barely 
emerged as a media technology accessible to a large population of consumers 
outside of institutional environments, such as broadcasters. 

Businesses regarding video as a threat, such as Hollywood, thus saw Beta-
max as the first serious candidate to enable everyday use in the home in terms 
of recording and “time-shifting” their content.83 As the 1976 lower court case 

78 ‘Mocht u dit weekeinde per ongeluk de toto winnen en denken nou gaat het wel, doe dan toch maar wat voorzichtigjes 
aan met die video-recorder. Want diezelfde Firato, waarop dit nieuwtje wordt gelanceerd, toont aan hoe in zeer korte tijd 
splinternieuwe apparaten veranderen.’ Translation author. ‘Spelen met de video-camera op de eindeloze Firato,’ De Waarheid,
79 Historian Jonathan Sterne problematised this topic from the perspective of the rapid succession and obsolescence of 
hardware and software in the (personal) computer industry. See: Jonathan Sterne, ‘Out with the Trash: On the Future of New 
Media,’ in: Charles R. Acland, ed, Residual Media, Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 2007, pp. 16-31, 
cf, p. 22. 
80 S.n., ‘Proces tegen videorecorders,’ De Waarheid, November 15, 1976.
81 A similar trend can be seen with the success of the compact cassette in the 1960s. 
82 Joshua M. Greenberg, From Betamax to Blockbuster: Video Stores and the Invention of Movies on Video, Cambridge 
(Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2008, p. 3. For a detailed account of the legal proceedings surrounding Betamax, see: James 
Lardner, Fast Forward: Hollywood, the Japanese, and the Onslaught of the VCR, New York: Norton, 1987. 
83 For a further discussion on the topic, see also: Frederick Wasser, Veni, Vidi, Video: The Hollywood Empire and the VCR, 
Austin: University of Texas Press, 2001. 
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in the U.S. began the long road towards eventual legalisation of the domestic 
video recorder, Betamax’s foothold on the European and American consumer 
video market was soon challenged. In that same year JVC, a daughter com-
pany of Japanese electronics giant Matsushita, introduced the VHS-system. 
Soon after, in Europe, the Dutch electronics manufacturer Philips gradually 
abandoned its VCR format in favour of its own improved consumer format 
Video2000. 

Media historian Siegfried Zielinski charted and analysed the problematic 
standardisation of consumer video technologies during their, what he termed, 
second and third “Verbreitungs-Niveaus” between the 1960s and the mid-
1980s.84 From the 1960s until the mid-1970s, as Zielinski illustrated, about 
107 different video formats and devices were either launched on the con-
sumer and (semi-)professional market, or were in an experimental phase as 
functional prototypes.85 The sheer number of formats, devices and prototypes 
that existed when video emerged at the Firato largely explains the wide range 
of words, meanings and functions attributed to the still  nebulous conception 
of what “video” was to become. The eventual arrival of and rivalry between 
Betamax, VHS and V2000 henceforth signified the third moment of video’s 
diffusion, in which it finally started to yell out as a commercially successful 
range of consumer formats and devices. At the end of the 1970s and early 
1980s, as Zielinski pointed out, the business rivals were entrenched in fierce 
competition for  consumer adoption of their formats and devices, which were 
furthermore incompatible with each other.86 Although Matsushita’s VHS 
would eventually emerge the victor, this was not yet clear in the early 1980s, 
when the pre-domestication of video entered a next phase.

Video and information society in the 1980s

As Betamax, VHS and Video2000 were struggling for the favour of the con-
sumer, the pre-domestication of video underwent a transition. Coverage of 
Firato in 1982, for example, claimed that the presence of video technologies 
at the exhibition had a highly “magical power” (toverkracht) over the visi-
tors.87 This magic power did not pertain to “awe” or “astonishment,” but rather 
to video’s capacity to seduce ‘consumers to withdraw even more amounts of 
money from their savings accounts.’ Despite the continuing struggle for stand-
ardisation, video, at this point truly became a more affordable and successfully 

84 Zielinski, Zur Geschichte des videorecorders, p. 147.
85 Ibid., p. 153.
86 Ibid., p. 210.
87 Hugo van der Heem, “Keihard gevecht rond de portablerecorder: Video heeft toverkracht,’ Limburgs Dagblad, August 21, 
1982.
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“black-boxed” consumer media technology for Dutch households.88 
Moreover, during the 1980s, the term “video” was broadened and related 

to additional emerging consumer media technologies being showcased at the 
exhibition. All of these new and sometimes still imagined media technolo-
gies depended on the television screen for successful operation: teletext, video 
game consoles, and a master-slave networked information retrieval system, 
called Viditel. This transformation evoked an even more developed notion 
of technologised domesticity and brought another dimension to earlier un-
derstandings of the HCC. Most notably, the accent in the popular percep-
tion of technologised domesticity shifted towards an emphasis on advances in 
computer science and the perceived emergence of the digital rather than the 
electronic age. 

The writings of popular science author Jan Everink, for example, shed 
light on this discursive change. Everink characterised the 1980s as the start-
ing point of the “information society.”89 Like McLuhan, Everink sketched the 
history of society and culture in terms of clear-cut and technology-driven epis-
temic breaks: 1) the pre-information age, 2) the age of information scarcity, 
and 3) the age of information saturation.90 The turning point in the transi-
tion from the pre-information age to the epoch of information scarcity was 
the invention of the printing press. This “momentous” shift was ascribed to 
Laurens Janszoon Coster’s invention of the printing press, rather than that of 
his German contemporary Johannes Gutenberg, as discussed by McLuhan in 
The Gutenberg Galaxy. However, as Everink continued, whereas the printing 
press, as well as more recent media such as radio and television, was consid-
ered “passive,” the “new media” of the information age would be “active.” 91 

At first glance, this outlook on the potential of new media coincided with 
the popular discourses discussed in previous sections. However, it differed 
from earlier popular imagination was Everink’s emphasis on the shifting char-
acteristics of the human condition as such, and the technological premise 
behind the new technologies available to mankind. Everink namely argued 
that a lack of access to and scarcity of information in the first two phases had 
suppressed man’s inherent desire for information in the broadest sense imag-
inable. With the arrival of the “active” new media, he argued, the true poten-
tial of the “Questioning Man” (de Vragende Mens) was finally unleashed.92 
Most of Everink’s analyses of old and new “information” technologies focused 
on a genealogy: 1) writing and printing, 2) recording and reproducing sound, 

88 Analysis by Statistics Netherlands (Centraal Bureau voor de Statistiek, CBS) shows that the ownership of video 
recorders rose from approximately 2% to 27% of all households in the Netherlands between 1980 and 1986. See: CBS, 
Statistisch jaarboek 1990, Den Haag: SDU Uitgevers and CBS-Publikaties, 1990, p. 276.
89 Jan Everink, De informatiemaatschappij, The Hague: Academic Service, 1985 (1983), p. 7.
90 Everink, De informatiemaatschappij, p. 9.
91 Ibid., p. 11. 
92 Ibid., p. 12.
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3) photography, 4) film and video, 5) computer technologies, 6) memory stor-
age technologies, and 7) telecommunication technologies. In particular, the 
latter three  would let “Questioning Man” flourish, because they represented 
the “hardware” and “software” of digital technologies that would soon become 
part of the household media ensemble in the guise of video, Teletext and 
Viditel.93 

On Dutch television, popular technology expert and futurologist Griet 
Titulaer held a similar stance towards new media technologies. His own home 
in Houten was occasionally the backdrop against which he explained the 
practical, but also imagined meanings and function of consumer technologies 
as they appeared at electronics exhibitions in the Netherlands and abroad. In 
1982, during the Firato of that year, he hosted a special episode the current 
affairs programme TROS Aktua, where he presented the latest developments 
of video in his home. 94 Included among the technologies he discussed as 
“video” were the information retrieval systems Viditel and Teletext. Titulaer 
also demonstrated a wide range of VHS, Betamax, and V2000 videocassettes 
available on the consumer market. Avoiding the popular nomenclature of the 
1960s and 1970s, and in line with the notion of the rise of information soci-
ety, Titulaer made an explicit distinction between  recorders and cameras as 
“hardware,” and videocassettes as “software.”95 

Remarkably, video was thus suggested to be part of the emerging digital 
technologies of the “information age” such as home computers and informa-
tion retrieval systems. This observation is particularly noteworthy because vid-
eorecorders and cameras were then still electronic media technologies, albeit 
far more refined than previous ones. The specific terminology of Titulaer, as 
well as of Everink, might therefore point at the emergence of a perception 
of video and media technologies in general, as an inseparable part of what 
media archaeologist Jussi Parrika termed ‘software and hardware cultures.’96 
Although video was not necessarily digital in the sense of depending on digital 
code and algorithms, it was nevertheless regarded as part of the same inter-
connected world of digital “information” systems. Whereas videotapes would 
contain (non-digital) information as “software,” the videorecorder and video 
camera, as “hardware,” could be instructed to store, programme or manipu-
late this information. In other words, digital information, such as codes and 
algorithms, and electronic signals were conveniently conflated to create the 
impression that they both represented the same trend in the emergence of 

93 Ibid., p. 113.
94 Tros Aktua, ‘Special Firato,’ broadcast date August 27, 1982. Document ID # 964745, Collection NISV.
95 He elaborately reflected on the transformative power of new media technologies in his popular technology publications: 
Chriet Titulaer, Toekomstbeeld: Video, kabeltelevisie, sataliettelevisie, huiscomputer, viditel, teletekst, Naarden and Borsbeek: 
Strenholt and Uitgeverij Baart, 1980; Chriet Titulaer, Bijblijven met de nieuwe media, Alphen aan de Rijn: Zorn Uitgeverij, 
1983.
96 Jussi Parrika, What is Media Archaeology? Cambridge and Malden: Polity Press, 2012, p. 38.
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information society.
Titulaer’s discussion of video “hardware” revealed the extent to which 

video was regarded to function in terms of storing, programming and manip-
ulating information. First, Titulaer reported on German manufacturer Blau-
punkt’s release of its new consumer stereo VCR. Titulaer emphasised that the 
timer function and the programing memory of the recorder had improved 
significantly, especially when compared to Philips’ N1500 VCR recorder. 
Titulaer went on to highlight that multiple video recorders could now auto-
matically inscribe textual information on the video image itself. This was an 
extension of the feature already available, which could add an on-screen date 
and time stamp. For video enthusiasts this additional feature of automatically 
generated, on-screen text insertion would take care of ‘a portion of one’s archi-
val efforts, because this will now be taken over by the video recorder itself.’97 

Titulaer also discerned another category of video hardware, namely “port-
able video.” Here we return to the understanding of video for home and ama-
teur videography, or do-it-yourself television. He considered portable video to 
be particularly promising, as its further miniaturisation would soon culminate 
in the “videorecorder-in-the-camera,” also known as the camcorder. For the 
moment, in the early 1980s, consumers had to make do with portable con-
sumer video systems like Philips’ V2000 ensemble, consisting of a portable 
recorder and a lightweight camera. However, this recorder was still based on 
regular sized V2000 tapes. The second portable system was more a move to-
wards miniaturization and enhanced portability. Titulaer recommended the 
easy to use and lightweight JVC VCX-2 camera with auto focus presented at 
the Firato of 1982. In addition to the camera, JVC, at the latest edition, also 

97 ‘(…) dat een stuk archivering van uw videobanden door de videorecorder zelf wordt overgenomen.’ Translation author. 
Tros Aktua, ‘Special Firato,’ 1982.

Illustration 4. Left: Titulaer showcases several examples of video software in his home in 
Houten. Right: Titular explains the principle of the direct feedback loop by which the footage 
shot by the video camera in front of him, capturing the programme’s cameraman, directly feeds 

into the TV-screen beside Titulaer.
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presented a portable recorder, based on a miniaturized version of VHS: com-
pact VHS, or VHS-C.98 As early as 1979, prototypes of the camcorder were pre-
sented at professional magnetic technology conferences. These camcorders 
were developed to converge into hitherto separate devices and components, 
bringing together in one device a battery, camera, recorder, microphone, and 
viewfinder. The light weight (3kg) portable recorder developed by JVC, as 
Titulaer underlined, was the first step towards that direction. However, he 
emphasised that consumers should not expect this compact system to ‘arrive 
next week in the electronics stores.’

Ameliorative and transformative perceptions of the electronic age 

The various discursive pre-domestications surrounding video technologies be-
tween 1960s and 1980s revealed  persisting inclination to approach them in 
terms of futurological wishful thinking; heralding a brighter future for everyone 
through the promise of convergence and technologised domesticity, as well as 
interactivity and participation. Technology historian David Nye’s observations 
on this tendency are insightful.99 He subdivided the approaches to the poten-
tial societal impact of new technologies into three categories: 1) prediction, 2) 
forecasting, and 3) projection.100 Nye pointed out that forecasting ‘deals with 
immediate choices about getting a new device perfected, into production, 
and into the market,’ and takes the form of ‘essentially little narratives about 
the future (…) usually presented as stories about a better world to come.’101 
Nye furthermore emphasised that prognostication and forecasting can fall 
victim to several fallacies. Besides the philosophical objections to “looking 
into the future,” the more apparent and widely discussed fallacy in scholarly 
discourse is technological determinism.102 Historians Merrit Smith and Leo 
Marx are well-known for pointing out the intellectual problems undergird-
ing technological determinism. In the foreword to their canonical volume on 
the topic, both argued that nineteenth-century popular narratives pertaining 
to technological progress predominantly took the shape of “mini fables.”103 
More importantly, these utopian fables explicitly ‘directed the attention to the 
[positive] consequences rather than the genesis of inventions.’104 Smith also 

98 This format was developed before combined industrial efforts, to come to an agreement on a shared 8mm compact 
video standard without ensuing a new format battle, on the 8mm conferences taking place between 1982 and 1984. See: 
Steven B. Luijtjens and A. M. A. Rijckaert, ‘The History of Consumer Magnetic Video Tape Recording: From Rarity to a Mass 
Product,’ Journal of Magnetism and Magnetic Materials, vol. 193, no. 1, 1999, pp. 17-23.
99 David Nye, Technology Matters: Questions to Live with, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: MIT Press, 2007. 
100 Nye, Technology Matters, p. 159. 
101 Ibid., p. 160.
102 See for an interesting argument summarizing the philosophical problems of prognostication: Rein de Wilde, De 
voorspellers: Een kritiek op de toekomstindustrie, Amsterdam: De Balie, 2000.
103 Merrit Roe Smith and Leo Marx, eds. Does Technology Drive History: The Dilemma of Technological Determinism, 
Camebridge (Mass. U.S.) and London: MIT Press, 1994, p. x.
104 Smith and Marx, Does Technology Drive History, p. x.
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highlighted one of the quintessential American movements of the nineteenth 
and early twentieth centuries, the “Technocracy movement.” This movement, 
invested in constant societal progress, advanced the utopian notion that these 
technologies are ‘central to the perfection of society.’105 

In the previous sections, the hopes and desires inspired by video, and 
other interrelated “active” media technologies, were shown to be based on 
utopian prognostications of social improvement.  These expectations were 
conveyed by means of a discursive pre-domestication through which video’s 
potential use, meanings, and functions for the home and consumers were 
explored and negotiated. Journalists, popular technology writers and the mar-
keters, consequently employed discursive rhetorical strategies, comparable to 
utopian narratives on technology in the early twentieth century. From the 
late 1960s onwards, many sources demonstrated futurological perspectives 
on the advent of video as a part of the “electronic,” and in the 1980s, the 
information age. In combination with other new media technologies for the 
home, video was predominantly celebrated for its potential contribution to 
democracy, participation and interactivity. The emergence of video was seen 
as a technology-driven epistemic break, which would come to change the hu-
man condition. Put differently, as informative discursive articulations, video’s 
“becoming” in popular imagination laid bare the broader social and cultural 
historical contexts in which its potentiality for society and consumers was as-
sessed and weighed. 

Nye also discussed the persistence of the imagined societal impact of 
new technologies. He suggested three narrative forms that emerge in pop-
ular imagination essential to interpreting and negotiating the meanings and 
functions of new technologies. The first form perceives new technologies as 
‘natural outgrowths of society,’ whereas the “ameliorative” form underlines 
the imagined positive influence of new technologies for everyday life. 106 The 
“transformative” narrative form stresses the potential of new technologies to 
reshape social reality. With Nye’s narrative forms in mind, this exploration has 
shown that video’s pre-domestication in Dutch popular discourse tended to 
unfold as ameliorative, transformative, or both. Although often only implied 
in the newspaper articles, the influence of McLuhan’s work and other futur-
ological publications, such as Kijken in de Toekomst, most likely shaped the 
“horizons of expectations” as to video’s role in a supposedly converging house-
hold media ensemble. Moreover, these discourses granted video technologies 
a distinct role within a constantly changing, more integrated “electronic” me-
dia landscape in general, and technologised domesticity in particular. 

105 Merrit Roe Smith, ‘Technological Determinism in American Culture,’ in: Merrit Roe Smith and Leo Marx, eds, Does 
Technology Drive History: The Dilemma of Technological Determinism, Cambridge (Mass. U.S.) and London: MIT Press, 1994, 
pp. 1-35, cf. p. 23.
106 Nye, Technology Matters, p. 117.
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Conclusion

As shown in this chapter, many popular discourses put forward video’s affor-
dances as being essential in taking “control” and gaining an enhanced yet 
less technologically complex form of user agency. This was contextualised as 
being part of “black-boxing” consumer technologies and the accompanying 
“illusion of user control.” These discourses often emerged around the pre-
sentation of video at the Firato, regarded in this chapter as a site of the new. 
The imaginary surrounding the electronic age and video, moreover, was given 
shape primarily through Marshall McLuhan’s controversial ideas about new 
media and their potential for global interconnectivity and participation. These 
perspectives on media technologies became part of a larger trend in which 
futurologists reflected on the societal impact of the electronic age. 

Historians Asa Biggs and Peter Burke’s comprehensive study of the social 
history of media in the Western world offer important additional insights for a 
final, complementary historical contextualisation.107 Biggs and Burke argued 
that the arrival of new media technologies in the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries was mostly conceived as a process designed to institution-
alise top-down communication, entertainment, and information dissemina-
tion. Characteristic of the second half of the twentieth century, however, as 
Biggs and Burke claimed, were issues that came to challenge this latter pro-
cess. These issues ranged from ‘the relationship of “ownership” of the media 
to “content,” of “content” to “structure” and of “structure” to technology, par-
ticularly technological innovation.’108 The basic principle undergirding these 
issues was control, whether personal, political, institutional or economical. 
Connecting Biggs and Burke’s insights to the discourses on the pre-domesti-
cation of video, it becomes clear that they emerged in tandem with changing 
notions of ownership and control over media and content. Video was thus 
imagined to be both ameliorative and transformative with regard to this trend 
for ordinary consumers.  

107 Asa Briggs and Peter Burke, A Social History of the Media: From Gutenberg to the Internet, Cambridge and Oxford: Polity 
Press, 2002.
108 Briggs and Burke, A Social History of the Media, p. 265.
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Introduction 

This chapter will explore the discourses, use and practices of electronic video 
in the Netherlands within the context of the counter mode. As shown in chap-
ter two, electronic video was catapulted into popular imagination through 
several discourses that circled around the popular consumer electronics exhi-
bition Firato in the Netherlands. Chapter two also explored popular discourse 
and how it brought video to the user at home from the context of leisure, 
consumer culture and its level of control in an emerging and more “active” 
electronic age. As will be shown in more detail, however, in the counter mode 
electronic video’s meaning and functioning was not so much to take “control” 
in domestic leisure through time shifting, or settling marital disputes over 
who can watch what and when on television. This chapter will explore and 
analyse how video was imagined, but also appropriated and used as a counter 
technology, a tool for societal change. 

Stichting Video Werkgroep Meatball, or Meatball for short, founded in 
May 1972, will serve as a central case study in this chapter. After its founda-
tion, the video group immediately published its first issue of Meatball, an 
“international” video magazine with the same name as the foundation. In the 
first issue the video collective strongly denounced the discourses of technolo-
gised domesticity and the rhetoric of participation surrounding video’s appear-
ance at the Firato during the early 1970s. They also brushed aside the notion 
of the “active user” as a perverse machination of commercial interests. Provoc-
ative titled ‘The Other Possibilities of Video,’ the opening article argued that:

For the Netherlands, the Firato of September 1971 meant a rapidly 
growing stream of information on the newest medium: video. The ma-
jority of this information dealt with its use in the living room and video 
was subsequently presented as yet another extension of the electronic 
machinery at home. (…) The questionable level of this information, 
in combination with the fact that the crowd was beaten senseless by all 
the possibilities of these new toys, closes the vicious circle in advance. 
(…) And this is a shame, as video can be the perfect means to create 
– for the first time – a bilateral or multilateral form of communication 
(...).  Video can also function as a resource of action in its own right. 
These are the issues the working group video wants to take upon itself 
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and stimulate through this magazine, in order to get the discussion and 
reflection going on the “alternative” use of video.1 

Meatball clearly did not agree with the notion that video would enhance the 
agency of domestic users of electronic video through something as illusive 
and imaginary as the Home Communication Centre. As the video collective 
understood it, the only realistic and worthwhile use of video should be to 
resist the ‘authoritarian form of communication employed by radio and televi-
sion.’2 Moreover, the video group not only wanted to establish an alternative to 
broadcast television. An equally important imperative appeared in their stat-
utes issued in the same year. In this document Meatball officially expressed 
their wish to explore the use of video ‘as an instrument for societal change in 
large and small communities.’3

The foundation of Meatball, its ambition to challenge traditional broad-
cast television and its goal to use video as a tool for a more democratic form 
of media participation, also caught the attention of daily newspaper De Volk-
skrant. The appearance of the video group, the newspaper reported, was part 
of an international trend of emerging artistic and socially progressive video 
collectives. This remark was based on the observation that Meatball seemed to 
have intimate relations with American “video enthusiasts” and their avant-gar-
de magazine Radical Software.4 The newspaper article also pointed at a re-
markable interview in the first issue of the group’s magazine. In this interview, 
Gijs Stappershoef, an influential figure in early Dutch television history and 
a pioneer in regional radio broadcasting, endorsed Meatball’s endeavours to 
use video technologies as alternatives for broadcast television. Stappershoef 
believed that the future of video collectives was particularly promising. He 
wrote that a special commission of the progressive Dutch broadcaster, VPRO, 
was in the advanced stages of drafting an internal memorandum in which 
the broadcaster pledged to include in its own national broadcasting schedule 
a time slot for the alternative content made by video groups across the Neth-

1 ‘de firato van september 1971 was voor nederland het begin van een snel wassende stroom informatie over het 
allernieuwste medium: video. het overgrote deel van die informatie was gericht op het gebruik ervan in de huiskamer en 
video werd dan ook voornamelijk gepresenteerd als al weer een nieuwe uitbreiding van het electronische machinepark in 
huis. (…) het daarmee gepaard gaande inhoudelijke niveau en het feit dat voor het publiek, toch al “platgemaakt” door de 
mogelijkheden van het nieuwe speelgoed, nauwelijks enige selectieve keuze mogelijk zou zijn, maakt de vicieuze cirkel al 
bij voorbaat sluitend. (…) en dat terwijl video toch een geschikt middel is om – voor het eerst – een twee- of meerzijdige 
communicatie te creëeren (…).  video kan ook als een aktiemiddel op zich fungeren. dat zijn dingen, die de werkgroep 
video wil ondernemen en stimuleren en daarom ook dit blad, dat hopelijk de gedachtevorming en de discussie over het 
“alternatieve” gebruik van video op gang brengt.’ The absence of capital letters is original to the text and a derivative of what 
was termed “progressive spelling” (progressieve spelling) popular in progressive circles in the Netherlands during the 1970s 
and 1980s. Translation author. See: S.n., ‘De andere mogelijkheid van video,’ Meatball: Internationale video krant gehaktbal, 
vol. 1, no. 1, 1972, pp. 1-2. 
2 ‘De andere mogelijkheid van video,’ p. 2.
3 ‘als instrument voor sociale verandering in grote, zowel als kleine samenlevingsverbanden.’ Translation author. See: 
Article 2.a., Statutes ‘Stichting video werkgroep Meatball,’ dated November 12, 1972, Haags Gemeentearchief (henceforth 
HGA), unsorted, box 939.20.
4 S.n., ‘Dag in: Video,’ De Volkskrant, June 20, 1971. 
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erlands.5 Stappershoef also speculated on what the burgeoning deployment 
of local cable networks, as an alternative infrastructure to aerial broadcast in 
the Netherlands, could bring to video groups who aimed to give a “voice” 
to regional and local communities.6 Despite his own successful efforts to es-
tablish regional radio broadcasting immediately after the Second World War, 
Stappershoef believed that the use of cable television for a more bilateral and 
reciprocal form of communication, instead of the “structural exclusion” of 
top-down institutional broadcasting, was still only embryonic.7 He hoped that 
cable television would become a means to democratise audio-visual commu-
nication, and that electronic video could play an important role.8 He never-
theless detected a lack of commitment by the Dutch government to enact a 
“statutory obligation” enabling every kind of sectional interest to express its 
own concerns freely on a regional cable television network.9 

These discouraging words about the government’s lack of interest did not 
mean that Meatball would renege on the seemingly problematic journey to-
wards its own televised content. During its first ten years the collective found 
several solutions to disseminate videos. In its search to affect societal change 
through the use of video technologies, Meatball was able to establish video 
projects with local action committees, community organisations and even the 
municipality. These projects were in part aligned with what media scholar 
Elizabeth Burch called “Folk-TV.”10In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Meat-
ball eventually managed to get an occasional time-slot from the VPRO. In 
addition, in 1979, the video group agreed to collaborate with a group of young 
producers, journalists and artists to co-produce Neon, a series on national pub-
lic television that strived for a participatory and democratic “video culture” in 
the Netherlands. Although Meatball’s collaboration with Neon ended abrupt-
ly over a disagreement about what a proper “video culture” should imply, the 
programme was one of the more visible legacies of the video counter mode in 
the Netherlands. These various activities implied that Meatball had to explore 
ways to share their work. 

This chapter will show that the group’s implementation of video, as a 
counter-technology, resulted in four different experimentations with video 
as alternative: 1) video as DIY television via cable networks, 2) mobile video, 
3) a video cinema and 4) content for broadcast television. However, before 
delving more deeply into Meatball’s engagement with electronic video, I will 

5 Jos Bieneman, ‘Ik wil hun centen wel, maar hun invloed niet,’ Meatball, vol. 1, no. 1, 1972, p. 6-8.
6 For a history on the arrival of cable networks in the Netherlands, see: Paul Bordewijk, Goud in de grond: De geschiedenis 
van draadomroep en kabeltelevisie toegespitst op Stadskabel Leiden, Leiden: Primavera Pers, 2004.
7 Wurtzler, Electric Sounds, p. 33. See also Chapter 1, note 19.
8 Bieneman, ‘Ik wil hun centen wel, maar hun invloed niet,’ p. 6.
9 Ibid., p. 8.
10 Elizabeth Burch, ‘Getting Closer to Folk TV Production: Nontraditional Uses of Video in the U.S. and Other Cultures,’ 
Journal of Film and Video, vol. 49, no. 4, 1997, pp. 18-29, cf. p. 18.
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first contextualise the discourses that emerged from early video movements 
in Europe and Northern America. Meatball was certainly not the first or only 
video group with aspirations to appropriate electronic video within the con-
text of the counter mode. American “video enthusiasts,” with their magazine 
Radical Software, were influential in shaping a techno-utopian view of video 
as a radical tool for social change. These enthusiasts were organised, among 
others, in the New York-based Raindance Cooperation (1970-1997) and pub-
lished their magazine between 1970 and 1974. Besides the magazine, Mi-
chael Shamberg, who was a member of this New York countercultural think 
tank, also published the influential radical video guide, Guerrilla Television. 
In this guide he proclaimed that video could and should be appropriated by 
its “end-users” as a “counter technology.”11 The rhetoric of the book was per-
meated with a strong belief in video’s emancipatory potential. In the United 
States, these discourses were intimately related to the rise of the New Left and 
the counter-cultural movements, as well as what David Nye described as an 
intellectual, political and artistic resistance against technocracy and commer-
cial broadcast media.12 

From this vantage point, the arrival of portable video revolved around 
a key technology, namely the portapak recorder-and-camera-ensemble. This 
specific cluster of technologies was endowed with specific symbolic mean-
ings and affordances by which everyone was believed to appropriate them to 
radically resist to mass media by mediating everyday life. As will be argued 
in this chapter, the user was, at first, imagined.  However, to understand the 
context in which Meatball became a Dutch exponent of these utopian ex-
pectations of video, I must first explain some emblematic examples of the 
sociocultural counter forces in Dutch history. By doing so, I will be able to 
connect Meatball more generally with sociocultural counter movements in 
the Netherlands. Consequently, this chapter will also devote attention to how 
video’s potentiality was shaped by the international avant-garde as a cluster of 
technologies that could affect the art world as an institution on the one hand, 
and as a radical common tool on the other. 

Dutch social counter movements of the 1960s and 1970s

At first glance, the hesitant arrival of consumer video technologies in the 1970s 
came at a moment in the history of the Netherlands, described in the decade 
itself as the era of “great lassitude” (grote matheid).13 This notion of lassitude 

11 Michael Shamberg, Guerrilla Television, New York, Chicago and San Francisco: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1971, p. 20.
12 Nye, Technology Matters, p.29
13 Duco Hellema borrowed the term from Dutch journalist Henk Hofland, who, in 1973, coined the “great lassitude” in order 
to describe the difference between the tumultuous 1960s and the in Hofland’s view more conservative 1970s. See: Duco 
Hellema, Nederland en de jaren zeventig Amsterdam: Boom Uitgevers, 2012, p. 15.
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contrasted significantly with the nostalgic idea of the “swinging sixties,” which 
saw an unprecedented growth in economic prosperity that propelled even fur-
ther the development of consumer and leisure culture after the Second World 
War. In addition, this myth of the 1960s advanced an interpretation that, un-
der the influence of youthful protest movements of the late 1960s, the decade 
was staging the scene for an on-going process of secularisation, emancipation, 
individualisation and politicisation. This process meant a destabilisation and 
eventual crumbling of the horizontal socio-political, and cultural segmenta-
tion of Dutch society into four broad ideological, “pillarised” (verzuilde) com-
munities (protestant, catholic, liberal, socialist) with their own schools, clubs, 
mass media outlets, and political parties.14 

In the words of historian Hans Righart, the close of this tumultuous dec-
ade was ‘the end of a dream.’15 In his understanding, the societal transforma-
tions set in motion in the 1960s can be regarded as a moment in Dutch history 
that had an even more lasting influence on society in the second half of the 
twentieth century than the German occupation between 1940 and 1945. The 
“dream,” given shape by many youngsters and students, can be summarised 
as Dutch manifestations of what Anglo-Saxon historical scholarship discussed 
as countercultural movements of the 1960s. As Righart evaluated, the grass-
roots initiatives of the youthful countercultural movements, and their utopi-
an hopes of challenging the conservative and repressive status quo, were the 
driving force behind this moment of transition. Inspired by neo-Marxist intel-
lectuals such as Herbert Marcuse and Theodore Roszak, but also by the in-
tellectual traditions of communism, anarchism and pacifism, a younger gen-
eration started to question the nuclear arms race, the Vietnam War and the 
authoritative bourgeois societies they believed they lived in. Righart remains 
influential in analysing the turmoil of the 1960s as a confrontation between 
the youthful generation of “baby boomers,” who rejected the authoritarian, 
bureaucratic, and commercial influences exerted over everyday life, and the 
preceding generations, who lived through the Second World War and helped 
to shape post-war society. However, the hoped-for societal changes that were 
to affect the ways in which a new generation would find alternatives to life and 
love, but also to organise themselves and give meaning to their surrounding 
world, did not come to pass as dramatically as prophesied in the utopian dis-

14 Peter van Dam has argued that both pillarisation and de-pillarisation (ontzuiling) have become caricatures in the 
history of the Netherlands. See: Peter van Dam, ‘Een wankel vertoog. Over ontzuiling als karikatuur,’ BMGN - Low 
Countries Historical Review, vol. 126, no. 3, 2011, pp. 52-77. See also: Peter van Dam, Staat van ontzuiling: Over een 
Nederlandse mythe, Amsterdam: Wereldbibliotheek, 2012. Henk te Velde argued that the mythification of pillarisation in 
Dutch historiography has been misused to underline the Netherlands’s Sonderweg in post-war history, which he thinks is 
misleading, especially when historians would adopt a more transnational outlook on societal change in Europe. See: Henk te 
Velde, ‘De internationalisering van de geschiedenis en de verzuiling,’ BMGN-Low Countries Historical Review, vol. 124, no. 4, 
2009, pp. 499-514. 
15 Hans Righart, De eindeloze jaren zestig: Geschiedenis van een generatieconflict, Amsterdam: Arbeiderspers, 1997 (1995), 
p. 15. 
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courses of the 1960s.16 
In a more recent study, historian Duco Hellema attempted to challenge 

the idea that, instead of being a period of lassitude, the 1970s can also be 
understood as a “conservative restoration.”17 This perception of the 1970s 
maintained that this decade involved a reactionary backlash to the previous 
one in which numerous forms of culturally, politically and socially progressive 
“experimentations” took place, as the eminent chronicler of Dutch history 
Ernst Kossmann once argued.18 Hellema summarised the opinions of several 
progressive social commentators of the 1970s, implying that they were disap-
pointed that the experimentations of the preceding decade did not result in 
a widely embraced continuation. One of the most internationally known ex-
amples of this era of experimentation in the Netherlands was the short-lived, 
initially Amsterdam-based, Provo-movement (May 1965 – May 1967). 

According to the movement’s biographer Niek Pas, Provo was born out 
of a group of rebellious and idealistic young people who aimed to challenge 
authority in any form.19 To achieve this goal and inform sympathizers of their 
plans, Provo initially circulated several manifestoes, pamphlets, and maga-
zines such as Provo. In these publications, Roel van Duijn, a co-founder of 
Provo and often regarded as its intellectual flag-bearer, described the move-
ment’s playful embrace of anarchism as the most productive non-conformist 
approach to disrupt the conservative status quo in the Netherlands. In order 
to put this anarchic mode of non-conformism into practice, Pas identified 
Provo’s “repertoire” of provocative actions with which its ‘resistance against 
conventions, taboos, systems and structures was shaped (…) mostly on a sym-
bolic level.’20 Besides adopting avant-garde Fluxus-inspired “Happenings,” to 
be described in the following sections, they borrowed the non-violent practice 
of “sit-ins,” favoured by American civil rights activists; Provo also generated 
national and international publicity with its “white plans.”21 

These plans of Provo aimed to challenge and at the same time offer playful 
solutions to problems with, for instance, the lack of affordable social housing 
and inadequate transportation in the poorly accessible inner city of Amster-
dam. As solutions the white housing plan took the form of squatting in vacant 
buildings in Amsterdam, and the bicycle plan experimented with freely avail-
able bicycles throughout the city. The role played by traditional mass media 

16 Righart, De eindeloze jaren zestig, p. 15.
17 Hellema, Nederland in de jaren zeventig, p. 20.
18 Ernst H. Kossmann, De Lage Landen 1790-1980: Twee eeuwen Nederland en België; Deel 2, 1914-1980, Amsterdam: 
Elsevier, 1986, p. 301.
19 Niek Pas wrote an elaborate study of the Provo movement in which he also chronicles Provo offshoots in cities 
such as Maastricht and Antwerp, Belgium. See: Niek Pas, Imaazje! De verbeelding van Provo (1965-1967), Amsterdam: 
Wereldbibliotheek, 2003, p. 12.
20 ‘[h]et verzet van de provo’s tegen conventies, taboes, systemen en structuren werd voor alles op symbolisch niveau (…) 
gevoerd.’ Translation author. See: Pas, Imaazje! p. 19.  
21 Provo gained international notoriety by using smoke bombs during the wedding of crown princess Beatrix and the 
German diplomat Claus von Amsberg on March 10, 1966.
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(e.g. radio, television, printed journalistic press) in the growing notoriety of 
Provo’s non-conformist and avant-garde experimentations, as well as the active 
efforts to appeal to traditional media, were described by the movement itself 
as a strategy to gain “publicity” (publisity) to improve its “image” (imaazje). 
The American-Dutch historian James Kennedy has argued that these progres-
sive and avant-garde experimentations have had a more significant influence 
on Dutch society than those of other European countercultural movements; 
even more so, he added, than similar movements in the United States.22 

Contrary to Righart’s argument that the societal changes were essentially 
brought about by a generational conflict from “below,” was Kennedy’s alterna-
tive conclusion. Despite the lasting influence in popular imagination of the 
countercultural exploits of movements like Provo, the actual societal transfor-
mation of the Netherlands towards a more libertarian and progressive nation 
was made possible by the social and political elites’ “urge for innovation” (ver-
nieuwingsdrang).23 It is not my goal here to establish whether societal change 
comes from “above” or “below.” Nor do I want to claim that the 1960s should 
be regarded as a revolutionary rupture that allegedly eroded the traditional 
ideological and religious segments of the Netherlands. I do, however, want to 
expand on the observation that the urge for innovation and experimentation 
did not abruptly conclude at the end of the 1960s. Or as Hellema wrote: ‘[t]
he 1970s were not only reform-minded and socialist, the decade can addition-
ally be characterised by the growing power of counter movements, both from 
conservative, neo-liberal, orthodox-Christian, as well as progressive-liberal 
making.’24 

On the more progressive-liberal side of the spectrum, the 1970s can be 
characterised as a moment when several members of Dutch society continued 
to embrace ideals like individual “self-realisation.” Gemma Blok has shown 
how these ideals found their exponent against the institutionalised setting of 
psychiatric healthcare with the rise of anti-psychiatry in the Netherlands of 
the 1970s.25 Although Blok prefers to re-conceptualise this psychotherapeutic 
countermovement as “critical psychiatry,” she underlines the continued urge 
for innovation and experimentation in the Dutch healthcare system. Critical 
psychiatry resisted the authority of the classical model of clinical psychiatry, 
which emphasised treatment of mental illness with psycho-pharmaceuticals. 
By developing an “interpersonal psychotherapeutic model,” its proponents 

22 James Kennedy, Nieuw Babylon in aanbouw: Nederland in de jaren zestig Amsterdam: Boom Uitgevers, 1995, p. 16. 
This Dutch-language publication is based on his thesis: James Kennedy, ‘Building New Babylon: Cultural Change in the 
Netherlands during the 1960s,’ doctoral thesis, University of Iowa, 1995. 
23 Kennedy states that the “vernieuwingsdrang” was embraced predominantly by the social elite in order to regulate 
sociocultural change themselves. See: Kennedy, Nieuw Babylon in aanbouw.
24 ‘De jaren zeventig waren niet alleen hervormingsgezind en rood, maar waren tevens gekenmerkt door in kracht groeiende 
tegenbewegingen, die zowel van conservatieve, neoliberale, orthodox-christelijke als meer progressief-liberale makelij waren.’ 
Translation and italics author. See: Hellema, Nederland in de jaren zeventig, p. 219. 
25 Gamma Blok, Baas in eigen brein: ‘Antipsychiatrie’ in Nederland, 1965-1985, Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Nieuwerzijds, 2004.
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aimed to “empower” psychiatric patients to confront their problems and real-
ise their individual potential through “talk” in group sessions.26 

Whereas the institutionalised rise of critical psychiatry did not have a 
broad appeal in popular imagination, the second-wave feminist movement 
Dolle Mina (Mad Mina) managed to gain more widespread attention. Taking 
its name from the nineteenth-century feminist Wilhemina Drucker (1847-
1925), or Mina for short, the movement challenged the inequalities for wom-
en in Dutch society.27 To challenge issues related to gender inequality and 
prejudice in its more blatant and subtler guises, Dolle Mina devised several 
provocative actions to attract public attention for women’s rights. These ac-
tions raised awareness of women’s emancipation and helped to enforce chang-
es to improve the social, economic and legal agency of women. By doing so, 
the movement’s more general aim was to encourage a mentality that regarded 
women as “whole” human beings. Controversial issues such as abortion, birth 
control, equal wages and (domestic) violence against women, were brought 
into the public view by a means as playful as that of their Provo counterparts 
in the 1960s. For instance, young women showed their tummies during rallies 
with the slogan “baas in eigen buik” (master over one’s own belly) painted on 
their abdomens. By this appealing and non-violent mode of resistance, the 
movement was able to playfully influence public opinion and support wom-
en’s rights to have an abortion, still an issue of controversy among members of 
orthodox Protestant and Catholic circles in the Netherlands. Nevertheless, as 
with Provo, the movement succeeded in gaining widespread media attention. 

Communication scholar Liesbeth van Zoonen once analysed the public 
image formed by the women’s emancipation movement through its interac-
tion with news media. She concluded that the movement was able to gain 
support for many issues related to gender and body politics, by fuelling the 
debate on (sexual) violence against women and the taboo surrounding the 
availability of contraceptive pills and condoms. Nevertheless, the more radical 
feminist splinters within the movement—who maintained an uncompromis-
ing hostility towards men and tried to hinder male sympathisers from becom-
ing part of the movement—were frowned upon in public discourse because 
their attitudes went against ‘the social ideals of femininity such as servitude 
and compliance.’28

In contrast to Dolle Mina’s relatively playful acts of non-violent resist-
ance against masculinity, patriarchy, and the bourgeois ideals of domesticity 
in Dutch society, the violent radicalisation of leftist protest movements also 

26 Blok, Baas in eigen brein, p. 198.
27 For a critical historical and conceptual discussion of the emancipation of women in the Netherlands, see: Mineke Bosch, 
‘Domesticity, Pillarization and Gender: Historical Explanations for the Divergent Pattern of Dutch Women’s Economic 
Citizenship,’ BMGN-Low Countries Historical Review, vol. 125 no. 2/3, 2010, pp. 269-300.
28 Liesbeth van Zoonen, ‘The Women’s Movement and the Media: Constructing Public Identity,’ European Journal of 
Communication, vol. 7, no. 4, 1992, pp. 453-476, cf. pp. 472-473.
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haunted the 1970s. The German left-wing organisation Rote Armee Fraktion 
(RAF), and its Italian counterpart the Brigate Rosse, captured public atten-
tion through their uncompromising forms of resistance against society, vio-
lent urban guerrilla tactics such as kidnappings and bombings. Despite the 
social anxiety cultivated by socially conservative daily newspapers and weekly 
magazines, historian Jacco Pekelder has argued that a considerable number 
of Dutch citizens, journalists and activists initially supported the RAF. The 
radical movement was able to muster broader support thanks to the moral out-
rage it aroused over rumours of the harsh prison regime to which convicted 
RAF-members were subjected in the German Federal Republic.29 

Although the violent acts committed by the RAF eventually caused con-
siderable controversy in Dutch public discourse, many sympathisers neverthe-
less saw the convicted members of these radical left-wing counter movements 
as political prisoners, who were relentlessly prosecuted by a government with 
lingering fascist tendencies. On the other hand, the Dutch were also remind-
ed  of their colonial past when, on December 2, 1975, seven Moluccan ac-
tivists, children of immigrants from the former Dutch East Indies, forcefully 
took control of a stopping train at Wijster in the northern province of Dren-
the.30 Two days later, the Indonesian consulate in Amsterdam was the scene 
of an additional raid in support of the hijacking in the north of the country. 
Although the hostage situations were eventually resolved without additional 
bloodshed, on May 23, 1977 a group of nine again forcefully seized control 
of a train in the north of the Netherlands. Four others took hostage the pupils 
and teachers of a nearby primary school. The train hijacking came to an end 
twenty day later, when an anti-terrorist unit violently regained control of the 
train. After this news reached the hostage takers in the primary school, they 
surrendered peacefully.

At the other end of the political spectrum, the 1970s also experienced a 
growth of right-wing counter forces. This decade saw the independence of 
Suriname, the former South-American constituent country within the King-
dom of the Netherlands, on November 25, 1975, which saw an increase of 
Suriname migrants to the Netherlands, but also a growing number of labour 
immigrants from Turkey and Morocco. Moved by anti-immigration senti-
ments, populist right-wing and neo-fascist counter forces started to emerge 
in reaction to the new immigrant communities in traditional working class 
neighbourhoods in the larger cities in the Netherlands, such as The Hague, 

29 Pekelder described a transnational group of RAF sympathizers that specifically aimed to challenge the harsh 
circumstances of imprisonment: ‘sensorial deprivation’ was one of the controversial aspects of the prison regimes that 
caught the critical attention of lawyers and doctors and practitioners in the realm of critical psychiatry mentioned earlier in 
this section. See: Jacco Pekelder, Sympathie voor de RAF: De Rote Armee Fraktion in Nederland, 1970-1980, Amsterdam: 
Metz & Schilt, 2007, p. 314.
30 For a balanced account of the South-Moluccan activists in the Netherlands, see: Peter Bootsma, De Molukse acties: 
Treinkapingen en gijzelingen 1970-1978, Amsterdam: Boom, 2000. 
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Rotterdam and Amsterdam. Although these populist and occasionally racist 
political movements remained relatively marginal, some violent incidents in 
the second half of the 1970s and 1980s attest to growing tensions between 
immigrants and neo-fascist groups.31

The international video avant-garde

Parallel to this rather complex and multifaceted moment of transition in the 
history of the Netherlands—which had its counterparts in the Western world 
as a whole—was the emergence of electronic video technologies. Within the 
context of the counter mode and its underlying experimental attitude, video 
technologies became associated with practices aimed at using them to express 
politically and aesthetically radical ideas. The amalgamation of radical aes-
thetic and political use of electronic video’s potential seems problematic but 
is closely interrelated. To understand this, it is important to briefly sketch the 
international history of the video counter mode. As will be shown, the history 
of counter mode video is related to both artistic and activist discourses and 
practices.

Video artist and modern art historian Chris Meigh-Andrews chronicled 
the early video avant-garde of Europe, Asia and the U.S. Meigh-Andrews un-
derlined that the early history of video can be characterised by both artists 
and activists who were ‘attracted by [video’s] lack of historical precedence and 
its political and aesthetic potential.’ The early video artists, Meigh-Andrews 
continued, often ‘made a transition from film to video, bringing skills and sen-
sibilities drawn from their experience of working with film.’32 In addition, early 
artists involved with video technologies often followed a distinctly resistive 
mode. On the one hand, they challenged the sociological circumstances in 
which the art world functioned as an institution. But on the other hand they 
aimed to appropriate and challenge television, the technology that symbol-
ised gullible domestic consumption, by adopting video technologies or ma-
nipulating the video signal of broadcast TV.33 As Meigh-Andrews furthermore 
explained, artists believed that ‘[v]ideo was the solution’ to everything that was 
unsatisfactory about the art world, ‘because it had no tradition.’34 Since video 
was a distinctly new cluster of media technologies in the world of the visual 
and conceptual arts, there was no historical nor theoretical legacy to prescribe 
its use by artists who were inspired to explore its artistic potential. As such, the 

31 See for example: Joop van Holsteyn and Cas Mudde, eds, Extreem-rechts in Nederland, The Hague: Sdu Uitgevers, 1998.
32 Chris Meigh-Andrews, A History of Video Art, Second Edition, London etc.: Bloomsbury, 2014, p. 99.
33 See for instance Lynn Spigel’s canonical study of the television set as a symbol of conspicuous domestic consumption. 
See: Lynn Spigel, Make Room for TV: Television and the Family Ideal in Postwar America, Chicago: The Chicago University 
Press, 1992.
34 These quotes originate from an interview between television producer John Wyver and American writer David Ross. 
Cited in: Meigh-Andrews, A History of Video Art, p. 9
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arrival of video in the art world was a matter of imagination similar to popular 
discourse explored in the second chapter. 

Media scholar and artist Martha Rosler elaborated more extensively on 
the hope invested in video during the late 1960s. She contextualised the uto-
pian expectations of video’s potentiality as part of a longstanding avant-garde 
tradition in twentieth century Western art, where ‘[t]he powers of imagination 
were at the centre of artists’ claim to a new authority of their own.’35 Rosler, 
however, remained sceptical towards the hopes invested in video technologies 
to liberate artists from the powerful grip of institutions like galleries and mu-
seums. She noted similar utopian avant-garde expectations surrounding the 
emergence of photography, and more generally, the rise of technological soci-
ety and modernism. Especially within the context of the historical avant-garde 
of twentieth century, such as Futurism and movements like Dadaism and 
Surrealism in the 1920s and 1930s, the avant-garde’s scepticism towards the 
institutionalisation of the art world and of mass communication and repro-
duction media resulted in a very specific agenda: ‘[they saw themselves] as 
integrated into oppressive society but as ideally positioned nonetheless to ef-
fect revolutionary social change.’36 Taking advantage of their “ideal” position, 
the avant-garde often integrated elements from everyday life into their artistic 
practices and aesthetic to challenge what they perceived as the technological 
rationalism behind the destructive aspects of mass society. 

For film curator and publicist John Hanhardt the arrival of portable video 
was a “key event” in the development of early video art as a counter prac-
tice. In his analysis of video art as a cultural discourse in the United States, 
Hanhardt argued that the early articulations had been shaped largely by ‘the 
dominant institution of commercial television.’37 The first person he regard-
ed as one of the leading figures in the formation of early video art was the 
German artist Wolf Vostell (1932-1998). Inspired by the Lithuanian-American 
George Maciunas (1931-1978), a founding member of the earlier mentioned 
Fluxus movement, artists like Wolf Vostell re-appropriated the rebellious, non-
conformist and playful attitude of the historical avant-garde in a new artistic 
paradigm. 

It is, however, important to note, with art historian Astrit Schmidt-Bur-
khardt, that members of Fluxus strongly opposed being considered a “move-
ment”.38 They preferred to be understood as a large heterogeneous group of 
like-minded friends who were dissatisfied with the status and status quo of the 

35 Martha Rosler, ‘Video: Shedding the Utopian Moment,’ in: Doug Hall and Sally Jo Fifer eds, Illuminating Video: An 
Essential Guide to Video Art, New Jersey: Aperture, 1990, 31-50, cf. p. 36.
36 Rosler, ‘Video,’ p. 36.
37 John Hanhardt, ‘Dé-Collage/Collage: Notes Towards a Reexamination of the Origins of Video Art,’ in: Doug Hall and 
Sally Jo Fifer, eds, Illuminating Video: An Essential Guide to Video Art, New Jersey: Aperture, 1990, 71-74, cf. p. 71.
38 Astrit Schmidt-Burkhardt, Maciunas’ Learning Machines: From Art History to a Chronology of Fluxus, Second and 
Revised Edition, Vienna and New York: Springer, 2011, p. 9.
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art world. To challenge the authority of the latter in particular, they aimed 
to destabilise the long-standing notion that “High Art” was far removed from 
everyday life or the quotidian. As Schmidt-Burkhardt argued:

It was in the 1960s that Fluxus took root as a label for an international 
avant-garde movement active in the border zone between art and non-
art. Fluxus had less to do with an art theory than with a specific practice 
aimed at the trivialization of the aesthetic, and the infiltration of art 
by the everyday. (…) Fluxus can be defined as the intersection of art 
and life. Nor were its practitioners restricted to any particular medium. 
Fluxus was a hybrid form or intermedia, and so it could be music, per-
formance, dance, and literature at the same time.39

To put it succinctly, the members of Fluxus sought to create hybrid and inter-
medial “events” as another point of departure from which to make and share 
their art. As art historian Hannah Higgins explained, their notions of “trivi-
alization” and “infiltration” signified a move towards a renewed interest in 
reshaping the artistic experience, enabled by performance and the “Event.”40 
Central to this primacy of artistically hybrid events, or “Happenings” as they 
were called, and the performative quality they aspired to, was the interaction 
with the audience. Whereas the artistic paradigm of “High art” was seen to fa-
vour solitary, contemplative and bodily detached interaction with a work of art 
in institutionalised settings such as the museum and art gallery, Fluxus aspired 
to something altogether different. As Higgins explained, the artistic practice 
of Fluxus aimed at a multi-sensorial and participatory experience rooted in 
everyday life.41 

The resistive mode adopted by followers of this mid-century avant-garde 
tradition was believed to change the framework in which both artists and audi-
ences engaged with art. This understanding of Fluxus is pivotal for Hanhardt’s 
appraisal of Wolf Vostell. According to him, Vostell successfully appropriated 
television technologies in the spirit of Fluxus. In line with communication 
sociologist Erving Goffman, Hanhardt argued that Vostell took up Fluxus’ 
aim to create a “total event” by ‘violating the social and cultural frames [with 
which] we organise our everyday life.’42 Vostell did this with his canonical in-
stallation TV Dé-coll/age. Exhibited in a wall display in Paris in 1961, the work 
consisted of several rigged television sets, made susceptible to interference 
by a video signal which subsequently affected the imagery seen on the TV 
screen. Vostell reworked the basic premise of the work in later iterations with 

39 Schmidt-Burkhardt, Maciunas’ Learning Machines, p. 9.
40 Hannah Higgins, Fluxus Experience, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2002, p. 12.
41 Higgins, Fluxus Experience, p. 61.
42 Hanhardt, ‘Dé-Collage/Collage,’ p. 74. For Erving Goffman’s influential work on “framing,” see: Erving Goffman, Frame 
Analysis: An Essay on the Organization of Experience, Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1986 (1974).
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slightly different names, with which he ‘commented on the public institution 
of television as something to be confronted and transformed through art.’43 

 Whereas in Paris Vostell’s notion of “dé-collage” resulted in a display of 
several television monitors with distorted imagery, on May 19, 1963 Vostell 
supplemented and changed this as part of a performance at the Yam Festival, 
held on a farm in South Brunswick, New Jersey. Here he took the confronta-
tion and transformation of television and its reliance on the video signal fur-
ther than before. The television set was removed from a garden shed, where it 
was initially ‘covered with objects, such as barbed wire and a picture frame.’44 
Then Vostell ceremoniously brought the device to a hole in the ground next 
to which its burial rite was continued by a thorough trashing with a hammer. 
This act severely damaged those internal components responsible for the ac-
curate rendering of the video signal on screen. In an accompanying leaflet 
Vostell made clear that he considered this invasive and crude distortion of the 
video signal to be “DO IT YOURSELF” television.45 

Equally important were other early, mostly European counterparts, like 
British artist David Hall (1937-2014) and Dutchman Jan Dibbets (1941). 
Whereas Wolf Vostell explored manipulation of the video signal and the tel-
evision set by tinkering with their internal components or destroying them, 
the two other European artists made works that reflected on the nature of 
broadcast TV and its role in everyday society. David Hall created seven TV 
Pieces that were broadcasted as several-minutes-long interruptions of regular 
broadcasts on Scottish television during the Edinburgh Festival of 1971. As 
Meigh-Andrews explained, ‘Hall claimed that they were not works of art, but 
an attempt to draw the viewer’s attention to the nature of broadcast televi-
sion.’46 One of these interruptions featured a burning television set, and an-
other conveyed a static shot which gave the impression that a water tap was 
being lowered into the television screen. After filling the screen with water for 
two and a half minutes, the tap was retracted, and in the remaining minute the 
water slowly drained off-screen. As Meigh-Andrews reminded, these interrup-
tions were not strictly video art productions, as they were recorded on 16mm 
film. Regardless, Hall was interested in exploring the television environment 
as a new place to exhibit art, and like the avant-garde, a place to infiltrate and 
reflect on everyday life through its most dominant mass medium. 

The same can be said of Jan Dibbets, who was commissioned by the pi-
oneering German art gallery owner Gerry Schum in 1969 to create a similar 
intervention. On the last eight evenings of this year, the regional broadcast-
er WDR 3 (West Deutsche Rundfunk) showed three-minute fragments from 

43 Hanhardt, ‘Dé-Collage/Collage,’ p. 77.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
46 Meigh-Andrews, A History of Video Art, p. 61.
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Dibbet’s work TV as a Fireplace, at the end of a regular late-evening broadcast. 
By broadcasting a static shot of a fireplace, he made an artistic statement re-
flecting an idea of media theorist Cecilia Tichi in her well-known study The 
Electronic Hearth.47 By broadcasting a video signal of a crackling fireplace, the 
symbolic power of the television set was explored. First, the symbolic power 
of the TV was examined as a central place in the living room around which 
the family gathers. Second, the work can be interpreted as a symbolic under-
scoring of how television was rapidly becoming a blend of a cultural form and 
a neutralised, domesticated technological object in the domestic sphere.48 In 
short, important in the work of Vostell, Hall and Dibbets is the variety of ways 
in which the central mass medium of the 1960s functioned symbolically in 
society, at aesthetic, technological, and sociocultural levels.

Paik and the reconfiguration of DO-IT-YOURSELF TV

Regardless of the importance of these artists’ contributions to the early video 
art scene, Hanhardt regarded June Paik’s (1932-2006) appropriation of elec-
tronic video as the penultimate step. A step in which video’s potential as art 
was heading in another direction. As such, Paik was able to cultivate a new ar-
ticulation of video art which altered Vostell’s maxim of “DO IT YOURSELF” 
television. Much to the dismay of Martha Rosler, by embracing portapak in 
particular, Paik became one the most overtly and overly mythologised figures 
in the early history of video art.49 To understand the variety of ways in which 
Paik is understood to be a pioneer in video art, it is important to highlight his 
multifaceted background as an artist. 

Paik’s artistic interests started with a theoretical investigation of contem-
porary experimental music. While visiting Germany on a scholarship to study 
music history in Munich, Paik came into contact with the German avant-gar-
de scene, eventually befriending its leading artists like Karlheinz Stockhausen 
(1928-2007) and the American composer John Cage (1912-1992), who visited 
Germany in in 1958. They were both instrumental in the development of 

47 Cecilia Tichi, The Electronic Hearth: Creating an American Television Culture, New York and Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1991. 
48 Titchi would argue that that television became unremarkable, or in the words of the American author David Foster 
Wallace, ‘something to be lived with.’ Titchi, The Electronic Hearth, p. 8.
49 Rosler remained rather suspicious of the mythology surrounding Paik. She attributes the genesis of the myth to Paik 
himself, created as an elaborate ploy to gain recognition and fame. See: Rosler, ‘Video,’ p. 44. Nevertheless, even today 
his work and artistic practice are widely recognised as having given the first contours to artistic video, and to its imagined 
potentiality through the use of portapak. See for instance the first Nam June Paik Reader, published in 2010. In this volume 
several renowned artists and media scholars ponder on the importance of Paik’s artistic legacy in terms of what he meant 
with the “potentiality” of video. For example, Ranjit Hoskote and Nancy Adajania have argued that Paik’s artistic practice 
resulted in a form of artistic anthropology, because he aimed to shape: ‘the production of art as mutable and self-disruptive 
interface between artistic desire and its recipients and contexts. And second: the continuous activation of new audiences 
that are, in fact, participants in the artistic process.’ See: Ranjit Hoskote and Nancy Adajania, ‘Artistic Anthropology,’ in: 
Youngchul Lee and Henk Slager, eds, NJP Reader #1: Contributions to an Artistic Anthropology, Yongin: Nam June Paik Art 
Center, 2010, p. 16-19, cf. 17.
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Fluxus from the perspective of experimental performances in which artists 
on stage combined live music, “prepared” musical instruments, and used 
various electronic audio devices.50 During his stay in Germany, Paik worked 
at the Electronic Music Studio of the WDR (West Deutsche Rundfunk) in 
Cologne, where he further developed his interest in electronic music and the 
technical manipulation of sound technologies. Outside the studio, in his spare 
time, Paik also started to tinker with television and video technologies. At the 
WDR, surrounded by audio and television engineers and avant-garde musi-
cians, and inspired by Cage’s famous “prepared pianos,” Paik started preparing 
electronic devices such as tape recorders television sets and electronic sound 
modulators to use in his artistic performances. Of particular interest was the 
influence of John Cage around the end of the 1950s, which Meigh-Andrews 
summarised as follows:

There is a clear and crucial relationship between the development of 
experimental and electronic music and video art. First and perhaps 
foremost, the seminal influence of John Cage on the development 
of Fluxism; his employment of chance operations as a compositional 
technique, his use of electronic devices such as the microphone, radio 
receivers, and his profound influence on Nam June Paik (…).51

Music scholar Martin Iddon exhaustively studied the controversial, yet highly 
influential guest lecture series delivered by Cage at the International Sum-
mer Course of New Music (Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik) in 
Darmstadt, in 1958.52 During the summer of that year Cage expounded his 
ideas in five lectures on the importance of “indeterminacy,” “repetition,” and 
“silence” in musical composition and their subsequent application in perfor-
mances.53 It was at this summer course that Paik met John Cage, after which 
Paik aspired to incorporate Cage’s notions of randomness and repetition into 
his own musical compositions and performances, such as Hommage à John 
Cage: Music for Tape Recorder and Piano (1959-1960).54  Paik’s time at the 
WDR also culminated in one of his early canonical exhibitions:  Exposition of 
Music-Electronic Television (1963). 

Presented at architect Rolf Jährling’s Galerie Parnass, located in an afflu-
ent residential estate of the German city Wuppertal, Paik’s exhibition com-

50 Meigh-Andrews, A History of Video Art, p. 13.
51 Ibid., p. 114.
52 Martin Iddon, New Music at Darmstadt: Nono, Cage, and Boulez, Cambridge etc.: Cambridge University Press, 2013, p. 
202. 
53 Iddon explained that Cage’s lectures caused controversy—naming it the ‘Cage shock’—among the European musical 
avant-garde, but nonetheless had a lasting influence on its future development. See: Iddon, New Music at Darmstadt, pp. 
300-301.
54 John Cage eventually visited one of Paik’s video installations and wrote an entry on it in his dairy. See: John Cage, ‘Nam 
June Paik: A Dairy,’ in: John Cage, A Year from Monday: New Lectures and Writings, Middleton: Wesleyan University Press, 
1969, pp. 89-90.
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bined Vostell’s fascination with the alteration of televisions and the random 
looping of electronic audio frequencies via altered radios and turntables (cf. 
the vinyl shashlik) and prepared pianos, the latter of which was a clear ref-
erence to the work of John Cage.55 In the various exhibition spaces, which 
also extended into the private quarters of the Jährling family, these devices 
were arranged so that the analogue and electronic acoustics produced by his 
numerous contraptions, combined with  objects like a cow’s head above the 
entrance door, formed a fragmented whole. 

As art historian Edith Decker argued, Paik aimed to unify the heteroge-
neity of his exhibition with the concept of “Random Access,” a term Paik 
borrowed from computer sciences to give another meaning to Cage’s notion 
of indeterminacy.56 This concept was also extended to eleven electronically 
altered television screens that were randomly placed in another exhibition 
space, the Garden Room. By electronically manipulating the internal compo-
nents of the TVs, some connected to tape recorders and others only internally 
altered, every black-and-white television presented a different visual distor-
tion, something akin to Vostell’s notion of “dé-collage.” 

Paik, however, aimed to unify his intermedial exposition under the 
banner of “Random Access,” which also applied to the unprescribed paths 
through the layout of the exhibition, which left visitors with the freedom to 
find their way freely through the spaces. Paik’s exhibition can thus be seen 
as a “Total Event” in which visitors’ interaction with the objects and spaces 
was required to further enhance the performative quality of his exhibition. As 
Decker explained, Paik aimed to create an environment that both connected 
and contrasted sound and image technologies. Participation by the visitors 
completed the whole experience. Different from Vostell’s notion of “do-it-
yourself”—where it was the artist who challenged the symbolic meaning of 
the TV set by interacting with it—Paik counted on the willingness of the pub-
lic to interact with the various objects and spaces in Parnass, thereby giving an 
alternative dynamic to the notions of participation and DIY.57

Paik’s move to the United States would eventually signify his develop-
ment of participation and the creation of iconic ‘tools and experiences out 
of video and television.’58 Without much modesty, he there declared himself 
the ‘George Washington of Video,’ as media historian Deidre Boyle jokingly 
remarked.59  With the help of a grant by the John D. Rockefeller III Founda-
tion Paik claimed to have bought one of the first portable video systems at the 

55 Edith Decker, Paik Video, Cologne: DuMont Verlag, 1988, p. 32. For a personal account of the lay-out of the exhibition, 
see: Tomas Schmit, ‘Exposition of Music,’ in: Wulf Herzogenrath, ed, Num June Paik: Werke 1946-1976: Musik, Fluxus, Video, 
Cologne: Kölnischer Kunstverein, 1977, pp. 67-77.
56 Decker, Paik Video, p. 34.
57 Ibid., pp. 60-61.
58 Hanhardt, ‘Dé-Collage/Collage,’ p. 78.
59 Boyle, Subject to Change, p. 5.
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Liberty Music Shop on Madison Avenue during his first years in New York.60 
As the myth goes, on the same day as the purchase, October 4, 1965, from the 
back of a cab on his way home Paik had allegedly shot a video of the Papal visit 
of Paul VI to New York. Paik declared that he showed the results of this spon-
taneous action that same evening at nightclub ‘Café au Go Go’ in Greenwich 
Village. This account has been questioned, but Paik was obviously successful 
in canonising himself as the first artist to actually use a video camera to tape 
footage and immediately share it.61 

Four years later, in 1969, as artist in residence at the Boston public broad-
caster WGBH-TV, Paik further explored the technological means by which 
one could manipulate the video signal. He intended to create a device that 
would work in a similar manner as the electronic modular sound synthesiz-
er that has emerged in the previous decades. In collaboration with Japanese 
engineer Shuya Abe Paik developed the Paik-Abe video synthesiser, a device 
with which to manipulate the form and colour of both live and taped video.62 
As for the latter, it has been argued that Paik played a pivotal role in extolling 
portable video for its immediacy and its spontaneous use in everyday life, 
while seeking ways to creatively manipulate the one-directional video signal 
of television. These explorations were in line with the discourses described 
in the previous chapter; as media scholar Marita Sturken has put it from the 
perspective of the avant-garde:

In the late 1960s it seemed possible to infiltrate and change the hier-
archical system of telecommunications in Western society. At a time 
when artists and activists were reading Marshall McLuhan and think-
ing in the technically idealistic terms of the “medium is the message” 
and the electronic community of the “global village,” video was seen as 
a stepping-stone to the new communications revolution.63

Sturken nevertheless cautioned that this was only one among many under-
standings of video’s imagined affordances to instigate a revolution. Contrary 
to the endeavours by many artists who would follow in the wake of early video, 
Sturken warned not to forget ‘the diversity of intent of videomakers.’64 

Video historian Deidre Boyle has written one the most exhaustive studies 
on the activist and resistive use of video in the United States. Video collectives, 

60 Decker, Paik Video, p. 145.
61 Marita Sturken, ‘Paradox in the Evolution of an Art Form: Great Expectations and the Making of an Artform,’ in: Doug 
Hall and Sally Jo Fifer eds, Illuminating Video: An Essential Guide to Video Art, New Jersey: Aperture, 1990, pp. 101-121, cf. p. 
105.
62 Decker, Paik Video, p. 150. A seminal result of Paik’s use of the Paik-Abe Synthesiser is the video Global Groove (1973). 
See: Howard Weinberg, ‘TV-Lab: Image-Making Tools,’ in Kathy High, Sherry Miller Hocking, Mona Jimenez, eds, The 
Emergence of Video Processing Tools Volume 2: Television Becoming Unglued, Bristol and Chicago: Intellect, 2014, pp. 131-
144, cf. p. 134.
63 Sturken, ‘Paradox in the Evolution of an Art Form,’ p. 107.
64 Ibid., p. 119.
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albeit closely related to the early video avant-garde, focussed on video in terms 
of its possibilities to affect societal change. Portable video, in particular, played 
an essential role in these discourses. As Boyle saw it, rather than regarding 
video as art,  the ‘American video underground’ was attempting to establish a 
form of “guerrilla television.”65 In this respect, the video counter mode can be 
understood as a form of alternative media.66 To understand video’s affordance 
from this perspective, the following section will discuss the utopian discourses 
of the influential early exponents of guerrilla television.  Here, issues of media 
participation and democratisation were contrasted with the dominant use of 
mass communication media.

Portable video as a counter technology67

Some have called ‘the portable video camera-and-tape deck system, or “porta-
pak,”  the most revolutionary breakthrough in media since Gutenberg.’68 With 
this short statement in the final issue of the American avant-garde magazine 
Radical Software (1970-1974), poet and media critic Phillip Lopate summa-
rised in one sentence the ostentatious reception of portapak. Perhaps inspired 
by Paik’s exploits in 1965, over the course of its publishing history the maga-
zine endowed portapak with a revolutionary potential to democratise audio-
visual communication and knowledge dissemination.69 The video system was 
considered to be a ground-breaking technological tool to be seized by every-
one around the globe. In the first issue of Radical Software in 1970, Gene 
Youngblood, often considered the first author to regard video as an art form, 
argued that the appropriation of video could be instrumental in challenging 
mass media: ‘The media must be liberated, must be removed from private 
ownership and commercial sponsorship, must be placed in the service of all 
humanity. We must assume conscious control over the videosphere.’70 

In his influential book Expanded Cinema, published in the same year, 
Youngblood had also argued that the arrival of portable video held great 

65 Boyle, Subject to Change, p. 12.
66 By taking this stance towards alternative media, one can assess the ‘changes in amphases and interpretative frameworks 
against their historical contexts.’  See: Patricia Gibbs and James Hamilton, ‘Alternative Media in Media History,’ Media 
History, vol. 7, no. 2, 2001, p. 117-118, cf. p. 118. For the different media sociological perspectives on alternative media, 
see: Chris Atton, Alternative Media, London: Sage, 2002; Nick Couldry and James Curran, eds, Contesting Media Power: 
Alternative Media in a Networked World, Lanham etc.: Rowman and Littlefield, 2003; Olga Bailey, Bart Cammaerts and Nico 
Carpentier, Understanding Alternative Media, Open University Press, 2007.
67 This and the following section appeared in an earlier version as: Tom Slootweg, ‘Imagining the User of Portapak: 
Countercultural Agency for Everyone!’ in: Giovanna Fossati and Annie van den Oever, eds, Exposing the Film Apparatus: The 
Film Archive as Research Laboratory, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press and Dutch Film Museum EYE, 2015, pp. 177-
186.
68 Phillip Lopate, ‘Aesthetics of the Portapak,’ Radical Software, vol 2, no. 6, 1974, p 18-21, p. 18.
69 Art curator and writer Will Bradley argued that the arrival of portapak and the magazine Radical Software were pivotal 
forces in the emergence of the video art scene in North America. See: Will Bradley, ‘Turn On, Tune In,’ Frieze Magazine, no. 
101, 2006, pp. 160-163.
70 Gene Youngblood, ‘The Videosphere,’ Radical Software, vol. 1, no. 1, 1970, p. 1. 
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promise to challenge this videosphere, which he understood as the electronic 
TV-environment created by the commercial American broadcast system. ‘In-
dividual expression through videotape has begun only recently,’ he wrote, and 
reminded that those ‘who work with videotape as [their] own personal medi-
um of expression [are] quite rare.’71 According to Youngblood, the emergence 
of affordable portable video systems would not only have a profound impact 
on personal expression, it would revolutionise it, offering a chance to com-
pete with the forms of expression seen on television. Whereas Youngblood 
pondered the impact of portable video mainly for artists, Lopate reflected on 
its promise for everyone. He also expressed an appreciation for the the porta-
bility of the electronic “hand-held” device— casually suggesting its relation to 
neo-realist cinema’s imperative to go out on the streets and ‘dig into reality.’72 
Although he remained suspicious of the magazine’s embrace of revolutionary 
rhetoric, he acknowledged that the enthusiasm for portapak was not without 
merit. According to him the video ensemble represented, first and foremost, 
an easy to use, portable and possibly widely available cluster of media tech-
nologies for a ‘large number of users.’73 Perhaps even more important, he un-
derstood the appeal of portapak’s promise to make it possible for any ‘person 
to be the producer, director, and cameraperson of a videotape’ that represents 
everyday reality and experience.74 

As media historian Susan Aasman argued, these ideals of a more participa-
tory and personal form of media ownership, production and distribution have 
been central in the history of alternative media.75 In addition to discourses 
on 16mm, 8mm, Super8 cameras—in which ease-of-use and portability were 
also perceived as important features for ordinary consumers—portapak’s re-
ception in Radical Software was part of a parallel discussion in which new me-
dia technologies were evaluated in terms of their possible widespread every-
day use. In spite of the current prominence of this alternative conception of 
media technologies, linked with the growth of the digital do-it-yourself media 
culture, she rightfully reminded that it was actually ‘a rather slow change that 
emerged in the 1960s, grew stronger in the 1970s, before finally becoming 
mainstream just before the internet really took off in the 1990s.’76 

Gene Youngblood explored video mostly as a “revolutionary” alterna-
tive potential for artists. Nevertheless, his eclectic theoretical framework in-
fluenced Radical Software’s own exploration of how video could function 

71 Gene Youngblood, Expanded Cinema, New York: P. Dutton & Co., 1970, p. 265.
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49.
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as an alternative to institutionalised media. One of these influences on the 
magazine came from Youngblood’s fascination with mathematician Norbert 
Wiener and his notion of “cybernetics.”77 Cybernetics, in short, implied that 
the human environment, or ecology, has increasingly been enhanced with a 
web of interconnected technologies, which, in its own right, constitutes an 
ecology. Wiener sought a theoretical model from which to conceptualise so-
cio-technological relations using insights from the natural sciences, biology, 
psychology and information sciences. Counterculture and media historian 
Fred Turner argued that Wiener, from a culture historical perspective, had a 
significant influence on the conceptual framework of the American counter-
culture’s fight against mass media. Especially influential were Wiener’s ideas 
on the role of communication and how it governed these environments.  As 
he wrote: 

For Wiener, the world, (…) was composed of systems, linked by, and to 
some extent made out of, messages. (…) Wiener’s messages were sur-
rounded by “noise,” yet they somehow maintained integrity. So too did 
organisms and machines: incorporating and responding to feedback 
through structural mechanisms, Wiener explained, both kept them-
selves in a state of homeostasis.  In that sense, Wiener believed that bi-
ological, mechanical, and information systems, including then-emerg-
ing digital computers, could be seen as analogue to each other. All 
controlled themselves by sending and receiving messages, and, meta-
phorically at least, all were simply patterns of ordered information in a 
world otherwise tending to entropy and noise.78

In Wiener’s view, information is structured in terms of feedback loops, which 
consequently shape the “patterns of behaviour” of both biological organisms 
and technologies.79 Whereas Youngblood preferred to name the environment 
in which the information flows a “videosphere,” other contributors to Radical 
Software spoke of a media ecology. Artist Frank Gillete, also the publisher of 
the magazine, described his understanding of media ecology in the first issue:

Media Ecology has to do with analyzing and developing methods for 
the interaction of modes of communication with their concomitant 
means of access to information. (…) The quality and generic relevance 
of technological spin-off in television hardware is beginning to dissolve 
the uniform and unidimensional system TV has come to be, and be-

77 See for instance: Norbert Wiener, Cybernetics; or, Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine, New York: 
Wiley, 1948.
78 Fred Turner, From Counterculture to Cyberculture: Stewart Brand, the Whole Earth Network, and the Rise of Digital 
Utopianism, Chicago and London: Chicago University Press, 2006, p. 22.
79 Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Humans: Cybernetics and Society, London: Free Association Books, 1989 (1950), p. 
59.
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gins to suggest an entire spectrum of prospective application, symbiot-
ically designed, within an ecological framework. Decentralizing thus 
becomes the dynamic in an attempt to re-establish an equilibrium or 
harmony of forces.’80

In this quasi-scholarly prose, Wiener’s influence becomes apparent. Other 
sources of inspiration also came to the fore, although of indefinite origins, 
when Gillette claimed that the media ecology should not be understood or 
utilised in the old and hegemonic ‘cultural mode of historicity,’ but as a ‘pres-
ence of event.’81 

Gillette furthermore stressed that new media are: ‘Live systems [which] 
exist in the relationships discerned from comparing juxtaposed, uncondi-
tioned experiences.  Experience is understood as the substance (or constant 
stuff) of the present and those factors directly subsumed by it, e.g., mode, 
structure of recording (and editing) process, motive.’82  By partially discarding 
the “load” of history and its conventions of structure and hegemonic order, 
Gillette suggested a radical appropriation of new technologies so as to capture 
an unspoiled and unrestrained experience of the “now,” albeit mediated. With 
eclectic references to Wittgenstein’s phenomenological stance towards exis-
tential orientation—summarised in the quote ‘what is happening now has sig-
nificance’—and Eastern yoga’s focus on the individual psyche’s mindfulness 
of the present, Gillette playfully interwove Western and Eastern philosophical 
traditions, socio-technological determinism, and utopian idealism. This anar-
chistic ideology of decentralisation and individual agency, intermingled with 
emphases on audiovisual experience, immediacy and consciousness, discloses 
an esoteric rhetoric that permeated many articles in Radical Software.83

Perhaps not so esoteric, but no less influential, was Michael Shamberg’s 
Guerrilla Television. Made in collaboration with the aforementioned Rain-
dance Cooperation, Shamberg’s book was another emblematic example of 
speculative writing on portable video’s potentiality. The legacy of Wiener’s 
cybernetics did not fail to leave its mark on his writing, as Shamberg fully 
embraced the understanding that video would function within an “infor-
mation ecology” fostering reciprocal, rather than unilateral, forms of com-
munication.84 Inspired by utopist Richard Buckminster Fuller, Shamberg 
furthermore believed that electronic media were heading in the direction 

80 Frank Gillette, ‘Random Notes on the Special Case or (Loop-De-Loop),’ Radical Software, vol. 1, no. 1, 1970, p. 6. See 
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82 Ibid.
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84 Shamberg, Guerrilla Television, p. 5.
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of co-evolution: ‘(…) we can no longer differentiate between man and the 
machine.’85 Nonetheless, the symbiosis between man and technology had re-
sulted in domination by mass media technologies whose main adversary was 
commercial broadcast television. For Shamberg, new media technologies like 
portable video promised to challenge the hegemony of media institutions, in 
the process re-inventing participation, access and democracy in the spirit of 
the New Left. 

Albeit unacknowledged by Shamberg, the overt influence of German 
author and cultural critic Hans Magnus Enzensberger is significant here. 
Enzensberger approached new media technologies from a neo-Marxist per-
spective, which rapidly gained prominence in American countercultural and 
leftist political discourse. As he wrote in the prominent Marxist political sci-
ence journal New Left Review:

For the first time in history, the media are making possible mass par-
ticipation in a social and socialized productive process, the practical 
means of which are in the hands of the masses themselves. Such a use 
of them would bring the communications media, which up to now 
have not deserved the name, into their own. In its present form, equip-
ment like television or film does not serve communication but prevents 
it. It allows no reciprocal action between transmitter and receiver; tech-
nically speaking it reduces feedback to the lowest point compatible to 
the system.86

Like Shamberg, Enzensberger saw the arrival of several new technologies 
as an opportunity to break up the hegemonic power and repression of mass 
media, rather than a further shackling, or duping, in good Marxist parlance, 
of the masses. He nevertheless lamented the ‘ahistorical avant-garde [which] 
found its ventriloquist and prophet in Marshall McLuhan.’87 Enzensberger re-
mained highly suspicious of the avant-garde and their adoption of McLuhan’s 
“doctrine of salvation,” as he ridiculed it.88 The promise of the revolutionary 
potential of new electronic media technologies advanced by the avant-garde, 
according to him, had produced works of art reaching only a marginal num-
ber of people interested in contemporary art. Additionally, the avant-garde’s 
involvement with new technologies had led to proposals that often outlined a 
revolutionary artistic aesthetic, rather than specific practices that could help 
larger communities to learn and produce for themselves.89 

Many articles in the first issue of Radical Software can be accused of orig-

85 Ibid.
86 Enzensberger, ‘Constituents of a Theory of the Media,’ p. 15.
87 Ibid., p. 29.
88 Ibid., p. 30.
89 Ibid., p. 31.
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inating from this ahistorical avant-garde. Nam June Paik, for example, proved 
to be well-versed in the rhetoric typical of Radical Software. In an article in 
the first issue, he prophesised the radical potential of video and other new 
technologies for a global electronic community of academics and artists. He 
claimed that:

 (…) video, film, audio devices, loop techniques, non-linear print-
ing techniques, light art, stroboscope, medical electronics, brainwave 
transmission [sic] should be used for the total conveyance of great phi-
losophers’ messages, and for the stimulation of students’ own “Philoso-
phieren” and maybe for the preparation of post-McLuhan, non-linear, 
possibly more iconographic and totally involved 22nd century philoso-
phy.90

This specific vision of how combined technologies could bring about a new 
electronic age may seem outlandish and painfully naive to contemporary 
readers. What Paik’s techno-utopian fantasies emphasise, however, is a strong-
ly felt imperative within Radical Software’s avant-garde to reflect on potential 
holistic uses of existing, emerging, and imagined media technologies. The 
idea that technologies can bring together people to collaborate globally, tran-
scending national borders and institutional top-down constraints, is certainly 
part and parcel of Paik’s utopian expectations of an non-hierarchical form of 
audio-visual knowledge dissemination and communication. 

Nonetheless, Paik’s vision would not have gotten Enzensberger’s approv-
al. For him, Paik’s imaginary hopes were misguided, as he would argue that ‘it 
is characteristic of artistic avant-gardes that they have, so to speak, a presenti-
ment of the potentiality of media which still lie [sic] in the future.’91 Instead of 
indulging in fantasies of the future, Enzensberger proposed to draw from Wal-
ter Benjamin’s well-known essay ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical 
Reproduction.’92 Enzensberger felt that Benjamin’s classic cultural analysis 
should be applied to create awareness that new technologies can only realise 
their full potential if everyone is aware of the implications of the modes of 
production they will engender. On the other hand, he believed that the aes-
thetic of new technologies should not be built on the realm of the artistic, but 
of the political. ‘The liberating factors in the media,’ as he argued, can only 
come to fruition if the masses become organised so they ‘themselves become 
authors.’93 

Shamberg, too, wanted to avoid the pitfalls of the avant-garde. He un-
derlined that the potential of video should be explored specifically for its rel-

90 Nam June Paik, ‘Expanded Education for the Paperless Society,’ Radical Software vol. 1, no. 1, 1970, p. 6-7, cf. p.7.
91 Enzensberger, ‘Constituents of a Theory of the Media,’ p. 35.
92 Ibid., p. 31. For Benjamin’s essay, see: Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction.’
93 Enzensberger, ‘Constituents of a Theory of the Media,’ p. 36. 
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evance for communities not represented in mass media. From Shamberg’s 
perspective, the media ecology of institutionalised commercial media, or 
“Media-America” as he termed it, had led to a high degree of homogeneity 
and repression.94 He blamed bureaucrats and technological experts for keep-
ing people from engaging in reciprocal communication through media, as 
the former continued to hold a firm grip on the media ecology and its tech-
nologies. 

To understand Shamberg, David Nye’s insights are again useful. He ex-
plained the activist tradition dominant in the American New Left during the 
1960s and 1970s. Besides the pervasiveness of Marshall McLuhan’s notions of 
the “mass man,” the linearity of “Gutenberg technologies,” and the “electron-
ic village” in popular, scholarly and artistic discourses, Nye also accounted 
for the intellectual influence of Herbert Marcuse’s One Dimensional Man 
(1964) and Theodore Roszak’s The Making of a Counter Culture (1969). The 
works of these three theorists inspired numerous artists, academics and stu-
dents rejecting the perceived technocratic power of media and bureaucratic 
institutions. Roszak, for example, said of “technocracy”: ‘In the technocracy 
everything aspires to become purely technical, the subject of professional at-
tention. The technocracy is therefore the regime of experts—or those who can 
employ experts. (…) Within such a society, the citizens, confronted by bewil-
dering bigness and complexity, find it necessary to defer on all matters to those 
who know better.’95 Roszak thus believed that the youthful generation had de-
vised a countercultural project with which to counter institutional repression.

Marcuse, another of the main theorists of the counterculture, also played 
a pivotal role in the disapproving stance of the New Left towards the me-
dia landscape and the institutional power behind it. In his own provocative 
words, Marcuse believed that ‘[t]oday political power asserts itself through 
its power over the machine process and over the technical organization of 
the apparatus.’96 Moreover, Marcuse identified in advanced industrial soci-
eties a development curtailing the true needs of the individual. Technology, 
in combination with the logic of the expert and the manager, aimed to ad-
vance procedure and efficiency in society over individual needs. Determined 
to resist this overwhelming influence of society’s institutions and  the media 
technologies at their disposal, Nye pointed out that many artists and students 
‘sought [ways to do so] through a combination of Zen Buddhism, post-Freud-
ian psychology, and the construction of alternative grassroots institutions.’97

Shamberg was perhaps less interested in either Zen Buddhism or 

94 Shamberg, Guerrilla Television, p. 28-29.
95 Theodor Roszak, The Making of Counter Culture: Reflections on the Technocratic Society and its Youthful Opposition, 
Garden City: Anchor Books, 1969, p. 5.
96 Herbert Marcuse, One Dimensional Man. London: Sphere Books, 1970 (1964), 20.
97 Nye, Technology Matters, p. 30.
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Post-Freudian psychology. He did, however, believe that a widespread appro-
priation of video was an essential step toward gaining a more democratic form 
of political power for everyone. Embracing the resistive mode of the counter-
cultural generation described by Roszak, he had a distinct understanding of 
how to deploy the affordances of portable video, namely as a counter-technol-
ogy. The only way to survive within an ecology, as expressed in evolutionary 
metaphors, is to adopt video as an alternative medium to: ‘decentralized pro-
duction while alternate distribution technologies (...) mean that small-scale, 
non-mass market information flow can be supported directly by the end us-
er.’98 In his view managers and technological experts would become redun-
dant, because portapak would be the key technology for everybody to produce 
“do-it-yourself TV.”99

Imagining portapak’s everyday user 

Sony Corporation was the first consumer electronics manufacturer to spark 
these expectations of mediating the process of the “now” of everyday life for 
a large number of users, as Lopate would say. In 1965 the Japanese electron-
ics giant introduced on its own domestic electronics market the first portable 
video ensemble. 100 Initially called the Video Rover, the system consisted of a 
portable ½-inch reel-to-reel recorder (DVK-2400) and a black and white tube 
camera (VCK-2400). Aiming at a successful introduction on the consumer 
market, Sony marketed its portable video product-line as a ‘videotape record-
er that goes anywhere you go.’ The advertisement, from which the previous 
quotation originates, framed the complementary functionality of the portable 
camera and video recorder. The system’s portability is prominently highlight-
ed as its most salient feature.  

The accompanying photograph served as a strong rhetorical ploy—stag-
ing a videographer in a tree whilst enjoying a great sense of freedom to tape 
young chicks in a nest. To ensure further trouble-free portable usage, several 
other characteristic features of the ensemble were emphasised: a battery pack 
that enables thirty minutes of use without the need for a power outlet, fully 
automatic level controls, a mountable microphone for synchronous sound 
recording, and a 1-inch tube viewfinder to successfully frame the desired shot. 
All these additional features, as the advertisement continued, would make it 
hard to ‘botch things up.’ And when something was not taped as desired, the 
possibility to immediately re-watch the footage offers the user the advantage of 

98 Shamberg, Guerrilla Television, p. 31.
99 Ibid.
100 Other manufacturers eventually developed their own portapak systems, such as Sanyo, Panasonic, Ampex, Shibaden, 
etc.
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considering whether or not to re-use the tape immediately. 
As mentioned in chapter two, “black-boxing” the complex internal com-

ponents of a device serves a specific purpose. The logic behind this strategy 
presupposes that obscuring the material and technological complexity of a 
device in an unintimidating and easy-to-use design will neutralise the ordinary 
consumer’s fear of being unable to successfully appropriate and control tech-
nologies in an everyday environment. This recurring discursive pattern in the 
design and innovation of media technologies is also applied to the early mar-
keting efforts of Sony. As argued before, this moment marked an early phase 
in the “pre-domestication” of media technologies. As media historian Deidre 
Boyle has shown, portapak was appropriated mainly by artists and political 
activists in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.101

101 Deidre Boyle, ‘From Portapak to Camcorder: A Brief History of Guerrilla Television,’ Journal of Film and Video, vol. 44, 
no. 1/2, 1992, pp. 67-79.

Illustration 5. Sony advertisement from 1967, celebrating portapak’s ease-of-use and portability
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In Radical Software, then chief editor Dudley Evenson provided one of the 
most comprehensive reflections on the potential of portapak for ordinary us-
ers. In ‘Portable Video: The Natural Medium’ she argued that portapak is 
the epitome of a technological tool that can offer emancipatory agency to 
everyone who feels the desire to resist the aesthetic of everyday life as dictated 
by television. This emancipatory agency already starts during production: ‘An-
yone who has ever taken his portapak and a portable monitor into the streets 
and just let the tape roll, knows the power this little machine has in making 
things happen.’102 

Evenson claimed that the casualness of the spontaneous use of as well as 
reaction to the use of portapak in an everyday environment supported another 
important form of empowerment: by virtue of portapak the user would be 
able to ‘regain something lost long ago to them in a world of corporate power 
structures, and that is the feeling of having control over their own destiny.’103 
Evenson nevertheless pointed to a constraint at the core of its “imagined” 
portable use. Although portapak was envisaged to be available to ordinary us-
ers, the bulky and rather heavy video ensemble did not encourage widespread 
everyday use. Therefore, Evenson argued for a more ‘organic video design 
which more nearly duplicates our personal vision.’104 For her the profound 
characteristic of portapak lay in the distinctly electronic aestheticisation of 
a singular real-time experience. Hence unrestrained portability and relative 
ease-of-use is essential, because only then will it be possible for everyone to 
use portapak. The hope that everybody will be able to use it is pivotal, since 
‘it is real live people who make up the diversity of human forms and only by 
tapping this vast range of life forces can we begin to realize the potential of 
our revolutionary course.’105 

The revolutionary course of the “imagined use” does not stop after pro-
duction. According to Evenson, when it comes to keeping and sharing, the 
produced videotapes also serve a specific purpose:

With video, we end up with a taped record of time past, a magnetic 
memory of our real life experiences to be stored in our memory bank 
(on the shelf as so many video tapes [sic] sit!) or to be shared with oth-
ers as an enrichment [sic] to their own realm of experience.106

Whereas video production is conceptualised as anti-aesthetic and a coun-
ter-practice to ‘government and corporate-run’ television, its distribution 
should help communities and individuals around the globe to learn from each 

102 Dudley Evenson, ‘Portable Video: The Natural Medium,’ Radical Software, vol. 5, no. 1, 1972, pp. 55-57, cf. p. 55.
103 Evenson, ‘Portable Video,’ p. 55.
104 Ibid., p. 56.
105 Ibid.
106 Ibid.
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other’s differing experiences of the world. Evenson therefore recommended 
to keep sending self-made videotapes also to TV stations, in the hope that this 
‘can thereby expose many more people to humanistic ways of viewing the 
world.’107

With these hopes and desires of portapak’s use in mind, let us return to 
Phillip Lopate, who did not share the utopian fantasies of his contemporar-
ies. Evenson and others’ belief that portapak makes it possible to record and 
preserve the unique “point-of-view,” or “consciousness” of the videographer, 
is downplayed by Lopate as slightly naive: ‘The only problem with this is that 
the taped image can never duplicate what the eye sees,’ let alone what one’s 
consciousness experiences.108 Furthermore, the quality of portapak videotapes 
made by “ordinary people” and available at the moment of writing did not 
inspire him to share the enthusiasm of his fellow authors. Although he wanted 
to embrace the notion of videography as a widespread practice, he neverthe-
less lamented that video’s use in his view had ‘not generated an artist of the 
originality and stature of a Griffith or an Eisenstein.’109 

107 Ibid., p. 57.
108 Lopate, ‘The Aesthetics of Portapak,’ pp. 18-19.
109 Ibid., p. 21.

Illustration 6. A visual representation of the manner in which video could convey Evenson’s no-
tion of “life forces” to others all over the world.
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Evaluating the results of early experimentations with portapak motivat-
ed him to voice a minority opinion in Radical Software. Perhaps Lopate’s 
background as an art and media critic can explain his dismissive attitude to-
wards a form of videography which did not coincide with more traditional 
artistic practices and aesthetic conventions. Nevertheless, his less celebratory 
perspective on the portable video system came at the end of the magazine’s 
four-year publication history, at a point when the revolutionary rhetoric of 
liberation had run its course in the final issue. As Boyle showed, portapak’s 
actual use was confined mostly to artists and political activists rather than 
“everybody.”110 Shamberg also warned that this might be problematic. He 
would not have agreed with Evenson’s appeal to keep sending tapes to TV 
stations. For him, the use of portapak and the resulting videotapes were not 
enough: ‘No alternate cultural vision is going to succeed in Media-America 
unless it has its own alternate information structures,’ he argued, because, ‘not 
just alternate content pumped across the already existing ones. And that’s what 
videotape, with cable-TV and videocassettes, is ultimately about. No Polaroid 
movies.’111 He believed that this “alternate” information structure should be 
first and foremost constituted by public cable television. 

A similar notion to use video and cable-TV was seriously entertained by 
the Dutch video group Meatball. In the following sections I will chart how 
both Shamberg and Radical Software had a significant influence on the early 
history of the video group. However, as I furthermore will show, the devel-
opment of cable-TV in the Netherlands remained in an experimental phase 
throughout the 1970s. Therefore, Meatball had to explore various alternatives 
of platforms on which to share their work and negotiate the contours of a par-
ticipatory video culture in the Netherlands.

The emergence of video culture in the Netherlands

‘The immediacy of video was tremendously attractive,’ recalled Rien Hagen, 
the former director of alternative cinema Het Kijkhuis and the Dutch Film 
Museum (Nederlands Filmmuseum), currently known internationally as 
EYE Film Institute Netherlands. 112 His first encounter with video technol-
ogies had taken place several years before he became one of the founding 
members of video group Meatball in 1972.113 At the end of the 1960s, his work 

110 Boyle, ‘From Portapak to Camcorder,’ p. 78.
111 Shamberg, Guerrilla Television, p. 27.
112 Interview author with Rien Hagen, The Hague, May 19, 2015.
113 Besides Rien Hagen, several others became part of Meatball’s board: designer Donald Janssen; publisher Paul Brand; 
VPRO’s head of requisition Ton Hasebos; freelance journalist Jos Bieneman; service station owner Jan Blom; industrial 
designer Loek van der Sande. See: S.n., ‘Werkgroep Meatball,’ Meatball, vol 1, no. 1, 1972, p. 5. The statutes additionally 
mention Hans Wentholt and Anton van Muyden as board members.  See: Article 12, Statutes, HGA, 939.20.
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as a designer had brought him on the path of Hein van Haaren.114 From 1966 
to 1976, Van Haaren was the director of the department of aesthetic design (di-
enst esthetische vormgeving), a sub-division of the Dutch state-owned postal 
and telecommunication company PTT (Posterijen, Telegrafie en Telefonie), 
responsible for the aesthetic aspects of its corporate identity. 

As design historian Frederike Huygen stated, Van Haaren, who was 
trained as an art historian, always kept a keen eye on the developments within 
the fields of contemporary art and graphic design.115 Van Haaren believed 
that graphic design and art were not mutually exclusive and was willing to 
stimulate within the PTT an environment in which artists and designers could 
experiment in collaboration. This would be beneficial for the state-owned 
company, and perhaps even more so, Van Haaren thought, for the public 
sphere at large. The young Rien Hagen, who, together with artist Andreas 
Gowie, fashion designer Maud Rap and photographer Hes van Schoonhoven, 
ran a small multidisciplinary design studio called Checkpoint in The Hague, 
was one of those creative people who would grasp the opportunity to experi-
ment at the PTT. 

Hagen recounted that the laboratory at the department was filled with the 
latest technological novelties. ‘Very few people in the Netherlands had ever 
used or were aware of video at the time,’ but when he saw Sony’s CV-2000 
table recorder in operation he was impressed by its potential.116 Interested 
also in what video could do outside the lab, Van Haaren agreed to lend out 
to Checkpoint its ½-inch video system with a small studio camera. ‘Thrilled,’ 
and, ‘within a narrow circle of friends and acquaintances,’ the possibilities and 
constraints of the portable system were explored by those associated with the 
design studio.117 Although several tapes were made, one of the most obvious 
problems was the lack of playback possibilities, because consumer video re-
corders were still mostly to be found within the walls of laboratories and the 
RAI-building during the consumer electronics exhibition Firato. In addition, 
the portable sets were still highly expensive and only for sale at Brandsteder 
Electronics, the main importer of Sony consumer electronics in the Nether-
lands. Nevertheless, the experiences gained through their first usage had left 
a profound impression. ‘It was an adventurous time,’ reminded Hagen, and as 
Shamberg would have said, he remembered that most of his friends agreed 
that video was a ‘mixture between film and polaroid,’ but might have the po-
tential to surpass the mere snapshot.118

114 For publications and in-depth study of Van Haaren’s career at the PTT, see: Frederike Huygen, Hein van Haaren, 
Eindhoven: [Z]OO Productions, 2009. See also: Frederike Huygen, Visies op vormgeving: Het Nederlandse ontwerpen in 
teksten deel 2, 1944-2000, Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Architectura & Natura, 2008.
115 Huygen, Visies op vormgeving, p. 468.
116 Interview Hagen, May 19, 2015.
117 Ibid.
118 Ibid.
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In the summer of 1971 another opportunity arose to work with electronic 
video. As art historian Rob Perrée mentioned, the history of video culture 
in the Netherlands started during the open-air contemporary arts exhibition 
Sonsbeek Beyond the Pale (Sonsbeek buiten de perken, June 19 – August 15, 
1971) in Arnhem and other parts of the country.119 Though it was originally 
a triennial event devoted to contemporary sculpture in Europe, its new di-
rector, Wim Beeren, steered its focus towards the conceptual arts by inviting 
renowned international artists such as Nam June Paik, Jan Dibbets, Stanley 
Brouwn and Shinkichi Tajiri. What made the month-long exhibition at Sons-
beek the innovative starting point of Dutch video culture, as Perée reminded, 
was the remarkably shaped Video Tent: 

One of the site-specific parts of the exhibition was a tent, in which it 
was not only possible to watch videos, but also to make them. Free of 
charge, Dutch electronics manufacturer Philips supplied the equip-
ment for this provisional studio. In the spirit of democracy that was 
characteristic of those days, the cameras were handed out not only to 
the artists, but also to the visitors of the exhibition.120 

Commissioned by Beeren, Rien Hagen was one of the people invited to ex-
periment with the “spontaneous” use of portable video during the arts man-
ifestation.121 He and colleague designer Donald Janssen, another co-founder 
of Meatball, used a portable video system rented elsewhere to capture the 
ambience of the exhibition and asked artists and visitors for their opinions on 
the event.122 Sonsbeek turned out to have had an enormous impact and cat-
apulted video technologies into the attention of artists throughout the Neth-
erlands. In Maastricht, Theo van der Aa and Ger van Dijk founded Agora 
Studio in 1972, and the American artist Jack Moore opened Video Heads in 
Amsterdam a couple of months earlier. Both “open studios” aimed to function 
as incubators for artists who wanted to work beyond the confines of the tra-
ditional arts and explore the artistic use of new technologies such as video.123 
With ambitions similar to those of Meatball, Lily van den Bergh started video 
working group Open Studio. Contrary to Jack Moore’s Video Heads in the 
same city, ‘Open Studio aimed to make available audio-visual tools to people 

119 Perrée, ‘Van Agora tot Montevideo,’ p. 52.
120 ‘Een van de onderdelen van de tentoonstelling was een tent waar niet alleen video’s werden getoond, maar waarin ook 
de mogelijkheid bestond video’s te maken. Philips had gratis de apparatuur verstrekt voor deze provisorische studio. Geheel 
in de democratische geest van de tijd waren de camera’s niet alleen beschikbaar voor de kunstenaars (…), maar ook voor de 
bezoekers.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
121 Tom Slootweg, ‘Van sociale naar “antisociale” media? Over de nalatenschap van het Haagse videocollectief “Meatball” 
(1972-1993) in een gesprek met Rien Hagen en Cesar Messemaker,’ Tijdschrift voor Mediageschiedenis, vol. 20, no. 1, 2017, 
pp. 141-148, cf. p. 144
122 An article in the regional newspaper Haagsche Courant stated that the idea to make the video came from Rien Hagen en 
Donald Janssen themselves. See: S.n., ‘Jonge Hagenaars maken de balans op van Sonsbeek,’ Haagsche Courant, August 12, 
1971.
123 Perrée, ‘Van Agora tot Montevideo,’ pp. 53-56.
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who worked in communicational, educational, and instructional projects.’124 
Self-realisation and the development of individual creativity were the central 
tenets of Open Studio, which was more driven by the desire to explore and 
offer possibilities for creative uses of video; this was also the case with the Rot-
terdam-based Videocentrum, founded in 1976. 

Perrée’s account is mostly one-sided, however, because he scrutinised 
early video in the Netherlands through the prism of art history and sociolo-
gy. Although he accounted for social video groups—including Meatball—in 
more, but often less, detail he was predominantly interested in the artistic 
collaborations arising from the gradual institutionalisation of video art in the 
Netherlands during the 1970s and 1980s. It is nonetheless important to un-
derline that Sonsbeek was equally influential in arousing an interest in vid-
eo’s potential use as a do-it-yourself technology, not necessarily connected to 
the realm of artistic practice. Although unacknowledged by Perrée, Meatball 
can similarly be seen as a video group that strived to explore video from the 
perspective of alternative media. The notion that video could be used by an-
ybody and therefore be an ideal tool for societal change was tremendously 
influential in the first ten years of Meatball’s existence. The rhetoric of the 
countercultural movement had not yet dissipated, as Hagen recounted: ‘we 
were open to anything, because we wanted to be resistive. There was still a 
lot of work to be done after the 1960s and video became a part of that.’125 The 
discourses  surrounding alternative video in the United States proved to be a 
fruitful source of inspiration for the articulation of the group’s expectations 
of video. They, too, wanted to establish a video group from the context of the 
counter mode. 

The first steps into the limelight of national and regional newspapers 
came with a press release circulated on June 6, 1972. Adopting the eman-
cipatory and techno-utopian tone of their North-American counterparts, the 
group provided three premises on which they based their embrace of video 
as a ‘alternative, non-commercial means of communication’: 1) video offers 
a voice to those people and groups, who cannot communicate through the 
established media; 2) video is a medium that might make possible two-way 
communication; 3) video is a technological tool that, by means of its immedi-
acy, could be extremely useful for groups of people involved with the explora-
tion of society.’126 In the press release, the group furthermore underlined that 
it aimed to strengthen the already existing contacts with the people behind 

124 ‘Open Studio wilde audiovisuele middelen bereikbaar maken voor mensen die met communicatieve, educatieve en 
informatieve projecten werkten.’ Translation author. See: Ibid., p. 59.
125 Interview Hagen, May 19, 2015.
126 ‘(...) video biedt de mogelijkheid een stem te geven aan personen en groepen, die die stem te weinig kunnen laten 
horen in de gevestigde media; video is een medium, dat een tweezijdige communicatie mogelijk kan maken; video is 
een technisch middel, dat door zijn directheid uitermate geschikt is als medium voor groepen, die zich bezighouden met 
maatschappijverkenning.’ Translation and numbering in citation by author. Press release, dated June 6, 1972, HGA, 939.40.
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Radical Software, and, by doing so, establish Meatball as a leading centre spe-
cialised in the knowledge, distribution and production of alternative video in 
the Netherlands. They also shared the burgeoning speculations on the pos-
sibilities of a cable television network as an important chance to improve a 
more bilateral form of communication through media. Remarkably, the press 
release gave some rather direct suggestions to make sure Meatball’s ambitions 
were clear: ‘in our Meatball-interview Gijs Stappershoef has made some in-
teresting remarks about cable-TV, some of which might be eligible for a nice 
little quote.’127 In this light, the article in De Volkskrant, mentioned in the 
introduction to this chapter, might seem an uncomfortable reminder of lazy 
journalism. The willingness to follow the press release to the letter neverthe-
less ensured that Meatball was able to present itself as a state-of-the-art and 
socially progressive group of video enthusiasts with striking counterparts in 
the rest of the world.

Meatball and the cybernetic utopia of cable television

The topic of cable television returned in the second issue of Meatball. In 
the Bijlmermeer, the new dormitory suburb erected near the south-eastern 
borders of Amsterdam, a remarkable experimental project had started. Unap-
proved by the authorities, a number of residents had plugged into and thereby 
“pirated” the central antenna responsible for receiving radio and television 
signals.128 This antenna was the starting point of the further dissemination of 
radio and video broadcast signals via a cable network connecting the housing 
estate. By hooking up their video equipment to the antenna, these “radical” 
residents were able to locally broadcast their own programmes over the cable 
network. In an article written for the second issue of the magazine Meat-
ball, a social worker from Amsterdam hailed it as an inspirational example 
of “community action” that would improve “video communication.”129 As he 
explained in the English supplement: 

this is a pretty unique situation in holland. now we, the people of 
bijlmermeer, can shortly start with a video communication project. 
the word “network” must be avoided as it suggests passiveness on the 
part of the audience. the crux here is that we will have a system which 
makes it possible for the tenants to reach each other.130

127 ‘(…) Gijs Stappershoef [zegt] in ons Meatball-interview bijvoorbeeld aardige dingen over kabel-tv, die best wel voor een 
citaatje in aanmerking komen.’ Translation author. See: Press release, dated June 6, 1972, HGA, 939.40.
128 Nicholas W. Jankowski, ‘Community Television in Amsterdam: Access to, Participation in and Use of the “Lokale Omroep 
Bijlmermeer”,’ doctoral thesis, University of Amsterdam, 1988, p. xii.
129 T. van Doormaal, ‘Local T.V. in a Suburb,’ Meatball: English Supplement, vol. 1, no. 2, 1972, p.1.
130 Lack of capital letters from original text. See: T. Van Doormaal, ‘Lokale TV in de Bijlmer’, Meatball, vol. 1, no. 2, 1972, 
p.1-2, cf. p.1.
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In the Dutch-language version, the editors of Meatball juxtaposed the article 
with an insert devoted to Nobert Wiener’s cybernetics. With this reference—
another clear indication of the discursive influence of Radical Software—the 
video group imagined an information environment in which a support struc-
ture would, as the social worker underlined,  become possible for community 
involvement, combating prejudices, and ‘any number of creative processes 
like participation in decisions, actions etc.’131 A number of Meatball’s mem-
bers were present during several of the first illegal local broadcasts in 1971 be-
cause the expectations of a possible two-way form of communication peaked 
their interest. Nonetheless, the possibility of a feedback system as imagined 
through the lens of cybernetics still proved to be a fantasy, as no one could 
react directly to the illegal broadcasts, at least, not within the “videosphere,” as 
Youngblood would have it. To get a rough estimation of the number of house-
holds that watched their “illegal” programme, the producers of Bijlmer TV 
asked their spectators to rapidly turn on and off the lights in their living rooms. 
To their surprise, a significant portion of the flats was flickering.132

Communication scholar Nicholas Jankowski has studied at length these 
remarkable early experimentations with DIY television in Amsterdam. He ar-
gued that the experiment in the Bijlmer was one among several others in the 
Netherlands exploring public access and media participation in relation to 
TV.133 Jankowski reminded that in the early 1970s cable-networked housing 
estates and cities were still a novelty in the Netherlands. As he noted, the early 
exploits of what would become the semi-legitimate local broadcaster LOB 
(Local Broadcasting Bijlmer), were ‘conceived during protest action by res-
idents in (…) the Bijlmer. During this demonstration a group of residents 
experimented with transmission of live television programmes over the cable 
system connecting the house blocks.’134 The suburb, initially built to accom-
modate white middle-class families escaping deplorable housing conditions in 
the old inner city, rapidly became a neighbourhood with a diverse ethnic and 
socioeconomic make-up, dominated mostly by communities from Suriname 
and the Dutch Antilles. As the neighbourhood’s dynamics changed, problems 
related to unemployment, racial tensions and poverty affected a significant 
number of the residents. Convinced that a lack of communication and in-
formation lay at the heart of these problems, social workers and concerned 
residents believed that local television could offer a solution to the various 
problems they encountered on a daily basis. In 1973, however, the Ministry 
of Culture (CRM, Minister Engels, Biesheuvel Cabinet) changed its policies 

131 Van Doormaal, ‘Local T.V. in a Suburb,’ p. 1.
132 Interview Hagen.
133 Jankowski, ‘Community Television in Amsterdam,’ p. 57. In the same year similar experiments also took place in Woensel, 
Melick and Herckenbosch. See: Ibid., p. 41. See also: Bordewijk, Goud in de grond, p. 102.
134 Jankowski, ‘Community Television in Amsterdam,’ p. 57.
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concerning local broadcasting and lifted the ban on the ‘unauthorized use 
of the cable system (…) for more than 20 organizations and communities.’135 
Among them, five foundations (stichtingen) similar to the LOB were selected 
and their efforts signified the early experiment with local television, albeit 
nationally subsidised by the Ministry of Culture.  

This development related to a larger context that has been studied by 
communication historian Paul Bordewijk. As the first areas in the Netherlands 
were provided with cable networks, the government was initially concerned 
with how the arrival of cable television, which allowed for the transmission of 
multiple television channels and radio stations, would affect the Dutch broad-
casting system.136 In relation to television broadcasting, this system was based 
on the notion of scarcity resulting from the technological limitations of wire-
less TV broadcasts; as the bandwidth the video signal consumed on the air-
waves was rather significant. Since the mid-1960s, wireless TV broadcasting in 
the Netherlands consisted of two public Dutch channels. The arrival of cable 
would mean allowing more broadcasters than were possible on the airwaves. 

The possibility of regional television via cable would also challenge the 
Broadcast Act (Omroepwet) of 1967, which, to a large degree, was still based 
on its predecessor (Zendtijdenbesluit) from 1930.137 The latter consisted of 
several stipulations that put an end to the possibility for amateurs and com-
mercial enterprises to be part of radio broadcasting.138 It furthermore shaped 
the broadcast system socio-culturally and politically, according to the princi-
ple of pillarisation discussed earlier. This meant that the Dutch government 
would issue broadcast licenses only to public broadcasters that catered to the 
most important religious and ideological denominations in the country.139 In 
contrast, the context in which the new Broadcast Act was drafted in 1967, 
and enacted two years later, as television historian Sonja de Leeuw reminded, 
signified another moment of change: 

Television had grown into the new form of cultural consumption in 
the private sphere of the living room, which, at the same time, enabled 
people to take a symbolic and imaginary journey. (…) As it brought 
an image of the world into the living room, the public and the private 
came together. By virtue of its technical ability to “see far,” television 
functioned as a window to the outside world, of which it reported live. 
This resulted in a broadening of the spectator’s horizon, something 

135 Ibid., p. 42.
136 CAI, centrale kabelinrichting, or GAI for estate-based networks such as in the Bijlmer
137 Bordewijk, Goud in de grond, p. 101.
138 See, for example: Huub Wijfjes, ‘Veelkleurige radiogemeenschappen, 1930-1960,’ in: Bert Hogenkamp, Sonja de Leeuw 
and Huub Wijfjes, eds, Een eeuw van beeld en geluid: Cultuurgeschiedenis van radio en televisie in Nederland, Hilversum: 
Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision, 2012, pp. 58-103.
139 For an in-depth history of the Dutch broadcasting system and pillarisation, see: Huub Wijfjes, eds, Omroep in Nederland: 
Vijfenzeventig jaar medium en maatschappij, Zwolle: Waanders Uitgeverij, 1994.
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that ran parallel to the disintegration of the old pillars, which conse-
quently offered a challenge for the habitual.’140

The most important result of the new act was the continuation of the strict 
non-commercial character of broadcast television, although commercial in-
terruptions were allowed as long as the proceeds were used to fund public 
broadcast without making a profit. Furthermore, in contrast to the situation 
before the new act, public broadcasters were henceforth encouraged to stim-
ulate pluriformity in their programming. They were also required ‘to be suffi-
ciently representative’ of important societal, political, or religious groupings 
or movements in the Netherlands.141 To return to Bordewijk, the prospect of 
local cable television in the 1970s would problematise the recently enacted 
Broadcast Act, as well as the status of national broadcasters. Its possibilities 
nevertheless resulted in a lively debate in progressive circles, and resulted in 
a state-approved phase of experimentation in which several options of local 
television were tried and tested.142

Against this wider canvas Meatball aimed to position itself. In short, as na-
tional broadcasting had to transform its focus from sectarian interests towards 
‘openness, pluriformity and non-commercialism,’ Meatball proposed an even 
more far-reaching form of change. It did so in the spirit of a progressive “urge 
for innovation,” which continued to leave its mark throughout the 1970s.143 
This also applied to government policy, as the Ministry of Culture was willing 
to open up the use of the cable for others than established broadcasters, albeit 
only in an experimental context.  Unfortunately, Meatball’s hope to play a 
role in local cable television for the political capital of the Netherlands did 
not become a possibility in the 1970s. Contrary to the nearby and rapidly 
expanding dormitory suburb Zoetermeer, where local broadcaster LOZ was 
granted access to the cable in March 1975, The Hague was not one of the 
municipalities in which local television experiments took place. Therefore, 
Meatball had to find other options for the alternative use of video, at least in 
terms of its dissemination.  

140 ‘Televisie was uitgegroeid tot de nieuwe vorm van cultuurconsumptie die in de privésfeer van de huiskamer werd beleefd 
en die mensen tegelijkertijd vanuit de huiskamer liet vertrekken op een symbolische en imaginaire reis. Door een beeld van 
de wereld in de huiskamer te brengen, werd het publieke met het private verbonden. Televisie richtte door de technische 
mogelijkheden om “ver te zien” haar venster op de wereld buiten de huiskamer en deed live verslag van wat zij zag. Dit 
betekende een verbreding van de horizon van de kijker, een die parallel liep met de desintegratie van de oude zuilen en die 
daarmee ook een uitdaging bood van het vertrouwde.’ Translation author. Sonja de Leeuw, ‘Televisie verbindt en verdeelt, 
1960-1985,’ in: Bert Hogenkamp, Sonja de Leeuw and Huub Wijfjes, eds, Een eeuw van beeld en geluid: Cultuurgeschiedenis 
van radio en televisie in Nederland, Hilversum: Netherlands Institute of Sound and Vision, 2012, pp.150-187, cf.  p. 160.
141 De Leeuw, ‘Televisie verbindt en verdeelt, 1960-1985,’ p. 166.
142 Bordewijk, Goud in de grond, pp. 102-103.
143 Ibid., p. 103.
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The first steps, Het Kijkhuis and mobile video

A signifying characteristic of the video productions made by Meatball in the 
first five years of its existence was its wide variety of collaborators and topics. 
As a list of their first projects showed, their partners consisted of social workers, 
community and neighbourhood organisations, but also NGOs, the Ministry 
of Social Affairs and the municipality of The Hague.144 The topics of its video 
projects were as diverse as its collaborators, ranging from neighbourhood vid-
eo news, to instruction videos; from documentaries about art and design, to 
the social needs of Third World countries.145 Although Meatball was able to 
garner sufficient financial resources for its projects through collaboration and 
ad hoc local susibdies, it was a challenge to make ends meet. ‘It was a rather 
difficult time,’ Hagen remembered, ‘and we didn’t have a lot of money to put 
into the purchase of equipment.’146 

As it turned out, running a leading institute in the alternative use of video 
proved to be a rather costly affair and needed a structural source of income 
in order to remain viable. In 1975, the group was endowed with a generous 
donation of fl. 100,000 (around € 128,000, taking into account historical infla-
tion).147 It was a considerable amount of money, and helped to make the first 
steps towards the acquisition of much-needed video equipment, as Meatball 
was initially a video group without its own video equipment.148 As a tender 
from Brandsteder Electronics illustrates, the group placed an order to buy the 
AVC-2400CE video camera, a PVX-200CE monitor, various recorders, mi-
crophones, cables and other necessities to extend the range of its video tools.149 
The subtotal of the order amounted to almost 137,000 guilders. In an effort to 
reduce it, Rien Hagen invited Brandsteder Electronics to consider a technical 
partnership, framed with the word “participation.”150 In June of that year, the 
importer of Japanese electronics agreed to the request and therefore the costs 
of Meatball’s technical upgrade were almost covered by the donation.151 

Moreover, as independent media producer and former Meatball-member 
Cesar Messemaker recounted, during the first years of Meatball the technical 
expertise of the video group was just being developed. In contrast to the uto-
pian discourses underlining video’s ease-of-use, the group rapidly faced the 
question: ‘how do sound, editing and production work with video?’152 The 
technical details and requirements surrounding the production of videotapes 

144 Appendix 9, ‘Nota Meatball/Kijkhuis,’ April 7, 1978, private archive Rien Hagen.
145 Ibid.
146 Interview Hagen.
147 ‘Nota Meatball/Het Kijkhuis,’ dated April 7, 1978, p. 3, private archive Rien Hagen.
148 Slootweg, ‘Van sociale naar “antisociale” media?’ p. 142.
149 R. Geel, ‘Offerte van Brandsteder Electronics aan Meatball,’ dated April 18, 1975, HGA, 939.75.
150 Rien Hagen, ‘Brief betreffende participatie,’ dated June 23, 1975, HGA, 939.75.
151 R. Geel, ‘Brief toestemming participatie,’ dated June 19, 1975, HGA, 939.75.
152 ‘Hoe zit het met geluid, montage en productie met video?’ Translation author. Slootweg, ‘Van sociale naar “antisociale” 
media?’ p. 144.
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turned out to be far more complex than what the techno-utopian magazines 
and books seemed to imply. As the Brandsteder tender also made clear, hav-
ing cameras and recorders was only one aspect of video production. All the 
aspects of post-production, meaning the process in which one could manip-
ulate and order the various sounds and shots recorded on various separate 
tapes onto one rounded end-product, required a fully functional and highly 
complex editing suite. Messemaker found these unexpected technical aspects 
daunting but also exhilarating. In the 1970s, he furthermore underlined, the 
use of video had barely emerged as a possibility outside of the world of profes-
sional broadcast television and in the Netherlands there were no educational 
programmes to teach the production of video: ‘Meatball eventually became 
the means of learning.’153

At this time, another challenge presented itself. As the deployment of ca-
ble television in The Hague represented a cybernetic dream, Meatball had 
to find a solution for its wish to make and share videotapes for communities 
large and small. Throughout the greater part of the 1970s, the widespread 
availability of video playback devices was not yet a reality. Although some 
educational institutions used Umatic (Sony Corporation) or VCR (Philips) re-

153 ‘“Meatbal,” dat werd uiteindelijk die leerschool.’ Translation author. Ibid.

Illustration 7. A proposal by Brandsteder Electronics for the setup of the Meatball video editing 
suite. 
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corders, Meatball predominantly needed to bring its own video equipment to 
venues interested in showing its tapes. In order to have the opportunity to do 
so, but also to explore centralised video screening, from January 1974 onwards 
Meatball and several other interested parties started explorative meetings to 
discuss the founding of an alternative cinema. 

In a memorandum drafted for the municipality as an appendix to an ap-
plication for a structural grant, those involved in the meetings introduced 
their plans for an alternative cinema.154 While the tone of the memorandum 
was less radical than that of the Meatball magazine, it still celebrated the 
emancipatory potential of video with a great fervour. Chronicling some of the 
early achievements of Meatball, the memorandum argued that it was time to 
advance the potential of video by establishing a venue named Het Kijkhuis. 
Their plans, as the document furthermore claimed, represented an unprece-
dented initiative: 

This plan for the use of video is, hitherto, unique in Western Europe. 
It aims to produce, screen and re-screen a variety of social actions, 
arts and culture, in close collaboration with those people who make 
these events: neighbourhood residents, tenants, the elderly, employed 
youths, the unemployed, migration workers, our coloured brethren 
from oversees, students, children, women, artists, action committees.155 

To offer a platform for this colourful variety of collaborators required a suita-
ble building. In 1975, an anonymous male Maecenas, had offered the people 
involved with Meatball and Het Kijkhuis the use of one of his vacant proper-
ties located at the stately street Noordeinde in The Hague.156 

Free of charge, the alternative video cinema and Meatball were able to 
occupy the building of the benefactor and begin to realise the platform on 
which they hoped to bring video to a next level. In addition to offering the 
property free of charge, the benefactor provided an additional start-up grant 
(opstartsubsidie) of 115,000 Dutch guilders. Het Kijkhuis was able to create 
a material base, a screening room equipped with film projectors, television 
sets and various video playback possibilities. The building furthermore con-
tained the earlier mentioned video editing studio, garrisoned by the people 
of Meatball, and a video library consisted of, among others, taped television 
broadcasts, copies of various alternative films, and documentaries on video.157 
These spaces were created to underline the close collaboration between the 
video group and alternative video cinema, and to bring  production, distribu-

154 ‘Nota Kijkhuis,’ undated, 1975, private archive Rien Hagen
155 Ibid.
156 Interview Hagen.
157 In 1978, het Kijkhuis’ video library consisted out of 190 titles. Out of these titles, 24 were (co-) produced by Meatball. 
See: Appendix I. 
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tion and screening under one roof. 
The circumstances and ambitions that characterised the arrival of Het 

Kijkhuis were not unique. In 1973 the progressive leftist Dutch media journal 
Skrien published a remarkable manifesto in their September issue.158 Written 
by a group of leftist film enthusiasts from the city of Arnhem, the manifesto 
introduced The Free Circuit (Het vrije circuit), a collaborative network that 
strived for an alternative system to produce, distribute, screen, and consume 
moving images. In particular, this network aimed to resist the dominance 
of mainstream cinema, which in their view was controlled by the powerful 

Dutch Cinema Union (DNB, Nederlandse Bioscoopbond).159

The overtly anti-capitalist tone of the manifesto corresponded well with 
the outspoken film and media journal, which did not hide its unequivocal 
intellectual and activist roots in neo-Marxist thought since its foundation in 
1968. The journal offered critical reflections on the political, economic, and 
theoretical ramifications of institutionalised media in the Netherlands and 
abroad. In the editorial of the special issue, the Skrien editors justified the 
decision to devote an entire issue to The Free Circuit:

An entire issue of Skrien devoted to The Free Circuit seems like a de-
parture from our regular programme, yet the reverse is the case. A film 
theory with emancipatory and politicizing pretentions cannot confine 
itself to the material aspects of film, i.e. de existing relations between 

158 S.n. ‘Het vrije circuit,’ Skrien, no. 37, 1973, p. 2.
159 For an early history of the DNB, see: Karel Dibbets, ‘Het bioscoopbedrijf tussen twee wereldoorlogen,’ in Karel Dibbets 
and Frank van der Maden, eds, Geschiedenis van de Nederlandse Film en bioscoop tot 1940, Weesp: Wereldvenster, 1986, 
pp. 229-270; André van der Velden, Thunnis van Oordt and Fransje de Jong, ‘De bewogen beginjaren van de Nederlandse 
Bioscoopbond, 1918-1925,’ Tijdschrift voor Mediageschiedenis, vol. 16, no. 2, 2013, pp. 23-42.

Illustration 8. Left: The facade of het Kijkhuis at Noordeinde 140 in The Hague. Right: The 
screening room in which films could be projected on the large projection screen on the back-
ground, and videotapes could be televised on two television sets simultaneously, for the front 

and back rows.
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production, distribution and exhibition of film. The emancipatory po-
tential of film is twofold: on the one hand the reception of film needs 
to be changed in order to invite people to watch films anew; on the 
other hand one has to encourage screening of those films that best 
realise the emancipatory potential of the medium.160

The media journal regarded itself as the hub around which critical proposals 
and reflections on the political and emancipatory potential of film were de-
bated. On the other hand, the Free Circuit would provide the more practical 
means to bring about  an alternative system: a system in which the distribution 
and screening of film ‘does not follow the capitalist mode dominated by film 
studios and entrepreneurs,’ as the manifesto emphasised.161 Over the years, the 
Free Circuit was able to develop and maintain a network of affiliated alterna-
tive cinemas, among them het Kijkhuis, throughout the Netherlands. 

Another important goal was to create a catalogue (the first was published 
in 1979) in which films with political, artistic, societal and emancipatory mer-
it were listed, described and made available for rent.162 The catalogue also de-
voted  considerable attention to films made on amateur and semi-professional 
formats such as 8- and 16mm. Parallel to the emergence of video groups, 
several film collectives with similar ideas of using media technologies as tools 
for societal change emerged during the 1970s. Het Amsterdams Stadsjournaal 
was one of the better-known examples of activist groups working in the filmic 
counter mode.163 

Taking into consideration the ambitions and achievements of the peo-
ple behind The Free Circuit, it can be argued that they in particular aimed 
to challenge the traditional cinematic screening context. They believed that 
institutionalisation of an alternative cinema network, with affiliated screen-
ing venues, would make it possible to counter the circumstances in which 
mainstream filmic exhibition functioned, which in their view was predom-

160 ‘Een volledig nummer van Skrien gewijd aan het Vrije Circuit, aan distributie en vertoning; schijnbaar een afwijking van 
ons programma, maar het tegendeel is waar. Een filmtheorie met emancipatoriese, politiserende pretenties kan zich niet 
alleen beperken tot de materiële kant van de film, d.w.z. de verhoudingen die heersen in produktie, distributie en vertoning 
van films. De emacipatoriese mogelijkheden van film zijn tweeledig: aan de ene kant moet men de receptie van films 
veranderen, de mens op een andere manier haar films laten kijken; aan de andere kant moet men de vertoning van die films 
bevorderen, die de beste emancipatoriese mogelijkheden van het medium het best realiseren. Een filmtheorie en praktijk kan 
en mag zich niet tot een van de twee gebieden beperken.’ Translation author. See: ‘Het vrije circuit,’ p. 2.
161 The notion that film could be used politically, or for emancipatory purposes, in leftist social movements was not a 
new development. See for a historical account of the alternative use of film by the pre-war British labour movement: Bert 
Hogenkamp, Deadly Parallels: Film and the Left in Britain, London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1986; for an account of postwar 
efforts of the Left to mobilise film (and television) as an alternative medium, see: Bert Hogenkamp, Film, Television and the 
Left, 1950-1970, London: Lawrence and Wishart, 2000.  
162 Robert Eekhof, Gonnie Lubbers and Ruud Visschedijk, eds, Film katalogus deel 1: Een overzicht van films beschikbaar 
in Nederland, Amsterdam: Het Vrije Circuit, 1979. The second, amended version was published in 1980, which also featured 
other media such as video and slides.
163 Het Amsterdams Stadsjournaal can be regarded as a filmic version of a community video group. Over the years the made 
numerous news items on the current affairs in neighbourhoods. See for example: Paulien Terreehorst, ‘Stadsjournaal,’ Skrien, 
no. 71, 1978, p. 12-13. See also: Jan Heijs, 10 jaar Amsterdams Stadsjournaal 1974-1984, Amsterdam: Stichting Amsterdams 
Stadsjournaal, 1984.
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inantly governed by commercial interest and shallow entertainment. A sim-
ilar argument can be made when assessing the arrival of Het Kijkhuis. On 
the one hand, the emergence of the video cinema can be seen as linked to 
a broader growth of and national collaboration between alternative cinemas 
in the Netherlands, where Het Kijkhuis became a more prominent member 
in particular with regard to video, but also to film distribution and screening. 
The main screening room of Het Kijkhuis was specifically designed to screen 
both film and video productions and was therefore outfitted with traditional 
film projectors and screens, but also with television sets. As Het Kijkhuis and 
Meatball considered video to be a counter technology, they found it perfectly 
suited to play an important role in this alternative network. However, much to 
Hagen’s surprise video did not take root with many other members within the 
Free Circuit as they largely remained committed to film, especially the earlier 
mentioned Amsterdams Stadsjournaal, a film group that shared many of the 
ideals and practices of Meatball.164 

Het Kijkhuis functioned not only as a video cinema but as a broader pro-
gressive sociocultural and political media platform. During the second half 
of the 1970s, Het Kijkhuis hosted numerous thematic weeks and evenings in 
which the video cinema collaborated with various action committees and or-
ganisations to create special events around topics characteristic of progressive 
and more radical left-wing politics in the Netherlands of the 1970s. By taking 
a closer look at the numerous special events organised at Het Kijkhuis be-
tween 1975 and 1978, the topics and collaborators included: an organisation 
of psychiatric patients advocating reform within the Dutch mental healthcare 
system; immigrant emancipation organisations against racism and poor hous-
ing conditions; the feminist branch of the Free Circuit organising a women’s 
film festival; local neighbourhood redevelopment committees; and numerous 
left activist action committees combatting military juntas in South America 
and Spain (i.e. before and after the death of Francisco Franco in 1975).165 All 
of these topics, as historian Duco Hellema pointed out, can in a more general 
sense be subsumed under three very broad and general headings characteris-
tic of the Dutch left in the 1970s: social criticism, participation and emanci-
pation.166 

Meatball and Het Kijkhuis were thus intimately connected to the broader 
social world of leftist activism and idealism. The video collective and the affil-
iated video cinema participated in a network where video was believed to play 
an important role in dealing with broader sociocultural and political issues 

164 Interview Hagen.
165 See Appendix II for an overview of the thematic events organised by het Kijkhuis and its collaborators between 1975 and 
1978.
166 He uses the terms “maatschappijkritiek,” “medezeggenschap” and “emancipatie.” See: Hellema, Nederland in de jaren 
zeventig, p. 23.
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pursued by the left in the 1970s. Whereas Meatball would offer its services 
and growing expertise with video production to the “people” in various guises, 
Het Kijkhuis contributed to a multifaceted national platform on which video’s 
reception and distribution would take place predominantly from a sociocul-
tural and political context. Moreover, the institutionalisation of Het Kijkhuis 
proved particularly successful, enabling the organisation to convince the mu-
nicipality of its relevance by securing structural financial support from 1978 
onwards. As a centralised and institutionalised platform for video reception 
and distribution it proved to be the most durable and successful component 
in the constitution of video as a relevant counter technology for the “people.”

In 1976, however, Meatball also experimented with other means to bring 
video to the people. Inspired by American video collectives like Videofreex, 
then gaining notoriety by touring with a “media bus” and “video balloon” 
across the United States, Meatball decided to experiment with a van in the 
back of which a television set and video recorder were placed.167At that par-
ticular moment, Meatball was collaborating with neighbourhood residents’ 
organisation De groene eland (The green elk) in a locally subsidised project. 
To bring its video equipment and expertise to the people, Meatball was, par-
adoxically, brought into contact with professional community workers (op-
bouwwerkers) by the municipality of The Hague. As Messemaker recounted, 
there was a strong drive among Meatball-members to bring video to the peo-
ple, to provide them with tools to give them a “voice” and help them to express 
themselves creatively through video.168 However, as Rien Hagen furthermore 
underlined, Meatball struggled to find the “people,” and ‘the community 
workers (…) eventually brought us into contact with residents in the neigh-
bourhoods.’ 169 These contacts helped Meatball to find collaborators and gain 
more experience in  accessing public funds to finance their video productions 
with and for the people. 

During the mid-1970s, as sociologist Marta Dozy explained, the majority 
of professional community workers in the Netherlands were involved in vari-
ous urban community projects across the country. These projects shared the 
intention to “mobilise” neighbourhood residents to participate in and democ-
ratise community services, infrastructure and redevelopment.170 These social 
workers supported Meatball  in turn to assist De groene eland in communicat-
ing its efforts to find community support for proposals to initiate discussion at 
the city council. These proposals were aimed at persuading the municipality to 
invest in the much-needed redevelopment of the decaying residential quarter 

167 For a historical overview of Videofreex, see: David A. Ross, ed, Videofreex: The Art of Guerrilla Television, New Paltz: 
Samual Dorsky Museum of Art/State University of New York at New Paltz, 2015. 
168 Slootweg, ‘Van sociale naar “antisociale” media?’ p. 144.
169 ‘(...) die opbouwerkers [brachten] ons met de mensen in de wijk in aanraking.’ Translation author. Ibid., p. 146.
170 Marta Dozy, ‘Het is altijd het beroep van de toekomst geweest,’: De beroepsontwikkeling van de opbouwwerker, Zutphen: 
Walburg Pers, 2008, p. 164
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(Zeeheldenkwartier) built at the end of the nineteenth century. Besides help-
ing to make a neighbourhood news video series, titled Eland wijkjournaals 
(Elk community news videos), to communicate the process of residential 
participation and “mobilisation,” Meatball also endeavoured to explore new 
means to inform and “mobilise” less involved residents in the neighbourhood. 

As described in an evaluation of the project, Meatball aimed to organise 
multiple ‘screenings by means of a van, outfitted with a monitor, on several 
locations.’171 Ideally, the responses of the residents to the video on the street 
had to be surveyed by the project team as they reacted to the videotape. So, 
this particular form of mobile video would make another participatory func-
tion possible. It was hoped that mobile video screening would support yet 
another process of democratic, bottom-up urban redevelopment by observing 
and making possible the feed-back loop occurring during reception. In prac-
tice, however, many drawbacks affected the dynamic of this particular mode 
of video screening. Despite successful efforts to bring video to the people, 
instead of the reverse, Meatball eventually deemed their experimental project 
unsuccessful. The most significant disadvantage of mobile video was ‘the great 
dependency on the weather.’172 Whether it was raining, windy or sunny, all 
of these conditions hampered screening video via television, something that 
would otherwise transpire more easily indoors. Aside from the weather con-
ditions, according to one evaluation of the project [m]any distracting factors 
on the street render this screening context merely into a loose and fleeting en-
counter. This form of screening seems to have a more propagandistic instead 
of an instructive effect.’173 Mobile video thus became an interesting attraction 
in the neighbourhood for those who had never seen a video recorder in op-
eration, let alone one mounted in the back of a van, rather than an effective 
means to “mobilise” a more democratic form of neighbourhood participa-
tion on the street. With the successful foundation of Het Kijkhuis, where the 
screening context was arguably more suitable, the need to bring video screen-
ing to the people on the streets began to dissipate. 

According to an evaluation of the project by members of the residents’ 
organisation, the Meatball-crew, as “technical experts” (vakkrachten),  needed 
to offer more active help in the use of ‘the proper methods’ to make neigh-
bourhood video news ‘come across better.’174 Bringing portable video to the 
people, especially in terms of production, required more than merely handing 
over a camera and pushing the record button. In the neighbourhood video 
news project, the use of portable video to make one’s own videos, turned out 

171 ‘Journaalproject van de groene eland: Evaluatie door Meatball,’ p. 4, dated March 31, 1977, HGA, 939.14.
172 ‘(…) een grote afhankelijkheid van het weer.’ Translation author. ‘Journaalproject van de groene eland,’ p. 7.
173 ‘Op straat barst het van de afleidende faktoren en de vertoningssituatie maakt slechts een vrijblijvende en vluchtige 
ontmoeting mogelijk. Vertoningen in deze vorm zullen dan ook waarschijnlijk eerder een propagandisties dan informerend 
effect hebben’ Translation author. Ibid.
174 ‘Wijkjournaal: Een evaluatie van de “kleine club” groene eland,’ dated January 19, 1977, HGA, 939.14.
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not to be very “natural,” as Dudley Evenson claimed in Radical Software, and 
depended greatly on the technical expertise developed by Meatball.

The move to broadcast television, Neon and the punk project175

Meatball’s goal to constitute a democratic video culture in the Netherlands 
was not confined solely to local projects and crumbling aspirations to develop 
democratic DIY television on cable networks. During the mid-1970s, Meat-
ball also established relations with members of the production team behind 
the short-lived radio youth programme TilT (1974-1975), which was aired by 
public broadcaster VPRO. These relations came to fruition with Meatball’s 
involvement in the production of several video items for a pilot that would 
relaunch TilT as television programme in 1976.176 Despite their strong rhe-
torical resistance towards the Dutch broadcasting system in 1972, Meatball 
counted veteran children’s television director and VPRO-employee Ton Hase-
bos among one of its first board members. From this and other contacts would 
arise an opportunity to put into practice a democratic video culture on nation-
al broadcast television. 

175 This and the following sections appeared earlier in: Slootweg and Aasman, ‘Democratic Television in the Netherlands.’
176 Meatball production expenditure sheet for “Tilt,” dated June 1, 1976, HGA, 939.14.

Illustration 9. Residents of the Zeeheldenkwartier watch an Eland news video on the street at 
Meatball’s video van.
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On September 18, 1979, in a letter by VPRO television editor Leo Kool, 
the board of Meatball was congratulated for agreeing to collaborate with the 
broadcaster.177A few months earlier Rien Hagen, representing Meatball, had 
attended exploratory meetings for an unusual TV-programme intending to use 
video to cater to the perceptions and interests of and enable amateur media 
production by youths ‘between the age of 14 and 25.’178 Kool held high hopes 
for the success of “NEON” (henceforth referred to as Neon), as the TV-pro-
gramme was to be titled, and reminded the video group that it was sched-
uled to run for a minimum of four and a maximum of eight episodes during 
the television season 1979-1980. Meatball-member Martin Uitvlugt was wel-
comed as part of Neon’s production team and Kool hoped that his work on the 
programme would ‘result in an enjoyable period for the both of us.’179 

Why Meatball decided to collaborate with this specific broadcaster, es-
pecially in light of its hitherto resistant attitude towards the broadcast system, 
becomes clear in the history of this public broadcaster and its broader context. 
The VPRO, originally an acronym of Vrijzinnig Protestantse Radio Omroep 
(Liberal Protestant Broadcasting Association), traditionally catered to the 
liberal protestant denomination in the Netherlands via radio and television 
broadcasts, and a weekly radio and television guide, the VPRO Gids (before 
1974 titled Vrije geluiden). Around the enactment of the new Broadcast Act in 
1967, however, the broadcaster ‘reoriented itself in a secular, nonconformist, 
and libertarian direction.’180

As Sonja de Leeuw reminded, Dutch public television broadcasters in 
the 1960s and 1970s had to operate in several fields of tension.181 The newly 
founded broadcast organisation TROS (1964), for instance, challenged the 
status quo in the public broadcasting system by using television to give rise to 
a national cultural identity. The latter ambition contrasted with the intentions 
of the already established public broadcasters, hitherto interested mainly in 
catering to the sociocultural identity of their respective communities. The 
TROS, however, tried to reach out to a national audience, as did the liberal 
broadcaster AVRO (1927), by offering inoffensive entertainment and avoiding 
programming that could prove controversial to specific groups within The 
Netherlands. The socialist broadcaster VARA (1925), in contrast, tried to re-
negotiate its sociocultural and political role within a changing broadcasting 
system by renewing for a larger audience its socialist principles of the edifica-
tion and emancipation of the working class. 

177 Letter Leo Kool to Meatball concerning Neon, dated September 18, 1979, HGA, 939.61.
178 Internal production document ‘NEON-NIEUWS,’ undated, 1979, HGA, 939.61. 
179 ‘(…) voor u en ons een prettige periode zal worden.’ Translation author. Letter Leo Kool to Meatball concerning Neon.
180 Cees van der Eijck, ‘The Netherlands: Media and Politics between Segmented Pluralism and Market Forces,’ in: Richard 
Gunther and Anthony Mughan, eds, Democracy and the Media: A Comparative Perspective, Cambridge: University of 
Cambridge Press, 2000, pp. 303-342, cf. p. 312.
181 De Leeuw, ‘Televisie verbindt en verdeelt, 1960-1985,’ p. 153.
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As media historian Huub Wijfjes explained, the “repressive-stimulating” 
attitude of VARA’s chiefs during the 1960s and 1970s offered unique pos-
sibilities to a new generation of programme makers.182 Some of these new 
programmes nevertheless caused significant controversy, eventually resulting 
among the broadcaster’s leadership in a more hesitant attitude towards ex-
perimentation and non-conformism.183 This dynamic related to another ten-
sion, in which the interests of the broadcasters, as ideological guardians of the 
eroding pillar structure, often proved to be at odds with the autonomy and 
intentions of innovative programme makers.184 De Leeuw reminded that the 
VPRO was one of the more prominent broadcasters allowing its programme 
makers to experiment with innovative and often avant-garde explorations of 
non-conventional television.185 Unlike the VARA, the chiefs of the VPRO of-
ten publicly defended its independent programme makers, despite occasional 
friction between the two groups behind the scenes.186 As historian Jan Banks 
further explained, a new statutory provision from 1968 eventually ensured the 
high degree of autonomy of the VPRO’s programme makers.187 

Thus, despite Meatball’s rhetorical objections to the broadcasting system, 
the VPRO was the most likely candidate to collaborate with in unconvention-
al experiments on Dutch broadcast television. What made Neon particularly 
noteworthy within this context is its precursory ambition to give shape to a 
new paradigm of television emerging more prominently between 1985 and 
2000: the active television audience.188 How this was done rhetorically be-
came apparent before the programme appeared on Dutch television in the 
early evening of Sunday October 7, 1979. As agreed in the PR-strategy of the 
programme, the VPRO Gids introduced the programme’s creators semi-anon-
ymously or under an alias: Bob V., Derk Tilt, Ireen van D., Didi Fobie and 

182 A generation that belonged to and was inspired by the countercultural movements of the 1960s. Huub Wijfjes uses 
“repressief-stimulerend,” rather than Herbert Marcuse’s concept of “repressive tolerance.” The latter concept was embraced 
by a group of Dutch progressives to describe their nature of the Dutch media landscape at the time. See: Huub Wijfjes, 
VARA: Biografie van een omroep, Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Boom, 2009, p. 241.
183 See for instance Zo is het toevallig ook nog eens een keer (1963-1966), a satirical programme made by the VARA and 
based on the BBC programme That Was the Week That Was (1962-1963). The first episode, broadcasted on November 9, 
1963, caused considerable dismay in confessional circles because of its provocative sketch ‘Beeldreligie’ (Image religion).  For 
an overview of VARA’s experimental and non-conformist television and its internal and public reception, see: Wijfjes, VARA, 
pp. 241-256.
184 De Leeuw, Televisie verbindt en verdeelt, 1960-1985,’ p. 153.
185 A seminal example is Hoepla (1967), whose stylistic innovations worked in tandem with its controversial content. Ibid., 
p. 151. See also historian Jan Bank’s assessment that the VPRO, by allowing the production of Hoepla, brought the avant-
garde and experimental characteristics of the Fluxus movement to a larger Dutch audience. Jan Bank, ‘Televisie in de jaren 
zestig,’ BMGN-Low Countries Historical Review, vol. 101, no. 1, 1986, pp. 52-76, cf. p. 60.
186 For an account of VPRO’s internal struggle to renegotiate its identity and the first steps towards allowing more non-
conformist experiments in its programming, see: Mirjam Prenger and René Witte, De sleutel van de VPRO: Een omroep en 
zijn ledenraad 1969-1994, Amsterdam: Otto Cramwinckel Uitgeverij, 1994, p. 77. See also: Hans Blom, Burgerlijk en beheerst: 
Over Nederland in de twintigste eeuw, Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Balans, 1996, pp. 71-72.
187 Jan Bank, ‘J.H.J. van den Heuvel, Een vrij zinnige verhouding: De VPRO en Nederland, 1926-1986,’ BMGN-Low Countries 
Historical Review, vol. 103, no. 3, pp. 467-469, cf. p. 469.
188 Sonja de Leeuw, ‘Televisie en actief publiek, 1985-2010,’ in Bert Hogenkamp, Sonja de Leeuw and Huub Wijfjes, eds, Een 
eeuw van beeld en geluid: Cultuurgeschiedenis van radio en televisie in Nederland, Hilversum: Nederlands Instituut voor Beeld 
en Geluid, 2012, p. 230-273.
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Willem ‘the Pensil’ v. d. B. The team was supposedly part of an anonymous 
group of provocative youngsters. As the article made clear, in order to safe-
guard their identities the production team was not willing to give elaborate 
interviews.189 Instead of the team, the prospective audience of Neon was to 
be placed on the foreground, because this “illegal” and unconventional pro-
gramme aimed to democratise television for those living on the fringes of 
society. 

The aesthetic form of this new democratic television, however, proved to 
be more offensive to the senses than Meatball’s video productions throughout 
the 1970s. The first episode, Neon I, consisted of several distinctive and diverse 
components, including concert registrations, seemingly amateur-made film 
and videos, poetry, audiovisual “Neon codes” flashes and electronic sound-
scapes, all intermingled into a fragmentary whole. For example, the concerts 
performed by The Cure and Fischer Z, were recorded on stage with a porta-
ble video camera at the third edition of the New Pop Festival in Rotterdam 
on September 9, 1979. The black-and-white video footage was highly unpol-
ished, raw and direct, and conveyed the “ethos” pursued by every punk band. 

As popular music scholar John Encarnacao argued, the “punk ethos” was 
based on several notions, of which low-fidelity, authenticity and a do-it-your-
self attitude were the core constituents. In terms of punk’s cultural produc-
tion, this attitude crystallised in ‘practices that place[d] a premium on inde-
pendence (…), rawness and spontaneity, and participation and inclusion.’190 
This multifaceted ethos also appears in other elements of Neon. Several un-
polished low-quality video items about hooliganism and youthful acts of van-
dalism conveyed a rawness and spontaneity uncommon on Dutch TV. More-
over, the episode was interspersed with highly dense and attention-grabbing 
audiovisual “Neon code” collages. The latter, in particular, can be seen as a 
result of what cultural scholar Dick Hebdige theorised as the “anarchic” mode 
of “bricolage” in punk subcultures. 191 

A particularly striking example appeared in the second half of the first 
episode. In this “Neon Code” an assaultive audiovisual juxtaposition was cre-
ated between a still photo of a poster that announced an upcoming 8mm film 
festival in het Kijkhuis, video footage of irregularly flickering neon tubes and 
vandalised school lavatory tiles, electronically modulated women’s voices that 

189 Rien Vroegindewij, ‘Multinational Rotterdam,’ VPRO Gids, no. 43, 1979, pp. 3-4.
190 Although he does not argue that these characteristics emerged during the punk movement, he does underline that punk 
‘had much to do with assembling, codifying, and amplifying them.’ See: John Encarnacao, Punk Aesthetics and New Folk: 
Way Down the Old Plank Road, Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 2013, pp. 8-9. For a more sociological reflection on punk as a 
subculture see: Andy Bennett, Cultures of Popular Music, Maidenhead: Open University Press, 2003, pp. 58-73.
191 Hebdige understands punk’s cultural production as a specific form of bricolage, which is furthermore influenced by the 
subculture’s adoption of the “anarchic mode.” This mode was embraced to combine material aspects of the mundane in 
a new assemblage to ‘disrupt and reorganize meaning.’ According to Hebdige this mode can be traced back to the radical 
artistic practices of Dada and Surrealism. See: Dick Hebdige, Subcultures: The Meaning of Style, London and New York: 
Routledge, 1979, pp. 105-106.
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repetitively articulated “Neon,” and a dissonant soundscape interspersed with 
Morse code electronically spelling out N-E-O-N. The succession of these spe-
cific components formed a fragmentary whole of provocative audiovisual im-
pressions. The last shot encouraged viewers to make a Neon code themselves 
and send it to P.O. Box 11 in Hilversum. The Neon codes’ small-scale formal 
characteristics also functioned as a general blueprint for the unusual TV pro-
gramme as a whole. Overall, the programme was structured as an audiovisual 
collage, made up of heterogeneous elements. During its first episode, Neon 
featured a volatile string of images and sounds,  built up out of short clips of 
pirated fragments of softcore pornography and Hollywood productions like 
Apocalypse Now (Francis Ford Coppola, 1979). 

Many aspects of the programme thus seemed to appeal to the “punk pro-
ject.”192 Termed by media scholar Stacy Thompson, the punk project did not 
necessarily refer strictly to the development of a music genre. It fostered a 
subculture that was invested in a wide array of DIY cultural productions such 
as collages, magazines and fanzines, films and fashion.193 Design historian 
Teal Riggs discussed the most salient stylistic and aesthetic aspects of the punk 
project.194 She proposed to conceptualise punk cultural production in terms 
of ‘a graphic language of resistance.’195 As Riggs explained, its practitioners 
often repurposed typography, photography and other media into provocative 
multimodal collages in order to convey the energy and aggressive emotions 
associated with the subculture. This highly energetic and emotional form of 
“graphic communication,” she argued, was explicitly employed as a ‘general 
shock tactic strategy.’196 Describing it as an “anarchic” mode of resistance, 
Riggs maintained that the shock strategy also had socio-political repercussions 
because it represented a form of communication belonging to a community 
‘borne out of a resistance to a dominant and parent culture.’197 

Dutch journalists also picked up on Neon’s anarchic attempt to shock 
television audiences and to invite them to engage in DIY television. In an 
article outlining the variety of youth programming on Dutch public television 
at the end of 1979, Neon was recognised as a notable, yet highly impalpa-
ble highlight of the television season. Asked for a characterisation of the pro-
gramme, VPRO’s press officer Ad Kooyman made sure that the participatory 
and democratising ambitions of the TV programme came across. He under-
lined that Neon is not a youth programme in a traditional sense, but rather 

192 Stacy Thompson, Punk Productions: Unfinished Business, Albany: State University of New York Press, 2004, p. 3.
193 Thompson discerns five forms of punk “textuality,” which are music, style, the printed word, cinema and events. See: 
Thompson, Punk Productions, p. 105.
194 Teal Triggs, ‘Scissors and Glue: Punk Fanzines and the Creation of a DIY Aesthetic,’ Journal of Design History, vol. 19, no. 
1, 2006, pp. 69-83.
195 Triggs, ‘Scissors and Glue,’ p. 72.
196 Ibid., p. 73.
197 Ibid.
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a platform for youngsters who do not have access to the Dutch media estab-
lishment in Hilversum.198 To remedy this situation, Kooyman continued, the 
programme aims to benefit from and provide the infrastructure for self-made 
media production. As such Neon would be the first step towards a progressive 
“video culture” in the Netherlands.199 Elsewhere, an unnamed member of the 
Neon-team provocatively claimed that the programme will help people to re-
sist ‘the undemocratic use of the airwaves’ with the help of video.200 When the 
journalist referred to the poor aesthetic quality of electronic video, the Neon 
representative argued: ‘we couldn’t care less about the standards of quality 
dictated by Hilversum.’201 

The video aesthetic of Neon was indeed deliberately not on par with 
regular broadcast quality. In post-production, the footage used in the pro-
gramme was edited and put on tape via an older Ampex-machine to give the 

198 Yvonne Gnirrep, ‘Niets tussen Jan de Bom en Frank Ross: Jeugd, soms drama, soms gevarieerd,’ De Waarheid, December 
22, 1979.
199 Gnirrep, ‘Niets tussen Jan de Bom en Frank Ross.’
200 ‘een ondemocratisch gebruik van de ether.’ Translation author. Quoted in: S.n., ‘Neon: Illegale berichten van de 
onderkant van onze samenleving,’ Leeuwarder Courant, November 29, 1979.
201 ‘(…) we hebben schijt aan die kwaliteitsnormen van Hilversum, we hebben onze eigen normen.’ Translation author. 
‘Neon: Illegale berichten van de onderkant van onze samenleving.’

Illustration 10. Stills of the “Neon code” from Neon I. From left to right, top to bottom: flickering 
neon tubes; lavatory tiles with graffiti; a still photo of an upcoming 8mm film festival; a request 

to send self-made Neon codes and videos to a P.O. box.
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programme its distinctly low-quality audiovisual aesthetic. Furthermore, the 
supposed “illegal” members of the team behind Neon, did not hail from the 
fringes of society, as the PR campaign suggested to the Dutch public. Ireen 
van Ditshuyzen (a.k.a. Ireen van D.) for example, was employed at the VPRO 
and functioned as an intermediary between the Neon production team and 
the “centrale redactie,” VPRO’s overarching central editorial team of which 
the “TV-kerngroep” (TV core group) was the subdivision responsible for TV. 
The latter supervised the production process of those programmes intended 
for broadcast and discussed, on a weekly basis, the production details and 
the reception of their programmes. Although the VPRO supported the pro-
gramme with enthusiasm, one of its earlier concerns revolved around the full 
title used in the publicity strategies: ‘Neon: An Illegal Programme for Resist-
ing Youths at Secret Addresses.’ The VPRO suggested that the programme 
could benefit from a less “pretentious” title that was more to the point, such as 
‘Neon: A Programme for the Youth.’202

Bob Visser (a.k.a. Bob V.), who had produced TilT for the broadcaster 
before, did not welcome the suggestion. In an extensive interview published 
in 1980, Visser hinted at the occasional friction that existed between the Ne-
on-team based in Rotterdam, and the VPRO in Hilversum.203 Besides the skir-
mish about the title, the VPRO, as well as some TV critics, were not yet fully 
convinced of the merits of the programme, especially as it appeared in the 
first episode. The most fundamental criticism was directed towards Neon’s 
fast-paced and haphazard succession of the short items, “codes” and concert 
registrations; it was perceived as a chaotic and incomprehensible string of low 
quality imagery and sounds. 

The VPRO nevertheless continued to publicly celebrate the benefits of 
the free reign given to the independent team.204 In December 1979, Kiers 
repeated his endorsement of Neon’s ambition to offer a democratic platform 
for marginalised members of society. He also voiced his enthusiasm about the 
modest means with which most of their contributions were made, as well as 
the realistic and honest view of life presented in these productions. Behind 
the scenes, Bob Visser, but also Derk Sauer (a.k.a Derk Tilt), a young jour-
nalist rather than a person from the fringes of society, mostly agreed with the 
criticism related to the incoherent first episode. Sauer recounted, for example, 
that he embraced the production team’s initial goal to create a programme 
that aimed at evoking emotions, rather than confronting the audience with 
rational arguments. 

The latter was the modus operandi of traditional current affairs pro-

202 ‘(…) een programma voor jongeren.’ Translation author. See: Minutes, ‘TV-Kerngroep maandag 29 oktober,’ 1979, VPRO 
Archives (henceforth VPRO), TVK 143.11.
203 Theo van Stegeren, ‘De Neon-methode,’ Skrien, July & August 1980, pp. 30-35.
204 Ale van Dijk, ‘Perfectie hoeft niet, we willen wat zéggen,’ Het Vrije Volk, December 1, 1979.
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grammes and this was something to be avoided. Sauer nevertheless confessed 
that his background as journalist and media professional made him doubt 
whether the fragmentary first episode of Neon would work out as intended. 
To make a 45-minute programme consisting of relatively short items of two 
to three minutes, was incredibly challenging, as Sauer remembered: ‘Perhaps 
you can imagine that this is really disastrous for programme makers. It is ex-
cruciatingly difficult to see your film material – with which you traditionally 
would like to explain things more elaborately – cut short to two or three min-
utes.’205 Although the production team did not wish to make any concessions 
with regard to the programme’s title, they were convinced that further experi-
mentation with longer, perhaps slightly more explanatory, items would prove 
beneficial for Neon’s development in subsequent episodes.206  

Notwithstanding the delicate relationship with the VPRO, Neon was con-
fronted with a growing number of people who decided to submit their own 
material to the programme or requested a camera crew to make a registration 
of an activity they deemed worthwhile to televise on Neon. Although the pro-
gramme explicitly encouraged self-made footage, in the first two months of 
its existence the majority of those contributions consisted of punk-inspired 
Neon codes, cartoons and collages, rather than actual video footage. To en-
courage the production of more DIY footage, rather than sending their own 
video crews across the Netherlands, the producers decided to purchase several 
inexpensive Super 8 Fujica cameras. Neon handed these cameras out to those 
interested in recording their own material, albeit without the possibility to 
record synchronous sound. In other words, the video culture Neon aimed to 
bring to Dutch broadcast television was paradoxically characterised by a lack 
of availability of portable video technologies, and therefore a lack of DIY vid-
eo contributions sent to its P.O. box. 

Moreover, the items made with portable video came mainly from affil-
iates of the production team itself. An interesting example can be found in 
Neon 2, which included a contribution by Meatball. This consisted of vid-
eo footage containing a staged comic sketch which was broken into several 
scenes and dispersed over the episode. These highly whimsical and seemingly 
uneventful interludes portrayed three apathetic young men in a parked bur-
gundy red Peugeot on the streets of The Hague at night. Speaking in thick 
Hague dialect, the three men indecisively deliberated on whether to attend 
a concert, visit a cafeteria for a midnight snack, or to have a dance at a local 
bar. Although the scattered fragments of this sketch had a slow, meandering 

205 ‘Je begrijpt, echt een ramp voor programmamakers. Het is ontzettend moeilijk om al dat filmmateriaal, waarin je dingen 
graag wil uitleggen, teruggebracht te zien tot 2 á 3 minuten.’ Translation author. Quoted in: Van Stegeren, ‘De Neon-
methode,’ p. 31.
206 In contrast to what the publicity campaign in the TV guides and newspapers suggested, more or less experienced 
reporters such as Derk Sauer, but also Fons Burger and Adriaan Monshouwer collaborated in the production of many of the 
items. See: Hans Linnekamp, ‘Neon. Punk & Politiek,’ VARAgids, March 15, 1980.
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pace, the final fragment was disrupted with a sudden explosion of aggression. 
While youngsters ridiculed an elderly pedestrian as he slowly shuffled along-
side the burgundy red car, rather unexpectedly the pensioner proved more 
than capable of fending for himself. Upon hearing the youngsters’ ridicule 
him, the pensioner suddenly started to beat one of young men severely as he 
bent forward through the car’s open window. 

In another example, also from Neon 2, handheld footage covered the il-
legal squatting in a vacant union building in the university town of Utrecht. 
In this raw, unpolished item, the Rotterdam-based poet Jules Deelder, who 
was under contract to collaborate with Neon, chronicled a group of young 
squatters as they entered the building via the basement to claim it for use as 
an alternative music venue. The squatters did so against explicit orders by the 
mayor and city council of Utrecht, prohibiting any unauthorised entrance to 
and use of the abandoned building. As Deelder closely followed the exploits 
of the squatters in several parts of the building, he narrated his account of 
events while conveying his point-of-view through unsteady handheld shots: 
‘Yeah, the camera is rolling. We are here in the catacombs of Utrecht’s union 
building. Here, ahum, we are witnessing an illegal activity. (…) Several peo-
ple have gathered to counter the oppression that the municipal authorities 
exert over everyday life.’ 

Democratic television as a platform for antisocial behaviour

As Neon was developed further in subsequent episodes, the collaboration with 
Meatball came to an abrupt end in January 1980 after merely three episodes. 
In a letter to Bob Visser, Meatball’s Martin Uitvlugt pointed out that he and 
the video group had decided to withdraw themselves from any formal respon-
sibility for the content of Neon.207 Uitvlugt had grown dissatisfied with the 
manner in which Neon aimed to constitute democratic television. ‘Despite 
the nice words before we started,’ Uitvlugt wrote, ‘our and your thoughts on 
the development of several of the basic ideas diverge too much in practice.’208 
In particular the emancipatory potential of video and the positive, informative 
and constructive function it should have for its potential users was considered 
to be lacking in Neon as it kept foregrounding shock, aggression and violent 
resistance. 

In addition, VPRO-intermediary Van Ditshuyzen gradually felt more un-
comfortable with the growing number of items made by or covering ex-con-
victs, hooligans, moonlighters, conscientious objectors, and, even more con-

207 Letter Martin Uitvlugt to Bob Visser, dated January 14, 1980, HGA, 939.61.
208 ‘(…) ondanks mooie woorden voor de aanvang (…) onze gedachten en de jouwe over de uitwerking van een aantal 
grondlijnen lopen in de praktijk te ver uiteen.’ Translation author. Letter Martin Uitvlugt to Bob Visser.
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troversial at the time, squatters. She questioned the disproportionate focus on 
civil disobedience and the antisocial behaviour of these aggressive subcultures. 
As a poignant example, Van Ditshuyzen referred to March 3, 1980, when 
Neon cameramen recorded the protesters and squatters during the tumultu-
ous Vondelstraat protests in Amsterdam.209 She became increasingly frustrated 
with the video crew’s uncritical portrayal of the explosive anger of some of the 
protesters, without making substantial inquiries into their motivations.210 

The programme’s controversial content, in combination with the encour-
agement to use amateur video and film cameras to share “authentic” views on 
everyday life, also occasionally resulted in painful misunderstandings. In the 
northern university town of Groningen, the police arrested a group of young-
sters on February 1980. Acting on the presumption that they had intervened 
in a serious act of vandalism, the police apprehended five youths who were 
using iron rods to trash a car parked on a street in the historic inner city.211 Af-
ter taking them to the police station, the policemen soon realised that the van-
dalism they believed to have put an end to was actually staged.212 Influenced 
by this kind of press coverage, Neon’s aim to provide a democratic platform 
for “authentic” views of everyday life were more and more considered to spur 
antisocial behaviour. 

In the formative years of the more a-political punk movement, many 
social commentators were concerned with the bleak and aggressive attitude 
demonstrated by punks and other youth subcultures. For example, a commen-
tator for a northern regional newspaper reflected on what he considered to be 
the “lost generation” of the late 1970s. The author sympathetically acknowl-
edged that the growing bureaucratic and technocratic powers on the Europe-
an continent, together with a high degree of youth unemployment, had made 
the Western world a ‘pitch black and deathly quiet’ place for young people.213 
Rather than organising themselves politically or religiously to improve their 
grim personal circumstances, youngsters reverted to extreme forms of provo-
cation. As the commentator argued: 

Ugliness, dirt, obscenity and the vulgar are part of what they consider 
to be the pivot of beauty. They preach hate and disgust. They aggres-
sively rebel against a society in which they have become outcasts. With 
dedication, they mirror the moral decay of contemporary society. […] 
Many dull themselves with the joyless consumption of alcohol, drugs 
and sex, or with violence and crime.214 

209 Van Stegeren, ‘De Neon-methode,’ p. 32.
210 Ibid., p. 33. 
211 S.n., ‘Politie grijpt in,’ Het Vrije Volk, February 20, 1980.
212 S.n., ‘Gearresteerde vernielers blijken acteurs,’ De Telegraaf, February 20, 1980.
213 ‘[G]itszwart en doodstil. Translation author. See: s.n., ‘Verloren generatie,’ Leeuwarder Courant, November 26 1977.
214 ‘Lelijk, vuil, obsceen en ordinair is hun hoogste schoonheid. Zij prediken haat en walging. Zij schoppen tegen een 
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The author did not consider these tactics to anaesthetise the intense feelings 
of alienation to be part of one specific political current. According to him, 
youngsters belonging to both left and right extremes of the political spectrum 
exhibited various degrees of antisocial behaviour. 

The role of television, however, was approached with less sympathy. 
Whereas the appeal of the punk movement was more or less understandable 
within the context of a society in decay, television was understood by the au-
thor as the main instrument causing confusion and the disintegration of fami-
ly ties: ‘Between them [the youngsters] and their parents stands, among others, 
the television box; and between them stands reality and the illusion created 
by the tube. Happiness and a zest for life do not radiate from the faces of the 
still growing stock.’215 As it turned out, the commentator’s own understanding 
of reality was influenced by a religious worldview. This became even more ap-
parent when the sermon-like rhetoric eventually made way for an even more 
intense plea to save the “lost generation” through the love of Christ. 

Similar moral concerns were repeated almost three years later in the same 
regional newspaper. Employing a less overt Calvinistic tone, television critic 
Cor van der Poel saw Neon’s presence on television as a catalyst for the ag-
gressive outgrowths of those youth subcultures at the turn of the decade. In 
his view, the programme glorified an extremely nihilistic worldview and ‘en-
couraged youngsters to willingly commit acts of antisocial behaviour.’216 Van 
de Poel furthermore lamented the secrecy that surrounded Neon’s production 
process. This was certainly not in accordance with something he would con-
sider democratic practice. In other words, he was less sympathetic towards the 
experiences of marginalised subcultures, and regarded Neon as a cowardly 
and subversive programme that further nourished their condemnable behav-
iour. 

In contrast to the more conservative social commentaries, a number of 
Neon’s more progressive critics had the impression that the programme was 
entirely staged. Van Ditshuyzen said that she understood those suspicions, be-
cause she felt that her colleagues occasionally did use their youthful collabora-
tors as pawns and encouraged them to behave like lunatics. 217 Among VPRO’s 
membership, however, a more specific dismissive stance towards Neon started 
to emerge. Didi Hovingh (a.k.a. Didi Phobie) remembered that the people 
who objected to the programme more vocally, in letters and in VPRO’s tel-
evision guide, often belonged to the demographic of ‘thirty-something male 

maatschappij aan, waarin zij verschoppelingen zijn. Zij weerspiegelen de verloedering van de samenleving met volle overgave. 
(…) Velen van hen vluchten in vreugdeloze alcohol, drugs en seks, of in geweld en misdaad.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
215 ‘Tussen hen en hun ouders staat onder meer de tv-kast en tussen hen en de werkelijkheid het drogbeeld van de buis. 
Het geluk en de levensvreugde stralen het opgroeiend geslacht niet van het gelaat.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
216 Cor van der Poel, ‘Zo mag ik ’t zien,’ Leeuwarder Courant, February 18, 1980. 
217 Van Stegeren, ‘De Neon-methode,’ p. 34.
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hippies.’218 She considered them to be old-fashioned leftist activists who were 
shaped in their own youth by the countercultural movement of the late 1960s. 
As Hovingh remarked that their main point of criticism was that Neon lacked 
the socially progressive ambition to make youngsters aware of their miserable 
and marginal circumstances. 

Many sympathisers and members of the progressive public broadcaster 
indeed did not regard Neon as an alternative platform providing youngsters 
with access to mainstream media to gain and exert emancipatory power. A 
letter to the VPRO, perhaps written by one of those old “hippies,” illustrates 
their view on the matter: 

Dear gentlemen, herewith I return the membership fee payment slip 
for the first half of 1980. In my view, your latest programmes have 
gained such a destructive quality that I deem it irresponsible to con-
tinue my support for your broadcast organisation. Without a doubt, 
an alternative broadcaster can be extremely valuable, especially when 
many others have been heading in a direction resulting in a blockage 
of any independent form of rational thought. This leaves us not far 
from a vegetative state in the straightjacket of the tube. However, if 
your intention is to depart from this trend with programmes like Neon 
and others, which only devote attention to seemingly intoxicated in-
dividuals who are allowed to use the TV-screen to spit their so-called 
“views” into the world, you are clearly heading in the wrong direction. 
(…) Being alternative means offering alternative possibilities; it does 
not mean an encouragement to commit mental suicide.219

G.H. van Dommelen, the author of the letter, considered the negative world-
view and the “dim-witted” characters portrayed in Neon to advance a form of 
television that thrived on populist sensationalism. K. Maarhuis, another letter 
writer, shared a similar opinion. Although the writer wanted to refrain from 
commenting on the “so-called” youth programme, the perceived destructive 
influence of Neon on the young warranted a heartfelt cautionary remark: ‘if 
my adolescent daughters also want to participate in the programme to become 
“popular,” then I’d better stop immediately with imparting moral values to 

218 Ibid.
219 ‘Mijne Heren, Hierbij retourneer ik de mij toegezonden accept-giro voor het eerste halfjaar 1980. Uw uitzendingen van 
de laatste tijd hebben in mijn ogen een dermate destructief karakter gekregen, dat ik het niet langer verantwoord acht uw 
omroep te steunen. Een alternatieve omroep kan zonder meer een bijzonder goede zaak zijn, omdat de weg waarop andere 
oproepen zich begeven hebben slechts aanleiding kan geven tot een dichtslibben van elk vermogen tot zelfstandig gebruik 
van het denkvermogen en daarmee tot een min of meer vegetarisch bestaan achter de dwangbuis. Echter, indien u meent 
deze trend te moeten doorbreken door programma’s als Neon en andere programma’s die alle aandacht wijden aan figuren die 
kennelijk zwaar onder invloed van verdovende middelen hun “visie” op het leven via het scherm de wereld in mogen spugen, 
dan bent u daarmee wel op de verkeerde weg geraakt. (…) Alternatief wil zeggen, andere mogelijkheden aanbieden; en niet 
aansporen tot geestelijke zelfmoord.’ Translation author. Reproduced in: Aad Kooyman and Rogier Proper, eds, VPRO-
Jaarboek 2: De beste teksten van het seizoen 1979/80, Amsterdam: Uitgeverij Thomas Rap, 1980, p. 101.
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them in their upbringing.’220 
These reactions did not affect Hovingh’s conviction that Neon was a worth-

while experiment of empowerment and democracy on television. Moreover, 
she accused the disappointed former members of the VPRO of hypocrisy. In 
her view the goals of counterculture, as they were given shape by many Dutch 
leftists in the wake of the student revolts in 1968, had eventually reached a 
dead end: ‘According to them we should have dangled the prospect of a better 
life in front of them [the youngsters]. This is exactly the kind of mentality that 
has lost its legitimacy. There is a reality. And that is what we showed. Have 
these hippies ever pulled anything off?’221 

Neon’s efforts to show reality as it appeared to many young people evoked 
not only reactions of moral outcry or accusations of vulgar populism. Fifteen-
year-old Jella van Santen praised the programme for its honesty and relevance. 
She decided to send her letter in light of the numerous dismissive reactions to 
the programme: ‘I’m of the opinion that Neon is the best youth programme 
ever made. Many people at my school also share this view. Everybody was talk-
ing about it on the Mondays after the broadcasts.’222 For Jella, a controversial 
item in Neon I about a pupil who vandalised school toilets out of frustration 
with hierarchical society was a topic she and others at her school could relate 
to. Something she found even more important was Neon’s willingness to give 
a platform to “good music,” rather than the highly commercial disco music so 
widely broadcasted on Dutch radio and television at the time.223

Notwithstanding the lively debate around the programme, VPRO’s TV 
group did not consider stopping its production. As the report of the week-
ly meeting at the end of December 1979 stated: ‘the consensus [after four 
episodes] is: this unconventional programme needs to be continued.’224 This 
positive appraisal changed dramatically when the TV group saw a rough cut of 
Neon 7. In an almost fifteen-minute-long account of Jules Deelder’s journey 
through the divided city of Berlin, the item was given shape according to the 
well-known procedure: fragmentary shots of cityscapes; a scene at a Cold War 
exhibition near Checkpoint Charlie; handheld footage shot from a car driving 
through the streets on both the western and eastern side of the wall; and the 
concert registration of two bands from Berlin’s underground music scene. 

With the exception of the concerts, a mixture of synchronous environ-

220 ‘(…) als mijn opgroeiende dochters straks aan zoiets mee [zouden] moeten doen om “in” te zijn, dan kan ik beter gelijk 
stoppen met ze bepaalde waarden bij te brengen.’ Translation author. Reproduced in: Ibid., p. 125.
221 ‘Volgens hen moesten we de jongeren een beter leven voorhouden. En dat is nou juist de mentaliteit die niet meer klopt. 
Er is een realiteit. Die hebben we laten zien. Die hippies hebben toch ook niks klaargemaakt?’ Translation author. See: Van 
Stegeren, ‘De Neon methode,’ p. 34.
222 ‘Ik vond Neon het beste programma wat er ooit voor de jeugd is gemaakt. En zo denken veel mensen bij mij op school 
erover. Als je de volgende maandag op school kwam, dan had iedereen het erover.’ Translation author. Reproduced in: 
Kooyman and Proper, VPRO-Jaarboek 2, p. 73. 
223 Ibid.
224 Minutes, ‘TV-Kerngroep op maandag 24 december,’ 1979, VPRO, TVK 143.11.
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mental sounds, a narrating voice-over by Deelder and antiquated recordings 
of pre-war German popular music accompanied the string of unsteady shots. 
Still rather unconventional for broadcast TV, the string of footage and the 
voice-over narration nevertheless led to a far more explanatory item. However, 
this far more accessible item did not paint a glamorous picture of West Ger-
many.  The VPRO did not necessarily object to the scene in which Deelder 
sprayed ‘Better to be crazy than a kraut’ (Beter maf dan mof) with graffiti on 
the Berlin wall. Nor did the broadcaster object to the stealthily shot footage 
of German police constables asking for Deelder’s passport (‘Ausweis bitte!’). 
Both moments could easily have been accused of rekindling strongly felt an-
ti-German sentiments in the Netherlands as a result of the German occupa-
tion between 1940 and 1945. What did bother the VPRO, however, were the 
casual and more explicit references to the militant left-wing organisation Rote 
Armee Fraktion (RAF). Despite some lingering sympathy for the RAF in the 
Netherlands, the imprisonment of many RAF members and the circumstanc-
es surrounding the deaths of Andreas Baader, Ulrike Meinhof and Gudrun 
Ensslin remained highly controversial. Consequently, the broadcaster cen-
sured several parts of the episode.225

Despite public assurances to uphold a policy of non-interference, the 
broadcaster had a contractual agreement that stipulated its right to intervene 
with the programme’s content. As a result, an interview elsewhere in the epi-
sode was removed altogether. In this interview a Dutch representative of the 
RAF endorsed the self-proclaimed tactics of urban guerrilla warfare, support-
ing it as a justified means for the organisation to resist and combat contem-
porary exponents of fascism in West Germany. The VPRO disagreed, and 
considered the endorsements of RAF’s more extremist exploits as a dangerous 
glorification of terrorist attacks, i.e. bombings, kidnappings and hijackings.226 

Deelder’s audiovisual travelogue, on the other hand, suffered a less drastic, 
albeit highly obtrusive form of censorship. Whereas the first half of the item 
provocatively suggested that several dimensions of fascism were still pervasive 
in West Germany, the latter part touched upon an even more sensitive issue. 
In this part of the item, Deelder explicitly celebrated Claus von Stauffenberg, 
one of the conspirators behind the July 20 Plot—a failed assassination attempt 
on Hitler in 1944 organised by several highly decorated officers within the 
German military. Accompanying Deelder’s voice-over recitation of an entry 
from the diary of the ill-fated Wehrmacht officer, was a series of shots and still 

225 The historian Jacco Pekelder studied the Dutch public debate around the RAF and terrorism.  While Northern Irish and 
Palestinian acts of terrorism were regarded with less sympathy in the Netherlands, Pekelder argued that the radical left-
wing RAF did not suffer the same fate. He concluded that sympathy for the RAF stemmed from a general discomfort with 
the resurrection of the FRG as an economic and political power in Europe. Influenced by the negative experiences related to 
the German occupation of the Netherlands between 1940 and 1945, many Dutch citizens did not welcome the judicial and 
political oppression of the militant anti-fascist organisation. See: Pekelder, Sympathie voor de RAF, p. 318. 
226 Minutes, ‘TV-Kerngroep op maandag 17 maart,’ 1980, VPRO, TVK 143.11.
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photographs of a courthouse and prison. At these locations in Berlin, the Peo-
ple’s Court and Plötzensee Prison, various high profile Germans suspected of 
treason against the Nazi regime were convicted in show trials and eventually 
put to death. Filmed from a car parked near the prison, Deelder’s final accom-
panying monologue reflected on what he considered to be a valid analogy: 
the show trials and executions of German resistance fighters during Hitler’s 
reign of terror strongly resembled the persecution and imprisonment of RAF 
members by the German Federal Republic.227 

While the episode was being broadcasted on March 16, 1980, this part 
of Neon 7’s soundtrack was subsequently censured with a high-pitched beep. 
The Neon production team regarded VPRO’s choice to censure the episode 
as a watershed moment. Most of Neon’s team members were not even aware 
that the episode had been altered by the VPRO until the moment of broad-
cast. Despite the contractual agreement, many members of Neon’s produc-
tion team were outraged by the non-transparent circumstances in which the 
VPRO unilaterally resorted to censorship.228

227 Ibid.
228 Van Stegeren, ‘De Neon Methode,’ p. 35.

Illustration 11. Stills from Neon 7. From left to right, top to bottom: graffiti concerning the RAF 
and its controversial female member Ulrike Meinhof; the former Nazi courthouse in Berlin; Ger-

man police officers asking for papers; Deelder using graffiti on the Berlin wall.
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The end of a paradox

The broadcast of Neon 8 on April 13, 1980, turned out to be ‘the final straw,’ 
as punk historian Leonor Jonker termed it.229 Besides the delicate relationship 
with the VPRO TV-group and the eventual departure of Meatball, internal 
struggles within the Neon production team grew more and more problem-
atic. As mentioned earlier, Van Ditshuyzen was among those to voice objec-
tions to the, in her view, uncritical portrayal of the squatting community in 
Amsterdam and elsewhere. The focus on this community in the last episode, 
Neon 8, became the divisive element. Against the backdrop of the upcoming 
investiture of princess Beatrix to succeed her mother as Queen on April 30, 
1980, Amsterdam squatters publicly threatened to disrupt the festivities under 
the banner ‘No homes, no coronation’ (Geen woning geen kroning).230 The 
eventual clash between the protesters and anti-riot police on that day, only two 
weeks after Neon 8’s broadcast, resulted in one of the most violent moments in 
the peacetime history of the Netherlands. As a consequence, Van Ditshuyzen 
and others asked whether Neon’s coverage of the squatting community had 
done more harm than good.231

More than three decades later, Deelder and Visser recounted that the 
controversy surrounding Neon 8, as well as the censorship of the preceding 
episode, were a blessing in disguise. Visser revealed that at that point the pro-
gramme had reached its limits as a democratic video culture project. Deelder 
added that the censorship presented them with the ideal opportunity to put 
an end to the experiment: ‘the censorship actually played out very well for 
us. It gave us the chance to be outraged and to cry out “how dare you!” But 
after eight episodes we were happy to round things up.’232 The news that Neon 
would stop after eight episodes delighted Frits Abrahams, journalist in the pro-
gressive newspaper De Volkskrant, and one of Neon’s most influential critics:

Starting full of promise, the programme turned out to be quite a disap-
pointment as the TV season progressed. The artistic pretentions behind 
Neon irritate me immensely. Its creators seem to be concerned mainly 
with their self-proclaimed role as television innovators: their footage 
couldn’t be more unsteady and incomprehensible, because only then, 
I suspect, will it truly be artistic. I hoped that Bob Visser (…) would 
make a quarrelsome programme that was invested in giving concrete 

229 Jonker, No Future Nu: Punk in Nederland 1977-2012, Amsterdam: Lebowski Publishers, p. 181.
230 For a thorough English account of the Amsterdam squatting movement from the 1970s onwards, see: Justus Uitermark, 
‘Framing Urban Injustices: The case of the Amsterdam Squatter Movement,’ Space and Polity, vol. 8, no. 2, 2004, pp. 227-
244.
231 Van Stegeren, ‘De Neon Methode,’ p. 35.
232 ‘Het kwam ons eigelijk wel goed uit dat we werden gecensureerd. Dat gaf ons de kans om heel verontwaardigd ‘Ja 
Daaag!’ te roepen. Maar het was na acht afleveringen allemaal wel oké.’ Tanslation author. Quoted in: Frank Kools, ‘De 
Undergroundtelevisie van Neon,’ 2012, in: http://www.npogeschiedenis.nl/nieuws/2012/februari/De-undergroundtelevisie-
van-Neon.html, consulted on February 15, 2015.
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information to those youngsters who are not served in their needs by 
mainstream media. (…) I won’t miss this programme.233

As the quote above makes clear, Abrahams did not appreciate the specific 
graphic language of resistance developed by Neon over its eight-episode-long 
history. Nor did he consider the programme to be a successful experiment 
with video as a democratic alternative for media participation. A similar atti-
tude was voiced by Jan Blokker, a prominent progressive publicist, journalist 
and senior editor for the VPRO and De Volkskrant. In the VPRO’s programme 
guide, Blokker emphasised that any attempt to innovate and experiment on 
television should be applauded as a worthwhile pursuit, particularly seen 
within the context of the VPRO’s past contributions.234 Therefore, he was 
more than willing to give Neon a chance. Blokker nevertheless concluded 
that after eight episodes the programme eventually showed its true colours 
as the ‘gutter press for the video freak,’ and as such as “undemocratic” as the 
“fascists” it supposedly combatted.235 

The jury members of the Cinemagia Prize, an annual award issued by 
the Audiovisuele Beroepsvereniging (NBF, Netherlands Association of Audio-
visual Professionals), however did not agree with these assessments. In their 
report, the jury lauded Neon for its efforts to invite those who have been ne-
glected by mainstream media to participate in media production. The jury 
furthermore stated that: ‘the programme not only functioned as an ironic, 
critical and eye-opening commentator on the closed nature of the media es-
tablishment in the Netherlands — “NEON” also showed that the traditional 
disciplines related to the use of film, video and television are in dire need of 
reinterpretation.’236 

Although Neon was embraced by a group of influential television broad-
cast professionals, the programme’s self-proclaimed ambition to constitute a 
platform for democratic video culture resulted in several paradoxes. Despite 
the hope that the programme, ideally, would depend and extend on DIY vid-
eo material, it was mainly the production team that determined the various 
video items and the overall graphic language of resistance. Furthermore, by 
involving Meatball in the creation of the programme, the team made sure it 

233 ‘Het programma startte ook vol beloften, maar het is me dit seizoen gaandeweg steeds meer tegengevallen. Wat mij 
vooral irriteert, is de artistieke pretentie die van Neon uitgaat. De makers willen te veel de tv-vernieuwers uithangen: de 
opnamen kunnen niet schokkerig en onbegrijpelijk genoeg uitvallen, want dan begint het echt op kunst te lijken. Ik had 
gehoopt dat Bob Visser (…) een querulanterig programma zou maken met veel zakelijke informatie voor die categorie 
jongeren die door de media nauwelijks bediend wordt. Daarom zal ik dit programma (…) niet missen.’. Translation TS. Cited in: 
Kooyman en Proper, VPRO Jaarboek 2, pp. 154-155. 
234 Jan Blokker, ‘81,’ VPRO Gids, no. 13, 1980, p. 2.
235 ‘(…) het weekblad Privé van de videofreak.’ Translation author. Blokker, ‘81,’ p. 2.
236 ‘(…) functioneert het programma niet alleen als een ironische, kritische en blik-veruimende commentator op het 
gesloten karakter van het Nederlandse media-establishment - “NEON” heeft tevens laten zien dat de traditionele disciplines 
in het hanteren van film, video en televisie in ruime mate toe zijn aan herinterpretatie.’ Translation author. Kees Hin, Hans 
Keller and Jos Vrijburg, ‘Juryrapport Cinemagiaprijs 1979,’ dated April 26, 1980, VRPO, 854.
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could depend on video experts. This became all the more relevant when it be-
came clear that hardly any videos were created by the youngsters for which the 
programme aimed to be a democratic platform. In addition, the ambitions to 
connect democratic video culture with the more “graphic” notions of partici-
pation and inclusion prevalent in the shock-oriented punk project, eventually 
proved to be at odds with Meatball’s perspective on what a democratic video 
culture should entail. 

Despite the initial claims of illegality, marginality and anonymity, the 
majority of people behind the production of Neon were already connected 
in some way to the world of institutionalised broadcasting in Hilversum; no 
matter the fact that the broadcaster was a highly progressive and innovative 
representative within the Dutch broadcasting system. As mentioned earlier, 
Derk Sauer and Bob Visser had already worked on TilT before the produc-
tion of Neon. And it was their colleague and friend, poet Jules Deelder, who 
was largely responsible for the more controversial items of Neon. Deelder’s 
travelogue through Berlin, regardless of its success in terms of shock value, 
underscored that a significant amount of content had not been picked from 
DIY contributions to Neon’s P.O. box. Taking this into consideration, the crit-
icism uttered by Frits Abrahams was not entirely without merit. Abrahams 
specifically took issue with the ambition of its creators to be “innovators.” He 
therefore interpreted Neon’s graphic language of resistance as an overt and 
pretentious artistic statement rather than an authentic expression of what al-
ternative media scholars Olga Baily, Bart Cammaerts and Nico Carpentier 
would term everyday ‘participation in and through media.’237 

To return to Meatball, we can make some other observations about the 
paradoxical nature of democratic video culture in the 1970s and early 1980s. 
As mentioned above, the early years of the group were strongly influenced by 
Dutch progressive counter movements and the techno-utopian expectations 
of the international video avant-garde of the late 1960s and 1970s. Meatball’s 
efforts to establish a democratic video culture in The Hague and beyond, how-
ever, proved to be less “natural” and straightforward than the video avant-gar-
de and associated counter movements anticipated. Another paradox emerges 
in relation to Meatball’s eventual shift towards another understanding of the 
social use of video. 

During the 1980s, Meatball achieved broader renown by bringing its vid-
eos to Dutch broadcast television. With productions such as Een beter leven 
(A better life, 1980, VRPO), Tuig (Riffraff, 1981, VPRO) and Huilend beton 
(Weeping concrete, 1984, VPRO), Meatball was able to reach national tele-
vision audiences with another iteration of the social function of video. With 

237 Olga Bailey, Bart Cammaerts and Nico Carpentier, Understanding Alternative Media, Maidenhead: Open University Press, 
2007, p. 11.
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these productions, however, the video group’s understanding of video as a tool 
for social change was reformulated; they were experimenting with a genre that 
media scholar Steven Lipkin would term “docudrama.”238 As hybrids of re-en-
actment, documentary and fiction film, these videos dramatised the everyday 
experiences of and used as performers the various social actors involved with 
youth unemployment, criminal rehabilitation and the social benefit system 
in The Hague. Moreover, in 1984 the VARA broadcasted Kijk Haar (Look 
at her), a documentary by Meatball chronicling a lesbian couple’s journey 
to have children via artificial insemination. In the second half of the 1980s, 
Rien Hagen and Cesar Messemaker experimented with more novel modes of 
documentary-making by creatively juxtaposing archival footage and dramatic 
re-enactments in New York-Batavia, released in 1987 and at the annual Ned-
erlands Filmfestival (Dutch Film Festival) awarded the Gouden Kalf (Golden 
Calf) for best feature length documentary film. 

Only six years later, in 1993, again struggling to find new sources of in-
come, yet satisfied with the work done and eager to pursue new careers and 
interests, Meatball’s remaining members disbanded the video group, thereby 
bringing to a close more than twenty years of exploring the social use of vid-
eo in The Hague and beyond.239 Meanwhile, Het Kijkhuis had developed 
more and more into a centre for video art, and throughout the 1980s and 
1990s organised the renowned international media arts World Wide Video 
Festival (1982-2004). Although the ambitions to constitute a democratic video 
culture were gradually abandoned and evolved in other directions, as Rien 
Hagen remembered, the most worthwhile legacy of this early experiment with 
counter mode video was: ‘[t]he search for shaping participation with various 
collaborators.’240 Video, as the central media technology around which the 
“urge for innovation” and drive for media emancipation and democratisation 
converged, has therefore perhaps ‘resulted in a broadening of possibilities in 
many areas.’241 

Conclusion

The reconstruction of video as alternative in the counter mode has revealed 
a complex and paradoxical picture. This chapter has shown that the engage-
ment with electronic video in the counter mode emerged out of a variety of 
resistive artistic and socio-political trends characteristic of Western and Dutch 

238 Steven N. Lipkin, Real Emotional Logic: Film and Television Docudrama as Persuasive Practice, Carbondale and 
Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press, 2002.
239 Kwant, Piraten, migranten en lokatellies, p. 29.
240 ‘De zoektocht waarin we het samenwerken met meerdere partijen probeerden vorm te geven (…).’ Translation author. 
Slootweg, ‘Van sociale naar “antisociale” media? p. 147.
241 ‘(…) heeft misschien wel geleid tot een verruiming van mogelijkheden op allerlei terreinen.’ Translation author. Ibid. 
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society during the 1960s and 1970s. Although other resistive artistic and so-
cio-political currents were pervasive in the Netherlands, it was the internation-
al video avant-garde that led in the early discursive construction of the radical 
potential of video in society and media culture. Portable video, or portapak, 
held for the avant-garde a revolutionary promise for “everyday” and “margin-
al” users. These potential “ordinary” users, as was furthermore assumed, were 
ignored by political and broadcasting institutions perceived as exerting tech-
nocratic power over society and everyday life. 

As the case of Meatball showed, the often techno-utopian expectations 
of video, as counter technology, failed to become a widespread phenomenon 
in concrete daily routines and media practices. Engagements in DIY cable 
television, for example, were swiftly curtailed by the Dutch government and 
remained a cybernetic dream.242 The supposed ease-of-use and liberating 
affordances of mobile video furthermore proved to be more technologically 
complex than expected. Especially with regard to creating circumstances to 
make a truly bottom-up, participatory and emancipatory use of video availa-
ble on the streets of “voiceless” communities and neighbourhoods. Although 
the societal and participatory function of electronic video was celebrated in 
avant-garde discourses, its concrete deployment by Meatball did not achieve 
the hoped-for media democratisation. 

To bring electronic video into counter mode for everyone, or the “peo-
ple,” required the assistance of social work professionals, as well as a substan-
tial amount of money and a gradual institutionalisation. During the 1970s and 
early 1980s, Meatball became a collective known more and more for its grow-
ing expert knowledge and experience of the social use of video. Meatball thus 
evolved into a community of practice, outside mainstream media culture, but 
intimately familiar with all the organisational, technical and formal expertise 
associated with video production, post-production and dissemination. The 
foundation of Het Kijkhuis in particular proved to be the most enduring effort 
to constitute video as alternative. As a video cinema, part of a broader pro-
gressive sociocultural and political media network and platform, it became a 
renowned alternative venue. 

This evolving identity and renown also opened opportunities for Meatball 
to experiment with video’s social function on national broadcast television. 
It collaborated with VPRO’s Neon to bring about a democratic “video cul-
ture” in the Netherlands. This collaboration was, however, cut short after only 
three episodes. Meatball and the production team behind Neon parted ways 
because they disagreed about what a democratic video culture should entail. 

242 Former radio pirate, municipal policy advisor and member of the city council of The Hague, Chris Kwant, recently argued 
that Meatball nevertheless pioneered the development of local television in The Hague. Chris Kwant, Piraten, migranten en 
lokatellies: Geschiedenis van de lokale omroep in Den Haag, The Hague: De Haagse Nieuwe, 2015, cf. pp. 20-29. 
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Whereas Meatball considered video as an alternative because of its emanci-
patory social functions, the majority of Neon’s production team aimed to use 
it to express a highly assaultive “graphic language” of resistance. This lan-
guage was drawn from the aesthetic of DIY cultural production in the punk 
movement of the 1970s. Also Neon’s subject-matter proved to be controversial 
for television audiences, but also among the chiefs of the progressive public 
broadcaster. Neon’s glorification of aggressive expressions of civil disobedience 
and socio-political counter-movements, such as the squatting community and 
the left-wing guerrillas of the RAF, opened the way to censorship. Moreover, 
the extensive involvement of the production team in the episodes left many 
with the impression that the promised democratic “video culture” was an arti-
fice, rather than an everyday reality.
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Introduction

This chapter will reconstruct and analyse the sociocultural dynamics of organ-
ised amateur filmmaking in the community mode to understand why elec-
tronic video was considered disruptive. As will be shown, in contrast to the 
counter mode, video was received with far less enthusiasm in the world of 
organised amateur filmmaking in the Netherlands. This lack of enthusiasm 
was not confined to the Netherlands and also surfaced elsewhere. In 1979 the 
British amateur filmmaker Geoff Pratt stated he had ‘been hearing a num-
ber of rumours of disturbing things from people from the photographic trade 
concerning the onset of video.’1 Pratt was a member of one of the numerous 
cine-clubs in the United Kingdom which many people since the late 1920s 
had joined to pursue amateur filmmaking as a serious hobby.

The growing presence of video technologies on the consumer market by 
the end of the 1970s had created much tension among amateur film club 
members. Pratt, for instance, believed that his cherished hobby was about 
to be affected by the arrival of video because it posed a serious threat to his 
love for small-gauge film technologies.2 In the community mode many am-
ateur media practitioners were fond of the material dimensions of cine-film 
technologies, based predominantly on 8mm and 16mm cassette or open-reel 
film formats.3 Around the 1970s film-based media technologies had reigned 
supreme for some fifty years in organised amateur filmmaking. With the arriv-
al of video, Pratt worried that ‘[t]hose of us who have invested a great deal of 
money in equipment, film, and package film may find that we have burnt our 
fingers.’4 Pratt was not the only amateur filmmaker to voice his concerns. At 
the end of the 1970s, another troubled comment appeared in a prominent UK 
amateur film magazine: ‘I was a little dismayed to see (…) that you are starting 
a series on video. (…) Let’s keep film alive—it was meant to be seen on a big 

1 Geoff Pratt, ‘Disturbing Rumours,’ Movie Maker: The Film and Video Monthly, June 1979, p. 441.
2 Prominent amateur filmmaker, author and amateur film magazine editor Alan Cleave even described the arrival of video 
as a question of “extinction.” See: Alan Cleave, ‘A Question of Extinction,’ Movie Maker, February 1980, p. 85. For a more 
thorough history of Cleave and the Movie Maker magazine, see: Norris Nicholson, Amateur Film: Meaning and Practice, 1927-
1977. 
3 For a technological history of different small-gauge amateur film formats and equipment, see: Allan D. Katelle, 
‘Evolution of Amateur Motion Picture Equipment 1895-1965,’ Journal of Film and Video, vol. 38, no. 3/4, 1986, p. 47-57; 
Kattelle, Home Movies: A History of the American Industry 1897-1979, Nashua: Transition, 2000.
4 Pratt, ‘Disturbing Rumours,’ p. 441.
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screen not as an electronic image. Video has nothing to do with the magic of 
film.’5 These words of concern relate explicitly to the mundane TV “box” in 
the living room. As the amateur filmmaker pointed out, video and television 
thwarted the “magical” aspects of small-gauge and cassette films.6 

Similar concerns prevailed in the Netherlands. As one amateur filmmak-
er from the south of the Netherlands recalled, during the late 1970s and early 
1980s mentioning the word “video” in the club usually evoked negative re-
actions; video was a ‘a dirty word and nobody in my club wanted anything to 
do with it.’7 He underlined that a significant part of the appeal of making and 
screening small-gauge film was the idea that film afforded tacit dimensions 
with which creativity, imagination and craftsmanship could be achieved. This 
world of organised amateur filmmaking, in which its participants shaped their 
hobby from an institutional context of the amateur association, or club, devot-
ed to serious leisure, has been theorised by the Scottish film historian Ryan 
Shand as the “community mode.”8 As film historians Ian Craven and Ryan 
Shand reminded, community mode filmmaking had a long tradition of in-
ternal debate about the standards and aesthetics of good amateur practice.9 
In the UK between the 1930s and 1980s, especially in fiction films made by 
serious amateur filmmakers, Ian Craven detected a ‘remarkable formal con-
sistency.’10 Craven called this the “sectoral style” of amateur filmmaking, and 
explained that, within the social world of amateur club filmmakers, the use of 
small-gauge, open reel (e.g. Standard8) and cassette film (e.g. Super8) tech-
nologies usually resulted in a ‘distinctly audience-oriented aesthetics,’ which 
furthermore implied a tacit knowledge of the involved technologies in “instru-
mental” terms.11 

The appropriation of amateur film technologies, according to Craven, did 
not necessarily require a high degree of professional skill, as did being a film-
maker in the motion picture industry. It did, however, require an adequate, or 
instrumental tacit, knowledge of the technologies’ affordances and function-
alities to make and screen films that showed a degree of artistry. The artistry 
needed to be sufficient to engage a peer group of amateur filmmakers during 
screening events and competitions at the club or elsewhere. Sociologist Rich-

5 B. Saberton, ‘Dismayed by Video,’ Movie Maker, May 1979, p. 348.
6 Saberton, ‘Dismayed by Video,’ p. 348.
7 Interview author and Tim van der Heijden with Jo Wetzelaer, Heerlen, December 1, 2014.
8 Shand, ‘Theorizing Amateur Cinema,’ p. 53.
9 See for example Ryan Shand’s introduction to the edited volume Small-Gauge Storytelling: Discovering the Amateur 
Fiction Film. In the introduction Shand argued that to better understand amateur film, more attention should be devoted to 
the world of cine-clubs on the one hand, and the efforts to formally ground a paradigm of ‘make-believe’ on the other. See: 
Ryan Shand, ‘Introduction: Ambitions and Arguments – Exploring Amateur Cinema through Fiction,’ in: Ryan Shand and Ian 
Craven, eds, Small-Gauge Storytelling: Discovering the Amateur Fiction Film, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013, 
pp. 1-31. See also Ian Craven’s exploration of the primacy of formal imagination and creativity in the same volume: Ian Craven, 
‘Sewell, Rose and the Aesthetics of Amateur Fiction Film,’ in: Ryan Shand and Ian Craven, eds, Small-Gauge Storytelling: 
Discovering the Amateur Fiction Film, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013, pp. 55-82.
10 Craven, ‘Sewell, Rose and the Aesthetics of Amateur Film,’ p. 66.
11 Ibid., p. 67.
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ard Sennett spoke of serious amateur filmmaking as a form of “craftsman-
ship.”12 In line with Sennett, film historian Martina Roepke recently argued 
that the practices of amateur filmmakers should be seen from the perspective 
of “crafting.”13 

This chapter will show that understanding the attitudes toward electron-
ic video requires a sociocultural investigation of the institutional history of 
organised amateur filmmaking as a longstanding “community of practice,” 
shaped by a distinct spirit of community. By exploring the latter in detail this 
chapter will explain that video was considered to be a disruptive technology be-
cause it was in part antithetical to such spirit. The early “film culture” strong-
ly favoured the material dimensions and normatively perceived affordances 
of small-gauge film technologies, and several myths and traditions stemming 
from this film culture were behind the often dismissive attitude towards video. 

This chapter will describe the community mode from the perspective of 
the “mentor” and “novice” in a local club. Long-time amateur filmmaker 
Arie de Jong will provide the perspective of the “novice.”  De Jong began 
as an amateur filmmaker in the mid-1960s, when he became a member of 
the Groninger Smalfilmers (GSF, Groningen Cine-Filmmakers, 1949) while 
attending university.14 He eventually founded several film and video clubs 
throughout the Netherlands and became an influential administrator in the 
Nederlandse Organisatie voor Amateurfilmers (NOVA, Dutch Organisation 
for Amateur Filmmaking, 1949), but also the secretary-general of the interna-
tional amateur film organisation UNICA (Union Internationale du Cinéma 
d’Amateur, 1931). 

By charting aspects of his personal trajectory, we can observe the chang-
ing dynamics of the community mode from the perspective of the club and 
sketch broader developments within the national and international levels of 
the community mode in the second half of the twentieth century. Veteran 
amateur filmmaker, GSF and NOVA-administrator Dries Hendriks (1920-
2012) will provide the perspective of the “mentor.” Hendrik’s tenure as a se-
rious amateur filmmaker and outspoken, influential figure within the world 
of organised filmmaking has left behind an impressive legacy that reveals the 
governing spirit of community. During and after the 1960s, the club struggled 
with its relevance in a time marked by increasing individualism and consum-
erism. Hendriks took a reactionary position in the ensuing debates about these 
tendencies and the arrival of video. His attitudes reflected the more conserva-
tive attitudes within the Dutch community mode regarding sociocultural and 

12 Richard Sennett, The Craftsman, New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2008.
13 Roepke draws form Sennett’s influential work in her article: Martina Roepke, ‘Crafting Life into Film: Analysing Family 
Fiction Films from the 1930s,’ in: Ryan Shand and Ian Craven, eds, Small-Gauge Storytelling: Discovering the Amateur Fiction 
Film, Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2013, p. 83-101.
14 The GSF was a continuation of the Groningen chapter of the Smalfilmliga founded in 1933. 
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media technological change. Hendriks’ good friend Andries Bruinsma, how-
ever, embraced video and regularly brought it to the club. This did not leave 
the club untouched by the pending sociocultural and media technological 
change.

Hobbyism, serious leisure and organised amateur filmmaking

On Friday May 5, 1966, a young couple visited a special information evening 
organised by a local cine-club in the university city of Groningen. In Het 
Concerthuis—a building with a long history of hosting film-related events and 
gatherings —the Groninger Smalfilmers (GSF) organised what they called 
a “propaganda” evening about local organised amateur filmmaking during 
the Week of Photography.15 Since 1956 this week had been an annual event 
where photographers and numerous amateur film and photography clubs 
came together to celebrate amateur photography and, from the early 1960s, 
also amateur filmmaking. By the photographic trade throughout the Neth-
erlands, special events were organised to appeal to new customers and bring 
new members to replenish the ranks of amateur clubs. 

The young couple, Arie de Jong and Ella Ploegh, both students in the 
city, devoted much of their leisure time to film and photography, besides 
pursuing their political interests at a local chapter of the conservative-liber-
al Jongerenorganisatie Vrijheid en Democratie (JOVD, Youth Organisation 
for Freedom and Democracy), a political youth organisation where they had 
first met. De Jong’s fascination with amateur film had begun earlier that year, 
when he bought a second-hand Bell and Howell Double8 (also known as 
Standard8 or Regular8) camera to make a film of a two-week-long field trip 
to Berlin and Moscow, organised by the student association of the Faculty 
of Economics at the University of Groningen. Shortly after Arie’s return, his 
fiancée Ella noticed an announcement in a local newspaper by the GSF, 
advertising a special information (or “propaganda”) evening of the amateur 
film club: open to everyone who might be interested in pursuing amateur film 
as a hobby.16 In a packed main hall of Het Concerthuis, a location familiar 
to them through their affiliation with the JOVD, the couple watched eleven 
films made by several of GSF’s more senior members, ranging from amateur 
fiction to family films on both 8mm and 16mm. 

A local newspaper also reported on the event and underlined that the 
evening showed that ‘with modest means and some imagination,’ the ama-

15 André Huitenga and Frans Westra, Het Concerthuis: Geschiedenis van een patriciërshuis en kleurrijk volkspaleis in de 
Poelestraat, 1325-2002, Groningen: Uitgeverij Noordboek, 2002.
16 Video interview Arie de Jong, 2009, NOVA, archive author. See also: S.n. ‘Voorlichtingsavond van Groninger 
smalfilmers,’ Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, April 25, 1966.
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teurs of the GSF were able to make appealing films that went beyond a mere 
‘stringing together of moving images.’17 Through careful editing, attention to 
the narrative, as well as sound separately recorded via an amplified audio tape 
recorder the GSF had shown how amateur film could be more than a “dull” 
and “arbitrary” string of moving images. The journalist believed that these am-
ateur films went beyond the “ordinary” home movies of family life known to 
most people. This observation was shared by De Jong, who, after shooting his 
film in Berlin and Moscow, was eager to learn more about the finer details of 
filmmaking as a serious leisure pursuit. De Jong was also someone who highly 
valued the role played by political and social associations in everyday life, as 
he was also an active member of one of the oldest student associations in the 
Netherlands, GSC Vindicat atque Polit.18 

De Jong found an inspiring spokesman of the ideals of amateur filmmak-
ing in the recently appointed chairman of the GSF, veteran club member 
and local businessman, Dries Hendriks. The eloquent, charismatic and often 
provocative chairman played a prominent role during the evening of May 6, 
as he used his speech to remind the audience that the amateur film club was 
the only place where craft, creativity and imagination were cultivated as the 
axioms of the true film amateur. According to Hendriks, these highly favoura-
ble qualities did not come about naturally, by simply buying and using a film 
camera. Amateur film equipment had to be used well, and buyers should be 
nurtured and challenged in a social environment that emphasises two impor-
tant tenets: members had to be committed to learning and exercising both the 
technical and formal aspects of filmmaking at recurring workshops during 
club evenings; and competition among members and other clubs was essen-
tial. By contending with other amateurs and being judged by senior amateur 
filmmakers during competitions on local, regional, national, and, if a film was 
truly exceptional, international levels at the bi-annual UNICA conference, 
Hendriks was convinced that amateurs could grow and refine their skills as 
filmmakers. 

As early as the mid-1950s, when Hendriks, in his thirties, became more 
involved as an active member with the internal organisation of the GSF, he 
aimed for a renewed spirit of amateur film enthusiasm.19 The club he joined 
in 1947 showed signs of being a cosy social group rather than a serious hobby 
club.20 Hendriks found that the GSF was characterised by some polite con-
versation about self-made films, small-talk during coffee breaks and the oc-
casional soirée where impeccably dressed male members and their spouses 

17 S.n. ‘Amateurfilmer kan meer dan aaneenrijgen beelden,’ Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, May 7, 1966,
18 Interview Arie de Jong and Ella de Jong-Ploegh, Heerlen, May 14, 2015.
19 Meindert Talma, Amusement of avant-garde: De amateurfilmclub ‘De Groninger Smalfilmers’ in de periode 1933-1969, 
Groningen: Geschiedeniswinkel, 1994, p. 29.
20 Talma, Amusement of avant-garde, p. 29.
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danced and enjoyed copious dinners after local club evenings or during na-
tional events organised by the NOVA. Hendriks did not necessarily object to 
parties and social gatherings, as he co-organised many of the parties held at the 
GSF. He also knew and accepted that mostly affluent middle-aged men with 
respectable professions tended to be members of the film club, which gave the 
amateur association as a whole an atmosphere of social and economic elitism. 
He did strive, however, to constitute a different form of elitism and used his re-
cently acquired chairmanship to voice more forcibly at Het Concerthuis what 
film amateurism should be: a practice within a community gathered around a 
hobby that should not be taken lightly and required quite some devotion and 
commitment by its participants throughout the club season.21 

This renewed sense of elitism should not be of value only to members of 
a cine-club. In his speech at Het Concerthuis, the local chairman emphasised 
that market research showed that in the mid-1960s around 200,000 people 
in the Netherlands owned either an 8mm or 16mm amateur film camera.22 
While these numbers were cause for celebration—as they indicated the grow-
ing democratisation of amateur film technologies—Hendriks nevertheless be-
moaned the fact that only one per cent of these camera-owners were members 
of a local cine-club.23 By highlighting these rough statistics he suggested that 
the remaining ninety-nine per cent had much to learn from the ideals and 
values that he felt should characterise amateur film clubs, so that they, too, 
could practice their hobby with more ambition and lasting fulfilment. This 
rather provocative statement was warranted, because he was convinced that 
unaffiliated amateurs were probably letting their cameras gather dust, or were 
making dull home movies of holidays and special family occasions, but with-
out any imagination, creativity or craft. 

The gravity with which Hendriks tried to delineate the values and atti-
tudes of amateur filmmaking as a serious pastime or hobby, was made under-
standable by historian Steven Gelber. He argued that at the end of the nineti-
eth century, the “hobby” rose to prominence as a category in Western society 
as a result of what he termed ‘the industrially induced bifurcation of work and 
leisure.’24 In short, this “bifurcation” implied that gradually a division was be-
ing created between the workplace and the home, and by extension between 
work and leisure. In pre-industrial Western societies the distinctions between 
the two opposites were far less stringent, but gradually came into being with 
the rationalisation of time and space during industrialisation.25 Against the 

21 Ibid., p. 30. 
22  ‘Amateurfilmer kan meer dan aaneenrijgen beelden.’ Nieuwsblad van het Noorden.
23 Ibid.
24 Steven M. Gelber, Hobbies: Leisure and the Culture of Work in America, New York and Chichester: Columbia University 
Press, 1999, p. 4.
25 For a further discussion on this topic see also: Karl Spracklen, Constructing Leisure: Historical and Philosophical Debates, 
Houndsmill and New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2011.
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canvas of industrialisation and the encroachment of capitalist ideology into 
the social fabric of everyday life, the changing attitudes and values related to 
leisure as opposed to work became more prominent.26 Based on his research 
of the social history of leisure in the United States, Gelber detected a turning 
point in the last quarter of the nineteenth century when, besides the obli-
gations of work, the pursuit of a hobby (whether it be collecting or crafting 
objects of all sorts) became highly regarded for those coming from both the 
middle and working classes. 

Two developments were specifically important in the recognition of the 
hobby as a highly valued category within everyday life. First, Gelber pointed 
at a strongly-felt conviction that defined work as ‘good for its own sake.’27 This 
insight was drawn from the influential study by sociologist Max Weber. In The 
Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism (originally published in Ger-
man in two parts, 1904-1905), he argued that the stern Protestant sectarian 
understanding of “calling” and “devotion” in religious and worldy affairs had 
significantly influenced the the ideology of capitalism with regard to work.28 
Particularly interesting in this transformation was the notion that one should 
derive an almost religious pleasure from the zeal to work and develop a career. 
No moment was to be wasted and every effort had to be made to become more 
productive and skilled in one’s profession. Weber furthermore asserted that, 
under the influence of the Protestant ethic, “idleness” was increasingly met 
with suspicion.29 

This suspicious attitude towards idleness affected activities undertaken 
outside the confines of work, relating to the second transformation Gelber 
mentioned: the gradual extension of calling and devotion, incuding a dis-
missive attitude towards idleness, into the domain of leisure.30 Sociologist of 
leisure Robert Stebbins more elaborately described the idea that the pursuit 
of a hobby, or leisure in general, should follow the norms usually related to 
work.31 He referred to this concept as “serious leisure.”32 Stebbins explained  
six distinguishing aims of serious leisure, to: 1) stimulate perseverance in order 
to achieve a sense of fulfilment; 2) create opportunities to develop a career in 

26 See for a similiar exploration of the historical roots of hobbyism and the amateur from the perspective of the history of 
personal computing hobby clubs: Kevin Gotkin, ‘When Computers Were Amateurs,’ IEEE Annals of the History of Computing, 
vol. 36, no. 2, 2014, pp. 4-14.
27 Gelber, Hobbies, p. 11.
28 Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, London and New York: Routledge, 1992, p. 33. 
29 Weber, The Protestant Ethic, p. 107.
30 Gelber, Hobbies, p. 11.
31 Robert Stebbins has written extensively on leisure with publications going back to the 1970s. For his work on serious 
leisure and hobbyism, see: Robert Stebbins, ‘The Amateur: Two Sociological Definitions,’ Pacific Sociological Review, vol. 
20, no. 4, 1977, pp. 582-606; Stebbins, Amateurs: On the Margin Between Work and Leisure, London: Sage Publications, 
1979; Stebbins, ‘Hobbies and Hobbyists,’ World Leisure Journal, vol. 43, no. 2, 2001, pp. 2-38. In his thesis, Ryan Shand 
also pointed at the usefulness of Stebbin’s work on serious leisure in order to grasp the sociological characterics of amateur 
filmmaking in the UK. See: Ryan Shand, ‘Amateur Cinema: History, Theory, and Genre (1930-80),’ doctoral thesis, University 
of Glasgow, 2007, p. 9.
32 See for his first well-developed article on this social formation: Stebbins, ‘Serious Leisure: A Conceptual Statement,’ 
Pacific Sociological Review, vol. 25, no. 2, 1982, pp. 251-272. 
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the leisure activity; 3) demand a degree of effort by its participants to ‘devel-
op knowledge, training and skill’; 4) realise durable benefits like the ‘renewal 
of the self, feelings of accomplishment, enhancement of self-image, social 
interaction and sense of belonging’; 5) constitute a unique ethos that shapes 
and maintains the “spirit of the community” through various forms of institu-
tionalisation and direct and mediated communication; and 6) enable a strong 
sense of personal identification with the leisure pursuit.33

During the special event on May 6, 1966, the GSF’s chairman endeav-
oured to convince his audience of several of these distinguishing qualities in 
relation to amateur filmmaking as serious leisure. He most strongly empha-
sised that perseverance and effort would result in durable benefits. To convince 
prospective members to join the GSF, Hendriks believed that the “spirit of 
the community” and a strong identification with the hobby were the linchpin 
binding all the other qualities into a meaningful whole. The statistical fact 
that a relatively high number of people owned amateur film cameras around 
the mid-1960s, without being members of an amateur film club, made him 
surmise that they were unfamiliar with the values of amateur filmmaking as 
a serious hobby and leisure pursuit. This compelled Hendriks even more to 
convince non-members of the benefits of the spirit of community. His sense 
of urgency was shared by the NOVA, of which the GSF was a local affiliate 
club and in which Hendriks was vice-chairman between 1963 and 1970. With 
around two thousand members and more than seventy associated clubs in the 
mid-1960s, the national umbrella organisation had developed the community 
mode’s institutional and communicative contexts nationally, and encouraged 
the same developments at the local level, where amateur filmmaking could 
grow be established along the lines of Stebbins’ six qualities. 

From the moment of its foundation in Utrecht on February 12, 1949, 
starting with a modest number of 17 clubs and 500 members, the NOVA 
wanted to strictly delineate itself as a serious leisure association. Its more gen-
eral goal was to protect and expand the vested interests of the amateur film 
community. Besides developing a broader awareness of amateur filmmaking 
as a worthwhile and valuable leisure pursuit for society at large, another prime 
responsibility was to organise national events like the annual National Com-
petition (Nationale Wedstrijd). 34 This was one of the most important events 
on the schedule of cine-club members, the occasion where amateur filmmak-
ers could compete for national recognition. 

33 Robert Stebbins, The Idea of Leisure: First Principles, New Brunswick and London: Transaction Publishers, 2012, cf. p. 
72-75. Emphases author.
34 J. van Eldik, ‘Officiële mededeling Nederl. Organisatie van Amateur-filmclubs,’ Het Veerwerk, vol. 15, March, 1949, p. 53.
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A reconstruction of organised amateur filmmaking 

In the 1960s these two main responsibilities resulted in considerable tension, 
as the NOVA was in a heated debate with its members and associated clubs 
as to whether individual amateurs with no affiliation to a cine-club, should 
be welcomed as members of the organisation. Despite its growth from five 
hundred to more than two thousand members over the course of roughly ten 
years, a period also known as the post-war phase of reconstruction (wederop-
bouw) in the Netherlands, the NOVA was unsure about its future. It was faced 
by a fear that its initial growth during the reconstruction era would eventually 
stagnate at around two thousand members, distributed over seventy to eighty 
associated clubs. With this number of clubs and members, the annual budget 
and the amount of work required by the administration to keep the communi-
ty afloat were believed to be in serious danger. 

The NOVA was aware of a profound change in the sociocultural and eco-
nomic dynamic of the country in the 1960s, as the Netherlands developed 
into a more prosperous welfare state. During a general meeting of the NOVA 
in Utrecht on November 21, 1964, the recently appointed national chairman, 
Mr J.W. Vet, summarised these developments as follows: 

We cannot yet fathom what the future will look like; developments are 
in progress, which go beyond our comprehension. Especially when one 
realises that the number of buildings constructed between the earliest 
of times and 1950 will be doubled between 1950 and the year 2000. 
The public’s purchasing power will increase significantly and this will 
mean that those people, who in the past had to make do with “bare” 
existence, are about to benefit from prosperity and the consequences of 
the use of leisure. The administration of the NOVA is convinced that it 
has a role to play in this matter.35   

The NOVA chairman rightly pointed at some profound social shifts occurring 
in the Netherlands at the end of the phase of reconstruction, set in motion af-
ter the German occupation. By means of, among others, political pacification, 
the European Recovery Plan (or Marshall Plan) and guided wage policies, the 
Dutch government was, as historian Eric de Lange claimed, cultivating an 
ethos of  “soberness” and “sturdiness.” 36  

35 ‘Wij kunnen ons de toekomst nauwelijks voorstellen; er is een ontwikkeling aan de gang die men zich nauwelijks 
voorstellen kan. Men kan zich niet indenken dat er van de vroegste tijden tot 1950 evenveel woningen zijn gebouwd als er 
zullen worden gebouwd tussen 1950 en het jaar 2000. Dat de koopkracht enorm zal stijgen, dat de mensen die vroeger alleen 
aan het “blote” bestaan toekwamen, kunnen gaan profiteren van de welvaart, met de consequentie van vrije tijd. Het NOVA-
bestuur is de mening aangedaan dat het hier een taak moet vervullen.’ Translation author. Minutes General Meeting NOVA, p. 
2, dated November 21, 1964, Historical Centre Groningen Archives, henceforth GA, 2626.75.
36 De Lange’s work predominantly studied the infrastructural reconstruction of the Netherlands from the perspective of 
post-war urban development. Eric de Lange, Sober en Solide: De wederopbouw van Nederland 1940-1965, Rotterdam: NAi 
Uitgevers, 1995. For a thorough and authorative analysis of the strategies of (political) pacification in the Netherlands, see: 
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The latter ethos was adopted to repair the moral decay (the impact of 
fascism and occupation) and physical damage (destruction of infrastructure, 
houses, factories) inflicted upon the Netherlands during the occupation. This 
ethos of reconstruction stemmed from a desire to return to normality, as in 
the period before WWII when Dutch society was more or less structured in 
ideological and religious communities according to the principles of “pillar-
isation” (verzuiling).37 Inspired by this ethos, Hendriks’ plea to embrace the 
spirit of community, as well as his underlining of the pleasure of effort and per-
severance, can therefore also be seen from the perspective of “reconstruction.” 

Regarding the latter, Dutch citizens were asked to make economic sac-
rifices to rebuild the Netherlands, and at the same to rekindle the old spirit 
of community within the confines of their own pillarised sociocultural and 
political world. This was believed to be necessary in order to rebuild a sense 
of belonging and collective identity after having lived under Nazi occupation 
for almost five years. These attitudes were also behind the normative notions 
related to leisure within this specific historical context. Leisure sociologists 
Theo Beckers and Hugo van der Poel, for example, argued that the majority of 
discourses and policies related to leisure activities in the late 1940s and 1950s 
were geared towards their meaningfulness for communities and their educa-
tional potential. Leisure, as Beckers and Van der Poel claimed, had an impor-
tant function as a safeguard against moral corruption and social anarchy.38 

The 1960s signified a turning point. The policies and attitudes that had 
infused the reconstruction of the post-war Netherlands had resulted in un-
precedented economic prosperity and modernisation. Under the influence of 
the burgeoning “urge for innovation” (vernieuwingsdrang) new political, so-
cial and scientific elites developed a far less stern “pedagogical” and “patron-
ising” attitude towards leisure.39 Moreover, new labour policies and legislation 
were introduced, curtailing the socio-economic soberness that characterised 
the previous decade and a half. This meant a significant increase in dispos-
able income and available leisure time for blue- and white-collar professions. 
Besides the gradual abandonment of guided wage policies, one of the most 
prominent changes was set in motion in 1961, when the Dutch government 
gradually began to phase in the work-free Saturday, hitherto a dream pursued 
by pre-war labour movements. Another important change in the late 1950s 
and 1960s, arguably strengthened by the growing economic prosperity, was 

Arend Lijphart, Verzuiling, pacificatie en kentering in de Nederlandse politiek, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007 
(1967). The scope and extent of (postwar) pacification strategies in relation to pillarisation discussed by Lijphart has been a 
topic of recent debate. See, for an example: Erik Schrijvers, ‘Ongekozen bestuur: Opkomst en ondergang van het stelsel van 
adviescolleges en bedrijfsorganen 1945-1995,’ doctoral thesis, University of Utrecht, 2013.
37 For a more elaborate discussion of the principles of pillarisation in Dutch society, see the previous chapter.
38 Theo Beckers and Hugo van der Poel, Vrijetijd tussen vorming en vermaak: Een inleiding tot de studie van de vrijetijd, 
Leiden and Antwerp: Stenfert Kroese Uitgevers, 1990, p. 168.
39 Beckers and Van der Poel, Vrijetijd tussen vorming en vermaak, p. 169. For a discussion of the “urge for innovation” see 
previous chapter.
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the gradual abandonment of pacification strategies; this resulted in the cultur-
al and political crumbling of the old system of pillarisation and gave way to a 
renewed sense of individualism and consumerism.40 

As the NOVA-chairman argued during the general meeting in November 
1964, these socio-economic, political and cultural changes offered new op-
portunities. The prospect that an even greater part of society could potentially 
become consumers of small-gauge film technologies, and have leisure time 
at their disposal to pursue it as a hobby, was an opportunity to be grasped 
with both hands. How this was to be done, however, spurred a heated de-
bate. NOVA administrators saw a possible solution in admittance of individual 
members into their ranks. NOVA-secretary Jan Dekker, in particular, had a 
dream to reshape organised amateur filmmaking according along the same 
lines as the Dutch Automobile Association (ANWB), which since its early 
beginnings as an amateur organisation had developed itself into a centralistic 
consumer organisation, serving as a hub for other activities. NOVA could be a 
similar hub, around which amateur film related information, workshops and 
discounts would be available to any member who owned an amateur film 
camera.41

Dealing with consumerism and individualism

Many representatives of the local cine-clubs considered this suggestion con-
troversial, as they shared Hendriks’ view of the role of amateur filmmaking. 
The predominant concern was that this centralistic consumer organisation 
would cause a weakening of the spirit of community. There was also a strong 
aversion against the idea that the NOVA would become a professional institu-
tion catering more to consumers than to serious hobbyists in the club. In pub-
lic debate, Dries Hendriks, as vice-chairman of the NOVA, mostly remained 
silent on this topic. Under his vice-chairmanship, however, the NOVA admin-
istration formulated a proposal to counter the objections of the opposition. 
Put on the agenda for discussion at the general meeting of May 1, 1965, the 
proposal contained four important points that would underline the benefits of 
opening the doors to individual members, without explicitly mentioning any 
desire to become a consumer organisation.42 

The first point related to possible extra income which individual mem-

40 For an authorative work on the rise of consumerism and individualism in modernity, see: Don Slater, Consumer Culture 
and Modernity, Cambridge: Polity Press, 1997. Dutch historian Auke van der Woud has argued that the first wave of 
individualism and consumerism in Dutch society occurred during the phase of industrialisation around the “fin-de-siecle.” 
See: Auke van der Woud, De nieuwe mens: De culturele revolutie in Nederland rond 1900, Amsterdam: Prometheus – Bert 
Bakker, 2015. 
41 Interview Arie de Jong and Ella de Jong-Ploegh.
42 Appendix IV, ‘Voorstel individueel lidmaatschap,’ Minutes General Meeting NOVA on May 1, 1965, p. 32-34, cf. p. 32, GA, 
2626.75.
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berships could generate for the organisation. Over the fifteen years of its ex-
istence, the financial means to maintain itself and to support local cine-clubs 
in their numerous activities, were made possible by membership contribu-
tions. With the feared stagnation of membership to around two thousand, 
and a strong opposition to increased membership fees, the financial manoeu-
vrability to keep organised amateur filmmaking viable was believed to have 
declined. These circumstances could be remedied by admitting individual 
members, who, as the administration calculated, could give rise to a more 
healthy financial future, especially because ‘we cannot expect anything from 
the clubs at this moment.’43 

The second point of the proposal related to the possibilities of a wider 
dissemination of the technical and aesthetic knowledge related to amateur 
filmmaking. Although the NOVA administration appreciated the communal 
“know-how” and competitiveness fostered within the clubs, it nevertheless 
pointed at the plurality of people, or in their words “personality types,” who 
might be attracted to serious amateur filmmaking in their free time.44 These 
different personalities, the administration maintained, were not necessarily 
attracted to the spirit of community, but should nonetheless be able to benefit 
from the skill and knowledge cine-clubs had accumulated over the years. 

The third section of the proposal underlined that the structure of soci-
ety was subject to change and that this would also affect organised amateur 
filmmaking. Whereas the “hobby” had long been an activity for the “happy 
few,” as the administration continued to argue, its future could come to be 
determined less by an “income limit” and the sociality of “club life.”45 To 
avoid becoming an obsolete organisation on the verge of losing its affinity with 
a changing world, the NOVA and cine-clubs had to shift their attention to 
other groups of amateur users that traditionally lay beyond their purview. To 
accommodate these different “personality types” and possible new amateur 
users, the NOVA had to change its course. Therefore, in the fourth section of 
the proposal, the administration urged its members to vote in favour of chang-
ing NOVA’s statutes and internal regulations, altering the legal framework to 
allow for individual membership.46 

These proposals remained a highly controversial stumbling block for 
Hendriks and many of the attending local cine-clubs representatives over 
the years. However, despite their reservations, the proposed changes were 
eventually passed in a special session on June 10, 1968.47 The vote, however, 

43 ‘Van de clubs is momenteel weinig meer te verwachten.’ Translation author. See: Appendix IV, ‘Voorstel individueel 
lidmaatschap,’ p. 33.
44 Ibid.
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid., p. 34.
47 Minutes Special Session NOVA Utrecht, June 10, 1968, ‘Notulen Speciale ledenvergadering Jaarbeursrestaurant,’ p. 25-
26, GA, 2626.75.
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contained an amendment, stipulating that individual members were to pay a 
higher annual membership fee and were denied the right to vote at general 
meetings and special sessions.48 

The decision to allow individual members to join the NOVA was not 
necessarily driven by the “urge for innovation” characteristic of the late 1960s. 
The choice to reshape aspects at the core identity of the NOVA was also in-
fluenced by new possibilities to receive state and local subsidies as yet another 
source of income. Since the 1950s, the “amateur arts” had been supported 
mostly by municipal governments to counter the perceived negative influ-
ences of “mass” culture and media, to encourage various forms of edifying 
folk creativity, and to strengthen the spirit of community.49 In that decade, the 
NOVA did not require additional financial support because of its successful 
growth. This situation changed in the 1960s. In order to become eligible for 
a special state subsidy for the encouragement of the amateur arts by the Min-
istry of Culture (Ministerie van OK&W, minister Th. T. Bot: and later the 
Ministerie van CRM), NOVA was forced to abide by new policies aiming to 
encourage individual “expression” and “creativity” within the context of lei-
sure.50 As Beckers and Van der Poel argued, leisure policies in the 1960s grad-
ually favoured individual agency and creativity above the spirit of community, 
which was a watershed moment: 

Gradually, the notion started to take hold that not the state, church, 
or other social organisations had to determine what “meaningful” lei-
sure activities were, but the individual has to set the standard, to lay 
down the manner in which individual freedom (of choice) could be 
pursued.51  
 

This had indeed resulted in an altered identity of the NOVA in 1968. This 
change was also accompanied by another important debate within the com-
munity mode of the 1960s. Besides acceptance of individual members, a new 
regional structure being explored in this moment of transition. 

Where the NOVA represented the interests of amateur filmmaking on 
a national level, as the individual clubs did on the local, there was no offi-
cial communicative or institutional equivalent on the regional level. As early 
as the end of the 1950s, both the NOVA and cine-club representatives had 
sought to create and negotiate the specifics of an additional layer for organised 
filmmaking: the district. In 1962 the NOVA had already tolerated the creation 

48 ‘Notulen Speciale ledenvergadering Jaarbeursrestaurant,’ p. 27.
49 Roel Pots, Cultuur, koningen en democraten: Overheid en cultuur in Nederland, Nijmegen: SUN, 2006 (2000), p. 264.
50 This subsidy became available in 1963. See: Pots, Cultuur, koningen en democraten, p. 539, n215. 
51 ‘Geleidelijk ging de opvatting overheersen, dat niet langer de staat, kerk of een andere maatschappelijke organsisatie 
mogen bepalen wat “zinvolle” vrijetijdsbesteding is, maar dat de norm bij het individu zelf ligt, dat zelf bepaalt op welke wijze 
het gebruik maakt van (keuze)vrijheid.’ Translation author. Beckers and Van der Poel, Vrijetijd tussen vorming en vermaak, p. 
170.
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of three districts—District Noord (North), Oost (East) and Centrum (Cen-
tre)—whereby a predominantly communicative and collaborative bond was 
forged between clubs of a certain geographical region.52 The northern district, 
for example, consisted of ten clubs based in the northernmost provinces Fries-
land, Groningen and Drenthe. This district used the club magazine of the 
GSF, De Draaikop (The Turret Head), as the official communicative channel 
for news, workshops, local and regional competitions, festivals and other col-
laborative events. Although the NOVA was at first hesitant to explore another 
administrative layer, possibly out of fear of losing some aspects of its authority 
to regional bodies, it nevertheless commissioned an exploratory report on the 
issue in 1965. 53 This report suggested several important benefits which the 
already constituted, “experimental” districts considered to be beneficial to the 
community. 

The first suggestion related to the organisation of the annual national 
competition (Nationale Wedstrijd). From the late 1940s onwards, anyone who 
was a member of the NOVA was allowed to compete in the National Compe-
tition. This often resulted in a profusion of submissions that, because of their 
sheer number, could not be thoroughly evaluated beforehand on the basis 
of their quality. By clustering cine-clubs into several geographical districts in 
the Netherlands, a regional competition could be added. This was beneficial 
because, as the proponents maintained, nation-wide annual district compe-
titions could function as gatekeepers. These competitions would ensure that 
only successful filmmakers who had proven their worth regionally—and had 
subsequently been recognised with a special certificate of merit issued by a 
qualified jury—could submit their films to the national competition. For the 
NOVA administration this alternative also seemed advantageous, as it would 
streamline the scope of the national competition and decrease the amount of 
work involved in preparation.54

Another possible benefit of introducing the districts was related to the 
question of democratic representation within the community mode. When the 
NOVA was still a relatively compact organisation in the late 1940s and 1950s, 
many of the associated cine-clubs were clustered in and around the more 
populous cities and regions of the Netherlands. As the numbers of associated 
cine-clubs grew and were more geographically dispersed, the means to pro-
mote local interests on a national level became more problematic and frag-
mented. The preliminary report therefore favoured the creation of districts, as 
this would allow for a more controlled form of geographical representation. 
Based on the experiences of already constituted semi-official districts with ad 

52 ‘Verslag van de secretaris,’ General Meeting NOVA on November 17, 1962, p. 4, GA, 2626.75.
53 Appendix III, ‘Gewijzigd prae-advies inzake districtsvorming,’ General Meeting NOVA on May 1, 1965, p. 28-31, GA, box 
2626.75.
54 Appendix III, ‘Gewijzigd prae-advies inzake districtsvorming,’ p. 29.
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hoc consultative bodies chosen from among the administrators of the partici-
pating clubs, the co-operation between local clubs to strengthen their visibility 
to the outside world as well as undertake collaborative activities and events 
proved to be fruitful. 

Those proposing the formation of districts believed that if this situation 
were to become institutionalised throughout the Netherlands, a new form 
of representation could be realised; each district was to elect a representa-
tive from their midst to fill a seat at the national administration. Not every-
one agreed that this would be a benefit. A vocal minority of representatives 
doubted whether this would favourably affect the democratic quality of the 
NOVA. They believed that the usual procedure of appointment by co-option 
(coöptatie) through a vote by all members present, and by proxy, at general 
meetings, was far more democratic than this more indirect form of election.55 

Nevertheless, the NOVA administration saw advantages in the formation 
of districts. Most notably, as the administration emphasised in the report, the 
creation of districts would fulfil yet another requirement concerning the NO-
VA’s eligibility for state and local subsidies. Besides encouraging individual 
membership and the more explicit support for individual creativity, the min-
istry also aimed to advance a cultural infrastructure in which the diffusion 
of arts and culture (cultuurspreiding) would be realised at several different 
geographical levels in the Netherlands.56 The report underlined that nego-
tiations with the ministry and other potential subsidising organisations had 
shown that ‘the current structure [of the NOVA] did not engender confidence’ 
in this respect.57  By adding another administrative layer to organised amateur 
filmmaking, the financial ability to increase NOVA’s “fame” through effective 
“public relations” strategies, and with a larger and more geographically di-
verse potential audience, would improve significantly via subsidies.58 

The report was not the end of the discussion. For several years any attempt 
to come to a final decision was thwarted by a growing number of amend-
ments, objections and additional suggestions to further refine the basic idea 
behind and practicalities of the district as an administrative body. This inter-
nal dynamic shows the fervour with which a number of the people within 
the community mode were engaged with their hobby, especially from an in-
stitutional point of view. In the world of the amateur film association proper 
democratic procedures, the possibilities and constraints of internal change 
and the dynamics of power relations were tried, tested and negotiated explic-
itly against the backdrop of a changing society. This was accompanied by the 

55 Ibid., p. 30.
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painful realisation that external forces, rather than self-determination within 
the confines of a neatly delineated social world, increasingly encroached on 
the way in which the community could shape itself. 

The final decision on the introduction of districts came at the beginning 
of the 1970s, and resulted in a division of the Netherlands into ten NOVA dis-
tricts.59 At that same time, the NOVA also became more active in its PR-strate-
gies to attract individual members, as illustrated by the titles of two flyers from 
the turn of the decade: ‘Amateur filmmaker! There is an organisation waiting 
for you,’ and ‘Are you feeling lonely as an amateur filmmaker?’60 Although 
Hendriks was a strong proponent of districts, being one of the pioneers in the 
north of the Netherlands, his tenure as a vice-chairman of the NOVA was also 
marked, or, in his view, tainted by the introduction of individual membership. 
As discussed earlier, this was something he had strongly agitated against dur-
ing the Week of Photography in 1966. Becoming a prominent figure in the 
higher echelons of the amateur film community meant deciding which battles 
to fight and which ones not to fight, as an entanglement of interests was part 
and parcel of being both a local and national administrator. This might also 
explain his reluctance to publicly share his unease with the reforms that had 
been made to deal with a changing world but also, less intellectually motivat-
ed, to curry favour with the Ministry of Culture and other possible subsidising 
organisations. 

While the national politics of serious film amateurism were fraught with 
tensions between the spirit of change and conservative attempts to maintain 
the status quo, the following section will nevertheless show that the GSF was 
able to keep at bay this urge for innovation that was sweeping through the 
Netherlands. How this was done became visible when De Jong entered the 
GSF at the start of the club season 1966-1967. Whereas the spirit of com-
munity was about to become compromised on a national level, Hendriks did 
everything he could to prevent this from affecting the GSF. As De Jong would 
experience during his initiation, the norms and values of true amateurism 
were strongly encouraged at the club where he took his first steps as serious 
amateur filmmaker. Hendriks was largely responsible for this particular atmos-
phere within the GSF, as he tenaciously kept revitalising, or reconstructing, 
the legacy left behind by the first amateur film community of the Netherlands, 
the Nederlandsche Smalfilmliga (NSL, 1932-1949).

59 Map of NOVA-districts, dated approx. 1970, GA, 2626.8.
60 NOVA leaflet, dated approx. 1970, GA, 2626.8.
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Shaping the spirit of community through the rite of passage

Despite this tumultuous moment of transition in the national amateur film-
making community of the 1960s, the NOVA, as well as the local clubs, did not 
stop their collaboration with those who favoured the spirit of community over 
individual expression and agency. The Week of Photography, originally start-
ed by the Stichting ter bevordering van de amateurfotografie (SBAF, Founda-
tion for the promotion of amateur photography) and the Union of Amateur 
Photography Clubs (BNAF, Bond van Nederlandse Amateurfotografen), was 
the most prominent example of continuing efforts by the amateur film com-
munity to ally itself with likeminded collaborators. It was not only a strategic 
but also an effective alliance, as the “propaganda evening” of the GSF in May 
1966 yielded eight new subscriptions. 

Before his ascent as chairman of the local cine-club, Dries Hendriks had 
bemoaned the fact that the number of members was either dwindling, or, in 
the best case, remaining stable throughout the late 1950s and in the first half 
of the 1960s. In 1965 the GSF had sixty-three more or less active members, 
and thirteen financial supporters who made yearly contributions without par-
ticipating actively in the club.61 Since 1961 the GSF had used the event to let 
the club grow and promote their hobby during the Week of Photography in 
Groningen. This collaboration was also strongly stimulated by the administra-
tion of the NOVA, because of the financial support it received from the SBAF 
for the organisation of the event. During the Week of Photography Hendriks 
did not need to restrain himself whatsoever to the outside world. Hendriks 
seized the occasion in 1966 not so much to convince his audience to be indi-
vidualists, but to celebrate the spirit of community. Individual creativity was 
not something the chairman rejected, but his insistence on the advantages of 
becoming part of a cine-club should perhaps also be seen as an act of resist-
ance towards the direction the NOVA was taking; despite the role he played 
on the national stage. 

The words and attitudes voiced by the GSF-chairman did not fall on deaf 
ears at the event on May 6, 1966. At the end of the evening, Arie de Jong, a 
young student of economics, enthusiastically filled in a registration form, and 
at the start of the new club season in October of that same year, he and seven 
others received a letter written by the paid administrative aid to the GSF, Ms. 
Fiet Bos.62 Although the summer recess was mainly responsible for the delay 
in response to the registration of these aspiring cine-club members, another 
reason was stipulated in Article 11 of the internal rules and regulations.63 

61 Appendix ‘Lijst van leden c.s. anno 1 februari 1965,’ Annual general meeting GSF, 1965, GA,  2626.5.
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2626.5.
63 Article 11, GSF rules and regulations, ‘Huishoudelijk regelement van De Groninger Smalfilmers,’ GA, box 2626.31.
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Article 11 informed the new members that the admission of any prospec-
tive member was open for scrutiny to all members of the GSF. Members had 
considerable influence over the admittance of new members and, accordingly 
and swiftly, Ms. Bos circulated an announcement of convocation one day 
after the well-attended event.64 In the convocation, she listed in alphabetical 
order the names of the eight new candidates. As similarly stipulated in the 
internal regulations, the list of names granted GSF-members the opportunity 
to express their possible opposition to the candidature of the novice mem-
bers. In case of reasonable doubt about their “quality” or “standing,” members 
could inform the local administration of their concerns, which would then 
be discussed during one of their regular meetings.65 As all eight of the new 
applicants received the letter dated on October 4, 1966, it can be surmised 
that everyone passed this first moment of scrutiny. 

In the letter, Fiet Bos welcomed the aspiring amateur filmmakers to the 
club and informed them that the annual contribution amounted to fl. 46.50 
(Dutch Guilders).66 For this sum, the new members not only paid for their 
GSF-membership, the admittance to workshops and club evenings, as well 
as an obligatory subscription to the earlier mentioned club magazine De 
Draaikop; the sum also included NOVA-membership and a subscription to 
the monthly magazine Smalfilm (1959-1970, published by photography and 
cine-film publisher Focus N.V.). The latter, besides being a special interest 
magazine providing a wide range of cine-related articles on news, tips and 
tricks, also functioned as NOVA’s official communicative channel to reach 
out to its members. 

The letter also contained instructions about the use of the GSF’s film 
library (filmotheek) and an invitation to immediately attend one of the pend-
ing club evenings in October. The club’s film library, as pointed out to the 
aspiring club members, contained in its permanent collection a selection of 
films by several respected GSF-members, and canonised on the basis of their 
technical and formal merits. Members were strongly encouraged to familiar-
ise themselves with these films as potentially valuable learning materials. The 
opportunity to watch and learn from these films was not restricted to rental 
alone, but was one of the core aspects of the club evenings.  On many club 
evenings these and other films were projected during collective screenings. 
This was certainly one reason why Ms Bos urged the initiates to attend these 
evenings as quickly as possible. 

There was also another reason. It was during those first evenings of the 
club season that the candidates were to be assigned to one of GSF’s more sen-

64 Convocation from the GSF-administration to its members, ‘Voorlopig programma seizoen 1966/1967,’ dated May 8, 
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65 Talma, Amusement of avant-garde, p. 27.
66 Letter Ms. S.E.I. Bos to new members, ‘Brief n.a.v. aanmelding 6 mei 1966 Het Concerthuis.’
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ior filmmakers. This moment signified the official start of their candidature, 
as the assigned mentor would provide them with practical technical and for-
mal-aesthetic instruction related to cine-film technologies, cinematography, 
image composition, and editing throughout the first year of membership. The 
mentor was also responsible for supervising the candidate’s first attempt to craft 
a short film, which would serve as an aptitude test by which the potential of 
the initiate was evaluated in terms of craft, imagination and creativity. Along-
side these moments of individual mentorship, another important component 
of their training consisted of several lectures written by Dries Hendriks. In 
these lectures, the values and norms behind film amateurism were expounded 
more elaborately. De Jong vividly recounted these first steps into the club: 

It was quite a formal affair that was furthermore characterised by a 
strictly supervised process of working towards a moment of ballot at the 
end of my one-year tenure as a candidate. At the ballot it would be de-
cided whether or not I would be admitted to the club as a full member. 
So, within that first year, I had to learn the basics of amateur filmmak-
ing through lectures and courses, complete a written exam and make 
a short film. Especially the latter was an important component, as it 
would serve as evidence during a special screening event at the club 
that I was capable of making a movie according to the principles that I 
had been taught.67 

Another remarkable aspect of the phase of initiation, as De Jong further re-
called, was the GSF’s hierarchical structure: ‘It was fully clear that I was not 
yet a full member, as I was given a green badge to wear on my jacket during 
club evenings.’68 This is particularly noteworthy, because it demonstrates how 
De Jong, together with the other candidates, was symbolically separated from 
the regular members of the GSF who had a different status and wore blue 
badges. 

It can be argued that the circumstances surrounding this initiation  close-
ly resembled what anthropologist Victor Turner has described as the “liminal” 
during a “rite de passage.”69 From an anthropological perspective, initiations 
are practiced in many social formations among cultures across the world, 
both small and large, and harbour several canonical examples of ritualised 
transitions, such as the passage from boyhood to manhood. Although Turner 
mainly related his understanding of the “liminal” in specific initiation ritu-

67 Interview Arie and Ella de Jong, Heerlen, April 10, 2015.
68 Ibid.
69 Originally published in 1967. Victor Turner, ‘Betwixt and Between: The Liminal Period in Rites de Passage,’ in: Louise 
Carus Mahdi, Steven Foster and Meredith Little, eds, Betwixt and Between: Patterns of Masculine and Feminine Initiation, 
La Salle: Open Court, 1987, p. 3-19. For the canonical anthropological study of “rites de passage” by French anthropologist 
Arnold van Gennep, on which Turner has drawn, see: Arnold van Gennep, The Rites of Passage, London and Henley-on-
Thames: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1960.
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als within small-scale, mostly tribal kinship institutions, several of his insights 
remain fruitful to this day. His work is especially helpful in understanding 
GSF’s mandatory year-long initiation as an “interstructural” and liminal mo-
ment, where the aspiring amateur filmmaker is ‘neither this nor that, and yet 
is both.’70 Taking De Jong’s initiation at the GSF as an example, it was in this 
liminal situation between two states of being, that he was symbolically placed 
in an in-between state as a neophyte. As Hendriks would agree, in this state De 
Jong was neither an individual amateur without any sense of craft, creativity 
and imagination, nor a true amateur. 

Also characteristic of this in-between state was a strong-felt conviction that 
it would render the neophyte malleable.71 By placing him in a role subordi-
nate to his mentor, he thereby became, in part, a tabula rasa on which the 
norms and values related to amateurism and the spirit of community could be 
inscribed. As sketched earlier, this was done with the help of several commu-
nicational building blocks such as lectures, film viewings, exams, individual 
formal and technical instructions, and so forth. This specific aspect of a rite 
of passage, as Turner pointed out, bears a strong resemblance to the “com-
munication of sacra,” an esoteric practice from Greek antiquity.72 Turner de-
fined it as a tripartite system that employed “exhibitions” or ‘what is shown,’ 
“actions” or ‘what is done,’ and “instructions” or ‘what is said.’73 The GSF was 
obviously not a classical religious institution, nor did it use grotesque devic-
es and tactics of exaggeration and caricature, which characterise many tribal 
initiation rites.74 By highlighting the resemblance between traditional rites of 
passage and the GSF’s ‘intiation’, the transfer of norms and values through 
exhibitions, actions and instructions, the ritualistic aspects of the novices’ en-
trance into the social world of the club becomes clearer from a sociocultural 
perspective. 

Acknowledging the ritualistic components of De Jong’s initiation makes 
possible to understand the role “myth” and “tradition”  in an initiation process 
geared towards establishing amateurism and the spirit of community.75 Myth 
and tradition should however not be understood strictly from an anthropologi-
cal or tribal perspective; the initiation at the GSF represents a modern equiva-
lent, devoid of esoteric, spiritual or mystical qualities. It nevertheless indicates 
how the communicational elements were used to assist the new member in 
his “worldmaking” efforts with regard to the community mode.76 This was 
done by encouraging reflection on how the cine-community had come into 
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being, of which building blocks it had been constructed and how the candi-
date could become part of this tradition. 

Hendriks was largely responsible for creating the discursive framework 
for this transfer of myth and tradition. He was well known for his erudite lec-
tures on the history of film in the Netherlands and abroad. In these lectures 
he could expound more elaborately what he understood to be true amateur-
ism and to what degree this notion should influence the spirit of community. 
Whereas the previous section interpreted his tendency to embrace a rather 
conservative attitude towards film amateurism mainly in the light of post-war 
reconstruction and the rise of consumerism and individualism, one can argue 
that this attitude was also beneficial for the legacy of the Nederlandse Smal-
film Liga (NSL, Dutch Small-Gauge Film League). The normality Hendriks 
sought to restore and rekindle at his club was strongly determined by a more 
contemporary notion of myth and tradition, which was furthermore fed by the 
history of NOVA’s precursor.

The myths and traditions of early film culture

Although the lectures written for the initiates at the GSF have been lost, a 
lecture series made in the late 1960s for gatherings at the northern district 
has survived.77 In the first five lectures Hendriks underlined the importance 
of the history of amateur filmmaking. First, he underlined that the arrival of 
film technologies and their use by different groups of people can be regarded 
as one of the most prominent “cultural phenomena” (cultuurverschijnsel) of 
the twentieth century.78 The NSL, in his view, was instrumental in the con-
stitution of “film culture,” because it strived for technical and aesthetic crafts-
manship, showcased a strong artistic and experimental attitude and deeply 
felt appreciation for the material dimension of film. Film culture emerged 
in the 1920s and 1930s, he argued, when the practices of the (historical) film 
avant-garde, amateur photography and professional collaborative filmmaking 
were interwoven in the definition of amateur filmmaking. The formalisation 
of the national organisation of amateur film clubs in the Netherlands first took 
place on December 19, 1931. 

On a Saturday, at the Hotel Americain in Amsterdam, an ambitious group 
of early film enthusiasts came together for the constitutive general meeting of 
the NSL. The arrival of the NSL did not occur in a vacuum. In part, its foun-
dation was a reaction to another film organisation that had been established 
four years earlier, the Nederlandsche Filmliga (NFL, Dutch Film League, 
1927-1933). The latter had been formed by film enthusiasts and intellectuals 

77 Lectures Dries Hendriks, numbered I-XII, GA, 2626.43.
78 ‘Filmgeschiedenis,’ Lecture I Dries Hendriks, GA, 2626.43.
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with a strong affinity with the historical Dutch and international avant-garde 
of the 1920s. 79 As early cinema scholar Tom Gunning has argued, the NFL 
strived to create an alternative context in which film, then still a relatively 
young mass medium, was screened, experienced and discussed.80 Some repre-
sentatives of the Dutch historical avant-garde as well as several cultural critics 
of the 1920s largely shaped this context for an alternative film culture, with 
central figures like Menno ter Braak (1902-1940), an influential cultural crit-
ic and essayist; avant-garde film and documentary maker Joris Ivens (1898-
1989); J.L. Jordaan (1885-1980), often regarded as the grand old man of film 
criticism in the Netherlands; and Henrik Scholte (1903-1988), also an early 
film critic, and a poet and writer.81 

Lamenting what they considered the “Americanisation” of early film cul-
ture in the Netherlands, the group aimed to challenge how it had developed 
purely on the basis of commercial interests and only for the entertainment 
of the masses.82 With the establishment in 1929 of alternative cinema De 
Uitkijk, housed in the former upper middle-class City Bioscoop on the stately 
Prinsengracht in Amsterdam, the NFL aimed to provide an alternative venue 
where artistically and intellectually stimulating cinema could be enjoyed and 
studied.83 The foundation of the NFL was governed mostly by an intellec-
tual imperative to explore and create circumstances in which film could be 
heralded as a critical and experimental art form. On the basis of a thorough 
analysis of the debates within NFL, but also its programming practices and 
organised lectures, Gunning argued that the organisation was predominantly 
devoted to the abstract aesthetic and experimental formal potential of a mass 
medium that should be explored as new art form. The NFL aimed to create 

79 For a thorough history of the arrival of similar film leagues throughout Europe and their impact on shaping early film 
culture, see: Malte Hagener, Moving Forward, Looking Back: The European Avant-Garde and the Invention of Film Culture 
1919-1939, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2007.
80 Tom Gunning, ‘Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten: De alternatieve programmering van de Nederlandse Filmliga,’ 
in: Céline Linssen, Hans Schoots and Tom Gunning, eds, Het gaat om de film! Een nieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandse 
Filmliga 1927-1933, Amsterdam and Hilversum: Bas Lubbershuizen and the Filmmuseum, 1999, pp. 218-263. For an English 
version, see: Tom Gunning, ‘Encounters in Darkened Rooms: Alternative Programming of the Dutch Filmliga,’ in: Malte 
Hagener, ed, The Emergence of Film Culture: Knowledge Production, Institution Buidling and the Fate of the Avant-Garde in 
Europe, 1919-1945, New York and Oxford: Berghahn, 2014, pp. 72-117.  
81 These people belonged to the initially Amsterdam-based NFL. After its foundation the league gradually expanded, with 
other members and cities at the end of the 1920s, namely Utrecht, Groningen, Delft, Haarlem, The Hague and Haarlem. See; 
Céline Linssen, ‘“Unaniem rot stop—Hedenavond vergaderen:” De geschiedenis achter de schermen van de Nederlandsche 
Filmliga,’ in Céline Linssen, Hans Schoots and Tom Gunning, eds, Het gaat om de film! Een nieuwe geschiedenis van de 
Nederlandse Filmliga 1927-1933, Amsterdam and Hilversum: Bas Lubbershuizen and the Filmmuseum, 1999, p. 18-147, p. 23.
82 Independent film historian Hans Schoots has described the goals of the NFL mostly in terms of a crusade against 
popular film and low culture by exploring and celebrating film as an avant-garde and artisitic medium. See: Hans Schoots, 
‘De geest maakt levend, het Amerikaanisme doodt: De Filmliga tussen hoge en lage cultuur,’ in: Céline Linssen, Hans Schoots 
and Tom Gunning, eds, Het gaat om de film! Een nieuwe geschiedenis van de Nederlandse Filmliga 1927-1933, Amsterdam 
and Hilversum: Bas Lubbershuizen and the Filmmuseum, 1999, pp. 150-216. For similar reflections on film as art in the 
Netherlands before the foundation of the NFL, see: Ansje van Beusekom, ‘Film als kunst? Opvattingen over film en filmkunst 
in Nederland (1918-1927),’ Jaarboek Mediageschiedenis 1, 1989, pp. 73-97; Van Beusekom, ‘Film als kunst: Reacties op een 
nieuw medium in Nederland,’ 1895-1940, doctoral thesis, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, 1998. See also: Jesper Verhoef, 
Opzien tegen modernisering: Denkbeelden over Amerika en Nederlandse identiteit in het publieke debat over media, 1919-
1989, Delft: Eburon, 2017.
83 For a history of this alternative cinema see: Hanneke van Dijk, Eerst zien, dan geloven: 100 jaar cinema op Prinsengracht 
452, Barneveld: Uitgeverij Boekenbent, 2013.
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the “new spectator,” who with an advanced knowledge of film’s diverse formal 
potential would be able ‘to imagine and explore the world anew,’ rather than 
being dulled by commercial popular films in mainstream cinemas regulated 
by the commercial Nederlandse Bioscoopbond (NBB, Dutch Cinema Feder-
ation 1921-1992).84

The NSL, in contrast, was founded to create a national umbrella organi-
sation in which amateur filmmakers could organise themselves nationally and 
locally to stimulate the practice of filmmaking outside the professional world 
of the emerging film industry in Hollywood or elsewhere. One of the most 
mythologised founders of the community mode was Mannus Franken (1899-
1953), initially an advisor to the original Amsterdam-based branch of the 
NFL.85 From his station in Paris, Franken had accumulated substantial knowl-
edge on French experimental cinema, as well as a sizeable social network 
within the French film avant-garde. On many occasions he was responsible 
for introducing Dutch audiences to French avant-garde cinema by shipping 
to Amsterdam films made by directors such as Man Ray, Jean Epstein, Ger-
maine Dulac, René Clair and Abel Gance.86 Besides his growing knowledge 
of and personal relationships with the French avant-garde, he also became 
interested in filmmaking. Collaborating with Joris Ivens, he contributed to 
two canonical examples of early Dutch avant-garde cinema with Branding 
(Breakers, 1929) and Regen (Rain, 1929), and the impressionistic film Jardin 
du Luxembourg (1929) was solely attributed to him as a filmmaker. 

The NFL mostly emphasised critical spectatorship and screening rather 
than making films.87 Although Franken had a profound artistic rather than 
commercial interest in avant-garde film and in formal experimentations ex-
ploring the boundaries of film, he also wanted to arouse a more general appe-
tite for the active practice of filmmaking. His belief that making amateur films 
was as worthwhile, or even more, as being a critical spectator was certainly not 
something that remained a phantasy as he, Joris Ivens and others had already 
shown in the NFL. At the first amateur film ‘Concours International,’ the 
predecessor to the UNICA, held in Brussels, 1931, three Dutch filmmakers 
had achieved relative fame. At this first international  competition—including 
representatives from Belgium, France, Yugoslavia and the Netherlands—the 
jury awarded first and second prize to two Dutch amateur films: respectively 

84 Gunning, ‘Ontmoetingen in verduisterde ruimten,’ p. 258. For a history of de Nederlandse Bioscoopbond, see: Karel 
Dibbets, ‘Het bioscoopbedrijf tussen twee wereldoorlogen,’ in Karel Dibbets and Frank van der Maden, eds, Geschiedenis van 
de Nederlandse Film en Bioscoop tot 1940, Weesp: Het Wereldvenster: 1986, pp. 229-270.
85 Franken also wrote about cinema for the magazine Rolprent and newspapers such as De Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant. 
He furthermore gave lectures in the Netherlands in which he screened fragments of French avant-garde cinema to explain the 
formal and aesthetic experimentations to a wider audience. For a more elaborate account of Franken’s activities in France and 
his collaboration with the NFL, see: Linssen, ‘“Unaniem rot stop”,’ pp. 79-99.  
86 For an authorative study of the early French film avant-garde, see: Richard Abel, French Cinema: First Wave, 1915-1929, 
Princeton and Chichester: Princeton University Press, 1985.
87 Although the NFL and De Uitkijk had facilities for film production — something Joris Ivens and others gladly made use 
of — the production of film played a relatively subordinate role in the NFL.
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Menschen en Water (People and Water) made in collaboration by the gentle-
men R. Kannegieter and A. van den Enden from Hilversum, and Droom van 
een H.F.C.-ertje (Dream of a Young Soccer Player) made by Dick Laan, also a 
member of the NFL and someone who would become an influential publicist 
and filmmaker in the Dutch community mode for many decades.88

These close ties, or blurry boundaries, between amateurs and the 
avant-garde were specifically highlighted and mythologised in Hendriks’ 
“worldmaking” lectures. There was, however, another dimension to the or-
igin myth. The NSL similarly emerged from the context of another more 
established media technology and social world of amateur media practice. As 
media historian Susan Aasman pointed out, the NSL was also connected to 
the already flourishing photographic trade and amateur photography clubs.89 
Together with media historian Tim van der Heijden, Aasman furthermore 
emphasised that the emergence of amateur film was greatly intertwined with 
amateur photography discourses.90 With the arrival of amateur safety film for-
mats such as 16mm and 9,5mm in the early 1920s, most people interested in 
amateur “kinematography,” or moving image photography (kino), had to rely 
on photography magazines.91 Unlike still photography, in which stereography 
and art photography were seen as the most challenging modes of production 
for the serious amateur photographer, early filmmaking was  invested in re-
cording movement and action. In order to elevate filmmaking from a “mere” 
pointing at and shooting of movement and action, a Dutch columnist on am-
ateur film recommended his readers to adopt an attitude of filmmaking that 
belonged to a “higher class.”92  

This higher class of filmmaking was at odds with what was regarded as 
the more mundane, unsophisticated and naïve mode of amateur photogra-
phy, and by extension filmmaking: the domestic or family “snapshot.” Media 
anthropologist Richard Chalfen famously described the practice of snapshot 
photography as a part of “Kodak culture,” which  characterised to a large de-
gree the home mode discussed in the following chapter.93 He defined the 
snapshot as a symbolic form with which home mode communication is 
shaped. Rather than abiding by formal prescripts of professional or artistic 
photography, this definition implies, the snapshot generates a symbolic en-
vironment in which it ‘(…) serves to revive memories, maintain a continuity 
in time, and reify a sense of belonging, of social affiliation and personal exist-

88 As a member of the NFL, Dick Laan had already screened the same film under the alternative title Voetbal (Football). 
See: Louis Smits, De Rotterdamse video en smalfilm liga: 70 jaar amateurfilmers in Rotterdam, Rotterdam: Drukkerij van 
Driel, 2002, p. 7. 
89 Aasman, Rituelen van huiselijk geluk, p 60-61.
90 Tim van der Heijden and Susan Aasman, ‘“Hare Majesteit de smalfilm”: De making of de vroege amateurfilm(er),’ 
Tijdschrift voor Mediageschiedenis, vol. 17, no. 1, 2014, pp. 7-26.
91 Ibid., p. 8.
92 Ibid., p. 18.
93 Chalfen, Snapshot Versions of Life, p. 9.
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ence.’94 Although Kodak was the company responsible for the introduction of 
popular amateur moving image formats such as Standard 8mm film in 1932 
and Super8 cassette film in 1965, its introduction of the Brownie camera in 
1900 has been the first driving force behind the commodification of amateur 
snapshot photography of everyday life under the often-cited and famous slo-
gan ‘You Press the Button We Do The Rest.’95 

According to photography historian Nancy Martha West, Kodak’s slogan  
successfully created a twofold understanding of amateur photography that be-
came dominant throughout twentieth century: ‘the consumer—the new am-
ateur photographer—now has the capability to create her own photographs,’ 
whereas ‘[t]he second part of the slogan reassures us that all the mess and mys-
tery of the darkroom [in which the negatives were developed] will be handled 
by the company.’96 This was not the kind of appropriation and domestication 
of media technologies pursued by serious amateurs. Doing everything yourself 
was tied to the rise of amateur photography clubs, competitions and mag-
azines, where a more sophisticated framework was foregrounded in which 
amateur photographers could shape their hobby in a more serious fashion. 

The early discursive construction of the amateur filmmaker was driven by 
this ideal to edify, or uplift, amateur film practice. This remained a recurring 
and influential topic for debate in the community mode from the 1930s on-
wards. This debate and the further development of amateur film towards an 
autonomous practice were continued a year later in the amateur film monthly 
magazine Het Veerwerk: Maandblad voor den Nederlandschen Kino-Amateur 
(1932-1958); edited by Dick Boer, who for many years wrote about amateur 
film. Het Veerwerk’s first editorial team included many familiar names from 
both the NFL and the world of photography, such as the first chairman of the 
NSL, Leo R. Krijn and two of the Dutch prize-winners at the first ‘Concours 
International,’ R. Kannegieter and Dick Laan. With the clear title ‘What “Het 
Veerwerk” Wants: Our Programme,’ the team used the introductory article 
to this new magazine to make sure their mission came across. The magazine 
aimed to be a “fresh” and “cheerful” platform of film-related information in 
which amateur filmmaking would be allowed to flourish even more. At the 
same time, the magazine hoped to be a “bonding” agent for the national and 
local film clubs that would undoubtedly emerge in the wake of the constitu-
tion of the NSL.97 

94 Ibid., p. 130.
95 See also the chapter on early film in: Tim van der Heijden, ‘Hybrid Histories: Technologies of Memory and the Cultural 
Dynamics of Home Movies, 1895-2005,’ doctoral thesis, Maastricht University, 2018.
96 Nancy Martha West, Kodak and the Lens of Nostalgia, Charlottesville and London: University Press of Viginia, 2000, 
p. 8. See also: Douglas Collins, The Story of Kodak, New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1990; Don Slater, ‘Consuming Kodak,’ in: 
Patricia Holland and Jo Spence, eds, Family Snaps: The Meaning of Domestic Photography, London: Virago Press, 1991, pp. 
49-60.
97 S.n., ‘Wat “Het Veerwerk” wil: Ons programma,’ Het Veerwerk: Maandblad voor den Nederlandschen Kino-Amateur, vol. 
1, no. 1, pp. 1-2.
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David Knegt, secretary of the national administration and former chair-
man of a local amateur photography club in the city of Eindhoven, took 
the opportunity to introduce readers of Het Veerwerk to the principles of the 
NSL.98 The NSL aimed primarily to be as inclusive as possible, because it 
‘is not only an association for kino amateurs, but aims to attract all who are, 
directly and indirectly, interested in film.’99 This inclusiveness did not mean, 
however, that the NSL wanted to appeal to those with only a moderate interest 
in amateur film. It rather meant that the NSL in particular aimed to attract 
people who made screenplays, as well as directors, actors and actresses. In the 
view of the secretary of the NSL, amateur filmmaking should differentiate it-
self from “snapshooting” and organised amateur photography by encouraging 
the multifaceted nature of good amateur practice, collaborating in exploring 
cinematography, directing, scripting, lighting, editing and so on. Knegt also 
underlined that proper amateur “spectatorship” should also be encouraged by 
creating a repository, or archive, in which a collection of amateur films would 
become available to rent.100 

As the NSL suspected, the amount of local film clubs would gradually 
grow. Therefore, the more admirable films produced in the clubs should be 
archived and made available nationally to others who wanted to screen and 
learn from them. The NSL aimed to attribute value to these films as artefacts 
to cherish, as well as creations that might be instructional and inspirational 
to others. The latter was important, because it would establish “critical spec-
tatorship” in cine-clubs, along with creative and imaginative crafting. This 
kind of spectatorship, however, should not only train the audience in imag-
ining the world anew, but should also be instructional and inspirational for 
amateurs. Therefore, Knegt underlined, it was extremely important that the 
collection be formed on the basis of “high requirements,” technically and 
aesthetically.101

Adopting the craftsmanship of film amateurism proper

All of the above ambitions and characteristics, with varying degrees of em-
phasis, continued to shape the club and the spirit of community at the GSF 
in the 1960s. Hendriks was specifically invested in conveying these traditions 
and myths, by emphasising filmmaking as an edifying hobby, rather than as a 
means to become an artist or a professional. With regard to professional film-
making, what most interested Hendriks were the principles of collaborative 

98 Aasman, Rituelen van huiselijk geluk, p. 60.
99 ‘D. Knegt, ‘Over de toekomst van kino-amateurisme in Nederland,’ Het Veerwerk, vol. 1, no. 1, 1932, pp. 3-5, cf. p.3.
100 ‘Reeds thans ontving de Nederlandse Smalfilmliga van verschillende zijden aanvragen om smalfilms voor voorstellingen 
beschikbaar te stellen.’ Translation author. Knegt, ‘Over de toekomst van kino-amateurisme in Nederland,’ p. 5.
101 Ibid.
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filmmaking: its post-production practices of scripting, making a screenplay 
and agreeing upon who is responsible for which specific aspects of production 
(i.e. cinematography, directing, staging a scene, and so on). Although many 
film amateurs were the sole author of a film, Hendriks occasionally stimulated 
a collaborative filmmaking project at the GSF in the guise of the feuillefilm, 
or group film. 

When it came to the commercial rationale of professional filmmaking, 
however, an opening quote to his twelfth lecture on the avant-garde illustrat-
ed his dismissive attitude towards this particular aspect: “We are prepared to 
make any movie, even good ones, as long as they make money.’102 These words 
originated from the Polish-American Hollywood mogul Samuel Goldwyn, 
who was one of the well-known driving forces behind the successful “Amer-
icanisation” of early film culture, as its critics in the 1920s and 1930s would 
argue.103 The early film avant-garde’s explorations of the creative and imagina-
tive technical, formal and aesthetic potential of the medium, were considered 
by Hendriks to be far more valuable than the development of film along the 
lines of Goldwyn’s mercantilism. Hendriks did not outrightly dismiss com-
mercial filmmaking, however, as he considered several aspects of Hollywood 
cinema to be valuable for amateurs, namely the use of sound in film, tricks 
and special effects, and its post-production and more collaborative practices. 

Hendriks was furthermore a talented draftsman: several of his storyboards 
were used during lectures on the principles of image composition and cine-
matography, which testifies to his knowledge of professional post-production 
practices. The use of sound in filmmaking was also extremely important to 
him and many other community mode amateurs in the 1950s and 1960s, as 
it was celebrated as an additional dimension to the notions of craft, creativity 
and imagination. In a lecture devoted to the topic, he underlined that film, 
as an art form, is devoted to an ‘interplay between images and sound.’104 Hen-
driks also expressed a fascination with film sound, devoting an entire lecture 
to the shift from silent film to “Talkies” in the 1930s.105 The use of film sound 
became a widespread obsession among amateurs when consumer tape record-
ers became available in the 1950s.  The audio tape recorder made possible a 
creative treatment of sound, either by utilising pre-recoded sounds and music 
on vinyl or audiotape,  by recording environmental sound and dialogue dur-

102 Lectures Dries Hendriks, XII, ‘Iets over de avant-garde,’ p. 1, GA, 2626.43.
103 For an authorative study of early Hollywood and the commercialisation of the moving picture industry in the United 
States, see: Richard Maltby, Hollywood Cinema: An Introduction, Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 1995. See also: David 
Bordwell, Janet Staiger and Kristin Thompson, Hollywood Cinema: Film Style and Mode of Production to 1960, New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1985.
104 Lectures Dries Hendriks, X, ‘Het geluid bij onze film,’ p. 1, GA, 2626.43.
105 For a recent cultural history of sound film, see: Mike Alleyne, ‘Sounds Reel: Tracking the Cultural History of Film 
Sound Technology,’ in: Greame Harper, ed, Sound and Music in Film and Visual Media; An Overview, New York and London: 
Bloomsbury, 2009, pp. 15-41. See also: Elisabeth Weis and John Belton, Film Sound: Theory and Practice, New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1985; Michel Chion, Film: A Sound Art, New York: Columbia University Press, 2009.
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ing filming, or by recording sound effects, narrations and music separately. 
Hendriks identified five different ways in which  sound interplayed with the 
moving image: 1) illustrative, 2) accentuating, 3) suggestive, 4) intensive, and 
5) positive.106 In order to bring craft, creativity and imagination to a more ad-
vanced level, one of the more profound achievements to be reached in serious 
film amateurism of the 1960s was to synchronise two separate media technol-
ogies, the visual and the auditive, into a meaningful and interrelated whole.107

De Jong, as a neophyte amateur filmmaker in the late 1960s, became 
well-versed in the legacy and ideals of good amateur practice expounded by 
Hendriks. Besides being infused with the myth and tradition of the club and 
its spirit of community, he also learned the basics of editing from his assigned 
mentor. Editing was a highly tacit skill, demanding intensive practice in physi-
cally cutting and pasting film material with splicers and glue, as well as manu-
ally operating a film viewer to closely scrutinise the (preliminary) results of ed-
iting. De Jong recounted that during his initiation the gradual advancement 
of craftsmanship and instrumental tinkering associated with these supervised 
exercises was highly pleasurable and rewarding. An advanced understanding 
of synchronous sound and the use of the tape recorder, however, were still 
things he needed to develop.108

De Jong eventually passed the ballot by fulfilling all the requirements, fin-
ishing his written exams, and crafting and screening at the club his short fiction 
film Parkeer eens in Groningen (Parking in Groningen, 1967). Approximately 
two-and-a-half minutes long, the admittance film was still underdeveloped 

106 Lectures Dries Hendriks, X, ‘Het geluid bij onze film,’ p. 1. 
107 Ibid., p. 4. The introduction of magnetic stripe film in the 1970s changed this dynamic, but still presented numerous 
difficulties.
108 Interview Arie de Jong and Ella de Jong-Ploegh.

Illustration 12. Left: Arie de Jong’s monogram, which signified his authorship of a film. Right: 
Title card of De Jong’s admission film for the GSF.
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in terms of interplay between sound and image, because it was accompanied 
by a continuous soundtrack featuring an “illustrative” musical arrangement. 
Nonetheless, the film demonstrated a more advanced comprehension of edit-
ing and storytelling; with comical narrative efficacy, it chronicled the arduous 
circumstances in which motorists had to find a parking spot in the congested 
and compact inner city of Groningen. With Parkeer eens in Groningen as the 
final requirement, De Jong successfully concluded his tenure as a candidate 
and was subsequently awarded a special certificate by the administration of the 
GSF. This certificate symbolically ended his initiation, and earned him the 
right to wear a blue badge during club evenings. 

In addition to certificates, the NOVA in the same year also started to issue 
special membership cards.109 Similar to a state-issued passport, this card gave 
the owner special privileges as a “certified” filmmaker, because the NOVA 
administration requested ‘to afford the bearer any assistance to make his or 
her film recordings which may be necessary.’ The possession of this film pass-
port gave another strong symbolic quality to one’s affiliation with the amateur 
film community, and it occasionally opened doors at certain places, in the 
Netherlands and abroad, where one normally would not be allowed to film or 
photograph without government-issued permits or special permission.

109 ‘Verslag van de secretaris,’ General Meeting NOVA held on April 1, 1967, p. 4, GA, 2626.75.

Illustration 13. Arie de Jong’s NOVA-membership card.
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In the following years of his full membership at the GSF, De Jong proved 
to be a prolific filmmaker, and all of his following films featured a stylised 
monogram before the opening title.110 The monogram visually represented 
his authorship as an amateur filmmaker in the community mode. With regard 
to his growing craftsmanship in relation to sound, a particularly interesting 
example of his rapid progress was the experimental documentary Emissielicht 
(Emission Light, 1968). De Jong captured and used the sounds of electron-
ic radio modulation and scientific instruments, as well as a voice-over nar-
rator. Screened on March 7, 1968, at a thematic club competition devoted 
to “Light,” De Jong’s film was awarded second prize. Dries Hendriks regard-
ed De Jong’s work as promising and wrote about its visual merits: ‘[Emission 
Light was] enthralling in the manner in which light was incorporated. Unu-
sual experiments with radio waves, which were transformed into light by all 
kinds of complicated scientific instruments, were both concrete and abstract. 
(…) The colours were outstanding.’111 There was also room for some construc-
tive criticism, as Hendriks remarked that, despite the beautiful abstract shapes 
in the film, ‘which were obtained by an oscilloscope,’ he nevertheless judged 
‘that this could have been elaborated upon a little bit further.’112 

De Jong also embraced other, more social aspects of the spirit of commu-
nity, as he and his, by then, wife Ella were loyal participants in the organising 
committee of the club anniversary, open evenings and thematic parties. As 
everything seemed to go well at the club, despite some controversial insti-
tutional changes in the community mode at a national level, the following 
section will describe the gradual emergence of video and the first discursive 
contours in which video was understood as a technology disruptive to the 
community mode.

First encounters with video

On Whit Monday May 2, 1970, amateur filmmaker Jan Willems, together 
with four fellow film enthusiasts, attempted to make his first amateur video 
production. Only two days earlier, a “friendly” representative of an electron-
ics manufacturer ‘from the south of the Netherlands’ had visited Willems’ 
home in his family car (the infamous Dutch car brand DAF) filled with ‘vid-
eo equipment and accessories.’113 The electronics firm granted the self-pro-
claimed curious, open-minded amateur the possibility to tinker with some of 
its video equipment for a week. 

110 In 1969, De Jong was for the second time given the W.J. Drukker-prize, which honoured the most prolific amateur 
filmmaker in the club. See: Minutes Meeting GSF-administration, December 15, 1969, GA, 2626.34.  
111 Dries Hendriks, ‘Filmwedstrijd “Het Licht”: Toename in kwaliteit,’ De Draaikop, vol. 14, no. 3, 1967, pp. 31-32.
112 Hendriks, ‘Filmwedstrijd “Het Licht”,’ p. 32.
113 Jan Willems, ‘Video… Wij ook,’ Cineshot, October 15, 1970, p 12.
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This electronics manufacturer from the “south” was Royal NV Philips, 
based in Eindhoven, and one of several electronics companies in the world 
developing video technologies for the professional and consumer market at 
the time. Although the manufacturer had not yet launched a portable video 
system similar to Sony’s portapak, it nevertheless could provide a semi-profes-
sional stationary table video recorder and studio camera. 114 Before the rep-
resentative left, he emphasised that video was easy to use and gave Willems 
some basic information about its technological characteristics, and elaborate 
hands-on instructions for operating both the camera and recorder in combi-
nation with a television set. Willems, however, found it difficult to instantly fa-
miliarise himself with all these novel aspects of video, and asked to repeat the 
instructions three more times. On Whit Sunday, the day before the planned 
shoot, Willems nevertheless convened with four other friends, film amateurs 
from the club, to prepare their video production according to the principles 
of community mode: they developed an elaborate shooting script and divided 
several tasks in order to organise their collaborative effort. One of his friends, 
for example, was facetiously appointed to the position of “recorder-machinist,” 
and as such was in charge of supervising the smooth operation of the video 
recorder during shooting the next day.115 

This early experience of film club amateurs using video technologies was 
chronicled in a special issue of Cineshot, which became the official amateur 
film magazine published by the NOVA after Smalfilm ceased to exist as a 
communicational channel for the organisation. It is a remarkable early ac-
count of the initial thoughts on and experiences with video, as it was written 
just when this new media technology was making its first steps on the con-
sumer electronics market. The account in Cineshot made clear that the early 
use of video was fraught with mishap and technical issues. Among the more 
concrete and literal disruptive problems encountered by Willems on Whit 
Monday were severe distortions on the television set that, as they tinkered with 
the camera, rendered the camera-feed instantly on-screen via a feedback loop. 
The “recorder-machinist” was immediately ordered to investigate this strange 
occurrence but failed to find any explanation for the distortions. 

Afraid that the contortion visible on the television screen would also be 
inscribed on the videotape, they eventually decided to stop filming and the 
“machinist” was instructed to contact someone at Philips, on Tuesday, to as-
certain what had gone wrong. The “machinist” reported back on the inquiries 
made at Philips the following day. According to the electronics firm many 
things could have caused the distortion. One possibility was power fluctua-
tions in the mains supply, and others included electric household appliances 

114 For a more detailed account of Sony’s Portapak system, see previous chapter.
115 Willems, ‘Video… Wij ook,’ p. 12.
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and old light bulbs as possible causes. That an old light bulb might have been 
the culprit amused Willems, as Philips was famous for bringing electrical 
lighting and light bulbs to the Netherlands before the company shifted its 
attention to fundamental scientific research on semi-conductor technologies 
and their practical implementation in consumer electronics.116 

Regardless of the exact source of electronic interference, it had had no 
effect on the recordings, underlined the “machinist,” who had been reassured 
by Philips on the matter earlier. Strengthened by these words of reassurance, 
they could therefore safely return to making a video production. Again, their 
endeavours were accompanied by frustration, which continued to temper 
their initial high expectations: ‘We were constantly annoyed, as every camera 
angle we took resulted in a spinning image; synchronicity still leaves a lot to be 
desired, and, more frustratingly, the tape we used contained a serious flaw that 
made a part of the scene we had recorded completely useless.’117 In addition to 
these drawbacks, several of the foremost technical affordances of cine-film had 
not yet been fully developed in these technologies offered by Philips.

First, Willems complained that electronic editing did not compare to 
what he was used to with small-gauge film. Even worse, the two possible forms 
of editing were rather crude. Editing could be done either “in-camera” dur-
ing the actual shoot or, even less desirable, during an unsophisticated and 
clumsy post-production process in which scenes from the master videotape 
had to be taped over to a separate recorder, without any familiar technical 
aides to precisely scrutinise whether the transition from one shot to another 
went smoothly and without any distortions. This significantly differed from 
the traditional and extremely tacit practice of editing by manually splicing and 
pasting together fragments of film reels, and the possibility to closely inspect 
the transition between frames on a film viewer. 

The second problem Willems encountered with Philips’ video equip-
ment was the lack of possibilities to add pre-recorded sound to already shot 
video footage. Whereas environmental sound could be easily recorded syn-
chronously during filming with a microphone attached to the camera, the 
addition of music or separately recorded sounds could not be achieved with 
the equipment provided to him. This was extremely problematic for film am-
ateurs from the community mode, as one’s ability to tinker with sound re-
cordings and their synchronicity in relation to the moving image was part and 
parcel of the organised hobby. The final critical reflection on the use of video 

116 For a business history of Philips, see: A. Heerding and Derek S. Jordan, A History of NV Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken 
Vol. One: The History of the Dutch Incadescent Lamp Industry, Cambridge, New York and Melbourne: Cambridge University 
Press, 1986; A, Heerding, A History of NV Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken Vol. Two: A Company of Many Parts, Cambridge, 
New York and Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1988.
117 ‘We ergerden ons blauw, dat bij elk camara standpunt het beeld te lang bleef rondtollen, alvorens de synchronisatie 
voldoende werkte en nog meer, dat er een fout in de gebruikte band bleek te schuilen, die een een deel van een belangrijke 
scène volkomen onbruikbaar maakte.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
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related to the problematic distortions described earlier. Willems appreciated 
the possibilities provided by the feedback loop, especially, for instance, to in-
stantly see whether or not a shot was framed well. Willems also saw profound 
problems with a technology plagued constantly by electronic interference and 
other irksome disruptions. In his view many of the novel functionalities were 
ineffective and useless. 

Willems did not consider video to be easy to use or a serious candidate as 
alternative to the small-gauge technologies he was already intimately familiar 
with. ‘The following Saturday,’ when ‘the same friendly gentleman returned 
to collect the equipment,’ and asked for his experiences with it, Willems said: 
‘I think it’s marvellous as a toy for boys, but for now I will postpone any plans to 
purchase video, as it, in my opinion, has barely left the experimental stage.’118 
Willems was, however, not totally underwhelmed by video’s potential. Besides 
observing that video equipment was still rather costly, he concluded that when 
video was no longer plagued by the disruptive problems he mentioned earli-
er, ‘the medium might await a great future, not in the least for us, cine-film 
amateurs.’119 

Video and TV as disruptive technologies

This future had, however, not yet arrived. The experience with and reflection 
on video described above can be understood predominantly as an attempt to 
frame this new “medium” as disruptive technology. Influential management 
and innovation scholar Clayton Christensen coined the term “disruptive 
technologies.”120 Christensen was interested in the discontinuous patterns of 
change occurring with the arrival of new technologies and how they could 
affect innovation and management strategies in businesses. He defined “dis-
ruptive technologies” as follows: 

Generally, disruptive technologies underperform established products 
in mainstream markets. But they have features that fringe (and general-
ly new) customers value. Products based on disruptive technologies are 
typically cheaper, simpler, faster, and, frequently, more easy to use.121 

Clearly, serious amateurs’ appraisal of video as being disruptive lies beyond 
Christensen’s understanding of the concept in the context of innovation and 

118 ‘De zaterdag daarop kwam dezelfde vriendelijke meneer de spullen ophalen en na alles gecontroleerd te hebben, vroeg 
hij naar mijn mening, die ik hier best wil herhalen: Ik vind het machtig mooi mannen-speelgoed, maar zal voorlopig nog even 
wachten met de aanschaf ervan, omdat het geheel m.i. nog teveel in het experimentele stadium verkeert.’ Translation author. 
See: Ibid.
119 Ibid.
120 Clayton M. Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail, Boston: Harvard 
Bussiness School Press, 1997.
121 Christensen, The Innovator’s Dilemma, p. 11.
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management strategies within the corporate world. Nevertheless, the defini-
tion above helps us to understand Willems’ encounter video as a potential 
alternative, an emergent new technology on the market. In other words, this 
discursive trace chronicles the efforts of a potential consumer to evaluate 
whether the “new” resembled or improved on the affordances and qualities of 
small-gauge film technologies. 

Willems also did not belong to a new fringe group of consumers who saw 
potential benefits in the new features of video. In other words, he was not 
prone to evaluate electronic video in the same was as counter mode practi-
tioners. To understand Willems’ encounter with electronic video as a new 
technology, is to characterise it in terms of how it underperformed both in 
retail price and technical affordances. Willems thus compared video to the 
traditional performance of small-gauge-film-related technologies favoured 
within the community mode. Technological innovation scholars James Utter-
back and Happy Acee have underlined this growing tension between the tra-
ditional performance of established technologies and the possible “ancillary” 
performance by new, disruptive technologies.122 Utterback and Acee sought 
to amend Christensen’s definition and emphasised that “disruptive technol-
ogies” are not necessarily always cheaper, simpler, faster, and more easy to 
use.123

The adoption of disruptive technologies as an explanatory category in this 
chapter thus does not aim to contribute to better understanding of the com-
plex and often disruptive socio-technical processes engendered by new tech-
nologies in the context of innovation strategies and business administration. It 
does however propose to consider how new media technologies can be seen as 
“disruptive” from the perspective of their potential domestication. As a partici-
pant in the social world of amateur filmmakers, Willems was ostensibly less in-
terested in video’s potential new value than in how it compared to the old. He 
was willing to explore the affordances of video, but at the same time could not 
negate his identity as a serious amateur for whom the affordances of cine-film 
technologies were the norm in achieving craft, creativity and imagination. 

The moment Willems was exposed to video, furthermore, did not repre-
sent an encounter with fully yelled out consumer media technologies. The 
video equipment Philips provided was neither standardised nor domesticated 
when Willems and his film friends started to tinker with it. This discursive 
trace, in other words, offers an important anecdotal insight into the early ef-
forts of Philips to assess the performance of not yet fully standardised and 
domesticated video technologies. This was not the only time this happened; a 

122 James M. Utterback and Happy J. Acee, ‘Disruptive Technologies: An Expanded View,’ International Journal of Innovation 
Management, vol. 9, no. 1, 2005, pp. 1-17.
123 Utterback and Acee, ‘Disruptive Technologies,’ p. 9.
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year later, Philips similarly supplied video equipment for visitors to tinker with 
in the Video Tent at the art manifestation Sonsbeek Beyond the Pale (1971) in 
Arnhem.124 That Willems and his cine-club friends had been given the oppor-
tunity by Philips to work with video equipment can be seen as one of several 
attempts by the electronics company to get a rough insight into how consum-
ers evaluated and appropriated their video technologies. By explicitly framing 
video as an easy to use technology, the manufacturer set out to conduct a rath-
er rudimentary, and unofficial usability trial. However, not a process directly 
studied and supervised by researchers from the electronics manufacturer, as 
would be proper procedure in research and development practices today.125 

Willems did not, however, accept the claim made by the Philips repre-
sentative that video was easy to use. In his view, video did not offer the serious 
amateur the same affordances as cine-film. This early and unambiguous eval-
uation of video continued to influence discourses on its potential as an alter-
native in the community mode. In 1972, for example, the editors of Cineshot 
repeated the suspicions of claims regarding video’s supposed ease-of-use in an 
article.126 Several months prior to its publication, a well-known American am-
ateur film magazine had featured an article celebrating the introduction of a 
special mixing console to enhance video’s ease-of-use in editing. After reading 
this article, the editors of Cineshot swiftly warned their readership not to be 
misled by such claims: ‘Sorry, but this, to us, sounds like such a rigmarole, and 
not easy at all—especially if one considers the immense possibilities that are 
provided by modern 8 and 16mm editing equipment.’127

Video’s status as a potential alternative to small-gauge film did not lose its 
power to captivate film amateurs in the late 1960s and early 1970s. It did also 
not escape the attention of the GSF. On October 2, 1969, less than one year 
before Willems’ disruptive encounter with video, Andries Bruinsma, a veteran 
member of the GSF and close friend of Dries Hendriks, organised a special 
video demonstration evening in Groningen. Around that moment, Arie de 
Jong had graduated from university and moved to the city of Arnhem where 
he found employment at a Dutch-German synthetic fibre company (AKU-
AKZO).128 Willing to remain a more or less active member of the GSF, and 
as long as his work would allow, he became a committed external member 

124 For a more elaborate account of video at Sonsbeek Beyond the Pale, see previous chapter.
125 The idea that Philips’ new consumer electronics had to be tested and evaluated in a domestic setting was a more or 
less ad hoc and unorganised until the 1990s. One Philips engineer, who worked on video in the 1970s and 1980s, mentioned 
that new consumer products were usually given to administrative staff to test at home. After this unofficial trial ended, an 
oral report was given on the use of the device in a domestic context. Interview Tim van der Heijden and author with prof. 
K. Robers, dr. S. Luijtjens and dr. A. van Herk, Eindhoven, February 17, 2014. For a more elaborate analysis of the role of 
usability trials in terms of “configuring the user,” see also: Steve Woolgar, ‘Configuring the User: The Case of Usability Trails,’ 
The Sociological Review, vol. 38, no. 1, 1990, p. 58-99.
126 S.n. ‘Video simpel?’ Cineshot, September 15, 1972, p. 23.  
127 ‘Sorry, maar we vinden het allemaal nogal omslachtig klinken en bepaald niet zo simple — helemaal niet als men een en 
ander vergelijkt met de moderne 8 en 16mm filmmontage mogelijkheden.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
128 Interview Arie and Ella de Jong.
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(buitenlid). Bruinsma held the same position at the GSF, as he in the 1960s 
moved to a small village near Amsterdam to work at the Dutch headquarters 
of Italian automobile manufacturer Fiat. 

Despite being relatively far from Groningen, Bruinsma (like De Jong un-
til 1972) remained as active a member as circumstances allowed, and occa-
sionally organised a special club evening in Groningen. Well-known for being 
an aficionado of new consumer electronics, on the second of October Bruins-
ma brought with him to Groningen one of the latest novelties in consumer 
electronics: Sony’s CV-2100 consumer video recorder and a corresponding 
camera. The GSF members present at this evening were first treated to a com-
mercial of a new small family car, the Fiat 128. This commercial was remark-
able, less because of the car it advertised than because it was commissioned 
by Bruinsma’s employer to be produced on video. With this commercial he 
aimed to demonstrate to his fellow GSF-members the possibilities of filmmak-
ing with video technologies. 

He furthermore demonstrated how the video playback and recording de-
vice functioned with the reel-to-reel videotape on which the commercial was 
stored.129 Bruinsma was fascinated by the technical possibilities to instantly 
render on-screen the video signal produced by the camera with the help of 
a feedback loop to a television receiver. To demonstrate this functionality, he 
positioned the camera in front of him during his lecture on video. While he 
gave his lecture, a nearby television set instantly screened his every gesticula-
tion during his talk. A club-member reporting on the event in De Draaikop, 
wrote: ‘For most of us, it was a novelty to see a real Video-recorder [sic] in 
operation. (…) The size of the camera seemed to be quite manageable, but 
the recorder itself, in constrast, proved to be rather ponderous; the total costs 
are less than anticipated, which might indicate that shortly we will see more of 
these kind of devices — perhaps even in our own club, who knows.’130 

Video did indeed return as a presence at the club. In 1972, Bruinsma 
seized yet another occasion to share his profound enthusiasm for video, having 
once more planned a special evening on this novelty that, in the meantime, 
was gaining increasing public attention, not in the least in the popular imag-
ination. On this occasion, however, an editor of the club magazine wrote a 
satirical and slightly mocking article on Bruinsma’s zealous efforts to convince 
the club of the wonders of this new media technology. Composed as a police 
report on a highly “suspicious” event, the article jokingly described Bruinsma 
as a suspect, with the initials A.F.J.B, involved in some shady dealings: 

129 s.n. ‘Groningen G.S.F.,’ De Draaikop, vol. 15, no. 7, 1969, p. 81.
130 ‘Voor de meesten onzer was het een nieuwtje om een wezenlijke Video-recorder in werking te zien. (…) De grootte van 
de camera voor opname bleek zeer handzaam, maar daarentegen was de eigenlijke recorder wel erg zwaarwichtig; toch viel de 
totaalprijs mee, zodat we binnen niet al te lange tijd dergelijke apparatuur wel meer zullen gaan zien, misschien zelfs op onze 
club, wie weet.’ Translation author. See: Ibid.
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On the night of April 27 and 28, 1972, around 12.30 am, we encoun-
tered several people suspiciously transferring a large number of goods 
from the building of a wholesale business (…) into two waiting auto-
mobiles with running engines. (…) As we entered the premises and 
discovered an inconceivable amount of television sets, recording and 
playback devices of the electronics brand SONY, both suspects, the 
gentlemen A.F.J.B. and A.J.H., (…) could not provide any convincing 
explanations with regard to the origin of these goods. Notwithstanding 
the claim made by A.F.J.B. that he was the owner of the aforemen-
tioned devices, the total value of this equipment, together with hun-
dreds of kilometres worth of videotape, is estimated at approximately 
20.000 guilders, which does not inspire confidence that the suspect 
was telling the truth. Therefore, both suspects will be brought before 
the public prosecutor…131

The other “suspect,” A.J.H., was Dries Hendriks, who helped his friend to 
prepare for the special video evening and offered his company’s premises 
(professional electronics wholesaler Keip BV) to temporarily store the equip-
ment Bruinsma had brought with him to Groningen. Going back to the con-
tent of the satirical piece, it is remarkable that no mention was made of any 
of the specific video features Bruinsma aimed to demonstrate to his fellow 
club-members. Instead, in an addendum to the fictitious police report, the 
author remained elusive as to what was said exactly about video. Despite the 
fact that Bruinsma ‘might be well ahead of his time,’ and ‘gave an excellent 
show,’ the author only mentioned that it remained ‘doubtful whether dozens 
of club members will now opt to throw themselves into a video adventure.’132 

For the better part of the 1970s this indeed seemed to be the case at the 
GSF. Both the club magazine and the programmes of the club seasons in 
the 1970s rarely mentioned the word video, much less its possible or actu-
al use in the club. There was however one notable exception. The silence 
surrounding video after the “suspicious” event was broken by a report on a 
workshop held on Thursday November 23, 1978. For that evening  several 
club members had organised an exploratory workshop on the use of video 
under the appropriate title ‘Videorama.’133 Bruinsma provided to his fellow 

131 In de nacht van 27 op 28 april 1972, te 12.30, namen wij enige personen waar die op verdachte wijze een grote 
hoeveelheid goederen uit een pand van een elekrotechnische groothandel (…) en in twee, met draaiende motor, gereedstaande 
auto’s laadden. (…) Toen wij het pand binnendrongen en daar een onvoorstelbare hoeveelheid TV-apparaten, -afspeel 
en –opnameapparatuur van het merk SONY aantroffen, bleken beide verdachten, de mannen A.F.J.B. en A.J.H., (…) geen 
bevredigende verklaring voor de herkomst van deze goederen te kunnen afleggen. Verdachte A.F.J.B. verklaarde weliswaar dat 
de bedoelde apparatuur zijn eigendom was (…), maar daar de totale waarde van de apparatuur en de honderden kilometers 
videoband op zeker 20.000 gulden kan worden geschat, mag worden aangenomen, dat verdachte A.F.J.B. niet de waarheid 
heeft gesproken. Beide verdachten zullen dan ook voor de Officier van Justitie worden geleid…’ Translation author. See: S.n., 
‘Video-TV-Avond: Uit een politie-rapport,’ De Draaikop, vol. 17, no. 11/12, p. 3.
132 ‘Video-TV-Avond,’ p. 3.
133 S.n., ‘Videorama,’ De Draaikop, vol. 22, no. 7/8, 1979, p. 4-5.
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club members the video equipment he had devoutly collected over the years 
and the others eagerly grasped the opportunity to see what video had in store 
for them. As it turned out, however, video was not necessarily explored as an 
alternative to small-gauge film. Instead, the exploratory aspect of that evening 
was focused mostly on the potential of video to promptly scrutinise one’s own 
amateur practices and immediately evaluate them. This evening centred on 
how the dramaturgic effect of acting performances changed when differently 
framed through cinematography. As video allowed for instant “playback” on 
TV of the performance just recorded, the members involved in its creation 
could immediately re-watch it and evaluate the results. The general consensus 
of the evening eventually leaned towards the bland impression that electronic 
video was “educational” and highly “interesting.”134

Notwithstanding these vague but seemingly approving words, at the end 
of 1979 a small cartoon in the December issue of De Draaikop pointed at a 
different attitude towards video. The drawing portrayed a projection screen 
on which the following rhetorical question was “screened” by the cartoon-
ist: ‘Slide and film projection still has the special attractiveness to radiate the 
image in a fully darkened room. What would you rather see: your own film 
projection or the impersonal TV-image?’135 This cartoon put video in an unfa-
vourable light, as the “correct” answer was already implied by the formulation 
of the question, as did the two possible answers. Although not directly pointing 
at video, the cartoon explicitly established television as the culprit for being 
impersonal rather than attractive. In contrast to apprehensive appraisals of 
video, mostly aimed at debunking misguided discourses on its supposed ease-
of-use, this cartoon underlined another important point of unrest shared by 
serious film amateurs: video’s intimate relationship with television.

The amateur film club had an ambiguous relationship with television as 
a technology and cultural form. In contrast to the ideal of the spirit of com-
munity, a closer look at the mundane reality of club life reveals that members 
often did not attend club evenings faithfully. Or failed to commit themselves 
fully to the goal of completing their films before a particular deadline (i.e. 
for special thematic club evenings, competitions, and so on). This greatly an-
noyed Hendriks and he did not hesitate to speak out on the issue.136 Besides 
bemoaning the low level of commitment by those who had gone astray, he 
particularly blamed television as a passivity-inducing and shallow competitor 

134 ‘Videorama,’ p. 5.
135 ‘Dia- en filmprojectie heeft nog altijd die aparte bekoring van het stralende projectiebeeld in een overigens duistere 
kamer. En wat ziet u liever: uw eigen projectie of dat onpersoonlijke Tv-beeld?’ Translation author. De Draaikop, vol. 23, no. 
3, 1980, p. 5.
136 For example, someone who announced his plans to end his membership because he considered the spirit of community 
more as a stern and inpenetrable spirit of the “clique” (ploegjesgeest), received a snappy reply from Hendriks. Hendriks 
blamed him for a low level of commitment and, instead of faulting the spirit of community as a malign part of club life, he 
was asked to reflect on his own adverse attitudes, low commitment and what he neglected to learn from and contribute to 
the community. See: Letter by Dries Hendriks, dated June 10, 1970, GA, 2626.28.
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when it comes to meaningful use of one’s leisure time. In 1972 he voiced 
this opinion publicly to his fellow GSF-members, reminding those who did 
not live up to the spirit of community of their indiscretion by accusing them 
of ‘clearly giving their preference to watching television’ at home.137 This re-
proach pointed at the changing circumstances in which television had be-
come a serious alternative in use of one’s leisure time; especially, as Hendriks 
would see it, in terms of passive consumption at home rather than active pro-
duction and consumption at the club. 

A threat to the aura of film

Television also represented another world than the one where film had be-
come, as Hendriks would agree, a “cultural phenomenon” in the first half 
of the twentieth century. This other world was electronic rather than photo-
chemical, and, as strong exponents of this new and increasingly ubiquitous 
electronic media environment, both television and video represented the met-
aphorical bone of contention for Hendriks and many other serious film ama-
teurs. In their view, all the aspects of craft, creativity and imagination afforded 

137 Dries Hendriks, ‘Filmavond 9 december,’ De Draaikop, vol. 17, no. 8, 1972, p. 3.

Illustration 14. The cartoon in De Draaikop that asks the question: do you prefer the distinct 
‘allure of the radiating projection screen’ or the ‘impersonal TV-image?’
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by small-gauge film technologies were lacking in the electronic media tech-
nologies.138 Even more important, the electronic aesthetic of television was 
opposed to the quality of small-gauge film screening. Recalling the cartoon, 
but also the British amateur filmmaker mentioned in the introduction to this 
chapter, the issue was the matter of the magic of film, or its “aura,” versus the 
mundane television “box” flickering in the corner of a brightly lit living room. 

As the influential cultural critic Walter Benjamin argued in the mid-
1930s, film has since its arrival been a quintessential reproductive technolo-
gy.139 Benjamin is famous for the thesis that reproductive technologies set in 
motion the far-reaching erosion of the “aura” of the traditional arts; in terms of 
the special conditions and circumstances in which their creation takes place, 
as well as their unique existence as artefacts somewhere in the world at a given 
time.140 This erosion, or “withering,” came about in modernity with the arrival 
of new technologies of mechanical reproduction, which allowed for mass-pro-
duced copies of already existing works of art. To be more precise, he believed 
that this specific development affected the aura of the artwork in two aspects:  
its “cult” and “exhibition” value.141 Whereas the former refers to the practices 
involved with making an artwork, the latter relates to the authenticity of the 
original work, which earned it the right to be exhibited on public display. 

Benjamin acknowledged that numerous reproduction techniques have 
been in existence since classical antiquity, and was furthermore aware that the 
concepts of art and the genius artist were modernist philosophical construc-
tions. Nonetheless, he maintained that the contemporary artwork had lost 
most of its pre-modern magical and ritualistic qualities when it came to its cult 
and exhibition value, not in the least because of mechanical reproduction. He 
did, however, anticipate profound opportunities for reproductive technologies 
to rekindle these qualities as aesthetically and socially progressive forms of 
art. For Benjamin, photography and film were particularly viable candidates 
to do so, as long as they were embraced for their reflective and emancipatory 
potential and became creative tools in the hands of the masses in a hoped-for 
classless society.142 

138 With the notable exception of electro-magnetic recording of sound on a tape recorder.
139 Originally written in 1935 as an essay with the German title ‘Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen 
Reproduzierbarkeit.’  For the renowned English edition, translated by Harry Zohn, see: Walter Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in 
the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,’ In Walter Benjamin and Hannah Arendt, ed, Illuminations: Essays and Reflections, New 
York: Shocken Books, 2007 (1968), pp. 217-251.
140 Benjamin, ‘The Work of Art in the Age of Mechenical Reproduction,’ p. 220. For an erudite and critical analysis of ‘The 
Work of Art’ essay, the Jewish intellectual tradition on which Benjamin had drawn and the contradictions in his thought, 
especially related to his notion of aura, see: Miriam Hansen, ‘Benjamin, Cinema and Experience: “The Blue Flower in the 
Land of Technology”,’ New German Critique, no. 40, 1987, pp. 179-224; Miriam Hansen, Cinema and Experience: Siegfried 
Kracauer. Walter Benjamin, and Theodor W. Adorno, Berkeley etc.: California University Press, 2012. See also Dominique 
Chateau’s insightful appraisal of Benjamin with regard to his contrubution to film theory and the philosphy of technology: 
Dominique Chateau, ‘The Philosophy of Technology in the Frame of Film Theory: Walter Benjamin’s Contribution,’ in: Annie 
van den Oever, ed, Technē/Technology: Researching Cinema and Media Technologies—Their Development, Use, and Impact, 
Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2013, pp. 29-50. 
141 Benjamin, ‘The work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction,’ p. 224.
142 Benjamin specifically uses the term “practice-politics” in this respect. Ibid., p. 226. See also the discussion of 
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Following this rather abridged and selective reading of Benjamin’s essay 
(and without going into the apparent ambiguities in his reasoning), it can 
be surmised that few in the community mode had realised facets related to 
this utopian promise of film, albeit on a relatively elitist and small scale; also 
without considering themselves to be artists in a modernist sense, nor by em-
bracing the Marxist and emancipatory tone. Nonetheless, as described in the 
previous section, myth and tradition were specifically employed by the GSF 
to symbolically attribute small-gauge film with an aura of cult value, seen 
through the prism of a modern myth and imbued with craft, imagination and 
creativity. 

The screening context had an equally profound status in terms of its exhi-
bition value, as it represented a dispositif shaped by the material articulation 
and tradition of photochemical film projection; one that in the community 
mode was furthermore shaped by the notion that it is an edifying and joyful 
activity, to be experienced collectively in a darkened room with the distinctive 
rattling sound of a projector that was “radiating” moving pictures on the pro-
jection screen. Without going into a comparative phenomenological analysis, 
it can be argued that television and video, as electronic media technologies, 
were not considered to be part of this highly normative, tacit and symbolic 
socio-technical constellation. Seen from the prespective of Benjamin’s notion 
of the aura and on his ideas on cult and exhibition value, many in the com-
munity mode regarded television, both as a technology and cultural form, as 
antithetical to what they cherished. They found television technologically and 
socioculturally disruptive. This attitude towards television shows how certain 
representatives of community mode amateur filmmaking attached modernis-
tic magical and ritualistic connatations to small-gauge film technologies. 

The latter interpretation allows for an important media historical observa-
tion in relation to disruptive media technologies. Some vocal representatives 
of the community mode, among them Hendriks, suggested that the “new,” 
and in their view disruptive electronic media technologies, lacked an aura. 
To understand this inclination, it is important to emphasise that such views 
were a recurring discursive pattern in media history. From the context of new 
digital media technologies, media theorist Jay Bolter et al. already indicated 
how this pervasive impulse can be understood as a critical view of media tech-
nological change in terms of ‘a permanent crisis of aura.’143 It is important to 
highlight that Bolter et al. emphasised different aspects of Benjamin’s writing 
and omitted several of the ones discussed here. Moreover, they scrutinised the 
notion of aura against the backdrop of the emergence of virtual reality and 

Enzensberger’s media theory in the previous chapter. 
143 Jay David Bolter, Blair MacIntyre, Maribeth Gandy and Petra Schweitzer, ‘New Media and the Permanent Crisis of Aura,’ 
Convergence: The International Journal of Research into New Media Technologies, vol. 12, no. 1, 2006, p. 21-39.
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how this had affected traditional notions of “presence” and “mediation.”144  
Behind this permanent crisis is the fear that the arrival of the new will lead to 
the decay of the aura surrounding older, well-established media technologies. 

Helpful as these analyses and interpretations may be, television was not 
only seen as a disruptive technology. To return to an observation made ear-
lier pointing at the ambiguous nature of the relationship, from a pragmatic 
perspective television also offered some interesting opportunities. The NOVA 
had long reflected on how to take advantage of television broadcasting for 
their cause, to make the general public aware of organised amateur film-
making. One particularly noteworthy result of their lobbying effort was se-
curing an item on Studio Vrij (1971-1985). This programme was made by 
the catholic public broadcaster KRO and for years covered a wide range of 
hobby activities enjoyed in the Netherlands. On Wednesday June 11, 1975, 
an episode on the activities of amateur filmmakers was made possible by the 
lobbying efforts of the NOVA. The episode was generally well received within 
the community, although some took issue with its emphasis on where and 
from whom to buy small-gauge film equipment, rather than showing club life 
in all its splendour.145 De Jong also recounted the importance and impact of 
this specific episode.146 After briefly being a member of a German film club in 
Wupperthal, he became a local administrator of an Arnhem-based cine-club 
(ASA, Arnhemse Smalfilmamateurs) in 1975. The broadcast proved to be so 
successful that it led to an overwhelming number of inquiries and registrations 
at his club. To cope with the sudden demand, De Jong decided to facilitate 
the foundation of several more film clubs in the eastern provinces of the Neth-
erlands.147 

The ambiguous relationship with television, as well as with video, entered 
a new stage in the 1980s. Whereas the 1970s were relatively tranquil, the 
following decade signified a turning point at which the debate on video took 
on a more vocal and overtly resistive tone. This was in part due to the grow-
ing presence of video in the popular imagination during the on-going battle 
for standardisation of consumer video technologies, the so-called format wars, 
arising with the introduction in the second half of the 1970s of JVC’s VHS, 
Sony’s Betamax and Philips’ Video2000. The news of the increasing technical 
stability and miniaturisation of portable video recorders and cameras, as well 
as their pending convergence into the 8mm video camcorder, made clear that 

144 Bolter et al., ‘New Media and the Permanent Crisis of Aura,’ p. 27.
145 See for example: General Meeting NOVA, September 13, 1975, ‘Verslag van de secretaris,’ p. 3; p. 11, GA, 2626.75. For 
critical reflections on the TV programme from the perspective of the GSF: S.n. ‘Studio Vrij,’ De Draaikop, vol. 20, no. 4, 1975, 
p. 6-7.
146 Interview Arie de Jong and Ella De Jong-Ploegh. 
147 Ibid. The national impact of the TV-programme was also elaboratly discusses at a general meeting of the NOVA in 
September that year. See: General Meeting NOVA, September 13, 1975, GA, 2626.75.
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video was no longer in its experimental phase.148 For those in the community 
mode who regarded video and television with suspicion, one of the biggest 
blows was delivered when the beloved amateur film magazine Smalfilmen 
als Hobby (Small-Gauge Filmmaking Hobby), in 1982, changed its name to 
Film + Video Techniek (Film and Video Technique/Technology). After long 
and careful deliberation, the editorial team justified this decision by pointing 
out that this change in emphasis would probably save the cherished hobby, 
as the advertising revenue related to cine-film alone would not suffice to keep 
the magazine viable.149 

As the editors furthermore noted, video was on the rise and they had to 
listen to the strong “signals” that emanated from the “market.”150 Additionally, 
the editorial team detected a strong “appetite” for more news and information 
about video, as a survey conducted among its readership had made clear to 
them.151 This particular appetite was not shared by serious amateurs like Hen-
driks, who spoke out against the electronic world’s  encroachment on his hob-
by in the 1980s. The burgeoning domestication and standardisation of video, 
in other words, headed towards a clash between “cinéphilea,” as film historian 
Greg de Cuir once characterised the amateur film spirit of community, and 
the emergence of new video users, mockingly identified as “videots.”152

Meet the videots

Not only locally at the GSF, but also on a national level the rise of video was 
cause for consternation. In order to appease the anxiety and dismay expressed 
by its members across the Netherlands, the NOVA decided to organise a sym-
posium with the short but clear title “FILM-VIDEO.”153 On April 23, 1983 at 
the Jaarbeurs conference centre in the city of Utrecht, the vice-chairman of 
the NOVA, Gerrit van Doornen, kicked off the symposium by projecting the 
provocative headline from a trade magazine: ‘Small-gauge film is dead, long 
live video!’ Although some speakers defended video and pointed at several of 
its benefits for educational and creative purposes, a variety of representatives 
from both the consumer film and video industries, took the stage to debunk 

148 Ibid.
149 S.n., ‘Film + Video-Techniek: Open oor voor de stem van de lezers,’ Film + Video Techniek: Maandblad voor de film- en 
video-amateur, vol. 10, no. 1, 1982, p. 9.
150 ‘Film + Video-Techniek,’ p. 9
151 Ibid.
152 Greg de Cuir, Jr., ‘Early Yugoslav Ciné-Amateurism: Cinéphilia and the Institutionalization of Film Culture in the 
Kingdom of Yugoslavia during the Interwar Period,” in Malte Hgener, ed, The Emrgence of Film Culture: Knowledge 
Production, Institution Building and the Fate of the Avant-Garde in Europe, 1919-1945, New York and Oxford: Berghahn, 
2014, pp. 164-179. For a more general philosophical investigation of cinephilia, see: Thomas Elsaesser, ‘Cinephilea, or the 
Uses of Disenchantment,’ in: Marijke de Valck and Malte Hagener, eds, Cinephelia: Movies, Love and Memory, Amsterdam: 
Amsterdam University Press, 2005, pp. 27-43.  
153 Ton Suurhoff, ‘Video zal smalfilmerij niet verdringen,’ Filmbeeld, vol. 9, no. 5, 1983. See also: s.n., ‘NOVA-studiedag 
leerde: Vergelijking van film en video zinloos,’ Video Aktief, vol. 1, no. 4, 1983.
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rumours that video was a potential threat to amateur film. Symbolically repre-
senting one of the founders of the small-gauge film industry, the commercial 
director of Kodak Netherlands made a first attempt. 

He reassured his “hardcore” audience that, despite his company’s grow-
ing interest in electronic technologies, ‘it seems that to this day three times 
as many film cameras as video cameras are being sold,’ and that ‘film still 
remains the superior carrier for moving images.’154 The words of an invited 
Philips spokesman were similarly intended to relax the discontent towards 
video. Sketching a rough history of media technologies, he argued that the 
arrival of television had not caused the disappearance of the radio, nor had 
the audio compact cassette replaced vinyl records. Extending on this line of 
thought, he predicted that small-gauge film technologies would not be threat-
ened by video. To further ease the tensions in the conference hall, the Philips 
representative flattered his audience with the prospect that, although some 
consumers might buy a video camera to tape footage of their children, those 
people would never become the serious “moving image hobbyists” he had in 
front of him.155 

One year earlier, Arie de Jong visited the 1982 UNICA conference in 
Aachen, Germany. Since the first amateur film Concours International (Pre-
miere Concours international du meilleur film d’amateur) in Brussels in 
1931, which in 1935 became a conference and as a result was renamed two 
years later as the Union Internationale du Cinéma d’Amateur (UNICA, 1937-
…), this amateur film conference had been the social pivot of an international 
community of organised and individual serious amateur filmmakers. De Jong, 
together with his wife Ella, had since the second half of the 1970s been a loyal 
participant at this international congregation of amateur filmmakers. 

De Jong went to the forty-fourth edition of the conference to meet and 
see the work of the Dutch and international amateur filmmakers he and his 

154 ‘(…) dat er op dit moment nog 3x zoveel filmcamera’s als videocamera’s verkocht worden en dat film nog steeds de 
superieure beeldrager is.’ Translation author. Suurhoff, ‘Video zal smalfilmerij niet verdringen.’
155 Ibid.

Illustration 15. Words of reassurance in the NOVA-magazine Filmbeeld after the FILM-VID-
EO-symposium in April, 1983.
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spouse had befriended over the years.156 To his surprise, an art historian was 
scheduled to give a lecture on Saturday the 28th of August, just before the 
lunch break.157 Preceding the lecture, entitled ‘Video and Art,’ De Jong was as-
tonished by the screening of a selection of videos made by various avant-garde 
artists. Unfamiliar with the world of video art and video screening, he decided 
to attend the lecture following the screening, to be delivered by Dr. Wulf 
Herzogenrath, a German scholar, curator and author who was specialised in 
the work of  Nam June Paik and in the German and international video art 
scene.158 

The advances in video projection and colour reproduction surprised De 
Jong, who followed the debate on consumer video with great interest, on the 
local level of serious film amateurism as well as on a national and interna-
tional level. Despite his long-standing love for the materiality of small-gauge 
open-reel and cassette film, De Jong was less hostile towards video than his 
former mentor Dries Hendriks. During the lecture, Herzogenrath underlined 
that video projection technologies other than the TV-set remained rather cost-
ly, which made it predominantly available only for commercial, artistic and 
educational purposes. De Jong, however, imagined a possible future for video 
in the community mode on the basis of the video art projections he had just 
witnessed. The only argument against video to which he remained commit-
ted was what he regarded as the inferior picture quality of video compared 
to small-gauge film. De Jong was also not sure whether he could convince 
his highly suspicious fellow film club members of the possibilities and affor-
dances of video. Therefore, after the UNICA conference, De Jong returned to 
the “filmic” order of the day at his club.

In the amateur magazine Film + Video Techniek, however, video seemed 
to have been embraced more willingly, albeit not by everyone. Many editors 
and contributors to the magazine were both devout club-members and associ-
ated with previous iterations of this and other amateur filmmaking magazines. 
Many of them had for years extensively covered developments in small-gauge 
technologies, and delineated proper amateur practice, mostly in line with the 
spirit of community. Perhaps to their dismay, many popular technology writ-
ers, coming from the world of consumer electronics, were also members of the 
editorial staff of the magazine. As will be shown, these new contributors were 
indispensable in familiarising the magazine’s readership with the idiosyncra-
sies of the thoroughly electronic, rather than film-based, media environment 
(sketched in Chapter 2). 

156 Interview Arie and Ella de Jong, Heerlen April 10, 2015.
157 Leaflet ‘Program unica’83 Aachen Samstag, den 28.8.1982,’ NISV, Box UNICA, unsorted.
158 Rudolf Frieling and Wulf Herzogenrath, eds, 40yearsvideoart.de, Part 1—Digital Heritage: Video Art in Germany from 
1963 to Present, Ostfildern: Jatje Canz Verlag, 2006. See also his edited volume on Nam June Paik: Wulf Herzogenrath, ed, 
Num June Paik: Werke 1946-1976: Musik, Fluxus, Video, Cologne: Kölnischer Kunstverein, 1977.
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The first two issues of Film + Video Techniek focused extensively on the 
novel possibilities and technological characteristics of the electronic age. Ruud 
van der Schaft, for example, explored the importance of the television set in 
this electronic media environment.159 He considered TV to be the central 
technological hub around which new consumer media technologies would 
be brought together: the gaming console, home computer, video recorder, 
satellite receiver, and various kinds of electronic transfer devices that would 
allow for the conversion of small-gauge film material and photo slides.160 The 
correct set-up and adjustment of the set remained the main topic of this ar-
ticle. Different from film projection, television needed special attention in 
terms of the cables it required to connect ancillary devices. In addition, a crit-
ical eye with regard to the proper rendering of the video signal on-screen was 
essential. The latter could be done with a test card, and Van der Schaft gave 
elaborate instructions for scrutinising and adjusting the colour saturation, im-
age linearity, line convergence and gradation of contrast and sharpness. A 
sophisticated understanding of these issues was pivotal to enable the users of 
video technologies to get the best performance out of their TVs, especially 
when used to screen precious, self-made videos. 

An article in the second issue framed the world of video as a high-tech 
environment originating from a trajectory from “radio bulb” to “semi-conduc-
tor.”161 Focusing on the portable video camera, the article emphasised that us-
ing video implied a completely different media technological basis than film:

The work is done in modern video (colour) cameras by a recording 
tube, i.e. three tubes plus a series of transistors, integrated circuitry and 
diodes. Besides some switches, the camera is completely devoid of any 
mechanical component: no motor, no film transport, no reels and obvi-
ously no filmstrip. As the Americans have clearly said since the age of 
semi-conductors, everything is solid state. Well, with the exception of 
the tube, which still contains less solid characteristics. Nonetheless, it 
will be a matter of several years before these last “breakable” parts of the 
video camera will be replaced with solid state recording elements.162

159 Ruud van der Schaft, ‘Staat uw televisietoestel wel goed afgesteld? Goede beeldkwaliteit kwestie van uiterste 
zorgvuldigheid,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 1, 1982, pp. 30-31.
160 Van der Schaft, ‘Staat uw televisietoestel wel goed afgesteld?’ p. 31. 
161 Hans Hinlopen, ‘Video is electronica: In enkele decennia van radiolamp tot halfgeleider,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, 
no. 2, 1982, pp. 35-37.
162 ‘In de moderne video (kleuren) kamera wordt het werk gedaan door die opneembuis c.q. drie opneembuizen plus een 
hele reeks transistors, IC’s en dioden. Behalve wat schakelaars ontbreken bij de videokamera mechanische komponenten 
geheel: geen motor, geen filmtransport, geen spoelen en uiteraard geen film. Alles is - zoals de Amerikaan het vanaf het 
begin van het halfgeleider-tijdperk zo duidelijk stelde - solid state. Ja, nu nog op de opneembuis na, die inderdaad wat 
minder solide eigenschappen bezit. Doch dat is nog slechts een kwestie van enige jaren, dan zal ook dit laatste „breekbare” 
onderdeel uit de videokamera zijn verdwenen en plaatsgemaakt hebben voor een solid state opneem-element.’ Translation 
author. See: Hinlopen, ‘Video is electronica,’ p. 36.
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The latter referred to the older consumer video cameras, from the 1970s and 
early 1980s, relying on a cathode ray tube. This component of the camera 
was responsible for transferring the light and colours captured by the lens into 
electronic frequencies.163 These tube cameras were infamous for their bulki-
ness, as well as their poor colour reproduction, aesthetic quality and ghosting 
effects. The announced introduction of semi-conductor based, charged cou-
pled device microchips (CCD), which had photosensitive components, would 
remedy the problems of portability and poor electronic image-reproduction. 

By comparing the irrevocable filmic recording process, in which the cam-
era lens focuses light and colour permanently onto a photosensitive filmstrip, 
the article explained how the video recorder and videotape were based on 
different technological principles. Videotape consisted of magnetic particles 
that were made susceptible to transfixing the electronic audio-visual frequen-
cies it was exposed to. Conversely, the drumheads in the recorder consisted of 
two magnets, one that inscribed the video signal it received from the camera 
(or television) onto the tape, and one that could erase any previous recording. 
The article implied that these technological characteristics of video made it 
enormously attractive for serious amateurs. By further underlining that the 
convergence of the recorder and camera into the camcorder was imminent, 
‘the age of small-gauge film’ would soon be over.164

The well-known futurologist Griet Titualer, introduced in the second 
chapter, was another notable contributor belonging to this new group of writ-
ers who approached video with high hopes. In the magazine, he predominant-
ly reported on the latest technological developments and sales figures related 
to consumer video.165 As he reflected on the 1982 edition of the consumer 
electronics exhibition Firato, he remarked that: 

Americans have an appropriate word for the breakthrough of a specific 
product: the “boom.” Recently, this word has also been dropped in 
the world of video. This year in Japan, the video recorder has accom-
plished a 10% market penetration. One in ten Japanese households 
have a video recorder at home.166

 

163 For an account of the various tube technologies used in early video cameras, see: Charles Besninger, The Video Guide: 
Second Revised Edition, Santa Barbara: Video-Info Publications, 1981, cf. p. 33-35. See also: Ruud van der Schaft, ‘De 
videokamera bekenen,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 3, 1982, pp. 37-39.
164 Hinlopen, ‘Video is electronica,’ p. 37.
165 See, for example: Chriet Titulaer, ‘De draagbare videorecoder,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 6, p. 36; Titulaer, 
‘Videoperikelen,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol 10, no 11, 1982, p. 35; Titulaer, ‘Videoverkoop overtreft verwachtingen,’ Film + 
Video Techniek, vol 10, no 12, 1982, p. 29. 
166 ‘Amerikanen hebben een heel mooi word voor een doorbraak van een bepaald product: de “boom” (…). In de videowereld 
valt de laatste tijd dat woord boom nogal eens. In Japan werd een jaar geleden een marktpenetratie van 10% voor 
videorecorders bereikt. Een op de tien Japanse gezinnen had een jaar geleden al een videorecorder in huis staan.’ Translation 
author. See: Chriet Titulaer, ‘De video-“boom”: Firato toont supersnelle technische ontwikkelingen,’ Film + Video Techniek, 
vol. 10, no. 11, 1982, pp. 36-37, cf. p. 36.
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Summing up the diversity of consumer video technologies showcased at the 
Firato, Titulaer speculated that growth like that seen in Japan would soon be 
realised in the Netherlands. In his view, this was not necessarily a daunting 
development, as he believed that video offered many possibilities for the am-
ateur filmmaker: ‘video does not need a projection screen, the results can be 
screened instantly [on TV], videotape is significantly cheaper and there are 
no development costs.’167 Titulaer did not doubt that video would soon be 
successfully domesticated. To emphasise his belief that video would “boom,” 
he controversially suggested that the magazine would shortly have to change 
its name again, placing the word video, rather than film, at the front of its 
main title.

The change of emphasis in Film + Video Techniek was a remarkable mo-
ment of transition in which film amateurism was not associated solely with the 
use of small-gauge film technologies. It also brought to the fore a new, more 
neutral terminology with regard to the amateur filmmaker, as the magazine 
occasionally spoke of “moving image hobbyist” (in later issues of the maga-
zine “audio-visual amateur” would become the preferred term). Because it 
recalled the ambiguous relationship with television and video, this change 
was not received without controversy by its readers.168 The more seasoned 
contributors to the magazine were reluctant to embrace electronic media 
technologies and often expressed a patronising and pejorative attitude toward 
video and its supposed new users. 

Eminent amateur filmmaker and writer Hans Plas provocatively called 
the videographer a videot. In his column series on video, titled ‘The Video 
Diary,’ he implicitly and explicitly conveyed his conviction that video would 
not afford anything more than what could already be done better with ama-
teur film equipment. He also presupposed that videographers had no inkling 
of what proper amateurism entailed. This becomes clear in the introduction 
to an article in which he offered the videographer elaborate tips and instruc-
tions on how to make an attractive film of the popular Dutch family feast of 
St. Nicholas.169 His introduction shows how he regarded the attitude of the 
videographer:

I’ve been pondering what a videot could do better during this celebra-
tion than the cine-amateur. Better? The videot will probably place his 
camera somewhere where he can capture both the children and the 
[visiting] Holy Man. Consequently, he can make a choice between two 

167 Titulaer, ‘De video-“boom”,’ p. 37.
168 See for example a dismissive letter in relation to the magazine’s change of emphasis and its new name: Film + Video 
Techniek, vol 10, no 3, 1982, p. 18. See also editorial reflecting on the positive and negative reaction the magazine received:  
s.n., ‘Editorial,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 2, 1982, p. 7.
169 Hans Plas, ‘Het video-dagboek: Lange shots zaak van goede konditie,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 3, 1982, p. 38-
39. 
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procedures. He can create one extremely long “take,” which he then 
has to make interesting as a shot by constantly zooming in and out (…). 
He could also decide to make a slow horizontal pan (…). In short, he 
will have to be a contortionist to make an interesting visual registration.170

This attitude towards the videographer shows that Plas had no confidence that 
anyone using video could be aware of the principles of proper film amateur-
ism. He implied that “videots” could make only uninspired and raw, rather 
than sophisticated, creative visual registrations.171 

Echoing the attitudes towards individual members’ presupposed lack of 
the spirit of community in the 1960s, Plas offered advice to videographers so 
that they would not remain naïve “bunglers.”172 He urged videographers to 
familiarise themselves with the principles of filmmaking as they existed in the 
community mode, and to learn from their serious film “brothers.”173 Plas did 
not only bemoan the potential video user. In his next column, he reflected on 
the use of videotape and the differences between watching a feature film on a 
television or on a projection screen.174 Most of his experiences with video as a 
playback and recording device had been unfavourable because his VCR had 
on several occasions damaged the magnetic tape. Whereas film would allow 
for the physical removal of a damaged part of the filmstrip, such a procedure 
could not be applied to the videotape. Plas thus criticised the black-boxed 
nature of electronic technologies. He lamented the inability to work directly 
on magnetic tape, tacitly influencing the technical aspects of the editing and 
screening process. The screening context of television was not something he 
appreciated, especially when it related to watching a feature film on televi-
sion. His negative experiences had convinced him that the “grandeur” of film 
was to be preferred above anything else.175 Those who did not share his views 
on the matter were therefore indeed “idiots.”

Truus Huisman, also a long-time collaborator and one of the few female 
writers in the world of amateur film magazines in the Netherlands, published 
another telling article in the magazine.176 She pointed at many undesirable 
aspects of using video. As self-proclaimed cine-film enthusiast, Huisman was 
given a portable Thompson VK 306 PZ recorder and accompanying camera 

170 ‘Ik heb zitten bedenken, wat een videoot meer uit zo’n feestdag als 5 december kan halen dan de smalfilmer. Hoewel? 
De videoot zal zijn kamera ergens neerzetten waar hij én de Heilig Man én de kinderen in beeld krijgt. Dan kan hij kiezen 
tussen twee werkwijzen. Hij kan één zeer lange “take” nemen en zo’n shot van tien minuten steeds interessant houden door 
in en uit te zoomen (...). Eventueel kan hij dan nog een langzame panorama maken (...). Kortom, hij zal zich in alle bochten 
moeten wringen om een interessant beeldverslag te maken.’ Translation author. See: Plas, ‘Het video-dagboek,’ Film + Video 
Techniek, vol. 10, no. 3, 1982, pp. 38-39, cf. p. 38.
171 Ibid.
172 Ibid., p. 39.
173 Ibid.
174 Hans Plas, ‘Het video-dagboek,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 4, 1982, pp. 44-45.
175 Plas, ‘Het video-dagboek,’ p. 44.
176 Truus Huisman, ‘Probeersels met de video,’ Film + Video Techniek, vol. 10, no. 3, 1982, pp. 34-35.
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by an acquaintance and subsequently chronicled her first steps with video. 
Her account strongly resembled Jan Willems’ thoughts on using video a dec-
ade earlier, when she concluded: ‘I thought it was marvellous to have given 
it a try, but personally I will not make a switch right now.’177 She gave several 
reasons for this conclusion. The most problematic aspects were video’s bulki-
ness and considerable retail price. A more profound problem with video was 
its inferior picture quality, which in her view could not come close to the 
quality of professional broadcasting, let alone cine-film. Albeit less harsh in 
her assessment than others committed to small-gauge film, Huisman still con-
sidered video antithetical to craft, imagination and creativity.

The gradual acceptance of video

At the club in Groningen during the first half of the 1980s, things were less 
heated. Little had changed with regard to the attitudes towards video prevalent 
since the early 1970s. Andries Bruinsma remained the only serious member 
to exhibit a more noticeable fondness for video, and the entire output of the 
club throughout the 1980s consisted almost exclusively of small-gauge film 
productions. Something that did change in the club was Hendriks retirement 
and less active participation in its week-by-week operation. In 1981 he sold 
his company to his son, and together with his wife, moved permanently to his 
holiday home in Italy. 

Hendriks’ absence in the regular rhythm of the club season did not, how-
ever, mark out his total disappearance from the GSF. He remained a prolific 
contributor to De Draaikop, and in his recurring column series ‘Notizie di 
iere e di oggi’ (‘Today’s and yesterday’s news’ in Italian), Hendriks continued 
to write about his profound fear that the electronic world of video would come 
to debase everything he held dear. In 1984, for example, he wrote that conver-
sations on club life often revolved around the word “video,” as he heard from 
some of his old club friends who came to visit him in Italy.178 Hendriks still 
believed that video would never be as “popular” as film, but also feared that 
many “vidiot” tourists might soon overrun the seaside and cities of Italy to tape 
hours of “endless” and “boring” holiday videos. 

A year later, however, he publicly questioned whether his resistance 
against the “video age” was tenable, and whether video should be reluctantly 
accepted as an inevitability. He pointed out that the ageing membership of 
the GSF had become a serious threat to its survival, and considered changing 
the club’s name to include the word “video” so as to attract younger potential 

177 ‘(…) ik vind het geweldig het eens geprobeerd te hebben, maar persoonlijk stap ik nog niet direct over.’ Translation 
author.  Huisman, ‘Probeersels met de video,’ p. 35.
178 Dries Hendriks, ‘Notizie di iere e di oggi,’ De Draaikop, vol. 26, no. 4, 1984, pp. 4-6, cf. p. 4.
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members: 

Now that video is on the up and up, the club perhaps has to, [à] contre 
coeur (sic), adapt to changing times. It is worth considering to change 
its name. For example, “Groningen Film and Video Amateurs” (GFV), 
or: “The Groningen Small-Gauge and Video Makers” (GSV) (GSVF). 
If need be, slightly more posh: “Audiovisual and Cine-Club Gronin-
gen” (ACG). Anyway, these are only some suggestions.179

The change of names did not occur, nor did the replenishment of the ranks 
of the GSF with a younger generation of film and video makers. With regard 
to video-making, one of the few examples remaining from the 1980s is a video 
production made by Andries Bruinsma in 1986 as part of the celebration of 
the fiftieth anniversary of the GSF. 

In the video, titled Twee ouwe filmvrienden (Two old film friends), Bru-
insma recorded a detailed conversation between Dries Hendriks and veteran 
amateur filmmaker and honorary GSF-member Chris Tiddens (1913-1990). 
While smoking cigars in the garden of Tiddens’ house in Peize, a village to 
the southwest of Groningen, they reminisced about the “good old days” of am-
ateur filmmaking between the 1930s and 1960s.  Video was also reluctantly 
discussed near the end of their conversation. ‘We are now in the age of video,’ 
reminded Hendriks, and asked his old film friend whether he had any plans 
to do “something” with it. Tiddens immediately replied that video did not 
pertain to his area of interest. It represented a novel means of filmmaking that 
appeals predominantly to a “new generation,” with the exception of “some,” as 
he nodded inconspicuously to Bruinsma behind the video camera. Although 
both gentlemen tried to avoid harsh words, they stressed their dislike of the 
electronic “fuss” (elektronische toestand) surrounding the use of video. ‘As 
along as possible,’ Hendriks concluded, he would be using film because it is 
more “tacit” and “real” than video can ever be. 

During its fiftieth anniversary, the club was furthermore confronted with 
reports of the pending end of film’s availability in stores. Artist, writer and 
journalist Eric Bos, for example, heralded ‘the end of the Super-8 era.’ 180 He 
claimed that the “industry” was prioritising the sale of video technologies, 
whereas the photographic trade was gradually abandoning the sale of Super 
8 cassettes. Bos also remarked that a significant number of film importers 
throughout the Netherlands had gone bankrupt and that Kodak’s services with 
regard to the development of film, as well as the repair of equipment, was 

179 ‘Nu de video sterk in opmars is, zal de club zich, misschien contre coeur toch aan de tijd moeten aanpassen. Zo valt 
te overwegen de naam te veranderen. B.v. in “De Groninger film- en videoamateurs” (GFV), of: “De Groninger smal- en 
videofilmers” (GSV) (GSVF). Zo nodig wat deftiger: “Audiovisuele en Cineclub Groningen” (AGC). Enfin, dit zijn maar wat 
suggesties.’ Translation author. Dries Hendriks, ‘Een andere naam?’ De Draaikop, vol. 26, no. 7, 1985, p. 12.
180 Eric Bos, ‘Het einde van het Super-8 tijdperk,’ Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, April 24, 1986. 
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becoming increasingly more expensive, slow and unreliable. Bos’ article ap-
peared in a local newspaper and caused consternation among the GSF-mem-
bers. In De Draaikop, his claims were received with reserve, and comments 
appeared claiming that it remained to be seen whether Bos’ claims would 
hold true in the future.181

181 S.n. ‘Het einde van het Super-8 tijdperk,’ De Draaikop, vol. 28, no. 4, 1987, p. 8.

Illustration 16. From left to right, top to bottom: Andries Bruinsma’s “electronic” alternative 
to his monogram; the title card ‘Two old film friends’; Tiddens (left) conversing with Hendriks 
(right) about the ‘good old days’; the gentlemen conclude with a stroll through Tiddens’ garden 

in Peize.

Illustration 17. Between 1990 and 1995 Arie de Jong portrayed the growing number of amateur 
filmmakers owning and using a camcorder.
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In the meantime, Arie de Jong had noticed an increase in the presence of 
camcorders at the 1988 edition of the UNICA, held at the German spa town 
of Baden-Baden. Two years later he decided to buy a camcorder and subse-
quently founded an amateur video club named Videoom, in the south of the 
Netherlands. While experimenting with video’s new affordances, he also put 
on tape the first steps taken by the international amateur filmmakers visiting 
the UNICA. The gradual embrace of video was due partly to the introduction 
of the new Super VHS (S-VHS) consumer format. As De Jong recounted, 
this format was considered to be a significant improvement as to the image 
quality and colour saturation of video, and therefore piqued his and others’ 
interest. Between 1990 and 1995 he adopted the format and used it to make 
a video titled Unicaleidoscoop,  in which he portrayed the growing number of 
international amateur filmmakers and friends who had decided to give video 
a chance.182

During the late 1980s and first half of the 1990s the GSF also decid-
ed to devote more attention to video. In 1988 and 1989, the first discussions 
were held within the club regarding the possible purchase of video equipment 
and the organisation of multiple video workshops. Slowly these discussions 
became part of a greater plan to save the club from its possible demise, be-
cause at the end of the 1980s membership numbers had gradually dwindled 
to thirty-four. Dissatisfied with how slowly video was being adopted, one of 
the GSF-members wrote a pressing letter to the administration urging them 
to take action immediately: ‘We have been taught something about filmmak-
ing by our predecessors, let us make sure that we do the same for those who 
will follow us. We cannot avoid it; they all have video camcorders.’183 Besides 
agreeing to find new partners to organise courses and workshops devoted to se-
rious video filmmaking, the GSF made a most important decision, to prepare 
for the purchase of a video projector. 

The television set was still considered to be insufficient in providing the 
proper screening context because it lacked the scale and aura of film projec-
tion. As De Jong noticed during the UNICA of 1982, video projectors could 
at least remedy the problem of scale. These devices nevertheless came with a 
hefty price tag and the financial state of the GSF, suffering from a decline in 
membership fees, did not allow for such a purchase. The subsequent period 
was therefore characterised by an intensive search for subsidies and grants to 
help to finance the club’s next step into the “video age.” In 1993 the search for 
money ended when the GSF received a considerable subsidy, which allowed 

182 Arie de Jong became a central figure in the community mode during the moment of transition to video, as secretary of 
the NOVA (1990-1999) and secretary general of the UNICA between 1994 and 2003.
183 ‘We hebben van onze voorgangers iets over filmen geleerd, laten wij nu zorgen dat de mensen die na ons komen iets 
van ons leren. Het kan gewoon niet anders, het zijn mensen met video-camerarecorders.’ Translation author. Letter G. Beks 
to GSF administration, ‘De deur meer open voor videofilmers,’ undated, appendix 7, documents for Annual Meeting GSF, 
January 1989, GA, 2626.34. 
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for spending fl. 11,000 on the purchase of a LCD video projector and an 
S-VHS video recorder.184 The Sharpvision LCD-projector was hailed as the 
club’s new “darling pet” (troetelkind) and hopes were high that the club soon 
would be able to engage a new generation of amateur filmmakers.185 Around 
1994 the first amateur video productions started to appear in the film libraries 
of both the GSF and NOVA. Moreover, the GSF auctioned off its redundant 
film projectors and prepared to transfer and preserve its most celebrated films 
on videotape. 

The goal to enter the video age in order to replenish the ranks of the GSF 
with a considerable number of new members nevertheless failed. The steep 
decline in membership continued, with only twenty-five members remaining 
in October 1995.186 The mid-1990s also came to symbolise the beginning of 
the end of electronic video. While video was gradually and hesitantly becom-
ing accepted within the club,  Tim van der Heijden reminded that anoth-
er “new age” was emerging, ‘whose economy was promised to become in-
creasingly information-based and computerized.’ 187 The arrival of new digital 
consumer formats and media technologies, such as Digital Video, the home 
computer and editing software, increasingly became the means with which to 
make amateur videos. Whereas serious amateurs like Arie de Jong eventually 
took up the challenge and adapted their longstanding amateur practices to 
this increasingly digital world, for many this change represented yet another 
blow to their cherished and gradually disappearing film hobby.

Conclusion

This chapter has described the arrival of electronic video from the perspective 
of the community mode. To understand the predominantly hostile attitudes 
towards video voiced by various amateur media practitioners hailing from the 
cine-film club, required a comprehensive analysis and charting of organised 
amateur filmmaking as a community of practice. The far more negative atti-
tudes towards video in the community mode transpired against a wider canvas 
of sociocultural and media technological change in the Netherlands. The rise 
of individualism and consumerism in the 1960s strongly affected the manner 
in which recreation, hobbyism and club life in the Netherlands were organ-
ised, supported by the government, and believed to function within society. 

The community mode was highly institutionalised in the Netherlands; 
with a distinctly democratic, yet hierarchical, organisational structure at local, 

184 This subsidy was granted by the Anjerfonds (currently the Prins Bernahard Cultuurfonds) and Zomerpostzegels.
185 S.n., ‘De nieuwe videoprojector,’ De Draaikop, vol. 34, no. 2, 1993, pp. 8-9.
186 In 2014 only nine members remained, of whom only one lived in Groningen. Membership lists October 1995 and March 
2014, GA, unsorted GSF-documentation.
187 Van der Heijden, ‘Hybrid Histories.’ 
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regional and national levels. It furthermore had a variety of communicational 
channels at its disposal to advance the cause of the communal, collabora-
tive aspects of film amateurism proper. Besides through various magazines, 
the latter were also achieved by the organisation of such events as “propa-
ganda” evenings, workshops and filmmaking competitions. The support and 
financing of these characteristic components of the community mode came 
under threat with the growing importance of consumerism and individualism 
in leisure policies. As the debates within the GSF and NOVA made clear, 
however, organised amateur filmmaking was governed by a distinct spirit of 
community, connected to a communal identity shaped by a high apprecia-
tion of the material and symbolic qualities of film-based media technologies. 
The various dimensions of the spirit of community were revealed from the 
perspectives of the “novice” and the “mentor.” In particular, notions related 
to craft, imagination and craftsmanship were discussed as being edifying com-
ponents of community mode practice and functioning. These notions had a 
long tradition, stemming from the 1930s. The mythology surrounding serious 
amateur filmmaking grew up in relation to early “film culture.” The myth of 
amateur filmmaking was consequently imparted and communicated in the 
highly ritualised and symbolic rite of passage which was required to become a 
full member of the club. 

Electronic video and television in particular signified the tensions arising 
in the community mode with regard to media technological change. As has 
been shown, video and TV played a prominent role in the re-evaluation of 
serious film amateurism in the club. As representatives of the world of the 
semi-conductor, rather than photochemical, film-based media, video and TV 
were considered to be disruptive technologies. The disruptive nature of the 
electronic age was interpreted as a profound “crisis of aura.” Although veter-
an member Andries Bruinsma sporadically tried to convince his peers in the 
club of the affordances of video, most amateur practitioners in the community 
mode characterised video users as “videots.” As such, the users of electronic 
video were regarded as individualists and “mere” consumers of media technol-
ogies. Nevertheless, the number of club members in the late 1980s dwindled 
and the availability of small-gauge film decreased significantly. Electronic vid-
eo was thus eventually embraced, out of necessity, as a possible saviour rather 
than an enemy. Ironically, while in the early 1990s the reluctant decision was 
made to accept electronic video as an alternative to film, the early contours of 
the digital age were looming on the horizon.
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Introduction

This chapter will analyse the arrival of electronic video from the perspective 
of the home mode. The role played by electronic video in the everyday life 
of a Dutch expat family from the 1980s even now remains highly evocative: 
‘When I recall my childhood abroad, what I remember most vividly is my fa-
ther, who was inseparable from his, in my perception, unwieldy video camera 
anytime we went somewhere during our family activities.’1 These memories 
were recounted by Anita Warmelink who, in the mid-1980s, as a six-year-old, 
moved with her parents and younger brother Harald to the Middle East for a 
post held by her father, an employee of the Anglo-Dutch oil major currently 
known officially as Royal Dutch Shell (henceforth named Shell). The video 
camera she remembered so vividly, a VHS-camcorder, was an important tech-
nology of memory when the family left the European continent to establish a 
temporary home away from home in the Sultanate of Oman. For almost five 
years, this particular video camera—the camcorder in general still being a 
relative novelty on the consumer market and an expensive device—served as a 
technological companion to her family, a means to capture important leisure 
activities and events in a Middle Eastern country that, at first glance, was not 
necessarily associated with home. However, for the Warmelinks, any notion 
of home or homeland was rather fluid, because temporary migration was an 
important part of their family history, albeit initially transpiring within the 
borders of the United Kingdom during the first half of the 1980s. 

The scope of their migration, from the Netherlands to England and Scot-
land, changed in November 1984 when Anita’s father Gerrit, a geographical 
data specialist,  started his less than five-year-long tenure as Head Computer 
Applications Exploration at Petroleum Development Oman (PDO). This oil 
and gas company, which was nationalised by the Omani government in the 
mid-1970s, represented one of many longstanding global business interests of 
the Anglo-Dutch company. When one of its employees was required to mi-
grate temporarily, Shell provided numerous privileges and fringe benefits to 
ensure that the spouse, and, if applicable, also the children accompanied the 
employee abroad. Shell’s personnel policies aimed to ensure that domesticity 

1 Interview Anita Warmelink, April 9, 2015, Groningen.
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and intimacy could be maintained when a family was uprooted and tempo-
rarily placed in a foreign geography, locale or space. The Warmelink family 
thus represented a relatively small section of the Dutch populace, colloquially 
known as corporate expatriates. 

Migration and labour sociologist Pauline Leonard has argued that the 
term “expatriate” itself conjures up many other, not always positive, connota-
tions. Expatriates are privileged and have an opportunity ‘in mobility offered 
by economic globalization with a degree of agency which is quite different 
from that possessed by other labour or political migrants.’2 This particular part 
of the western professional labour force, as well as their families, has often 
been regarded as indicative of the relatively recent process of globalisation 
and the advantages it offers to Western companies and highly skilled profes-
sionals. However, from a historical perspective this perceived trend of Western 
dominance in global culture, politics, business and labour relations is not 
new. Over the last decades, the global impact of Western culture, business 
practices and professional mobility has more often than not been understood 
as postcolonialism. 

From a scholarly perspective, this latter term is neither without contro-
versy nor unambiguous. As cultural theorist Ali Rattansi once claimed, post-
colonialism often seems to spark a twofold connotation as it both ‘marks out 
a supposed historical period as well as a distinctive form of theorization and 
analysis.’3 This chapter will not delve into the strengths and weaknesses of 
the latter mode of inquiry mentioned by Rattansi. Nor will it engage elabo-
rately with analyses of the often-perceived racial, socioeconomic and cultur-
al inequality experienced by those who are not Westerners in a highly glo-
balised world—analyses that are often spurred and inspired by the works of, 
for instance, Edward Saïd, Gayatri Spivak and Homi Bhabha.4 This chapter 
discusses postcolonialism as a historical period in which Dutch expatriates 
left the Netherlands, or, more broadly, the European continent, to establish 
a home away from home at the request of multinational corporations. That 
makes these expatriates different from those who preceded them before the 
decolonialisation of the Dutch overseas territories, such as the Dutch East In-
dies (the Republic of Indonesia) and Suriname, after the Second World War.5

2 Pauline Leonard, Expatriate Identities in Postcolonial Organizations: Working Whiteness, London and New York: 
Routledge, 2010, p. 2.
3 Ali Rattansi, ‘Postcolonialism and its Discontent,’ Economy and Society, vol. 24, no. 4, 1997, pp. 480-500, cf. p. 481
4 For the works of authors considered to be influential in the constitution and development of postcolonial studies, see 
for example: Edward Said, Orientalism, New York and Toronto: Vintage Books, 1979 (1978); Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, ‘Can 
the Subaltern Speak?’ in: Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg, eds, Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture, Urbana: 
University of Illinois Press, 1988, pp. 271-313; Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture, Abingdon and New York: Routledge, 
1994.
5 By adopting this particular stance towards the term postcolonialism, this chapter follows historian Gert Oostindie who 
approached it ‘in its descriptive meaning (…) in the sense of after the colonial period, after decolonization and after the end 
of the Dutch colonial empire.’ See: Gert Oostindie, Postcolonial Netherlands: Sixty-Five Years of Forgetting, Commemorating, 
Silencing, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2011, p. 16.
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For these expats, the use of amateur media technologies was important. 
Film historian Nico de Klerk discussed their importance for colonial expatri-
ates in the Dutch East Indies of the 1930s.6 Colonial entrepreneurs, mission-
aries, educators or administrators often owned a film camera and produced 
a variety of footage ‘reflect[ing] important moments in the everyday lives of 
expatriates.’7 De Klerk furthermore argued that the films made by Dutch co-
lonial expatriates were similar to home movies: 

Once the expat settled, a substantial amount of footage was devoted 
to scenes around the house, children, visits, or touristic outings. That 
these films were meant to send or take back to the homeland to update 
the relatives and friends might have contributed to their conformity to 
traditional home movie scenes.8 

Taking into consideration the metaphors associated with the expatriate experi-
ence—in terms of being uprooted and subsequently negotiating a sense of be-
longing in a foreign locale—De Klerk astutely emphasised that expat amateur 
filmmaking should be seen as ‘an example par excellence of the situational 
rootedness’ that is so characteristic of home movies.9 Both behind and in front 
of the camera, expatriates, as will be argued later in this chapter, acted out or 
performed individually and as a family. These films thus embodied their efforts 
to negotiate their place and make their home in a new environment. 

This chapter will reconstruct and analyse this particular mode of film-
making as an  amateur media practice in which its participants could, as De 
Klerk mused, record their interaction ‘with the traffic of daily life.’10 The dy-
namics of this particular mode of amateur filmmaking will be analysed from 
the perspective of a postcolonial, corporate expatriate family from the 1980s, 
establishing and mediating with a VHS camcorder their home away from 
home in the Sultanate of Oman. This particular historical context was influ-
enced strongly by the sociocultural dynamics of “Homo Shell Expatriens.” As 
will be shown, this dynamic implied a very specific understanding of  notions 
like “home,” “domesticity,” and “intimacy,” but was also connected to “(up)
rootedness.” This chapter will thus supplement and, at the same time, offer a 
different perspective, in a different moment in time on the home mode nor-
mally provided in media scholarship. Moreover, remarkably little research has 
been done on the arrival of electronic video and its implication for the home 

6 A similar agument, from the perspective of photography, can be found in: Susie Protschky, ‘Tea Cups, Cameras and 
Family Life: Picturing Domesticity in Elite European and Javanese Family Photographs from the Netherlands Indies, ca 1900- 
42,’ History of Photography, vol. 36, no. 1, pp. 44-65.
7 Nico de Klerk, ‘Home Away from Home: Private Films from the Dutch East Indies,’ in: Karen L. Ishizuka and Patricia 
Zimmermann, eds, Mining the Home Movie: Excavations in Histories and Memories, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of 
California Press, 2008, pp. 148-162, cf. p. 154.
8 De Klerk, ‘Home Away from Home,’ p. 154.
9 Ibid., p. 151.
10 Ibid.
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mode. An exception is the theoretical contributions by media scholar James 
M. Moran, which will be discussed later.

Two particular affordances of electronic video will be analysed: synchro-
nous sound recording, and video’s extended recording time for up to two hours 
or more, depending on the device, videotape or format used. As will become 
clear in the first section, these affordances were of great importance in the 
choice to eventually domesticate and appropriate video as technology of mem-
ory and belonging. With the arrival of video, also as an “evocative object,” the 
communicational possibilities and constraints changed significantly for the 
home mode. The final sections will scrutinise in more detail the role of the 
voice of the videographer, as well as the voices of the other participants cap-
tured both on and off screen, making video a remarkably complex audiovisual 
technology of memory and belonging to analyse. This chapter will conclude 
with an in-depth analysis of the dynamic between the voices of the “father” 
and the “daughter.” As will be argued, the affordance of synchronous sound 
recording was not nessicarily a more clear-cut or univocal attempt to capture 
the family, which demonstrates the profound consequences of using electron-
ic video as a technology of memory and belonging.

Weighing the advantages of video

Portable video technologies had already been available for (semi-)profession-
als and more affluent tech-savvy consumers for roughly two decades before 
Gerrit Warmelink made his purchase in the mid-1980s. The equipment nec-
essary to make one’s own home videos had, however, consisted predominantly 
of two separate and quite bulky devices, namely a tube camera and a shoulder 
recorder. These portable video systems of the 1970s and early 1980s were 
regularly prone to malfunctions and susceptible to various kinds of electronic 
interference and distortions. They were furthermore still rather expensive, not 
yet fully standardised and often stretched the boundaries of their supposed 
portability in terms of weight and size. Many of these disadvantages had not 
induced everyday users in the preceding two decades to embrace video for the 
purpose of home mode videography. 

In contrast to video, the consumer small-gauge film market offered a wide 
variety of highly standardised and technologically refined, relatively inexpen-
sive and easy to use small-gauge cassette-based equipment, such as super8 
or Single8 film cameras. For many consumers at the time, small-gauge film 
remained the media technology of choice in terms of portability, affordability 
and, also familiarity. Gerrit Warmelink had a similar attitude towards film; 
for him small-gauge cassette film had been a tried and trusted technology of 
memory. Before his marriage to fiancée Tineke, and in the years preceding 
the children’s birth, Gerrit’s desire to visually record events of his everyday life 
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abroad was potent and served a particular purpose:

My family had rarely left the Netherlands. I was one of its first mem-
bers to receive a form of education that could eventually open the door 
for me to explore the world beyond the borders of the Netherlands. In 
the 1970s, when I was posted on Brunei, located at the northern tip of 
the island of Kalimantan, I had brought with me my photo and 8mm 
film camera. I wanted to offer my family back home the opportunity to 
be able to experience the things I had over there as well.11 

New possibilities emerged around the mid-1980s when camcorders gradually 
appeared on the consumer electronics market. Different from the 8mm-based 
electronic video camcorders (for instance Video8 or Hi-8) introduced in the 
latter half of the 1980s and early 1990s, which were more refined techno-
logically through further miniaturisation and convergence, the VHS-based 
camcorder purchased by the Warmelinks was considered to be a leap forward 
towards better portability.12 It weighed around 2.8 kilogrammes, including the 
battery, which was a considerable improvement compared to the older video 
systems.13 However, the camcorder remained an expensive device, with an 
entry price level set at fl. 5,263 (Dutch Guilders), which roughly equates to 
€4,144 nowadays, when adjusted for historical inflation.14 Notwithstanding its 
significant retail price, a Dutch advertisement from the mid-1980s heralded 
the NV-M3 VHS Camcorder as a “camera-and-recorder” with “unprecedent-
ed” potential for the everyday consumer.15 

Although its enhanced portability was a significant improvement over ear-
lier portable video systems, in the advertisement this was not the main point of 
the manufacturer’s marketing rhetoric. Instead, he advertised his camcorder 
as an extraordinary technological marvel. This particular video camera was 
praised for its ease-of-use and the fact that it was equipped with an infrared 
sensor to automatically and instantaneously focus the shots made by the vide-
ographer. This particular affordance, however, was not necessarily the reason 
for Gerrit to invest in such a costly device. He recalled that a colleague and 
close friend, someone who closely followed the latest developments in con-
sumer electronics, initially convinced him of video: ‘He bought a video cam-
corder before I did and made me aware of the specific features of these, for 
me, still rather novel devices.’16 Seeking new possibilities to more effortlessly 

11 Interview Anita, Gerrit and Tineke Warmelink, May 24, 2015, Steenbergen (Drenthe).
12 See also the chapter on video in: Tim van der Heiden, ‘Hybrid Histories: Technologies of Memory and the Cultural 
Dynamics of Home Movies, 1895-2005,’ doctoral thesis, Maastricht University, 2017.
13 S.n., Operating Manual Panasonic/National NV-M3, p. 41.
14 See historical inflation calculator on the website of the Amsterdam-based International Institute of Social History (IISG): 
http://www.iisg.nl/hpw/calculate-nl.php
15 ‘Panasonic nieuws,’ Smalfilm Hobbyblad, vol 4, no 3, 1986, p. 4.
16 Interview Anita, Gerrit and Tineke Warmelink.
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capture his family’s activities in Oman, he became convinced by this camera 
of video’s ability to record environmental sound whilst, simultaneously, shoot-
ing his footage.

 He had used small-gauge film technologies in the years preceding his de-
parture to the Sultanate. Albeit satisfied with the affordances that small-gauge 
film offered him to make moving images of his experiences abroad, adding 
sound was not simple. He therefore developed a thoroughly pragmatic prac-
tice to enrich his silent film footage with an accompanying audio commen-
tary with the help of a compact cassette deck and microphone. These devices 
were widely available, easy to use and thoroughly domesticated media tech-
nologies in the 1970s and 1980s. As such, they provided ample opportunities 
for Gerrit to swiftly provide and record audio commentary as he re-watched 
and eventually brought together the short film fragments in preparation of a 
screening event for those close to him in the Netherlands. As he explained: ‘I 
always intended to show my self-made films back home. Instead of narrating 
my experiences on the spot during one of several screenings I would organise, 
I decided to record my commentary beforehand on audio cassette.’17 

Gerrit did not strive for the kind of aesthetic and technical perfection 
amateur practitioners in the community mode aimed for in terms of image/
sound synchronicity.18 Lacking the ambition of serious amateurs, he never-
theless pointed out that it remained challenging to achieve even a basic form 
of synchronicity between the audio recordings played via compact cassette 
whilst at the same time projecting the film. The preparation involved proved 
to be rather burdensome when he was on leave, and he preferred to spend 
his time and energy on family and friends back in the Netherlands. In the 
mid-1980s, after his colleagues’ demonstration of video, he realised that vid-
eo’s possibilities to automatically record synchronous sound, whilst shooting 
footage, were part and parcel of the camcorder’s affordances. Additionally, 
as the VCR gradually started to appear as an extension of the television set, 
thereby becoming part of the electronic media ensemble in the living room of 
the 1980s, the choice for video became even more appealing to him. Gerrit 
envisaged that the videotapes he would be able to make with this video cam-
era could easily be screened on a television set at, for example, his parents or 
the in-laws’ living room. Video could immediately be televised at home. This 
was another important perk: the projector and projection screen he otherwise 
had to bring along—essential technological components constituting the dis-
positif of small-gauge film—were no longer necessary in a living room centred 
around the television screen. 

17 Ibid.
18 See previous chapter on technological craftsmanship and creativity as core components of serious amateurism in the 
community mode.
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Evocative video and mediated memories

Anita’s recollections of video and the presence of the camcorder during her 
childhood abroad did not revolve around the affordances narrated by the ad-
vertisement. Nor did they coincide with her father’s appreciation of what vid-
eo had to offer, especially from the perspective of his specific past experiences 
with small-gauge film and compact cassette technologies. She regarded the 
video camera, so intimately present as a technological companion to her fam-
ily and their life abroad, as an imposing and highly evocative device. 

Anita perceived the camcorder predominantly in terms of its imposing 
materiality. This perspective on video emerged along with recollections of her 
father’s frequent use of the device during family activities. During the various 
trips the family undertook to explore sites of cultural and natural interest in 
the coastal and the inland regions of Oman, as Anita reminded, her father 
‘and the video camera seemed intricately linked to each other.’19 She came to 
the conclusion that its material presence was so potent that ‘I perhaps remem-
ber the video camera more prominently than the content of the videotape 
itself.’ The symbiotic relationship was characterised by the impression that 
‘he constantly spoke to and with it.’20 This impression directly ties into one of 
the reasons that convinced her father to buy the expensive camcorder in the 
first place: the possibility to narrate his family’s experiences whilst using the 
camera.

These two perspectives, of the father and the daughter, bring to the fore 
a possibility to grasp video as a technology of memory. Daughter Anita’s ret-
rospective evaluation of the status of the camera during her childhood in the 
second half of the 1980s, made clear that its materiality as a technological 
object was particularly important. Sociologist of technology Sherry Turkle 
had an explanation for this. She pointed at the importance of the materiality 
of objects when it comes to the evocation of memory, and as a catalyst for 
personal reflection: 

We find it familiar to consider objects as useful or aesthetic, as necessi-
ties or vain indulgences. We are on less familiar ground when we con-
sider objects as companions to our emotional lives or as provocations to 
thought. The notion of evocative objects brings together these two less 
familiar ideas, underscoring the inseparability of thought and feeling 
in our relationship to things.21

19 Interview Anita Warmelink, April 9, 2015.
20 Ibid.
21 Sherry Turkle, ‘Introduction: The Things that Matter,’ in: Sherry Turkle, ed, Evocative Objects, Cambridge (Mass.) and 
London: MIT Press, 2007, p. 3-10, cf. p. 4.
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The camcorder can be seen as an evocative object, precisely because it takes 
centre stage in Anita’s recollections. As she herself has underlined, the memo-
ry of the device is intimately connected to her personal memories and feelings 
about her family life abroad. As such, the very thought of the camcorder, from 
Anita’s perspective, makes it a technology of memory, or perhaps more accu-
rately put, in the words of media historian Tim van der Heijden, an evocative 
and affective “memory of technology.”22 

Anita recounted that her memories of the imposing camcorder itself seem 
to have superseded memories of the videos which it made. Rather than re-
membering the various family events recorded by the camera and inscribed 
on videotape, she recalled the materiality of the camcorder and its interrelat-
edness with her father. 

While reflecting on the material qualities of past media technologies and 
the role they can play in the process of “memory construction,” Van der Hei-
jden argued that this latter phenomenon refers to ‘a double mnemonic process 
in which media technologies not only construct or mediate memories but have 
also become the objects of memory themselves.’23 The notion of the double 
mnemonic process also provides an opportunity to grasp Gerrit’s appreciation 
of the camcorder as a technology of memory. Whereas the camcorder was for 
Anita an object of memory evocatively and affectively linked to her childhood 

22 It is important to emphasise that Van der Heijden proposed the notion of “memory of technology” from the context 
of contemporary “technostalgia.” He analysed the manner in which current digital media applications often remediate the 
idiosyncratic material articulation of past memory technologies. He considers the memory of technology to be a distinctly 
contemporary phenomenon, characteristic of mediated memory practices in the digital age. This particular understanding of 
memory of technology is, however, not necessarily followed in its strict association with technostalgia, but rather broadened 
for the purposes of argumentation. See: Tim van der Heijden, ‘Technostalgia of the Present: From Technologies of Memory 
to Memories of Technology,’ NECSUS: European Journal of Media Studies, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 103-121.
23 Van der Heijden, ‘Technostalgia of the Present,’ p. 116. Italics author.

Illustration 18. Left: Still of Gerrit filming himself in the mirror. Right: A photograph taken in 
Oman where Gerrit roams the streets with the family’s technological companion, the VHS-cam-

corder.
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abroad, Gerrit appreciated it as an improved tool with which he could record 
the everyday experiences of his family in Oman. He desired to construct and 
inscribe onto videotape his experiences of the present in Oman, to be highly 
communicative toward his intended future audience of family and friends. 

The awareness that media technologies have played a pivotal role in the 
history of memory practices has lately received attention in the field of memo-
ry studies. Marita Sturken has reflected extensively on the concepts relevant to 
the discussion of the importance of “media” in past and contemporary memo-
ry practices.24 She argues that it is important to acknowledge ‘that a practice of 
memory’ should be conceptualised as ‘an activity that engages with, produces, 
reproduces and invests meaning in memories.’25 Regardless of the many ways 
in which these practices have been given a particular purpose and dynamic 
on a personal, cultural or collective level of memory production, Sturken fur-
thermore pointed out that much scholarship:

(…) has often focused on what can be seen as technologies of memory, 
in which memories are experienced and produced through technolo-
gies. Technologies of memory, while they might include memorials, 
souvenirs, bodies and other objects, are increasingly visual technolo-
gies of mass and mediated forms – photographs, films, television shows 
and digital images.26 

By coining “technologies of memory,” Sturken allowed for a more inclusive 
point of departure from which to evaluate media technologies as an indis-
pensable part of the memory practices in which they served a very specific 
purpose.27 

When taking into account the variety of memory practices that have ex-
isted in the past or exist today, a further refinement is necessary. Gerrit War-
melink, for instance, aimed to employ video as an audiovisual technology of 
memory back in the mid-1980s. To enable further refinement, media scholar 
José van Dijck suggested several other avenues to pursue. She made some 
insightful observations and developed useful conceptual frameworks to un-
derstand how memory is embodied, performed and inscribed through media 
technologies. Of particular interest to her were the ways in which media nego-

24 Sherry Turkle, ‘Memory, Consumerism and Media: Reflections on the Emergence of the Field,’ Memory Studies, vol. 1, no. 
1, 2008, pp. 73-78.
25 Turkle, ‘Memory, Consumerism and Media,’ p. 74. Italics by author.
26 Ibid., p. 75.
27 Turkle claimed that the emphasis on memory practices in memory studies has often led to a blind spot with regard to 
the media technologies that were used in them. See: Ibid., p. 74. Inspired by Turkle, media researchers Nancy Van House 
and Elizabeth Churchill consequently endeavoured to expand on the concept of “technologies of memory” and stress 
the importance of media technologies in contemporary digital memory practices. See: Nancy Van House and Elizabeth F. 
Churchill, ‘Technologies of Memory: Key Issues and Critical Debates,’ Memory Studies, vol. 1, no. 3, 2008, p. 295-310, cf. p. 
296. 
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tiate past and present autobiographical and cultural identities.28  
For the purpose of this chapter, it is important to get a grip on: 1) the kind 

of memory the Warmelinks aimed to construct with video, and 2) how this par-
ticular memory can be seen as a highly communicative mediated memory of 
lived experience, for future recall in the Netherlands. As stated, video was used 
as a tool to mediate a personal memory of the Warmelink family while they 
made their temporary home in Oman. However, rather than looking at this 
notion of memory strictly from the perspective of the personal or the private, 
Van Dijck suggests conceiving it more broadly as “personal cultural mem-
ory,” which she defined as ‘the acts and products of remembering in which 
individuals engage to make sense of their lived lives in relation to the lives of 
others and to their surroundings, situating themselves in time and space.’29 As 
implied above, Gerrit was strengthened in his conviction that video would 
allow him to act autobiographically (with the camcorder as a technology of 
memory) in order to create a product (videotape as a memory object) of his 
family’s lived experience as expatriates in Oman. To make more palpable the 
concept of “personal cultural memory,” specifically in relation to the Warmel-
inks, it is necessary to unpack both the personal and the cultural components 
of the use of the camcorder as a technology of memory. 

On the one hand, the personal component frames Gerrit’s use of video as 
a desire and imperative to capture the private and intimate social dynamics 
between him and the members of his young family at noteworthy events in a 
foreign space they wanted to make their home. The cultural component, on 
the other hand, offers a possibility to understand the broader context in which 
two larger sociocultural frameworks came into play. These frameworks were as 
intimately intertwined with each other as with the personal. As a postcolonial 
expatriate family in the 1980s, the Warmelinks had a specific sociocultural 
and economic status. This context allows to analyse the use of video as a tech-
nology of memory in relation to the family’s identity as corporate expatriates 
in the increasingly globalised world emerging after the process of decoloni-
sation. This identity allowed the Warmelinks to enjoy distinct privileges and 
opportunities.  The camcorder was for Gerrit a portable tool to communicate 
to the extended family and friends back home in the Netherlands the personal 
circumstances in which his family found itself—precisely because they rep-
resented a transnationally mobile and economically privileged section of the 

28 José van Dijck, ‘Mediated Memories: Personal Cultural Memory as Object of Cultural Analysis,’ Continuum: Journal of 
Media and Cultural Studies, vol. 18, no. 2, 2004, pp. 261-277; Van Dijck, Mediated Memories in the Digital Age, University of 
California Press, 2007; Van Dijck, ‘Mediated Memories as Amalgamations of Mind, Matter and Culture,’ in: Renée van de Vall 
and Robert Zwijnenberg, eds, The Body Within: Art, Medicine and Visialization, Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2009, pp. 157-172.
29 Van Dijck, ‘Mediated Memories,’ p. 262. Italics original. Van Dijck based this definition predominantly on the concept of 
“memory work” developed by cultural theorist Annette Kuhn. See: Van Dijck, Mediated Memories in the Digital Age, p. 184, 
n9. See also: Annette Kuhn, ‘A Journey through Memory,’ in: Susannah Redstone, ed, Memory and Methodology, Oxford: 
Berg, 2000, pp. 183-196. Whereas Van Dijck explicitly opts to operationalise her notion of “personal cultural memory” only 
from the perspective of memory objects, this chapter will also link it with memory practice. 
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Dutch populace. Because their prospective audience of family and friends in 
the Netherlands did not share these highly specific personal circumstances, 
audiovisually capturing and communicating them became highly attractive. 

The home mode and the affordances of video

The communicational aspect emphasised above is strongly related to the 
second framework out of which this specific use of video emerged, and in 
which it can be more broadly contextualised: namely the sociocultural con-
text of the “home mode.”30 The notion of the home mode was developed in 
the late 1980s by media anthropologist Richard Chalfen, who teased out the 
social, cultural, symbolic and communicative dimensions underpinning the 
widespread production and reception of private, non-professional family pho-
tography and home movies. Not foregrounding any strict formal or material 
differences between media technologies, he used terms like “polaroid people” 
and “snapshot culture” to describe the users of and the representational tradi-
tion in which visual media technologies were used to capture and share me-
diations of everyday life.31 Based on empirical research of its participants, he 
concluded that the home mode, as a form of social communication, ‘captures 
a certain kind of information and presents a particular version of reality.’ 32 

Chalfen showed that it was meant to be pleasurable and communicative 
for a relatively small “social community” of family and friends.33 He further-
more emphasised that the “information” presented in home mode “com-
munication” was both restrictive and selective, because it tended to favour a 
repertoire of idealised “snapshot” representations of everyday life.34 This rep-
ertoire usually mediated a narrow set of highly valued and conventionalised, 
uncontroversial events and topics, often celebrating highlights of domestic 
familial continuity and change such as weddings, birthdays, parties, touristic 
outings, a baby’s first steps and so on. According to Chalfen, this highly sym-
bolic and distinctly visual realm of home mode communication can therefore 
be characterised predominantly in terms of its “social function,” or differently 
put, in its conformity to ‘certain cultural ideals such as living a comfortable 
life, maintaining a happy growing family, and living in a social context where 
people get along with one another.’35 Home mode communication is further-
more characterised by what he termed “patterned eliminations.”36 This con-

30 Chalfen, Snapshot Versions of Life, p. 8. 
31 Ibid., p. 12. See also previous chapter where the characteristics of serious amateurism are discussed in contrast to 
“snapshooting.” 
32 Ibid., p. 161.
33 Ibid.
34 Ibid., p. 93.
35 Ibid., p. 99.
36 Ibid., p. 93.
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cept refers to how the range of visually mediated topics and events of everyday 
life was narrowed down to socially and culturally acceptable representations. 

These representations were carefully shaped and selected, during production 
as well as reception, to foreground cherished and joyful moments, by pur-
posely avoiding, or eliminating, any possible signs of discord, confrontation 
and uneventfulness.

Although many of the aforementioned aspects shed light on the context 
in which video was used as an instrument for communication, Chalfen’s no-
tion of the home mode is less helpful in grasping its features as a new technol-
ogy of memory compared to, for instance, small-gauge film. With regard to its 
functioning in memory practices, Chalfen hinted at the possible “mnemonic” 
function of visual media technologies, but said little on the topic other than 
that it ‘is suggested home mode images gain in interest when people make in-
vestments in creating a memory bank.’37 Chalfen’s notion of the home mode 
does not elucidate whether its communicational characteristics change ‘when 
people emigrate to another country.’38 Because the emergence of consumer 
video coincided with his work on the home mode, Chalfen could not avoid 
asking whether its arrival could change the dynamics of home mode com-
munication. As it turned out, he was not convinced that video would offer 
significantly new possibilities, as he wryly concluded that ‘[w]e may be seeing 
another case of the same old wine in new bottles.’ 39 He did not expect video’s 
ability to record synchronous sound ‘to create radically different patterns.’40 

Since Chalfen introduced the home mode, multiple scholars have eval-
uated its continued strength and relevance but also pointed at its limitations 
and shortcomings.41 Among them, media scholar James Moran, one of his 
most insightful and precise critics, reassessed the home mode in relation to 
the arrival of video technologies.42 He questioned Chalfen’s expeditious dis-
missal of video’s potential to transform the communicational dynamics of the 
home mode. Despite his critical tone, Moran appreciated Chalfen’s efforts 
not to fall into the pitfalls of technological determinism and medium speci-
ficity by regarding all visual media technologies as equal in the home mode. 
Nonetheless, certainly when taking into consideration video’s extended record-
ing time and ability to record synchronous sound, Moran astutely pointed out 
that video: 

37 Ibid., p. 138.
38 Ibid., p. 163.
39 Ibid., p. 165.
40 Ibid.
41 See for example: Paricia Zimmermann, From Real to Reel Families; Ryan Shand, ‘Theorizing Amateur Cinema: 
Limitations and Possibilities;’ Maria Pini, ‘Inside the Home Mode,’ in: David Buckingham and Rebekah Willett, eds, Video 
Cultures: Media Technology and Everyday Creativity, London, Houndsmill and New York: Palgrave, 2009, pp. 71-92; David 
Buckingham, Rebekah Willet and Maria Pini, Home Truths? Video Production and Domestic Life, Ann Arbor: The University of 
Michigan Press and The University of Michigan Library, 2011.
42 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video.
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(…) did not necessarily transform the home mode (which implies 
technological determinism) but may increase opportunities for repre-
senting a greater range of social intentions less likely to emerge on 
celluloid. (…) In short, home video reveals that families have always 
been more complex and contradictory than home movies have gen-
erally portrayed them. Let us note, for example, that much content 
absent from home movies appears in home videos.43 

Moran observed that Chalfen’s notion of “patterned eliminations” in par-
ticular had come under pressure with the arrival of video. Home movie pro-
duction, he explained, was determined to a large degree by ‘brevity, control 
and selection,’ because of its ‘material and economic constraints.’44 As Moran 
rightfully underlined, video did not suffer from these limitations mainly be-
cause of its two main material affordances and therefore allowed for an ‘en-
hanced range of content and space for interpretation.’45 

Video thus embodied the potential to alter the home mode in its commu-
nicational capabilities, both in terms of production and reception. The hith-
erto controlled and selective “pictorial” snapshot style of home mode com-
munication, or its “expression of meaning,” as Moran called it, relied strongly 
on conventionalised “stereotyping” of the happy family in its domestic con-
text.46 This stereotyping arose mostly from production conventions in which, 
in carefully selected moments of an important family event, the subjects were 
instructed to pose in a frontal and attractive manner in front of the camera, 
much as in family photography. The filmic home mode thus emerged from 
a snapshot “iconography,” which explicitly sought to portray “stereotypical” 
pivots of participation in ‘happy times, special occasions, and ritual events.’47 
Video, on the other hand, was able to challenge this conventional dynamic 
of meaning making in the home mode. Rather than facilitating iconographic 
and stereotypical means of expression, video allowed for a more narrative form 
of communication.

To understand how video made possible a more narrative form of home 
mode communication, it is first important to discuss its affordance of extended 
recording time. As stated before, video did not put restrictions on the amount 
of seconds that could be devoted to capturing a particular event. Therefore, 
video implicitly enabled the production of long takes. The latter is a cine-
matographic term that denotes a noticeably long and uninterrupted recording 

43 Ibid., p. 43.
44 Regarding its economic constraints, 8mm film stock was more expensive per minute of footage than video. In terms 
of its material constraints, especially storage, small-gauge film had a modest storage capacity (3-4 minutes) compared to 
videotape’s capacity to store up to several hours of footage. Ibid., p. 41.
45 Ibid.
46 Ibid.
47 Ibid.
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run of the camera, resulting in exact correspondence of  screen time with real 
time duration of events and activities captured in front of the camera.48 Con-
sequently, these long and uninterrupted mediations of everyday life made it 
possible to enhance the visual information narratively, rather than with snap-
shot iconography. Instead of presenting fragmentary stereotypical highlights, 
long takes provided a more “continuous,” and consequently more narratively 
rich mediation of activities and events.49 

The narrative quality of these activities and events, however, was not relat-
ed to the “classical storytelling” of narrative fiction film, where a strict unity of 
time, space and action enables a clear and redundant cause-and-effect-driven 
plot chain.50 Although not mentioned as such by Moran, it should be seen 
from the perspective of what cognitive psychologist and narratologist Jens 
Brockmeier termed the “autobiographical process,” whereby a ‘selection of 
“tellable” events and experiences from one’s autobiographical past, present, 
and future’ takes precedence.51 Video and the long take allowed for a wider 
range of the “tellable” in which happiness but also ‘tears, boredom, or anger’ 
might appear and could therefore become ‘cherished moments of embarrass-
ment, distress, or defeat for their candid humor or truth.’52

Second, along with extended recording time, synchronous sound record-
ing also contributed to video’s enhancement of the autobiographical narrative 
potential of home mode communication. One of the most prominent new 
“techniques” offered by video technologies, as Moran reminded, was on-cam-
era narration.53 With this new affordance, home mode communication irrev-
ocably became audiovisual, placing the biographical voice and the visual on 
an even keel. The use of on-camera narration was, however, not restricted to 
the videographer but also relevant to those captured in front of the camcorder 
and to those near it. Most camcorders had an omnidirectional built-in micro-
phone and thus lacked the focus provided by the lens. Therefore, video sound 
allowed for both intentional but also unintentional and perhaps less desired 
recording of voices as well as environmental sounds. These changes were not 
explicitly highlighted as such by Moran, but they certainly underscore that 
“patterned eliminations” were less likely to occur with video than when using 
film. 

Synchronous sound and on-camera narration could alter the commu-
nicative qualities of the home mode by making the voice an important new 

48 For a discussion on cinematograpic terminology and the use of the long take in narrative cinema, see: David Bordwell and 
Kristin Thompson, Film Art: An Introduction, Seventh Edition, Boston etc: McGraw-Hill, 2008, p. 210.
49 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 43.
50 See for example the classic study: David Bordwell, Narration in the Fiction Film, Madison: The University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1985. 
51 Jens Brockmeier, Beyond the Archive: Memory, Narrative, and the Autobiographical Process, Oxford and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2015, p. 175-176.
52 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 42.
53 Ibid., p. 41.
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component in the autobiographical narration of everyday life. Reiterating his 
earlier reflections on the filmic home mode, Moran stated that video sound 
enabled additional means of communication and meaning-making:

Preventing the need for icons and stereotypes alone to express mean-
ing, sound allows practitioners to comment on the action, tell stories, 
and interview subjects, [thereby] increasing the likelihood of narrative 
content and interpretation within the artifact itself, rather than only as 
an external accompaniment at the site of exhibition.54

Moran’s discussion of the potential of video sound and on-camera narration 
ties in seamlessly with Gerrit’s personal expectations and appreciation of vid-
eo. Before using video, he recorded informative biographical narrative con-
tent on an audio compact cassette so that it could accompany any future film 
screening with family and friends. Video, in contrast, allowed him to effortless-
ly include sound during the biographical process. Using video also curtailed 
the hitherto time-consuming preparations during which he had to select and 
combine fragmentary film footage, for which he also had to provide a narra-
tive account on audio cassette. Unlike Chalfen, Moran underlined that video 
in general, and the camcorder in particular, ‘fits more easily into everyday life 
without intervening in routines, selecting contents, or posing subjects.’55 

As might be expected on the basis of the observations discussed above, 
Moran proposed to rethink and refine the home mode as it was originally 
conceived: ‘On its most fundamental level the home mode provides an au-
thentic, active mode of media production for representing everyday life.’56 In 
order to understand how this “active” mode gained its broader sociocultural 
significance, Moran proposed a “functional taxonomy” that would discern the 
distinct “cultural functions” of the home mode.57 With regard to the mne-
monic, autobiographical and communicational characteristics of the home 
mode, Moran proposed to regard video’s function as providing ‘a narrative 
format for communicating family legends and personal stories.’58 

Video and the audiovisual dimensions of home and belonging 

The function mentioned above relates to how the Warmelinks used video as 
a technology of memory. Another important dimension that shows how the 
home mode shaped the Warmelinks’ use of video relates to the concept of 

54 Ibid.
55 Ibid., p. 42.
56 Ibid., p. 59. Italics author.
57 Ibid. 
58 Ibid., p. 61.
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“home,” especially when it concerns expats. Moran defined the “home” in 
relation to video as: 

(…) an ideal envisioned as the synthesis of three experiential domains: 
a personal, private space for memory and solitude; a social, public 
place for family or group interaction; and a physical environment de-
signed for comfort and security. (…) While usually thought of as geo-
graphic, it may be photographic as well, unconfined to a specific place, 
but transportable within the space of imagination. 

“Home” was indeed a thoroughly fluid notion for the Warmelinks. As expa-
triates they continually faced the possibility of temporary migration and sta-
ble understanding of notions like “site of residence,” “place” or “origin” were 
unequivocally challenged. Nevertheless, as the Sultanate of Oman was to 
become their temporary home for almost five years, video as a technology of 
memory would play a culturally important role by enabling a more communi-
cative and autobiographical “narrative format” for the family and the personal. 
It would also have geographic and videographic functions, by “constructing an 
image” of a home away from home, albeit temporary.

By using video, Gerrit and his family clearly went beyond mere engage-
ment with a personal cultural memory. They would use video to construct 
and inscribe what Van Dijck called a very distinctive “mediated memory” of 
lived experience and everyday events that would be both visual and audible. 
As Van Dijck defined: 

Mediated memories are the activities and objects we produce and ap-
propriate by means of media technologies, for creating and re-creating 
a sense of past, present and future of ourselves in relation to others. 
Mediated memory objects and acts are crucial sites for negotiating the 
self and culture at large, between what counts as private and what as 
public, and how individuality relates to collectivity. As stilled moments 
in the present, mediated memories reflect and construct intersections 
between past and future — remembering and projecting lived experi-
ence.’59 

As shown in this and previous sections, by choosing video as a technology of 
memory, or in the words of Van Dijck, an instrument of memory inscription, a 
clear decision was made to give a particularly audiovisual shape and dynamic 
to the mediation of lived experience abroad.60 

As Van Dijck also reminded, it is important to underline that technolo-

59 Van Dijck, Mediated Memories in the Digital Age, p. 21.
60 Ibid., p. 20.
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gies of memory tend to ‘privilege a particular sense’ and therefore ‘always to 
some extent define the shape of our future recall.’61 Video’s capacity to mediate 
and inscribe the seen, the heard and the spoken, meant that a convergence 
of senses would come to shape the dynamics of the mediated memory. For 
Gerrit, the addition of sound to the visual was important because it would 
enable a richer and more communicative autobiographical mediation of his 
family. This would have repercussions for both the production in Oman as 
well as during reception back in the Netherlands. The repercussions of video 
sound, as communication scholar Roger Odin argued, signified a profound 
moment of media historical change in the ‘communication space of familial 
memory.’62 Albeit long overlooked in scholarship, there was a growing aware-
ness that sound, and sound reproduction technologies, are important to get an 
“aural” insight into the past, as well as the role played in memory practices.63 
Pertaining to the latter, sound scholar Karin Bijsterveld and Van Dijck have 
described the artefacts resulting from the use of sound technologies in mem-
ory practices as “sound souvenirs.” The notion of sound souvenirs suggests 
the importance of sound ‘for creating a sense of belonging,’ connecting and 
oscillating between the past and present autobiographical self, between past 
and present time and space.64 

Creating a sense of “belonging” is obviously not only the purview of sound 
technologies, but also extends to the use and artefacts of most media tech-
nologies in memory practices. Media technologies used in the home mode 
similarly facilitated a dynamic in which “belonging” to a particular “social 
community,” the family, and a particular image of the “home” was negotiat-
ed in production and reception. As has been discussed, this had traditionally 
been the purview of the visual, the stereotype, the icon. Conversely, “belong-
ing” with video implied an altered audiovisual dynamic in which the family’s 
autobiography, but also a geographical and videographical image of “home,” 
could be constructed, mediated and communicated. This was particularly im-
portant for the members of the Warmelink family, who had to face both the 
challenges and excitement of expatriation, and the task to make a home away 
from home. 

Therefore, the following sections will show that for the Warmelinks vid-
eo was as much a technology of memory as it was an instrument relevant to 
homemaking and belonging. As highlighted in the introduction, this observa-
tion ties into a longstanding tradition in which, as Nico de Klerk reminded, 

61 Ibid.
62 Roger Odin, ‘The Home Movie and Space of Communication,’ in: Laura Rascaroli, Gwenda Young and Barry Monahan, 
eds, Amateur Filmmaking: The Home Movie, the Archive, the Web, New York etc: Bloomsbury, 2014, pp. 15-26, cf. p. 15.
63 The neglect of sound in historical research has, for example, been contested in the cultural history of sound reproduction 
by: Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction, Durham: Duke University Press, 2003. 
64 Karin Bijsterveld and José van Dijck, ‘Introduction,’ in: idem, eds, Sound Souvenirs: Audio Technologies, Memory and 
Cultural Practices, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2009, pp. 11-21, p. 11. Italics author.
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the “situational rootedness” of home-mode filmmaking enabled the Dutch 
colonial expatriate family to constitute a new home overseas, while making 
it possible to “update” family and and friends back in the Netherlands.65 In 
addition to De Klerk, film historian Alexandra Schneider has provided an-
other relevant perspective to understand home moviemaking by expatriates.66 
After studying a corpus of Swiss expatriate home movies from the 1920s and 
1930s, she concluded that the pervasive visual panoramas of either the old, 
temporary or new home captured by Swiss expatriates strongly suggested that 
“home” also became a filmic space providing a multi-sited “topography of 
identity negotiation.”67 In other words, these home mode films not only  me-
diated the identity and experience of the expat family, but also conveyed the 
transnational spaces in which they dwelled as a home. So, by foregrounding 
the topography, or the geography of either the old, temporary or new home 
across national boundaries, these films often ‘negotiated a sense of belonging 
that goes beyond that of belonging to a family.’68 

With the latter in mind, it can also be particularly relevant to speak of “be-
longing” in relation to the transnational home. As social geographers Alison 
Blunt and Robyn Dowling argued, for expatriates ‘transnational homes are 
sites of memory and can be understood as performative spaces within which 
both personal and inherited connections to other remembered or imagined 
homes are embodied, enacted and reworked.’69 To a considerable degree, the 
engagement with these sites and spaces is determined by memory and home-
making practices, but also the material culture associated with expatriate life. 
Social geographer Katie Walsh, an expert on contemporary British expatri-
ate migration to Dubai, worked for a better understanding of how personal 
objects from their material culture helped expatriates to acquire a ‘sense in 
which the meaning of home, as it is used in everyday life, describes both a 
space of imagined belonging and a lived space.’70 She maintained that highly 
portable and personal “belongings” and their particular use in homemaking 
and memory practices, were essential in creating a sense of belonging in a 
home not fixed but mobile, not stable but fluid:

(…) expatriate homemaking involves the connection of past, present, 
and future homes through domestic practices. Indeed, the souvenir-
ing, display, and remembering practices (…) are a widespread feature 

65 Nico de Klerk, ‘Home Away from Home,’ p. 154.
66 Alexandra Schneider, ‘Home Movie-Making and Swiss Expatriate Identities in the 1920’s and 1930’s,’ Film History, vol. 
15, no. 2, 2003, pp. 166-176.
67 Schneider, ‘Home Movie-Making and Swiss Expatriate Identities in the 1920’s and 1930’s,’ p. 167.
68 Ibid., p. 175.
69 Alison Blunt and Robyn Dowling, Home, London and New York: Routledge, 2006, p. 212.
70 Katie Walsh, ‘British Expatriate Belongings: Mobile Homes and Transnational Homing,’ in: Home Cultures: The Journal 
of Architecture, Design and Domestic Space, vol. 3, no, 2, 2006, pp. 123-144, p. 125. For an anthropological study in which 
the importance of material culture, belonging and the home are explored more thoroughly, see: Daniel Miller, The Comfort of 
Things, Cambridge: Polity, 2008.
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of expatriate life, and modern life more generally, and suggest the mul-
tiplicity and fluidity of “home.” Belonging is challenged by mobility, so 
belongings are often carried with expatriates in anticipation of a desire 
for mnemonics in a situation of disorientation.71

The Warmelinks’ VHS camcorder is an historical example of an important 
mobile, expat belonging to construct a mediated memory of lived experience. 
As such, its use as a technology of memory would not signify so much a ‘de-
sire [for] mnemonics in a situation of disorientation,’ as Walsh claimed, but 
a desire for memory construction, while also enabling to make a geographic 
and videographic audiovisual image of their temporary transnational home. 

The last section of this chapter will analyse how transnational homemak-
ing and memory-making converged with the use of video as a technology of 
memory and as an important portable expat belonging. This will be done by 
taking a closer look at the approximately eighty-two-minute-long VHS video-
tape, or mediated memory object, containing the events and activities of the 
Warmelinks during their stay in Oman in the second half of the 1980s. The 
last section will also delve more deeply into how the then novel and more 
narrative audiovisual “communication space of familial memory” as well as 
the geographic and videographic image of home, involved a performative space 
in which the family’s identity and experience were explored. As will be made 
clear, the manner in which the expat “home” and “family” were enacted, or 
performed, depended to a large degree on long takes and the autobiographical 
voice. The father and daughter will return to illustrate this and to show that 
with video a more complex and rich representation of the family emerged.

However, the following section will first offer a brief historical contextu-
alisation and exploration of the foreign geography in which the Warmelinks 
would come to live as a postcolonial corporate expat family. It will also discuss 
how Shell moulded the dynamics of the expat identity and experience of the 
Dutch families it had sent all over the globe in the second half of the twenti-
eth century. Moreover, although 1980s expatriate life had many similarities, 
it also profoundly differed from the experience and identity of colonial expats 
in the 1920s and 1930s, as touched upon before. As will become clear, Shell’s 
idiosyncratic personnel policies and the distinct corporate expat communi-
ty it fostered, strongly determined the circumstances behind the notions of 
home, family, domesticity and intimacy in the transnational expat life of the 
Warmelinks. 

71 Ibid., p. 138.
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The Sultanate of Oman 

‘At the age of six, the moment when we went to Oman, I had already moved 
house several times,’ Anita Warmelink remembered.  ‘Firstly, from southern 
England to Scotland and then back again to the south of England.’72 From 
her perspective, the mobility and fluidity of home were already an intricate 
part of her everyday life, starting from being a new-born, to a toddler and 
pre-schooler. The scene of her early life, the United Kingdom, nevertheless 
contrasted starkly with the Gulf state known mostly for its long stretches of 
desert, which, compared to the more populous coastal towns of the Sultanate, 
were sparsely populated by small pockets of semi-nomadic, tribal Bedouin 
communities. As Anita recalled: ‘it was clear to me that things were different 
here, which was also the case for my parents, because I noticed, even at this 
tender age, that they were clearly thrilled by the interesting and perhaps even 
exotic change of scenery.’73 This new environment was one of many of global 
locations in which Shell operated in the second half of the twentieth century. 
Historian Keetie Sluyterman has characterised the history of the Anglo-Dutch 
company since the 1970s as being particularly turbulent, as its transnational 
activities took place amidst profound moments of geopolitical and socioeco-
nomic change.74 

The 1970s and 1980s were characterised by the rise of globalisation and 
fierce corporate competition between Western petroleum multinationals. 
They furthermore saw during the Cold War and two oil crises a shifting bal-
ance of power resulting from the growing political and economic power of oil 
producing countries under the umbrella of the Organization of the Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC, founded in 1960)—whose members were often 
former European overseas colonies, territories or protectorates. Against this 
backdrop, the Dutch-Anglo company had to reassess and renegotiate its for-
mal relationships with many governments concerning their investments and 
activities overseas. Albeit a long-time observer rather than an actual member 
of OPEC, the Sultanate of Oman (before 1970 known as the Sultanate of 
Muscat and Oman) was one of those Gulf States that gradually rose to promi-
nence in the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s because of its precious natural recourses. 

As historian James Worrall said, ‘[w]hen on November 2 1964, Shell an-
nounced that it had discovered commercial qualities of oil in Oman, things 
were bound to change, Oman could soon be richer than it had ever been.’75 
However, in the mid-1960s the Sultanate had only recently become a fragile 

72 Interview Anita Warmelink, 9 maart 2015, Groningen.
73 Ibid.
74 Keetie Sluyterman, Keeping Competetive in Turbulent Markets, 1973-2007: A History of Royal Dutch Shell, Volume Three, 
Oxford, London and New York: Oxford University Press, 2007, pxxxx.
75 James J. Worrall, State Building and Counter Insurgency in Oman: Political, Military and Diplomatic Relations at the End 
of Empire, London and New York: T.I. Tauris, 2013, p. 62.
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nation state and still had to come to terms with violent internal tribal strife and 
insurgencies. In part, this instability resulted from competing tribal and reli-
gious elites in Oman, who, as in Saudi Arabia years before, fought for control 
of the wealth generated by the exploitation of commercially viable oil depos-
its. The most challenging series of domestic conflicts in Oman took place in 
the 1950s and 1960s. In those decades, Sultan Said bin Taimur, who reigned 
as an absolute monarch over Oman and Muscat from 1932 until 1970, waged 
war against numerous domestic as well as foreign rebels to gain control over 
the Sultanate and, as became clear in the mid-1960s, also its potential oil 
reserves. 

Initially, the Sultan did not actively pursue rapid prospecting in his 
country by Western oil companies like Shell, and maintained an isolationist 
foreign policy. This passive attitude was driven mainly by his disdain for the 
increasingly lavish lifestyles of neighbouring Arab oil families, and perhaps 
even more so by a profound fear that Oman would suffer the same political 
machinations and societal unrest he had observed when those families were 
struggling for political power and oil revenues.76 His fears were eventually sub-
stantiated when his son, Qaboos, seized power over the Sultanate by staging 
a bloodless palace coup on July 23, 1970.77 Sultan Qaboos consequently ne-
gotiated a majority stake in the hitherto largely Shell-owned Petroleum De-
velopment Oman (PDO), put down the remaining rebel insurgencies, ended 
Oman’s international isolation, and commenced to fervently stimulate oil 
production and infrastructural modernisation of his kingdom. All these efforts 
were to prove rather successful, and despite inheriting his father’s absolutist 
streak Qaboos was able to usher in an era that has been coined the “Omani 
renaissance.”78

By the time the Warmelink family set foot on Omani soil in the mid-1980s, 
little recalled the upheavals of the previous decades. With its “renaissance” in 
full bloom, the Gulf State became one of the more desirable destinations 
for Shell employees, as the working conditions in this temporary home away 
from home contrasted favourably with some of Shell’s more controversial and 
unsafe activities around the world. For example, the company’s operations 
in South Africa were publicly frowned upon by journalist and activists in the 
Netherlands. They took issue with Shell for operating in a country governed 
by white minority rule infamous for its institutionalised system of racial seg-
regation known as Apartheid. Another example was the company’s operations 
under frequently changing and highly corrupt Nigerian military regimes and 

76 Calvin H. Allen and W. Lynn Rigsbee III, Oman under Qaboos: From Coup to Constitution 1970-1996, London and 
Portland: Frank Cass Publishing, 2000, p. 11.
77 Worrall, State Building and Counter Insurgency in Oman, p. 282. 
78 Allen and Rigsbee, Oman under Qaboos, p. 62.
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in communities of the Niger Delta that were plagued by extreme violence.79 
Being posted at the PDO in Oman was considered to be relatively safe and 
uncontroversial, and the Gulf State offered hospitality to an international 
community of British, Indian, German and Dutch expats. 

The predominantly Dutch Shell staff in Oman was stationed at the PDO, 
in which the oil major still had a significant business interest after Qaboos 
gained its majority stake.80 These employees were almost exclusively men who 
had received a postgraduate degree and were often recruited shortly after grad-
uation. As Sluyterman maintained, Shell believed strongly in ‘growing your 
own timber,’ and as she furthermore underscored, ‘[s]taff was recruited and 
trained with the idea of keeping them in the organization for the rest of their 
working lives, as long as they functioned satisfactorily.’81 Since its foundation 
in 1907, when two former business rivals merged into the dual-listed Royal 
Dutch Shell Group, the company became known for offering adventurous 
young Dutch men, with or without a degree, the opportunity to explore re-
mote parts of the Dutch East Indies with attractive salaries and bonuses, al-
though the oil infrastructure there was still under development and working 
conditions were often marked by hardship.82 

By the 1970s, a more continuous and global dynamic of migration was en-
couraged among its staff and, together with having an engineering or geology 
degree, a prerequisite for a long and successful career within the company. 
Particularly important in this respect were the “Shell culture and values,” as 
Sluyterman termed the reciprocal commitment between the company and 
its staff.83 The company expected its employees to be highly motivated and 
to immediately comply with orders to move to another country, sometimes 
every four or five years. In return, the employees could rely on Shell’s person-
nel policies, explicitly aimed at ‘keeping families together or at least keeping 
[married] couples together.’84 

To illustrate the importance of marriage and family in Shell’s “culture 
and values” it is relevant to go back to the early 1970s, when Gerrit started his 
career at the company but also his life as an expatriate. In 1970 the young Ger-
rit applied for a vacancy as assistant-geologist at Shell. He hoped that working 
for the company, as for many young men before him, would provide inter-
esting transnational career perspectives and social mobility.85 He had been 

79 For a critical analysis of Shell’s more controversial activities in South Africa and Nigeria, and its subsequent impact 
on public discourse, media scrutiny and social activism in the 1970s and 1980s, see: Sluyterman, Keeping Competetive in 
Turbulent Markets, pp. 319-330 (South Africa); pp. 343-356 (Nigeria).
80 Ibid., p. 31.
81 Ibid., p. 243.
82 Joost Jonker and Jan Luiten van Zanden, From Challenger to Joint Industry Leader, 1890- 1939: A History of Royal Dutch 
Shell, Volume I, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007, p. 313. 
83 Sluyterman, Keeping Competetive in Turbulent Markets, p, 243.
84 Ibid. 
85 Gerrit Warmelink’s recruitment was exceptional, as he was employed immediately after finishing his HBS education. He 
received a bachelor degree later in his career at the company. See: email correspondence with Gerrit Warmelink, August 29, 
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raised under modest circumstances on a farm in the east of the Netherlands, 
and shortly after graduating from secondary education (HBS, Hoogere Burg-
erschool) he looked for a job at the newspaper rather than preparing to pursue 
a degree at university.86

One sentence in particular in the Shell vacancy immediately caught his 
eye: ‘the possibility to be sent abroad is limited but not excluded.’87 However, 
since Gerrit did not have a university degree when he applied for the position, 
his chances for expatriation to far-flung places around the world decreased 
from limited to slim—an important detail he was reminded of immediately 
during his job interview. Nevertheless, his drive to swiftly earn an income pre-
vailed over a desire to spend many more years at university and in 1971 he was 
accepted into a four-month internal training programme. Thereafter he start-
ed his official career within the company as assistant to the Shell Exploitation 
area geologist of the Middle East, who was based at company headquarters in 
The Hague.88 

Contrary to what he had been told during his job interview, Gerrit’s first 
assignment outside the Netherlands came earlier than expected. After work-
ing for less than one year in The Hague, the area geologist asked his twenty-
two-year-old assistant whether he would be interested in going to Seria, the 

2016.
86 Many middle class male youths were able to enjoy higher education through the introduction of secondary education 
school, HBS (Hoogere Burgerschool), available throughout the Netherlands from 1863 until 1974. A significant number 
of graduates from these schools applied to the technical university and went to work for Shell. See, for instance: Kees 
Mandemakers, HBS en gymnasium: Ontwikkeling, structuur, sociale achtergrond en schoolprestaties, Nederland, circa 1800-
1968, Amsterdam: Stichting beheer IISG, 1996.
87 Letter Gerrit Warmelink to author, undated, 2016, archive author.
88 Ibid.

Illustration 19. A Shell job vacancy similar to that applied to by Gerrit in the 1970s.
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city where the head offices of Shell’s operations in the Southeast Asian Sultan-
ate of Brunei were based. Despite struggling with the dilemma to leave behind 
his four-year-younger fiancée Tineke, he nevertheless decided to accept the 
offer and embarked on an initially one-year assignment to the Southeast Asian 
Sultanate. It was at this location at the other end of the globe that Gerrit, 
armed with his photo camera and later his small-gauge film camera, was to 
get his first taste of life as an expat and to mediate his experiences for those 
left behind in the Netherlands. This experience was furthermore shaped by 
being away from the head offices in Seria for weeks on end, as he was tasked 
with inspecting remote oil wells deep within the densely vegetated jungles of 
Brunei’s coastal backwaters. To reach those remote locations required long 
and slow boat journeys, and although Gerrit appreciated these adventurous 
sojourns, he found the separation from his fiancée and other loved ones par-
ticularly challenging. To get an impression of the circumstances in the jun-
gles of Brunei a fragment from the memoirs of a British expatriate who had 
worked in Brunei a decade earlier gives some additional insight: 

Opening up the jungle released hordes of mosquitoes, and there were 
numbers of black cobras and pythons, but happily it was normally the 
most innocuous snake with [sic] secreted itself in the rafters over your 
head and dropped into the chair on your verandah [sic]. (…) Weeks 
would pass without our seeing a ship — there was a feeling we were 
utterly cut off from the world — and it was indeed red-letter day when 
a glimpse of smoke on the far-off horizon heralded the arrival of mail 
from home.89 

Although conditions had improved somewhat by the moment Gerrit was dis-
patched to Brunei, the autobiographical account above nevertheless under-
scores the isolation occasionally facing Shell employees. At the beginning of 
1973, when his one-year assignment was about to expire, Gerrit expected to be 
sent back to The Hague. However, much to his surprise he was offered an ex-
tension; his supervisor asked him: ‘You do enjoy it here, don’t you?’90 He did, 
but also missed his fiancée Tineke. Gerrit’s supervisor clearly did not regard 
this as a dilemma, being fully aware of the company’s policies to keep families 
and couples together, and immediately pointed out the option to go on leave 
and marry his fiancée: ‘Talk to the Personnel Department, they will arrange 
everything for you.’91 Consequently, in August 1973, the couple got married 
in the Netherlands, and because of their newfound marital status Tineke en-
joyed the full financial support of the company to join Gerrit abroad and 

89 Reproduced in: Jonker and Van Zanden, From Challenger to Joint Industry Leader, p. 98.
90 Letter Gerrit Warmelink to author, undated, 2016, archive author.
91 Ibid.
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accompany him for five more years in Brunei. It was during these years as a 
newlywed abroad that Gerrit developed his filmic home mode routines, mak-
ing numerous small-gauge films of their home away from home in Brunei, 
but also of Java and Bali during their honeymoon, to communicate their expe-
rience to family and friends back home who had rarely left the Netherlands.

Keeping the family together

The life and experiences of the Warmelinks were moulded to a large degree 
by the fact that Gerrit indeed gradually became part of the transnational and 
highly mobile workforce of the Anglo-Dutch oil major. As remarked by Katie 
Walsh, Shell expatriates therefore had to find practical means to deal with the 
abstract notions of the mobile and transnational home as well as belonging and 
belongings. Transnational mobility and “keeping the family together” often 
took place for better or for worse. Other personal accounts reflecting “Shell’s 
culture and values” confirm this. The Shell Ladies’ Project, precursor to the 
current Expatriate Archive Centre based in The Hague, edited and compiled 
two publications—Life on the Move (1993) and Life Now (1996)—in which a 
number of anonymous female spouses of Shell employees wrote about the im-
pact of their experiences as Shell expatriates on their personal lives and fami-
lies. These autobiographical sources testify to the excitement surrounding the 
prospect of living abroad, but also show an awareness of the difficulties that 
constant temporary migration presented to family life. One entry, summarised 
the expatriate experience predominantly as ‘extremely exciting, enriching and 
luxurious.’92 Besides being offered the opportunity to delve into a new cul-
ture and environment, something for which staff and spouses were prepared 
through various courses, instruction videos and information packages before 
departure, the eventual move abroad came with several privileges specifically 
meant to lighten the stress surrounding periodical temporary migration. ‘Shell 
valued its reputation as a good employer,’ Sluyterman reminded, and as such 
put significant effort into providing circumstances in which family life and 
domesticity could function satisfactorily for its staff and their families.93 

When it came to temporary transnational migration with the entire family 
an assignment in Oman was particularly attractive. The continuation of every-
day domestic, but also communal expat life was made possible in the Sultan-
ate by providing expatriates with well-furnished PDO compounds. Besides of-
fering excellent housing conditions for both families and bachelors, they also 
kept clinics, schools and recreational facilities on-site, or relatively nearby. For 
example, the PDO company club at Ras al Hamra, near the company’s head-

92 Shell Ladies’ Project, Life on the Move, The Hague: Octagon Group, 1993, p. 133.
93 Sluyterman, p. 242.
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quarters in the capital Muscat, was well known for its access to a luxurious 
resort with ‘restaurants, swimming pools, and other sports facilities.’94 These 
compounds and clubs were almost exclusively populated by a tight-knit group 
of international Shell expats, all of whom were in the same situation and thus 
shared many experiences associated with corporate transnational mobility not 
shared by others outside their social community. This particular social world 
and its dynamic has often been called the “expat bubble.”95 One of the Shell 
ladies facetiously remarked in her autobiographical writings that the people 
inside this bubble might even be considered a human “sub-species,” namely 
the “Homo Shell Expatriens.”96 

Providing living accommodations took care of the basic prerequisites to 
rapidly aid the process of domestic and communal belonging for expats. With 
regard to belongings, several other perks awaited as well. Shell would provide 
various financial reimbursements, including the possibility to ship personal 
belongings such as household furniture to the Sultanate by sea containers. 
The company also provided a bonus for leaving the European continent. 
Several of these bonuses were of particular importance as they significant-
ly improved the financial wellbeing of expat families and allowed them to 
decide which new belongings would be beneficial for their stay away from 
home. This was also the case for the Warmelink family, as Anita recalled: 
‘we suddenly owned a new television set, VCR and a hi-fi music centre.’97 
Besides these additions to the household media ensemble, Gerrit decided to 
invest a considerable amount of money in a device with the unattractive name 
‘National NV-M3 VHS Camcorder.’ As one of the most recent belongings of 
the Warmelink family, the VHS camcorder would become a powerful tool to 
mediate and communicate the lived experiences of the family and a sense of 
belonging in Oman in the second half of the 1980s. 

Temporary migration and finding one’s roots in new geographies was not 
without complications. Dr Dewey White, the founding director (2001-2006) 
of the Outpost Family Archive Centre—another previous incarnation of The 
Expat Archive Centre—listed several preconceptions that continue to prevail 
with regard to the expatriate experience and identity. While ‘[t]he stereotype 
of a prosperous way of life filled with travel and leisure’ might to some ex-
tent be true, White nevertheless pointed at the equally characteristic ‘stressful, 
more extreme aspects.’98 She summarised these as follows:

94 Ibid., p. 262.
95 Meike Fechter, ‘Living in a Bubble: Expatriates’ Transnational Spaces,’ in: Vered Amit, ed, Going First Class? New 
Approaches to Privileged Travel and Movement, New York: Berghahn Books, 2011, pp. 33-52.
96 Shell Ladies’ Project, Life on the Move, p. 120.
97 Interview Anita Warmelink.
98 Dewey White, ‘Introduction,’ s.n., The Source Book: An Expatriate Social History, 1927-2007; Shell Lives Unshelved, The 
Hague: Summertime Publishing and Outpost Archive, 2008, pp. vii-viii cf. p. vii. 
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Dealing every day with disorientating customs, unfamiliar cultures, 
unknown medical practices and health conditions, dissimilar econo-
mies, the loss of livelihood and independence for an accompanying 
spouse, and threatening, violent international circumstances in foreign 
countries. These far-flung expatriate societies were just like home — 
except completely different.99 

These observations bring to the foreground the more challenging aspects of 
expat life and the importance of homemaking and belonging. For example, 
the anonymous Shell lady mentioned previously, who mostly described trans-
national migration as ‘exciting, enriching and luxurious,’ also came to the 
conclusion that:

Despite the glamour and the perks, the life of an expatriate is not easy. 
Lifting your roots every three or so years is extremely stressful and it 
becomes more so as your family grows in size and age. The problems 
range from profound to ridiculous. It means trying to explain to your 
six years old why she has to leave behind the familiarity of her school, 
her friends, her house and often her pets to move somewhere totally 
unknown. It means going from the intense activity of packing up; the 
farewell parties, well wishers [sic] phoning and calling and the grand 
hubbub of a move to the deathly silence of a strange, partly furnished 
house. Suddenly the only phone calls are from your husband to say 
that the container has been delayed for yet another week.100

Temporary transnational migration, indeed, was not always a glamorous affair. 
To come to terms with the sometimes unsettling nature of moving abroad, or 
‘lifting your roots,’ as was stated above, the compounds, clubs and financial 
perks provided by Shell were merely a groundwork on which to build, rather 
than a definitive solution in making a new home abroad for the family. As 
Katie Walsh stressed, the homemaking practices, and the material objects in-
timately related to them, were equally important in this process.101 

Homo Shell Expatriens and (up)rootedness

For Walsh, the central components of homemaking abroad are foreignness, 
domesticity, and intimacy.102 In many personal accounts, these three aspects 
of homemaking are often decribed using the botanical metaphors of roots 

99 White, ‘Introduction,’ p. vii.
100 Life on the Move, p. 133.
101 A more thorough theoretical reflection on this matter can be found in her thesis: Katie Walsh, ‘British Expatriate 
Belonging in Dubai: Foreignness, Domesticity and Intimacy,’ doctoral thesis, Royal Holloway, University of London, 2005.
102 Walsh, ‘British Expatriate Belonging in Dubai,’ pp. 69-70. 
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and rootedness. One personal reflection has phrased this as follows: ‘You 
build up your social life, finding friends, relations. The house gets a personal 
touch with lots of plants… you take the roots. Everyone begins to flourish 
and then… you have to leave again.’103 These words echo in part the notion 
of “situational rootedness” alluded to by Nico de Klerk in relation to home 
movies and colonial belonging in the Dutch East Indies. However, De Klerk 
only skimmed the surface in relation to the pervasive power of this metaphor 
in connection with expatriation. 

Literary theorist Christy Wampole provided a more elaborate reflection 
on the metaphor and its potency in autobiographical, popular and literary 
discourse.104 She studied the philosophical implications of the metaphor of 
“rootedness,” arguing that: ‘people often imagine themselves as radically em-
bedded as plants that blanket their home region. The person is marked by his 
or her place.’105 When people are confronted with ‘exile, diaspora, emigration, 
and expatriation,’ the “language of uprootedness” often shapes the discourses 
that convey the experience of such life events.106 By charting the metaphor 
throughout modern French and German literature, she was able to reveal a 
recurring pattern that when ‘the home is destroyed, left behind or conquered, 
the urgency to feel rooted increases exponentially,’ and, moreover, that ‘[r]
ootedness matters most when it is threatened.’107

This recurring pattern in literature concerning (up)rootedness also comes 
to the surface in the various autobiographical narratives contained within the 
Expatriate Archive Centre, as well as in publications compiled by its predeces-
sors. The consequences of temporary migration, in and of itself, were consid-
ered to be a constant threat if one aims to create a stable home, whilst, at the 
same time, periodical mobility is required. However, the means to overcome 
these problems of uprootedness are also discussed in these autobiographical 
sources. For example, in the same year that the Warmelink family arrived in 
Oman, another Shell lady recounted that she was able to rather rapidly deal 
with the new circumstances presented there:

Some months after we arrived in Oman I decided to have some lovely 
friends of mine, who had invited me for one thing or the other, over for 
coffee. Towards the end of the gathering, a Dutch friend observed that 
we were all of different nationalities, fourteen. I had an American, Aus-
tralian, British, Canadian, Dutch, French, Indian, Japanese, Nigerian, 

103 The Source Book, p. 17. See also: Expatriate Archive Center The Hague (henceforth EAC) MW; 1967; 0600/218.
104 Christy Wampole, Rootedness: The Ramifications of a Metaphor, Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2016. 
Wampole similarly discussed that questions related to notions of rootedness are an inseperable part of the phenomenology 
of lived experience.
105 Wampole, Rootedness, p. 2.
106 Ibid.
107 Ibid., pp. 23-24.
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Norwegian, Omani, Philippine, Portuguese and Sri Lankan national 
in my living room. Wow! Half of the world in my house! No wonder we 
had a lovely time exchanging cultural and intercultural ideas, discuss-
ing the do’s and don’ts of a place; what pertains to this or that place. It 
was a learning experience! Laughs, surprises, exclamations and all.108

The social gathering of the coffee morning was a typical ritual that often took 
place in the living room. At the gathering many female spouses were able to 
develop a sense of  domestic and communal belonging.109 Other possibilities 
included recreational activities like an amateur theatre society, art classes or 
doing volunteer work at the library. Besides offering an environment for rec-
reational pastimes, these spaces also served as a platform on which to share 
experiences with regard to socialisation and effective homemaking practices, 
and to gain a more intimate understanding on how to safely manoeuvre the 
foreign space they were surrounded with. Although some intercultural con-
tacts took place beyond the compound, most social life took place within its 
domestic and communal spaces, and with people who belonged to the social 
world of the “expat bubble.”

At home, everyday life consisted predominantly of child rearing and, at 
first, adorning and then subsequently maintaining the interior of the home. 
Often with the help of local domestic servants, the home was decorated with 
belongings of emotional and personal importance to create a sense of domes-
tic continuity and intimacy. The new home also became a place where the 
children could reconnect with their national and cultural identity. As Anita 
for example recalled, her access to Dutch culture was ‘contained in a suitcase’ 
and, among others, consisted of children’s books as well as videotapes with 
Dutch children’s television programmes that could be played at will in the 
new media ensemble of the living room.110 The shared spaces within the com-
pound, on the other hand, offered women opportunities for volunteer work, 
which was also highly valued. Sociality was encouraged and maintained in 
communal club life, and the children’s educational and recreational needs 
were looked after through various extracurricular activities and parties. 

Many aspects of homemaking within the Shell expat community in gen-
eral, and related to domesticity in particular, rested on the shoulders of the 
women who accompanied their husbands.111 Particularly in combination with 

108 Life on the Move, p. 87.
109 For the importance of the informal coffee morning in everyday British expatriate life, see: Walsh, ‘British Expatriate 
Belonging in Dubai,’ p. 260.
110 Interview Anita Warmelink. A more general discussion on the impact of transnational migration on children and the 
importance of mobile belonings, see: David C. Pollock and Ruth E. Van Eken, Third Culture Kids: Growing Up Among Worlds, 
Revised Edition, Boston and London: Nicholas Brealey Publishing, 2009 (1999), cf. p. 78.
111 It has been argued that these particular gender roles and the ideals domesticity described here, stem from seventeenth 
century Dutch bourgeois culture. See for example: Witold Rybszynski, Home: A Short History of the Idea, New York etc.: 
Penguin Books, 1987; Simon Schama, The Embarrassment of the Riches, London: Fortana, 1987. For a more critical reflection 
on whether these arguments still hold ground, see: Heidi de Mare, ‘Domesticity in Dispute: A Reconsideration of the 
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the  dynamic of communal expat sociality, Sluyterman reminded that ‘some 
loved it and others hated it.’112 Some women indeed experienced many diffi-
culties — especially those who deeply missed their previously more independ-
ent lives, following their own educational paths and pursuing a professional 
career outside the company. For them it was occasionally particularly chal-
lenging to adjust swiftly to a situation in which they were to set aside their own 
ambitions and desires to adopt the identity of committed mother, romantic 
partner and active member of the expat community in a foreign environment. 
One of the Shell ladies recounted a specific occurrence that troubled her 
deeply: 

A few mothers are sitting pleasantly gossiping on the bench in front 
of the building as I race home and wave at the group. I will never 
get out of my ears what somebody shouted after me as I cycled away. 
I still don’t know whether it was meant as a joke, a compliment or a 
sneer. Mind you! For eight years by then I had lived on the verge of a 
desert, in the middle of an island and next to a tropical rain forest; I 
had been a faithful wife, borne three children, coped with family, fam-
ily-in-law and friends, domestic servants and strange vegetable sellers, 
travel agents and “Camp Services”; I never expected a reward, a statue 
or a certificate of good behavior. This remark really baffled me howe-
ver: “Je begint al aardig op een Shellvrouwtje te lijken!” (…) “You are 
getting to be a proper little Shell wife!”113

Although being called “proper little Shell wife” was perhaps an insult for those 
struggling with an ostensibly  traditional division in domestic gender roles, 
many other women derived from it a considerable sense of pride and duty.114 
Notwithstanding its condescending connotations, this particular identity de-
fined their indispensable role in doing all that was necessary to ensure that the 
compound and home would become fertile soil for those living on it to take 
root again and eventually flourish, again in terms of the powerful metaphor. 
Their efforts to do so were particularly important because their husbands of-
ten had demanding and time-consuming tasks which required them to be 
away from home, sometimes for days in a row and even at the weekends. 

The “Shell culture and values” implicitly and explicitly governing expat 
family life neatly delineated gender roles according to more traditional no-
tions of domesticity and intimacy. The “name of the game,” as a Shell lady 

Sources,’ in: Irene Cieraad, ed, At Home: An Anthropology of Domestic Space, Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1999, pp. 
13-30.
112 Life on the Move, p. 87.
113 Ibid., p. 89.
114 For a thorough investigation of the more traditional social dynamic related to gender, work and corporate expatriate life, 
see: Pauline Leonard, Expatriate Identities in Postcolonial Organizations: Working Whiteness, Farnham: Ashgate Publishing, 
2010.
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remarked in relation to the social order of things among “Homo Shell Expa-
triens,” though perhaps difficult for some to accept, was nevertheless a source 
of comfort and direction for others coping with the unsettling nature of trans-
national mobility.115 Drawing from the seminal work on diaspora and identity 
by cultural theorist Stuart Hall, Katie Walsh has therefore remarked on identi-
ty formations within the dynamic of expat social life ‘as constantly in a process 
of articulation.’116 Underlining that the ability to adjust to changing roles and 
spaces, whether met with acceptance or resistance by particular members of 
the expat community, makes one more ‘attentive to the complicated geogra-
phies of migration in which the opposition of routes and roots, or movement 
and attachment, is refused.’117 Neutralisation of the potentially harmful effects 
of uprootedness depended strongly on the particular identities assigned to one 
within the social constellation of the Shell expatriate community, as well as 
the distinct shape of domesticity and intimacy favoured within it. However, 
notwithstanding the important role played by women therein, it is impor-
tant to emphasise that some homemaking practices associated to “life on the 
move” were certainly not enacted, or performed, solely by the female spouses.  

The wadi as a videographic image of home

Matters related to homemaking, memory-making and performing the family 
become particularly clear by taking a closer look at video made by the War-
melink family in the second half of the 1980s. As stated above, ‘every time 
we went away from the compound for family activities,’ Anita’s ‘father was 
inseparable from his camcorder.’118 These family activities, which her father 
captured and provided with spoken commentary through on-camera narra-
tion played a particularly important role for him, as a father, but also for the 
family as a whole. Interestingly, the family events captured and mediated by 
the camcorder did not necessarily involve moments in which the family spent 
leisure time together in or near the home, nor on the compound or its asso-
ciated clubs. 

The majority of activities taped on the VHS videotape pertain to long- 
and short-term touristic excursions to various sites of historic and cultural in-
terest. Even more prominent were the desert and wadi trips, on which the 
Warmelinks were also often accompanied by friends from the compound. 
These trips were undertaken in four-wheel-drive vehicles. The family also ex-

115 Life on the Move, p. 120. For a pioneering study on practices of belonging in order to stabilise identity, by Italian 
transnational migrants, see: Anne-Marie Fortier, Migrant Belongings: Memory, Space, Identity, New York: Berg, 2000.
116 Walsh, p. 126. See also: Stuart Hall, ‘Cultural Identity and Diaspora,’ in: Jonathan Rutherford, ed, Identity: Community, 
Culture, Difference, London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1990, pp. 222-237.
117 Walsh, p. 126.
118 Interview Anita Warmelink.
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plored riverbed valleys, or wadis, and regularly used them as campsites. Often 
found amidst the otherwise arid Omani desert or its various rocky mountain 
plateaus, wadis were stunning sites of natural beauty, especially during the 
monsoon season in the summer, when they grew into lavishly vegetated val-
leys. Contrary to the geography of the compound and workplace, the desert 
and in particular the wadi represented expats’ desire to be at home in a space 
believed to be connected to traditional Omani life. The wadis were a vital 
necessity in the arid Omani hinterland and were often connected to intricate 
irrigation systems that supplied water to towns, villages and plantations. To-
gether with social geographer Anne Coles, Katie Walsh alluded to the motiva-
tions behind the desert and wadi trips taken by British expatriates:   

[T]he British derived huge pleasure from camping and exploring lo-
cally, and arguably the proportion of expatriates involved was greater. 
There was the thrill of travelling in four-wheel-drive vehicles on bare-
ly motorable tracks. The enthusiasm for the countryside was maybe 
partly the result of boredom for, from an expatriate perspective, there 
were few things to do in town. But it was also, undoubtedly, a form of 
escapism, the excitement of the unknown inspired by a romantic awe 
for the desert, jagged mountains, and wadis, the Occident’s image of 
Arabia reassuringly come true.119

A sense of “adventure” and “romantic awe” was undoubtedly part of this par-
ticular experience. According to Coles and Walsh, this Western idea originat-
ed from a skewed perception of the wadi as a site of authentic Arab culture.120 
The authors considered it to be part of a long tradition of “Orientalism,” refer-
ring to the work by literary scholar Edward Said in which he investigated what 
he called the biased Western perceptions of the “Occident”.121 

Based on Said’s work, Coles and Walsh evaluated these adventurous expat 
activities with scholarly disdain for the purported tendency by Westerners to 
understand the various cultures and spaces of the Middle East homogene-
ously and according to an exotic, prejudiced and paternalistic “imaginative 
geography.”122 However, desert and wadi trips were not undertaken solely by 
Western expats, something which Coles and Walsh also reluctantly admit-

119 Anne Coles and Katie Walsh, ‘From “Trucial State” to “Postcolonial” City? The Imaginative Geographies of British 
Expatriates in Dubai,’ The Journal of Ethnic and Migration Studies, vol. 36, no. 8, 2010, pp. 1317-1333, cf. 1329.
120 Coles and Walsh frame their discussion of expatriate recreational activities in Dubai from the perspective of postcolonial 
theory. By expanding on, among others, Edward Said’s notion of Orientalism and the allegedly biased, exotic and patronizing 
western imaginative geographies of the Orient that arose from it in scientific, literary popular discourse, they claim that this 
attitude towards the Middle East is continued in contemporary British expatriate life. 
121 Edward Said, Orientalism, New York and Toronto: Vintage Books, 1979 (1978).
122 The latter implies an imaginary spatial conception that was furthermore fed by and perpetuated in centuries of, what is 
considered to be, biased Western scholarship and literary and popular discourse on the exotic spaces of the oriental “Other.” 
See: Coles and Walsh, ‘From “Trucial State” to “Postcolonial” City?’ p. 1329.  See also: Said, Orientalism, pp. 49-72. 
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ted.123 Many affluent urban Omani and other city-dwelling inhabitants of the 
Gulf similarly took such trips so over the years to negotiate the roots of their 
own cultural heritage and identity, more often than not originating from tradi-
tional (semi-) nomadic tribal life. Here, it will be argued that the imaginative 
geography of the wadi, as part of the repertoire of expat experience on the Ara-
bian Peninsula and as a symbolic geographical site where aspects of traditional 
Omani life were believed to be found and experienced, actually became both 
a lived and a videographic one. The geography of the wadi became a perform-
ative space in which both “family” and “home” were constructed, mediated 
and negotiated. 

During many of the Warmelinks’ excursions to the desert and wadis, the 
boot of their Toyota 4Runner—the family’s four-by-four all-terrain vehicle and 
main means of transportation in Oman—was filled with the belongings re-
quired to set up camp and consequently stay over night at these locations. In 
particular, Anita remembered that a considerable amount of space in the boot 
was also reserved for the large container in which the camcorder was kept safe 
during transportation. Along with her vivid description of the overt material 
presence of this early VHS camcorder and its accessories, was Anita’s striking 
recollection of the strong interrelationship between her father and his use 
of video, as she often recalled the wadi and desert trips more in terms of her 
father, who ‘constantly spoke to and with’ the camcorder.124 

The result of his use of video in Oman is inscribed on one VHS-vide-
otape containing footage shot between 1986 and 1989, with approximately 
eighty-two minutes of screen time. This shows that the perception of Gerrit’s 
devotion to videography and using the autobiographical voice during fami-
ly activities and events is indeed clearly substantiated. Interestingly, his wife 
Tineke also shot a portion of the footage. Of the eighty-two minutes of screen 
time on the videotape, seventy-five minutes were produced by Gerrit, and 
slightly more than seven minutes of ‘video-ing’ (‘video-en’), as she explained 
on-camera, was done by Tineke. The video furthermore stands out because 
of its noteworthy performative qualities, which have two distinct but strongly 
interrelated dimensions. 

Masculine domesticity and performing the family

The first dimension can be most accurately described as a mode of mediation 
and communication in which Gerrit, while using the camcorder, performed 
fatherhood. As media historian Susan Aasman has argued in relation to the 
domestication of amateur film in the middle of the twentieth century, the use 

123 Coles and Walsh, ‘From “Trucial State” to “Postcolonial” City?’ p. 1330.
124 Interview Anita Warmelink.
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of small-gauge film technologies enabled fathers, both as hobby and leisure 
pursuit, to use the film camera as a means to participate actively in family 
life.125 In the 1950s and 1960s the model of the male as breadwinner prevailed 
in middle-class family dynamics, leaving many aspects related to intimacy and 
domesticity to the purview of female homemaking practices.126 With the do-
mestication of the film camera, Aasman noted that: ‘[f]amily film was, first 
and foremost, a masculine activity, yet one that was inseparable from the fam-
ily. Filming the family should therefore not only be characterised in terms of 
a hobby and as a recreational pursuit: it is a form of masculine domesticity.’127 
Further important is Aasman’s observation that this form of “masculine do-
mesticity” was important for fathers both as a way to engage with the family 
and its activities and to construct visual family memories:

The moment when the camera starts running is particularly impor-
tant as this is the juncture at which time is stopped and recorded. It 
furthermore represents an occasion when time is devoted to the family 
and by which, in fact, is assumed: these minutes or hours are of such 
importance that they need to be saved for later. The mere presence of 
the camera gives lustre to the event. As such, family film is inextricably 
bound up with the family event. Only in second place does the follow-
ing step gain importance: the result, that is the film, will be added to 
the collection and will thereby also become part of family memory.128

This form of “masculine domesticity” remained a dominant mode of expres-
sion in the Warmelink home video. Perhaps the prevalent tendency to link 
“masculine domesticity” with video can be explained by the traditional gender 
delineations of domesticity and intimacy fostered by the “Shell culture and 
values” discussed earlier. However, this observation does not imply that the 
Warmelijk home video exemplifies a strictly straightforward continuation of 
the dynamic of home mode filmmaking prevalent in the 1950s and 1960s. As 
established earlier, Tineke also used the camcorder to record events and activ-
ities during one of the family’s wadi trips. Her footage furthermore illustrates 
that not only men made videos of family events and activities. During one of 
the two substantial long takes made by Tineke, her videography, but also her 

125 Aasman, Rituelen van huiselijk geluk, p. 36.
126 Ibid.
127 ‘Familiefilm was dus in de eerste plaats een mannelijke activiteit, maar één die niet los stond van het gezin. Het filmen 
van het gezin valt daarom niet alleen te omschrijven in termen van hobby, vrijetijdsbesteding of recreatie: het is een vorm van 
mannelijke huiselijkheid.’ Translation and italics author. Ibid., p. 37. 
128 ‘Het moment waarop de camera aangaat is zo belangrijk omdat dat het moment is waarop de tijd wordt stopgezet and 
vastgelegd. Dat is tevens het moment waarop tijd wordt gemaakt voor het gezin en waarmee eigenlijk wordt gesteld: deze 
minuten of uren zijn belangrijk en die moeten we bewaren voor later. Alleen al de aanwezigheid van de camera geeft glans aan 
de gebeurtenis. Familiefilm is daarmee een onlosmakelijk onderdeel geworden van de familiegebeurtenis. Pas in de tweede 
instantie wordt de volgende stap belangrijk: het resultaat, de film, wordt toegevoegd aan de collectie en daarmee aan het 
familiegeheugen.’ Translation author. Ibid., p. 74.
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on-camera narration in which she exclaimed ‘ah, there is another enthusiast,’ 
made clear that she was not the only woman to capture the family. Besides the 
spoken at that particular moment in the long take, the shot similarly revealed 
the seen, where her fellow Shell lady, Ms. Trudie R. was captured as another 
videographer recording the event from her own perspective, as her family had 
joined the Warmelink’s on the wadi trip. 

Due to video’s communicational characteristics much had changed with-
in the home mode. The filmic home mode was shaped by a distinctly visual 
form of fatherhood and therefore the father’s ‘presence [within the film] was 
not complete, but mediated through a device.’129 It is not at issue here that 
the VHS camcorder, while enabling Gerrit to participate in family life, also 
to some degree distanced him from it. The latter might explain Anita’s per-
ception of the camcorder as an imposing and evocative device, as mentioned 
earlier in this chapter. However, what is relevant is the fact video’s affordance 
of synchronous sound recording enabled Gerrit’s autobiographical voice to be-
come part of his mediated performance of fatherhood, something that would 
have been less feasible in the 1950s and 1960s with small-gauge film. Ger-
rit’s voice became an intricate and dominant part of the recordings he made 
against the backdrop of the desert, wadi or other sites of interest in Oman. 
Moreover, as will be discussed more fully at the end of this chapter, his voice 
from behind the camera, but also the voices of other family members, had 
a profound impact on how the family in general, and the interrelationship 
between its members in particular, were captured and inscribed on video as a 
mediated memory object. Moreover, the camcorder’s inability to exert com-
plete control over environmental or locational sound would, as media scholar 
Patricia Zimmerman said, therefore result in a more ‘polyversal, polyphonic, 
and polyvocal’ representation of the family.130

The ability to record synchronous sound also changed the performative 
dynamic for those members of the family captured in front of the camcorder. 
Film historian Liz Czach pointed out that the home mode ‘engender[s] a 
unique performative style (…), a combination of shyness and awkwardness 
mixed with an awareness of being filmed and a display of uncertainty of what 
is expected from one’s performance.’131 Many human subjects captured before 
the camera in, for example, home movies did not ignore the fact that they 
were filmed and often reacted to the process with exaggerated bodily gestures, 
such as waving and smiling, or tentatively avoiding or shunning the gaze of 

129 Aasman, Rituelen van huiselijk geluk, p. 38. 
130 Patricia Zimmermann, ‘Speculations on Home Movies: Thirty Axioms for Navigating Historiography and Psychic Vectors,’ 
in:  Sonja Kmec and Viviane Thill, eds, Private Eyes and the Public Gaze: The Manipulation and Valorisation of Amateur 
Images, Trier: Kliomedia, 2009, pp. 12-23, cf. p. 21.
131 Liz Czach, ‘Acting and Performance in Home Movies and Amateur Film,’ in: Aaron Taylor, ed, Theorizing Film Acting, 
New York and Milton Park: Routledge, 2012, pp. 152-166, cf. p. 152. See also Alexandra Schneider’s elaborate analysis of 
performativity in home movies in the third chapter of: Schneider, Die Stars sind wir, cf. pp. 119-179.
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the camera. Czach defined the manner in which those recorded in front of 
the camera enacted, or sometimes avoided, presenting themselves as “home 
movie performativity,” furthermore defining it as ‘both presentational and in-
timate.’132 

As the dimension of performativity can be found in abundance on the 
Warmelink video it might be more accurate to refer to it as “home mode per-
formativity.” The process of being filmed was often either enthusiastically 
embraced and acted upon, or avoided with shyness and awkwardness, and 
sometimes considered to be a nuisance.133 Several of these distinct perform-
ative attitudes can be found in the Warmelink video by taking a closer look 
at a long take in which Tineke, Anita and Harald were captured together in 
one continuous, yet highly mobile and constantly shifting flow of audiovisual 
information. 

This event took place in 1987 during an excursion to Jabrin Castle, lo-
cated at a small inland town of the same name in the northeast of Oman. On 
the rooftop of the fort, Gerrit initially captured a panorama of the surrounding 
landscape by mobile framing in a more than one-minute-long uninterrupted 
run of the camera, similar to what in cinematographic terms would be a high-
ly handheld long take.134 Exploiting video’s affordance of extended recording 
time to capture the surrounding desert landscape, Gerrit eventually shifted his 
attention to the members of his family present on the roof of the fort. Tineke 
instantly realised that her husband was in the process of videography, so when 
Gerrit momentarily stopped panning the camera to capture her, she promptly 
acknowledged the situation by looking straight into the lens, exclaiming ‘Hel-
lo Gerrit,’ while, at the same time, raising her index finger (see ill. 20). 

She did this to cue her husband to take advantage of the situation because 
she then alerted the children to the camcorder, pointing to Gerrit and exclaim-
ing, ‘Look, there is Dad!’ Immediately afterwards, Tineke urged Anita and 
Harald to participate. To encourage Anita Tineke gesticulated instructions to 
her visibly hesitant daughter, persuading her to take a position on an elevated 
part on the roof, because, as she called out, ‘this is where dad can take a good 
look at you.’ However, this exclamation could also have been directed towards 
Gerrit, as a suggestion to capture Anita with the zoom function while she was 
standing on that specific elevated part of the roof. Harald, in the meantime, 
had been been picked up by an Omani guide in traditional garb, who tried 
to attract Gerrit’s attention by demonstratively bringing the toddler into view. 
When Gerrit realised that the villager was also willing to help with the family 

132 Czach, ‘Acting and Performance in Home Movies and Amateur Film,’ p. 164.
133 Ibid., p. 163.
134 For the importance of panoramic shots and tourism in amateur film, see: Alexandra Schneinder, ‘Homemade 
Travelogues: Autosontag,’ in: Jeffrey Ruoff, ed, Virtual Voyages: Cinema and Travel, Durham and London: Duke University 
Press, 2006, 157-174, cf. p. 170. For a discussion on the philosophical and cultural dimensions of handheld cinematography, 
see: Pepita Hesselberth, Cinematic Chronotopes: Here, Now, Me, London and New York: Bloomsbury, 2014.
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performance, he shifted his focus via a panoramic, or pan movement, to the 
right, scanning for Harald while asking, ‘Where are you?’ As he eventually 
found his son and framed him in a medium close-up by rapidly zooming in, 
the result was accompanied by an exalted ‘Oh… there you are!’ His son, visi-
bly thrilled by the whole process and the attention he was receiving from his 
father, started to enthusiastically smile and wave, while Gerrit teased his son, 
asking, ‘Who is that?’ As a consequence, Harald became even more explicit 
in his presentational performance, upon which Gerrit approvingly ended the 
sequence with the words ‘Hey… Hello!’(see ill. 21).

By looking closer and listening carefully to this particular mediated per-
formative in the mobile long take—which was indeed highly presentation-
al and intimate—it becomes apparent that individual members of the War-
melink family reacted differently and performed different roles during this 
spontaneous juncture offering a possibility to perform as a family. Whereas 
Harald was eager to engage in the performance, his sister Anita did not seem 
to share his exhilaration. It is also important to note that this richly layered 
audiovisual (and uninterrupted) scene also reveals that the two dimensions 
of performativity discussed earlier are intricately related to each other and 
mutually constitutive. 

To better understand this highly idiosyncratic interrelationship, film his-
torian Paul Arthur astutely conceptualised it as the ‘performative exchange 
between observer and observed.’135 According to him, the “performative ex-
change” can be regarded as the most distinctive aspect of home mode film-
making in terms of its function as familial and social communication. Arthur 
specifically argued that this exchange already took shape at the birth of cin-
ema, namely in what film historians consider to be the first home movie: Le 
Rapas de bébé by Louis Lumière from 1895.136 Leaving aside the origin of this 
idiosyncratic performative interrelationship, I note, on the basis of the long 
take discussed above, a third aspect in the performative exchange, namely 
between the observed themselves, who together engage (un)willingly in the 
process of acting out the family.137 

135 Paul Arthur, A Line of Sight: American Avant-Garde Film Since 1965, Minneapolis and New York: University of Minnesota 
Press, 2005, p. 24.
136 Arthur, A Line of Sight, p. 24. Czach also pointed at Arthur Paul in relation to the “performative exchange.” See: Czach, 
‘Acting and Performance in Home Movies and Amateur Film,’ p. 164.
137 It could perhaps be argued that there is a fourth aspect to the spectrum of the “performative exchange.” The moment 
the material is screened among family and friends, maybe even decades later, the mediated memory artifact would elicit yet 
another performative exchange, namely between the spectators and the content of the videotape.
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Illustration 20. Left: Tineke notices that Gerrit is filming and points at him. Right: Tineke then 
consequently encourages her daughter to stand on an elevated part of the roof.

Illustration 21. Left: Harald is picked up by an Omani guide. Right: Gerrit zooms in on his son, 
who reacts to his utterances by waving enthusiastically.

Illustration 22. Left: The long shot capturing the campsite, the tent and playing children. Right: 
Gerrit ‘moves closer’ to capture the children digging a swimming pool.
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Illustration 23. Left: Anita notices that her father is filming their activities. Right: She refuses to 
participate in the performative exchange.

Illustration 24. Left: Anita teases her father to speak. Right: Gerrit zooming in on his daughter, 
who engages in the performative exchange.

Illustration 25. Left: Anita voices her frustration and turns towards her father. Right: She sub-
sequently paces off-screen in anger.
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The expository and intervening video voice

To illustrate other aspects of the complexities arising from the intricate and 
multi-layered dynamic mediated by video, we return to events captured at 
the wadi and in the desert. Although the previously described family event at 
Jabrin Castle already suggested as much, two additional examples illustrate 
the exceptional status of voice(s) in the videographic construction and medi-
ation of the family and the geographies of their temporary home away from 
home. 

The first example, a series of events and activities recorded at the banks of 
Wadi Ghafir in February 1988, will illustrate the twofold modality of Gerrit’s 
autobiographical voice. On the one hand, the example will make clear that 
his voice should be understood in terms of its expository traits. In other words, 
this example will show how his on-camera narration communicated the cir-
cumstances of the family event for the prospective audience back home in the 
Netherlands. In this instance his speech functioned as a real time version of 
the voice-over, for lack of a better term. On the other hand, as the first example 
will also make clear, his voice can be characterised in terms of its intervening 
traits. Gerrit’s speech could, sometimes in an instant, shift modality to direct-
ly engage in a moment of performative exchange by directly addressing his 
daughter in a conversational form. As will be made clear, Anita was not at first 
keen to take cue, yet later engaged in a beautiful moment of intimacy with her 
father, which left him temporarily speechless. In contrast, the second much 
shorter example will show that using video to capture the “domestic happi-
ness” of family event was perhaps less self-evident because of synchronous 
sound. At the end of 1988, stranded in the Wahabi Sands with their white 
four-by-four vehicle, Anita would let her voice be heard with quite some fury. 

But let us first turn to the events captured at Wadi Ghafir in February of 
the same year. However, before discussing the takes wherein we hear Gerrit’s 
voice speaks about this particular wadi trip, it is worthwhile to briefly touch 
upon the preceding footage. This footage is particularly interesting as it con-
sists out of two consecutive handheld long takes made by Tineke. It thus 
contains the rare instance in which Gerrit himself was captured in front of 
the camcorder. Albeit not necessarily an event he might look back on with 
fondness, it was perhaps in retrospect a perfect example of the “cherished 
moments of embarrassment” made possible by video.138 

Tineke namely used a considerable amount of time, almost four minutes, 
to record with amusement Gerrit’s predicament as he deliberately tried to 
drive the Toyota 4Runner off a steep and rocky slope to park it near the stream 
running across the wadi. Unfortunately, this long take eventually conclud-

138 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 42.
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ed with a close-up of the rear of the car. The troublesome attempts to drive 
down the slope resulted in minor damage to the bumper and rear light. Gerrit 
had inadvertently ‘crashed into a tree,’ as he confessed off-screen in a muffled 
voice while Tineke thoroughly inspected the results of the impact. The situ-
ation clearly puzzled Tineke; she concluded her on-camera narration in the 
first handheld long take with amused astonishment: ‘How could you possibly 
hit a tree in Oman?’ 

After the unfortunate encounter with the tree and a video tour through 
the campsite-in-the-making, captured during Tineke’s second handheld long 
take, Gerrit eventually took over the camcorder. With a long shot, in which he 
framed the children in the right frontal plain and the family’s orange tent in 
the background, Gerrit captured as a whole the sunlit and lavishly vegetated 
scenery of their now fully erected campsite at Wadi Ghafir (see ill. 22). He 
went on to narrate: 

Gerrit: Well, it is now approximately a quarter past one. The wind just 
started to pick up… uh… I guess, this is something you will probably 
hear for yourselves. We pitched the tent, had a small bite to eat, and the 
boys are now playing in the water… digging little makeshift swimming 
pools and whatnot. I will just move a little bit closer to have a better 
look.139

Before moving closer for the long take that followed, as ‘to have a better look,’ 
it is interesting to note briefly the self-reflexive or expository nature of the first 
part of what he says. As shown above, but also in many other takes on the tape, 
Gerrit often made expository utterances referring explicitly to the imperfect 
circumstances (e.g. the wind blowing in the microphone) in which his vide-
ography took place.

Besides this self-reflexive aspect, the expository utterances above are note-
worthy because they are highly communicative about the circumstances of 
the event: in terms of the participants, their past, current or future actions, and 
in terms of time and space. As noted before, these off-screen remarks resemble 
closely voice-over exposition: a formal device, belonging to both fictional and 
nonfictional film, in which an off-screen voice is used, for example, to guide 
narrative comprehension or to convey persuasive rhetorical arguments about 
documentary reality.140 With regard to nonfictional film, documentary theo-
rist Bill Nichols once pondered the question of the “voice” of documentary by 

139 Gerrit: ‘Zo, het is nu ongeveer kwart over één ofzo, het begint net te waaien, nah dat horen jullie dan wel. De tent staat 
op en we hebben al een beetje gegeten, en de jongens staan daar een beetje lekker in het water te spleen… Zwembadjes te 
maken en ik weet niet allemaal wat. Ik zal er eens even wat dichter naartoe gaan.’ Transcribed and translated by author from 
the Warmelink videotape.
140 For a thorough examination of the voice-over in American fiction film, see the classic study: Sarah Kozloff, Invisible 
Storytellers: Voice-Over in American Fiction Film, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 1988.
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pointing at several modes of “expository discourse.”141 Although he was not so 
much interested in documentary’s auditory aspects, but rather in the manner 
in which documentary as a whole can be seen as a discursive construct, he 
nevertheless attributed the voice-over with a distinct “direct-address style” that 
was meant to be communicative to the audience.142 

This “direct-address style,” might at first glance seem to resemble Gerrit’s 
expository voice. However, there is a profound, perhaps even obvious, differ-
ence between the voice-over used in nonfictional film and Gerrit’s off-screen 
expository voice in the video fragment discussed earlier. The voice-over in 
documentary film was usually added to the footage in post-production and 
was thereby extra-diegetic, that is, not coming from a source present at the ac-
tual recorded event. This is clearly not the case with Gerrit’s expository voice, 
which provided autobiographical information in real time, that is, at the mo-
ment of production and thus also diegetic. Furthermore, the “direct-address 
style” of the expository voice was not aimed at an anonymous audience in the 
cinema or before the television screen. The “direct-address style” of Gerrit’s 
expository narration was directed specifically towards those who were not par-
ticipating in the activities and events at that particular moment in time and 
space, the future audience of family and friends in the living room, in front of 
the television, back “home” in the Netherlands.

Leaving aside the expository voice for now, it is time to watch and listen to 
how things further unfolded at Wadi Ghafir and how Gerrit’s autobiograph-
ical voice could also take on different functions. While the expository voice 
in the previous long take promised to have a better look at the “makeshift” 
swimming pool dug by the children beside the stream, the following take 
ishowed that Gerrit had indeed, in the meantime, repositioned himself closer 
to it. With a medium shot he framed the pool, around which the children 
were also happily congregated. Moreover, on her knees among the playing 
children, sat Anita, who was expanding the “pool” with her bare hands and 
had her back turned towards the camcorder (see ill. 23). On this occasion, as 
Gerrit slowly zoomed in on his daughter, his voice had not an expository, but 
an intervening function:

Gerrit: Hey Anita… Hey!!! What are you doing?!
Offscreen child: I know what she… we’re doing!
Gerrit: Digging a swimming pool!
Offscreen child: Yes!
Gerrit: Great… Are you going to take a bath in it tonight? 143

141 Bill Nichols, ‘The Voice of Documentary,’ Film Quarterly, vol. 36, no. 3, 1986, pp. 17-30, cf. p. 17.
142 Nichols, ‘The Voice of Documentary,’ p. 17
143 Gerrit: ‘Hé Anita… hééé! Wat ben je nou aan het doen?’ Off-screen child: ‘Ik weet wel wat zij… wij aan het doen zijn!’ 
Gerrit: ‘Een bad graven…’ Off-screen child: ‘Ja!’ Gerrit: ‘Leuk… Gaan jullie vanavond daar in bad?’ Transcribed and translated 
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As the dynamic between the voices makes clear, whereas Gerrit’s intervening 
utterance was directed specifically at Anita, his question  was nonetheless an-
swered by one of the children who had disappeared off-screen because of the 
aforementioned zoom-in. 

While the off-screen voice of the child interacted with Gerrit’s intervening 
voice, Anita appeared unwilling to go along with her father as she kept digging 
in the “pool” and refused to perform in a more presentational and frontally 
directed manner. What this take reveals is that, rather than contextualisation 
and exposition, the intervening voice was here aiming for a particular audio-
visual “performative exchange;” Gerrit hoped to have a conversational inter-
action with his daughter or, differently put, to playfully interview her about 
her activities in the wadi. Anita, however, did not take the cue, and remained 
committed to enlarging their temporary swimming pool.

Left speechless and the sound of discontent

Despite Anita’s unwillingness to engage in a “performative exchange” with 
her father at the self-made “pool,” a particularly beautiful moment of intimacy 
between father and daughter emerged at the setting of the earlier mentioned 
orange tent. This moment takes place after a series of shorter and longer takes 
in which Gerrit, using both expository and intervening voices, further elabo-
rated on many more situational details of the lush and colourful vegetation of 
the Wadi Ghafir. While doing so, he audibly engaged with its new inhabitants, 
who were in the process of making themselves “at home” in this temporary 
geography of the family. 

The particular succession of takes, together with the various other voices 
of the family members, provides a more or less continuous narrative media-
tion of the family’s activities at the wadi, ranging from the children’s exploits 
in the water at noon to poking in a campfire around dinner, and Harald and 
Anita eventually cleaning up and getting dressed, presumably for bed. While 
Gerrit’s autobiographical voice had been rather prominent during the almost 
five minutes of screen time it took to convey this audiovisual information, the 
medium shot of the orange tent was surprisingly enough not accompanied by 
on-camera narration. Anita was looking for some clothes in the orange tent, 
probably after “washing up” as Tineke had instructed her children to do in 
the preceding take. Anita at first did not notice her father, but as soon as she 
realised she was captured by the camcorder she squatted in a frontal position 
at the centre of the tent. As her father zoomed-in to capture her more tightly, 

by author from the Warmelink videotape.
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Anita eventually started to smile disarmingly while tilting her head slightly 
(see ill. 24). At the same time, she seemed amused by the lack of on-camera 
narration and asked: 

Anita: Well, aren’t you going to ask me something mister G (…)?
Gerrit: (Silence) What are you looking for in the tent over there?
Anita: Nothinnng….
Gerrit: (Silence) 144

Particularly noteworthy in this take is Anita’s explicit tease towards her father. 
Despite her endearing willingness to be both presentational and intimate at 
this particular juncture, Gerrit for once did not attempt to start a “performa-
tive exchange” by using his intervening voice. Earlier efforts to persuade his 
daughter to participate had been met with avoidance, and as Gerrit remained 
silent for several seconds the absence of the autobiographical voice was scath-
ingly emphasised by his daughter. The moment of silent intimacy between 
father and daughter was, however, cut short when Tineke entered the shot 
and started helping her daughter to find her things to get dressed for bed. 

The take described above was not the only moment on the videotape in 
which Anita would let her voice be heard. As mentioned earlier, events in the 
Wahabi desert at the end of 1988 presented a challenging situation for the 
family—a situation audibly and visibly not to Anita’s liking. In a handheld 
long take, Gerrit narrated that his family was joined by Tineke’s parents at the 
end of the year. While making a panoramic shot of the dessert, he narrated in 
the expository voice: ‘Well, we will be heading for those dunes over there… 
to, as it were, roll off those dunes.’145 Eager to share with his parents-in-law 
the kind of experiences and activities they had been enjoying as expats on 
the Arabian Peninsula, they therefore headed for the long stretches of desert 
captured earlier in the panoramic shot. Nevertheless, the following long take 
revealed that Anita’s grandparents got stuck in the sand of the dunes at the 
Wahabi desert (see ill. 25).

While Gerrit narrated ‘Well… it seems we are stuck in the sands with 
the car,’ he simultaneously captured his father-in-law, who was on his knees, 
trying to free the tyres of his white four-by-four car from the sand. Anita ob-
served her grandfather’s efforts with quite some frustration. And as she turned 
towards her father and angrily paced off-screen with her hand in her pock-
et, Anita exclaimed with an accusatory tone: ‘I already told you that I didn’t 
want to go into the Wahabi Sands!’ Although not mentioned in earlier takes, 
Anita was clearly not in favour of the decision to go into the desert with her 

144 Anita: ‘Nou praat eens wat meneer G (…).’ Gerrit: Wat ben nou aan het zoeken in die tent daar?’ Anita: ‘Niiiksssss…’ 
Transcribed and translated by author from the Warmelink videotape.
145 ‘Nou dan gaan we nog even naar die duinen daar… om nog even van die duinen af te rollen zo gezegd…’ Transcribed and 
translated by author from the Warmelink videotape.
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grandparents, but her demonstrative show of anger, both bodily and audibly, 
points out that video would not allow this omission to go by unnoticed in this 
particular “videograpic” and “geographic” mediation of family life abroad in 
the late 1980s. 

In conclusion, a particularly important aspect as yet undiscussed, but 
necessary to touch upon, is speech. The efforts made here to scrutinise the 
roles of the various voices in video did not revolve around the idiosyncrasies 
of speech. Many of its peculiarities are lost in the translation from Dutch into 
English and also by their transcription into text. The specific characteristics of 
the family’s speech, not accounted for so far, are nevertheless well described 
by media scholar Jeffrey Ruoff, who claimed that speech by human subjects 
in nonfiction films: ‘demonstrate[s] a wider variety of accents, dialects, and 
speech patterns than those found in fiction films. (…) Regional accents, slang, 
and idiosyncratic syntax make nonfictional representations of speech more 
difficult to grasp than their fictional counterparts.’146 I do not argue here that 
the varieties of speech captured on the Warmelink videotape are less accessi-
ble or coherent because of the aspects mentioned above. On the contrary, I 
would argue that they are a perfect example of the manner in which, as Ruoff 
furthermore noted, ‘speakers in everyday life typically fill in the gaps of their 
phrases with various exclamations and sounds that maintain the flow of verbal 
communication.’147 

As the visual components of the home video discussed in this chapter 
have proven to contain a more or less continuous, narrative flow, the same 
can be said about many of its auditory aspects, especially the role of the voice 
in the “autobiographical process” and in the “performative exchange.” So far, 
however, the discussion about the video voice has not shed light on how it 
relates to the everyday context in which people communicate with each other 
verbally and bodily. Sociologist of communication Ervin Goffman once stated 
that: ‘[e]very person lives in a world of social encounters, involving him either 
in face-to-face or mediated contact with other participants.’148 The manner 
in which these “face-to-face” and “mediated” contacts between humans take 
place, as Goffman argued elsewhere, is determined by the ritual, performative 
and embedded nature of “talk” in everyday life.149 

This could be a fruitful theoretical direction for other media historians to 
take, delving deeper into how the “communicational space of familial memo-
ry” changed with the arrival of video. It might also be interesting to ascertain 
whether other home mode videos might contain a “third voice,” as media the-

146 Jeffrey Ruoff, An American Family: A Televised Life, Minneapolis and New York: University of Minnesota Press, 2002, p. 
79.
147 Ruoff, An American Family, p. 80.
148 Erving Goffman, Interaction Ritual: Essays on Face-To-Face Behavior, New York: Pantheon Books, 1987, p. 5.
149 Erving Goffman, Forms of Talk, Philadelphia: The University of Pensylvania Press, 1981, p. 4.
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orist Jay Ruby once claimed in relation to video; these videos might bear wit-
ness to ‘an amalgam of the maker’s voice and the voice of the subject, blended 
in such a manner as to make it impossible to discern which voice dominates 
the work.’150 The case presented in this chapter has made clear, with notable 
exceptions, that home mode video, as a mediated memory and homemaking 
practice as well as an object, remained a product of “masculine domesticity” 
in which the “family” and “home” were communicated, captured and medi-
ated by performing fatherhood. 

Conclusion

This chapter showed the complexity of electronic video in the home mode as 
a technology of memory and belonging. I studied a Dutch post-colonial expat 
family, who deployed electronic video as a tool to record their memories, but 
also to “belong,” to constitute a home away from home on the Arabian Pen-
insula. Electronic video in the form of the VHS-camcorder, was a complex 
technology of memory and belonging, in particular because of its affordances 
of synchronous sound recording and extended recording time. As has been 
argued, these affordances significantly altered the “communicational space 
of the family.” 

The concrete spaces and places in which the Warmelink’s dwelled as an 
expat family, however, did not fit with a narrow understanding of such notions 
as “place,” “domesticity,” “intimacy” and “home.” Therefore, this chapter also 
reconstructed the sociocultural dynamics underpinning the mobile everyday 
life of the “Homo Shell Expatriens.” In the 1970s and 1980s this was a highly 
idiosyncratic social world, shaped by   personnel policies of the British-Dutch 
oil giant aimed at keeping the family together. The social world, the “expat 
bubble” in which many families lived, was affluent and privileged. 

At the same time, many struggled with the symbolic and concrete impact 
of uprootedness. The sociocultural dynamic of expat family life, and the gen-
der roles assigned within it, often required specific home-making and memory 
practices to counter the potentially harmful effects of continuous temporary 
migration on the stability of family life. Electronic video played in this regard 
an important role in “masculine” home-making and memory practices. This 
was explored from the perspective of the “father” and the “daughter.” The 
father, who had previously used photography, film and audio tape recorders 
in the home mode, opted for the camcorder as a more suitable technology of 
memory because of its ease-of-use and the affordance of synchronous sound 
recording. He highly valued being able to provide immediate spoken com-

150 Jay Ruby, ‘Speaking For, Speaking About, Speaking With, or Speaking Alongside: An Anthropological and Documentary 
Dilemma,’ Journal of Film and Video, vol. 44, no. 1/2, pp. 42-66, cf. p. 61.
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mentary during the “autobiographical process” of making mediated memories. 
The daughter, in contrast, often experienced the camcorder as a materially 
intrusive device. 

Formal analysis of the Warmelink home video furthermore has provided 
a more detailed insight into how the communicational space between father 
and daughter, and the family as a whole, was altered by the use of video. Video 
profoundly affected the dynamics of “home mode performativity.” The two-
fold modality of the video voice, either expository or intervening, also played 
an important role in the performative dimensions. As illutrated by its use in 
the wadis and dunes of Oman—serving as a performative space and video-
graphic image of “home”—electronic video enabled several voices, as well as 
the wind, to influence the mediated dynamic of an expat family in search of 
roots and a sense of belonging. Its “polyvocal,” “polyphonic,” and “polyversal” 
qualities made it more possible than before to capture, keep and share pre-
cious moments of everyday life.
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This thesis has provided a sociocultural media history of video in three modes 
as alternative for amateurs. In this study I addressed the question of how three 
groups of amateur media practitioners, during the second half of the twentieth 
century, engaged differently with electronic video as a technology and cultur-
al form. Approaching video as an “alternative,” I analysed electronic video 
in relation to the practices of three distinct amateur modes. I furthermore 
proposed to do so in relation to three thematic and conceptual categories: 
resistance, disruption and belonging. 

Past scholarship into the emergence of video culture and its role in mar-
ginal media practices, however, presupposed that video’s most desirable alter-
native functioning related to its emancipatory and empowering qualities. Vid-
eo, as a medium available to all, offered an unprecedented potential for media 
activism, democratisation and participation. This scholarly stance towards vid-
eo was expressed in the words of media theorist Sean Cubitt, who stated that 
‘[v]ideo, with its instant playback and its ability to record sound and image 
instantaneously, thrusts the instability of the present in your face and shouts 
in your ear: “It doesn’t have to be this way.” Hence its option on democracy.’1 
Contrary to this normative and one-sided perspective on electronic video, this 
thesis revealed that engagements with electronic video in three modes attest to 
a far more multifaceted and complex dynamic. For each of these modes video 
represented a concrete alternative going beyond the “democratic option.” By 
explicitly connecting historical cases to three distinct modes of practice and 
functioning, it became possible to illustrate that the “shouts” emanating from 
video, to use Cubitt’s remarkable phrasing, depended greatly on whose “ears” 
they fell. 

Before reflecting on the insights resulting from analysis of the three case 
studies in this study, in this conclusion I will first explain the more inclusive 
perspective on the debates on media amateurism. This relates to the second 
question of this thesis: how to fruitfully distinguish between the various kinds 
of amateurs? The centrist position departs from the often evaluative and ideo-
logical theorisation of media amateurism, and discerns three distinct amateur 
modes. Acknowledging these modes makes it possible to honour their respec-
tive dynamics, merits and idiosyncrasies. This perspective has been derived 

1 Cubitt, Timeshift, p. 1.
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from previous work by media scholars like Patricia Zimmermann, James Mo-
ran, Richard Chalfen and Ryan Shand, and allows for a distinction between 
different forms and functioning of amateurism in the counter, community and 
home modes. 

From this perspective, I proposed to re-evaluate notions regarding the re-
lationship between amateurs and consumer media technologies. Based on 
my investigation of three amateur modes, I argue that previous evaluations 
and theorisations that pit them against each other—in terms of one form of 
amateurism being significantly more “democratic,” “real,” “proper,” or “false” 
than the other—are superfluous. Such attributions are unfruitful and obscure 
the diverse intentions and sociocultural functions implied in different forms 
of amateurism. Distinguishing video’s various functional modalities will thus 
contribute to recognition of the diversity of intent among various amateurs 
operating within particular historical media environments.2 Based on this in-
clusive position, my analysis of the manner in which electronic video, discur-
sively and concretely, represented an alternative in three modes has yielded 
distinctly different results.

The meanings and functioning of video in three modes

As discussed in the third chapter, video in the counter mode, aroused dem-
ocratic and emancipatory zeal within a countercultural group of historical 
users. This particular zeal was inspired by several oppositional social, political 
and artistic discourses in the Netherlands, elsewhere in Europe and in the 
United States. The expectations surrounding video were strongly intermin-
gled with techno-utopian dreams of a pending revolution. Video was endowed 
with various meanings and functions derived from its presumed relevance as 
a technological tool to instigate social, political, cultural and media techno-
logical change. 

This particular celebration of video was based on countercultural and 
avant-garde publications like Guerrilla Television (1971), by Michael Sham-
berg, and the magazine Radical Software (1970-1974). These publications 
regarded the various institutions of politics, arts and media to be repressive, 
whereas video as a counter technology would enable “ordinary people,” or am-
ateurs, to challenge and resist them. Such discourses influenced the genesis 
of the Dutch video group Meatball (1972-1993). In the group’s early years, 
video’s “social function” was at stake and efforts were directed towards its use 
to express resistance and give a voice to ordinary people believed to have been 
ignored or repressed by politics and the media. Close scrutiny of the video col-

2 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 68.
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lective from The Hague showed, however, that the supposed division between 
“us,” the video group, and “the people” it collaborated with, and “them,” the 
repressive institutions, was more a part of Meatball’s counter rhetoric than an 
actual hindrance to the video group’s engagements with video. Meatball was 
often supported by local government, and collaborated with both “grassroots” 
and institutional partners. Over the course of its existence, Meatball made 
various video productions in collaboration with non-governmental agencies, 
neighbourhood action committees, and even governmental agencies. 

The third chapter also pointed at the discrepancy between the imagined 
revolutionary potential of video and the actual practices it enabled throughout 
the video group’s existence. Several functions of video were considered by 
Meatball: from video as an alternative form of DIY television on emergent 
cable networks, or the foundation of a progressive “video cinema,” to televis-
ing their productions on a national public broadcaster. These experimental 
and concrete attempts to deploy video resistively were not without problems. 
As the analysis of the controversial television programme Neon also showed, 
bringing a democratic video culture to the Netherlands was often well-intend-
ed, but ultimately proved to be a utopian dream riddled with paradoxes and 
media technological constraints. 

In the community mode, on the other hand, the arrival of video was re-
ceived with less enthusiasm. It was considered to be a disruptive technology 
and cultural form. As chapter four has shown, for more than two decades, 
prominent representatives in the world of organised amateur filmmaking in 
the Netherlands rejected video’s possibilities as an alternative cluster of media 
technologies. In particular, the reigning “spirit of community” gave way to a re-
actionary stance towards sociocultural as well as media technological change. 
From the perspective of the traditional film club, as the case of the GSF made 
clear, organised amateur filmmaking ideally implied a serious commitment 
to a longstanding amateur tradition. Demonstrating one’s commitment to seri-
ous amateur filmmaking was a prerequisite for entering the club and required 
a rite of passage. During this year-long process of initiation, notions of creativ-
ity and craftsmanship, as well as the values of community and collaboration, 
were impressed upon the novice. Being inducted as a serious film amateur 
was held in the highest regard and surrounded the club member with a spe-
cial aura. These notions determined the definition of “proper” amateurism, 
related both to the production and the peer-reviewed screening of films at the 
club, and at local, regional, national and international competitions. 

The emergence of television for domestic entertainment and media con-
sumption, the rise of individualism and consumerism, as well as changing lei-
sure policies—which, during the 1960s, gradually favoured financial support 
of individual rather than communal folk expression—strengthened the belief 
that the amateur film community was under threat. In particular, video’s inti-
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mate relationship with television made it a feared disruptive force with regard 
to a filmic tradition which upheld amateurism as an economically disinterest-
ed, creative and edifying form of leisure within the community mode. 

The acceptance of video was thus impeded by a mythological reverence 
for film culture and the prominent role played therein by amateur filmmak-
ing since its emergence in the 1920s and 1930s. To a considerable degree, 
video and television were both symptomatic and representative of unwanted 
change. People who did embrace electronic video, within and outside the 
world of amateur filmmaking, were scathingly called “videots” and not much 
craft, creativity and imagination was expected of their use of it.  Only when 
organised amateur filmmaking was declining and small-gauge film stock and 
equipment disappearing from the photographic market was video hesitantly 
accepted in the 1990s, but not as an alternative. It was one of the few remain-
ing options to make and share self-made films in the club. Moreover, at that 
particular moment in time, video became a digital rather than electronic clus-
ter of media technologies. 

Finally, discussion and analysis of the home mode unearthed a far more 
pragmatic attitude towards the meaning and functioning of electronic video. 
As pointed out in the fifth chapter, video in the home mode represented a 
new, easy to use and distinctly audiovisual technology of memory and belong-
ing. In the case of the Warmelinks, a Dutch postcolonial expat family, the 
meaning and function attributed to video were connected to the arrival of 
the VHS-camcorder. The latter was welcomed as an alternative audiovisual 
instrument of memory inscription. Taking my cue from technology scholar 
Sherry Turkle, I argued that video in the home mode can be theorised as be-
ing “evocative.”3 Because video afforded synchronous sound recording, audi-
tory dimensions played a far more prominent role in the production of video, 
in creating what José van Dijck termed “mediated memories.”4 

Most notably, the role of environmental sounds and voices recorded by 
the camcorder gave an enhanced, yet more complex and layered autobio-
graphical and narrative dimension to the “communicational space of the fam-
ily.”5 The possibility for unintended sounds to become part of the mediated 
memory also characterised the use of video in the home mode. Moreover, 
the still rather sizable camcorder itself functioned as a valuable, portable 
technological companion in expat family life, inseparable as mediator of a 
home away from home. The camcorder gave lustre to the family activities and 
events, but was sometimes also a source of irritation, regarded as an intrusive 
device within the dynamic of the family. 

3 Turkle, ‘Introduction: The Things That Matter,’ p. 4.
4 Van Dijck, Mediated Memories, p. 21.
5 Odin, ‘The Home Movie and Space of Communication,’ p. 15.  
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The case study illustrated a particular family dynamic shaped by a so-
cio-historical postcolonial and corporate “expat bubble” in the 1970s and 
1980s. In a more general sense, long before the arrival of video, home-mov-
iemaking had been a quintessential component in everyday media culture to 
deal with uprootedness when faced with transnational mobility. The latter 
part of chapter five furthermore showed that the use of the VHS camcorder 
in the 1980s predominantly remained a masculine home-making and mem-
ory practice by the father. Of particular importance in this practice was the 
dominant role and twofold modality of the home mode videographer’s voice. 

The expository voice, as a form of on-camera narration, aided the autobio-
graphical process in which the situational circumstances with regard to time, 
space and action were reflected upon and communicated to the future audi-
ence of family and friends left behind in the Netherlands. The intervening 
voice, in contrast, was part of the “performative exchange” that took place be-
tween the videographer and the other family members during production of 
the videotape as a mediated memory artefact. As media historians Liz Czach 
and Arthur Paul pointed out, the performative dimensions between the ob-
server and the observed have always been a defining characteristic of home 
movie-making. The intervening “video voice,” and the voices of those in front 
of or outside the view of the camera’s lens, however, gave a new audiovisual 
dynamic to, what I termed, “home mode performativity.” As analysis of the 
performative exchange between father and daughter in particular has shown, 
the intervening voice was not always acted upon, and was occasionally met 
with avoidance and irritation. The “video voice” in the home mode was thus 
a more layered, evocative and complex mediation, but also gave a more poly-
vocal representation of the family. 

Video through the lenses of intermediality, dispositif and affordance

The above summary of the various meanings and functioning of video has 
revealed that video’s affordances, its material properties inviting or thwarting 
particular forms of concrete action, enticed different evaluations, depending 
on its mode and historical context. The possibilities and constraints presented 
by video depended on the expectations and intentions undergirding each of 
the three amateur modes at a given moment in time. Whereas in the count-
er mode during the 1970s video’s materiality evoked immediate acceptance 
and stimulated an emancipatory attitude, in the community mode of the late 
1960s until the 1990s it resulted in a cautious and contemptuous appraisal, 
and in the home mode of the mid-1980s a highly pragmatic immediate ac-
ceptance.  Nevertheless, a common denominator binds these modes togeth-
er: video’s intermedial relationship, its comparison with and distinction from, 
other media in a larger social, cultural and technological context. 
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To reiterate, the adoption of Jürgen Müller’s pragmatic understanding 
of “intermediality” in this thesis was proposed as a heuristic lens enabling a 
non-static and contextual approach towards “video” as it emerged as an al-
ternative cluster of electronic media technologies. As discussed in the sec-
ond chapter, the popular discourses surrounding the introduction of video in 
the Netherlands at the consumer electronics exhibition Firato also entailed 
a non-static and contextual understanding of video. Video was not exhibited 
and assessed in isolation, but rather in relation to other already domesticat-
ed media technologies. Dutch popular discourse, I argued, pre-domesticated 
video in terms of its relationship to others in the household media ensemble. 
Video was imagined predominately in terms of its presumed revolutionary 
capacity to increase user agency, interactivity and participation in a constantly 
expanding electronic media landscape. Put differently, new electronic con-
sumer media technologies, in particular video, were expected to bring about 
a radical change for ordinary consumers: from being slaves of mass media to 
taking control of the flow of mediated communication, both within the exist-
ing and future media environments. 

Most notably, the discursive dream of media convergence in the 1970s 
and early 1980s, which imagined hitherto separate media technologies into 
one globally networked electronic Home Communication Centre in the liv-
ing room, signalled a pervasive expectation that the arrival of technologised do-
mesticity would bring great benefits to the family as whole and to its individual 
members. The discourses adopting this outlook, often took inspiration from 
a popularised understanding of Marshall McLuhan’s analysis of the partici-
patory potential of electronic media and their anticipated communicational 
interconnectivity on a global scale. These notions were infused with a particu-
larly pervasive form of prognostication as to the beneficial aspects of techno-
logical innovation and change for society and ordinary consumers. 

The popular futurologist Griet Titulaer was the main spokesperson of 
this trend in the Netherlands and maintained that video would become a 
meaningful and multifaceted part of a larger media technological ensemble at 
home. “Video” referred to both the VCR, as “hardware,” to record and replay 
television content, and the portable video camera and recorder to make your 
own content; the videotape referred to the “software” inscribed with audio-
visual content whether amateur or professional. Within this larger electronic 
network, often described in the specific terminology of the digital age, video 
was expected to radically change the context of the production, dissemination 
and consumption of mediated information for ordinary users in the electronic 
information age. As such, video was able to captivate popular imagination for 
more than two decades during its slow and problematic path towards standard-
isation in the second half of the 1970s and its eventual domestication during 
the 1980s and 1990s. 
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The second chapter furthermore showed that video in popular imagina-
tion was an ‘ongoing discursive struggle that continues to shape the medium.’6 
This struggle was an inherently multifaceted process in which the new is re-
lated to or even understood to remediate the old, while, at the same time, 
its discursive existence, in terms of its potential sociocultural meanings and 
functions, was configured to distinguish from and relate itself to others on the 
level of the intermedial constellation. This process in which the new is shaped 
by popular imagination was an important phase, setting the stage for the possi-
bilities of a media technology as a distinct “dispositif,” as a social, cultural and 
technological form of mediated communication and expression for the histori-
cal user. In this role the Home Communication Centre was the most poignant 
example of video’s imagined meaning and function on the level of practice 
and use while also related to the larger network of the anticipated global elec-
tronic information age. 

This thesis, however, proposed to go beyond electronic video’s potenti-
ality and scrutinise its concrete existence in three amateur modes. Presented 
in chapters three, four and five as a cluster of media technologies, video’s 
relationship to other media and its distinguishing material characteristics as a 
particular dispositif depended on the concrete possibilities it was believed to 
afford or deny to its users in a particular amateur mode. These modes, more-
over, derived their own identity and shaped their practices in relation to other 
media and their meanings and functions. 

In the counter mode, video was understood to provide an alternative to 
broadcast television. Nevertheless, to provide this alternative, video depended 
on the television screen in order to be shown. Moreover, the intententions 
behind Meatball’s approach to broadcast television, as a technological object 
for mass communication, was to use what “video” afforded to enhance its user 
agency, interactivity and participation. These three notions, taken out of the 
context of consumer culture and popular imagination at large, were politi-
cised and used for resistive media practices against institutional repression. 
Portable video cameras and recorders in particular, were used to play a role in 
a larger media technological constellation, or media ecology, as described in 
avant-garde and progressive media writings of that time. 

The resistive use of portable video in the early days of Meatball was fur-
thermore intimately connected to the theoretical paradigm of “cybernetics,” 
which implied that electronic networks would allow for un-hierarchical and 
hybrid communicational systems characterised by constant feed-back loops. 
With the emergence of cable networks in the 1970s, portable electronic video 
was experimentally used to “pirate,” or intervene in the dissemination of elec-
tronic information. The Dutch government curtailed these illegal activities, 

6 Sewell, Television in the Age of Radio, p. 15.
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by initiating a phase of experimentation allowing a select group of local com-
munity-based and commercial actors to explore the cable’s communicational 
possibilities. Meatball was not directly part of these experiments because the 
municipality of The Hague had not yet decided whether to approve the de-
ployment of the cable. Moreover, access to the cable network was eventually 
restricted to national and emergent local public broadcasters, and the “cyber-
netic dream” of using portable video to access the electronic cable network 
was obstructed, preventing Meatball from realising its first step towards demo-
cratic television for and by “the people.” 

In short, this first phase in which Meatball aimed to establish a distinct 
video dispositif, was characterised by an attempt to use video as an electronic 
counter technology in a not yet fully developed “radical” and “un-hierarchical” 
electronic network. Other attempts that followed proved to be less radical, con-
figured possible dispositifs in terms of video’s portability, or its relationship to 
other, already existing, forms of media. Most notable was the experiment with 
the “video van,” which gave another dimension to video’s portability. Outdoor 
weather conditions, nevertheless, considerably limited efforts to bring video to 
the streets of The Hague and this particular attempt was quickly abandoned. 

The foundation of Het Kijkhuis as a “video cinema” and video produc-
tion house proved to be more lasting. As part of a nationwide, progressive 
network of media production, distribution and screening, video came to be 
established as an alternative.  However, paradoxically, in the process Meatball 
and Het Kijkhuis contributed to their own institutionalisation as a community 
of practice, and had to acquire expert technical knowledge of the more ad-
vanced aspects of video production, distribution and screening, which most of 
their collaborators lacked. Regardless of attempts to establish and explore its 
democratic and social functions, video in the 1970s was less accessible than 
expected, and certainly not an easy to use and cheap emancipatory tool. To 
develop and constitute it as a viable alternative to institutional TV, Meatball 
and Het Kijkhuis required considerable amounts of money and time to estab-
lish a video infrastructure and gain expertise. Moreover, the short collabora-
tion with Neon, as well as the transmission of some their productions by public 
broadcasters like VPRO, involved using the very dispositif for which the video 
group had initially wanted to provide an alternative: broadcast TV.

In the community mode, video was also regarded as a characteristic com-
ponent of a growing electronic media landscape. The latter, however, was 
considered to be a threatening competitor to the already well-established me-
dia landscape of film. The electronic world of the blackboxed semi-conductor, 
as it was sometimes described, starkly contrasted with the highly tacit material 
dimensions of different cine-film technologies used within the club. In organ-
ised amateur filmmaking, the making and screening of self-made films as a 
highly valuable component of film culture was subsumed. The film camera, 
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reels, projector, splicer, viewers and so on were regarded as essential to film’s 
affordances of craftsmanship, creativity and imagination. In particular, film 
equipment based on 8mm film formats was highly celebrated and used in the 
production and screening practices of serious amateurs. 

Film-based media technologies had a definite aesthetic aura. This had 
to do in particular with the screening context in which self-made films were 
enjoyed and scrutinised on the basis of their merits with regard to craft, cre-
ativity and imagination. Electronic media could not offer a similar context 
because television and video lacked the auratic material and aesthetic quali-
ties of filmic projection. As such, the dispositif of video, the flickering box in 
the corner of a room, embodied a “crisis of aura,” as Bolter et al. termed this 
experience of media technological change.7 The perceived disruptive nature 
of video, as a possible dispositif, but also as a component of a larger electronic 
media landscape, thus considerably delayed its concrete appropriation in the 
club. It can be argued that many members of amateur filmmaking clubs in 
the Netherlands, in the words of technology scholar Sally Wyatt, should be re-
garded as important deliberate historical “non-users” of electronic video: both 
as “resisters” and “rejecters,” finding video disruptive to the perfectly adequate 
and cherished small-gauge film technologies.8 

In the home mode, video was also assessed in relation to small-gauge film 
technologies. The fifth chapter focused predominantly on the concrete af-
fordances of the camcorder for the expat family, as a technology of memory 
and belonging.9 These affordances, synchronous sound recording and the sig-
nificantly increased storage capacity of VHS, contrasted favourably with the 
previously used small-gauge film equipment and audio recorder. The latter 
technologies had proved useful before the arrival of the camcorder, but were 
even then found to be constraining and cumbersome. Video allowed for cir-
cumvention of otherwise time-consuming and laborious practices related to 
the use of 8mm film cassettes, able to record only a few minutes of moving 
images, and a separate audio cassette recorder to tape audio commentary. 

The arrival of the camcorder eliminated the previous need for a film pro-
jector and screen to share one’s memories with family and friends. Although 
the Home Communication Centre had not yet, as prophesised, arrived in the 
living room, the television set and the VCR did become the central compo-
nents of the household media ensemble around the mid-1980s. Unlike the 
community mode, the possibility to televise home videos was not seen as a 
“crisis of aura” but a practical and more convenient solution. For the produc-

7 Bolter et al., ‘New Media and the Permanent Crisis of Aura,’ p. 34.
8 Sally Wyatt, ‘Non-Users Also Matter: The Construction of Users and Non-Users of the Internet,’ in: Trevor Pinch and 
Nelly Oudshoorn, eds, How Users Matter: The Co-Construction of Users and Technologies, Cambridge (Mass.) and London: 
MIT Press, 2003, pp. 67-80, cf. p. 76. See also Tim van der Heijden’s discussion of the non-user in amateur filmmaking: Van 
der Heijden, ‘Hybrid Histories.’ 
9 For a thorough historical and conceptual analysis of the changing “dispositifs” in family film, see: Ibid. 
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tion of mediated memories, the advent of the camcorder, as an exponent of 
black-boxed simplicity in the world of consumer electronics, shed light on in-
troducing the video camera as a concrete, easy to use and more or less afforda-
ble media technology. Its simplicity of use, however, did not make it a mere 
consumer technology. Within the home mode, the use of video entailed a 
‘mutual act of production and consumption,’ and in combination with its new 
affordances, a far more complex audiovisual form of mediation.10 This particu-
lar complexity was perhaps not the objective governing the home mode. At 
least not when it concerned the more polyvocal aspects it introduced into the 
communicational space of the family.  

The awareness of video as a concrete alternative to small-gauge film and 
part of the electronic ensemble of the living room, gave a new dimension 
to notions like user agency, participation and interactivity. In terms of pro-
duction, this became apparent in the more layered and complex audiovisual 
home mode performativity. The screening context of mediated memories was, 
on the other hand, only alluded to in chapter three. This particular context, in 
which the VCR finally came to function as a supplement to the television set, 
implied another change. Media historian Siegfried Zielinski regarded video’s 
moment of entrance into the living room as an “Unterhaltungselektronik,” as 
marking its transformation into an important “Artefakt im Alltagszusammen-
hang,” with distinct sociocultural ramifications.11

Primarily, video functioned in the living room as a “Time-Shift-
Maschine”, making it possible to manipulate audiovisual information by 
pausing, stopping, rewinding, or forwarding the tape at will with the remote 
control.12 Within the context of the home mode this television-based dispositif 
of home video concretely represented a ‘Tendenz zu einem andere Televi-
sion.’13 From the 1980s onwards, the combined use of the television set and 
the video recorder offered another alternative to engage with mediated mem-
ories, or in Zielinski’s terms, “timeshift the family.” The latter occurred when 
home mode practitioners repeated, over and over again, ‘cherished moments 
of embarrassment.’14 Or skipped uneventful and less cherished moments on 
hour-long videotapes. I have not in this study included an analysis of this par-
ticular new dynamic, but it might be worthwhile to explore it in the future. 
Future researchers interested in this dynamic should, however, keep a keen 
eye on who had access to the remote control.

10 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 57.
11 Siegfried Zielinski, Zur Geschichte des Videorecorders, Berlin: Wissenschaftsverlag Volker Spiess, 1986, p. 201.
12 Zielinski, Zur Geschichte des Videorecorders, p. 252.
13 Ibid., p. 257.
14 Moran, There’s No Place Like Home Video, p. 42.
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A broader understanding of alternative media

This doctoral thesis answered the question of how electronic video, as a clus-
ter of new media technologies, was seen as an alternative for amateurs in the 
Netherlands during the latter half of the twentieth century. Video as alterna-
tive was coined by media historian Michael Newman to describe the second 
phase of its becoming a “medium” in relation to others from the mid-1950s 
until the end of the twentieth century.15 As the results of this study suggest, the 
perceptions of video as an alternative for amateurs varied widely in the second 
half of the twentieth century. 

Some additional reflection is therefore warranted with regard to the pre-
vailing understanding of “alternative media” in communication and media 
scholarship. To recall the words of Sean Cubitt, academic attention for the 
potential of new media technologies, as its related practices, have been evalu-
ated predominantly in terms of their “option on democracy.” Work by scholars 
like Chris Atton, Leah Lievrouw, Nick Couldry, and many others, has yielded 
a wide array of relevant and sophisticated insights into how “alternative me-
dia” can be conceptualised, historicised, analysed and put into practice from 
“below,” in various modes that also go beyond those of the amateur, as ‘eman-
cipatory, democratic, participatory, non-commercial and against institutional 
media.’16 Some of these and other studies have been touched upon in this 
thesis, especially when found helpful to contextualise and analyse video in 
the counter mode. 

However, as was the case with the normative and evaluative stance to-
wards “true” or “proper” amateurism in media scholarship, the very notion 
of what “alternative media” are seems to unfold in similar theorisations and 
conceptualisations.17 To some degree, this study has also contributed to the 
latter by coining the term “counter mode,” as an addition to the home and 
community modes, in order to analyse the sociocultural and technological 
context in which electronic video was understood as a new alternative with 
a democratic option. The case of Meatball in particular illustrates the op-
positional and resistive dynamics representative of alternative media use and 
practice. In addition, many of the historical discourses describing video as a 
counter technology within a “network” can be seen as popular and intellectu-
al precursors to more recent scholarly discussions on the potential of “new” 
alternative media. Insofar as they resemble what  communication scholar W. 
Lance Bennett said about the contemporary media landscape of the digital 
age, “new media” are essential for various users, both to contest and acquire 

15 Newman, Video Revolutions, p. 6. 
16 Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media, p. 18. See also: Chris Atton, Alternative Media, London, Thousand Oaks 
and New Delhi: Sage Publications, 2002; Nick Couldry and James Curran, eds, Contesting Media Power: Alternative Media in 
a Networked World, Lanham etc.: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2003.
17 See also, for example: Bailey, Cammaerts and Carpentier, Understanding Alternative Media. 
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“media power” within today’s thoroughly “networked society.”18 
Much contemporary scholarly, activist and artistic discourse interprets the 

inherent quality of the network in which the resistive use and practice of alter-
native media are embedded no longer as “cybernetic,” but as radically “rhizo-
matic” in nature.19 Moreover, instead of using the term “pirating” to describe 
resistive media practices and counter technologies, over the last couple of dec-
ades “jamming” has become the preferred descriptive and analytical term.20 
Communication scholar Bart Cammaerts has pointed out that practitioners 
engaging in this contemporary phenomenon, are ‘much more diverse ideolog-
ically and also voice sentiments of hatred and violence, essentializing entire 
(religious) communities and populations.’21 Cammaerts asserted that, whereas 
past resistive explorations and appropriations of alternative media were pre-
dominantly the purview of progressives, many recent examples of “jamming” 
reveal that this is no longer the case. 

This is an interesting observation, but requires further investigation. It is 
certainly correct to assume that past discourses and scholarship on alternative 
media often emerged from progressive artistic, intellectual and ideological 
contexts. This could have created a blind spot with regard to resistive practic-
es and uses of alternative media that deviated from it. Perhaps it is precisely 
because these deviations of the scholarly “ideal” were shaped and character-
ised by, for example, conservative, populist, nationalist or sectarian religious 
traditions, that they were not regarded as resistive practice and uses of alter-
native media. Or that they remained out of view of scholars, artists and ac-
tivists entrenched in their own social worlds, governed by specific normative 
expectations of what alternative media are supposed to mean in society and 
media culture. The latter could be a worthwhile new area of investigation for 
future media historical scholarship on alternative uses of counter mode media 
technologies. 

Another point needs to be raised. It is not my intention to claim that cur-
rent debates are wilfully ignorant of other possible “resistive” uses and prac-
tices of “alternative media.” I would, however, suggest that a less ideological-
ly-motivated or more inclusive approach towards alternative media could shed 
light on the wide variety of alternative uses and practices afforded in the past 
or present by new media technologies. Offering an alternative way to gain or 

18 W. Lance Bennett, ‘New Media Power: The Internet and Global Activism,’ in: Nick Couldry and James Curran, eds, 
Contesting Media Power: Alternative Media in a Networked World, Lanham etc.: Rowman & Litttlefield Publishers, 2003, pp. 
17-37.  
19 See: Lievrouw, Alternative and Activist New Media, p. 167; Bailey, Cammaerts and Carpentier, Understanding Alternative 
Media, p. 25. For the influential work by Deleuze and Guattari in which the notion of a hybrid and fractured rhizomatic 
network was first conceptualised, see the English version of the originally French Mille Plateaux (1980): Gilles Deleuze and 
Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, London and Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 
1987.
20 Bart Cammaerts, ‘Jamming the Political: Beyond Counter-Hegemonic Practices,’ Continuum: Journal of Media and 
Cultural Studies, vol. 21, no. 1, 2007, pp. 71-90.
21 Cammaerts, ‘Jamming the Political,’ p. 88.
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resist media power, or to subvert perceived power structures in society, is only 
one of many possibilities (or constraints) of alternative media. As this study 
has shown, how the new could or could not become an alternative, depended 
on the intentions of historical users and non-users, and also on the meaning 
and function attributed to it on the basis of its affordances. So, the option of 
democracy is just one among several. 

Video also presented an alternative for its option on memory and belong-
ing, to borrow Cubbit’s manner of phrasing once more. This particular option 
was important to amateurs operating in the home mode. Compared to inten-
tions behind “jamming,” as a counter practice, the memory and home-mak-
ing practices associated with the mediation of family life and belonging might 
appear to be “banal” and “insignificant.” As the above analysis has shown, 
this is clearly not the case. James Moran rightfully pointed out that the home 
mode is a far more widely embraced functional modality than any other ama-
teur mode. Therefore, how historical actors operating within this mode under-
stood and used the new as an alternative should also be taken into account by 
scholarship on alternative media, because they represent a highly pervasive, 
valuable and complex segment within the history of everyday media culture.

 The same can be said of the community mode, another important 
component of past everyday media culture ‘outside of the commercial main-
stream.’22 Therefore, analysing the attitudes of amateurs within the communi-
ty mode can also provide important insights. As explained, in the community 
mode matters were less straightforward  because video was regarded as a dis-
ruptive technology. Video, as an alternative, did not result in craft, creativity 
and imagination. It was a non-option. This reflects another possible position 
of alternative media within media culture at large: its potential to arouse hos-
tility and rejection, or maybe even indifference. Moreover, video’s eventual 
adoption within the community mode—out of necessity rather than idealism 
or pragmatism—also indicates that alternative media may no longer be an 
option, but an inevitability.  

From video’s past in three modes towards the future

This thesis investigated the multiplicity and complexity of electronic video in 
marginal, everyday amateur media practices. Although the history of amateur 
video practices has been largely ignored by media historians, there are en-
couraging signs of a growing academic interest in the subject, as corroborated 
by this thesis and other recent studies.23 This thesis used a tripartite model of 

22 Tepperman, Amateur Cinema, p. 9.
23 Van der Heiden, ‘Hybrid Histories.’ See also the doctoral thesis of Italian media historian  Diego Cavallotti: Diego 
Cavallotti, ‘L’audiovisivo analogico della quotidianità: Discorsi, pratiche e testi del cinema e del video amatoriale tra gli anni 
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amateur practice and functioning to grasp the multiplicity and complexity of 
electronic video in the Netherlands of the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury. The three “functional modalities” discussed here are, however, neither 
exhaustive nor exclusive. In some cases, amateur engagements with media use 
implied a more hybrid form of amateurism. Moreover, the analytical deline-
ation of amateur practice and functioning presented in this thesis should not 
make one blind to others that do not fit a particular conceptual model. When 
looking more closely, for example, at video’s role in “informal” or “pirated” 
circulation of culture in everyday life, different modes might emerge, worthy 
of further investigation.24 The notion of “pirating” has been discussed predom-
inantly in relation to the counter mode. However, as media historian Lucas 
Hilderbrand has shown, video also came to represent the “aesthetic of access” 
in everyday media culture by its often illegal dissemination and consumption 
of “pirated” media content such as feature films, bootlegs and pornography.25 
Related to this accessibility, the emergence of the video store was also a sig-
nificant new sociocultural phenomenon in the media culture of the 1980s.26 

Outside the realm of the amateur, video has also embodied other alterna-
tive meanings and functions. Media scholar Michael Renov, for example, has 
pointed out the “confessional” and “therapeutic” meanings and functions of 
video in the past.27 Did this particular function  influence therapeutic practic-
es and traditions in the professional world of psychology? From the context of 
media practice in the corporate world, historian Bert Hogenkamp has recently 
shown video’s use as an alternative form of mediated business communication 
to employees.28 Many cases may also be found in which video was used as a 
complementary media technology in education or scientific research. As for 
Dutch media historical inquiry into video, as argued elsewhere, a considera-
ble amount of work still needs to be done.29

Are the three modes of media amateurism discussed in this thesis still 
relevant for contemporary scholars in the digital age? A more comprehensive 
historical investigation of the practice of amateur modes could reveal sever-
al significant moments of social, technological, and cultural transition. An 
example of this was the transition from film to video and its implications for 

Settanta e gli anni Novanta in Italia,’ doctoral thesis, University of Udine, 2017.
24 See for example: Miroslow Filiciak, ‘“Generation Channel 36”: Pirated VHS Tapes and Remembering the Polish People’s 
Republic in the Age of P2P Networks,’ in: Susan Aasman, Andreas Fickers and Joseph Wachelder, eds, Materializing 
Memories: Dispositifs, Generations, Amateurs, New York etc.: Bloomsbury, forthcoming.
25 Lucas Hilderbrand, Inherent Vice: Bootleg Histories of Videotape and Copyright, Durham: Duke University Press, 2009, 
p. 5.
26 Tobias Haubts, Die Videothek: Zur Geschichte und medialen Praxis einer Kulturellen Institution, Bielefeld: transcript 
Verlag, 2014.
27 Michael Renov, ‘Video Confessions,’ in: Michael Renov and Erika Suderburg, eds, Resolutions: Contemporary Video 
Practices, Minneapolis and London: University of Minnesota Press, 1996, pp. 78–101. 
28 Bert Hogenkamp, ‘De opkomst, bloei en ondergang van het videojournaal,’ Tijdschrift voor Mediageschiedenis, vol. 20, 
no. 1, 2017, pp. 122-140.
29 Aasman and Slootweg, ‘Een zeer korte geschiedenis van video,’ pp. 115-121.
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media amateurism in the latter part of the twentieth century. Although only 
briefly touched upon in this thesis, the dynamics of a mode’s practice and 
functioning can be subject to moderate or even radical changes. The latter 
was certainly true of the community mode wherein for many decades the 
“spirit of community” effectively discounted the creative potential of media 
technologies other than small-gauge film. 

More important, however, are the questions to be asked when delving 
into the digital age. Can new expressions of the serious amateur’s “spirit of 
community” and community of practice be found on contemporary and past 
digital media platforms? Moreover, moving away from the community mode, 
the networked digital media environment emerging since the 1990s has re-
kindled desires for radical and oppositional amateur practices from “below.” 
Can concrete actualisations of these desires by digital media amateurs also be 
understood as expressions of the counter mode? And what about the digital 
home mode? Some of these questions have been tackled during past dec-
ades or are being investigated today. Perhaps more important, however, is that 
many dimensions of video as alternative still remain to be explored.
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Appendix I: Meatball (co-)productions 1972-1978 held by het Kijkhuis

TITLE Collaborators Running time Year Description
Aktiviteiten aan de basis [Activities at the 
base]

Werkgroep surinamers/ned-
erlanders transvaal; democra-
tisch jongeren front

20’ 1977 Coverage of numerous projects to aide the Surinam immigrant community 
in the Netherlands

De familie Rahou [The Rahou family] 8’ 1974 Documentary of the everyday life of a Hindustan family in Surinam
De visserman gestrand? [The fischerman 
stranded?]

Comité behoud werkgelegen-
heid Scheveningen

30’ 1976 Decline and challenges of the fishing communities in the port of Scheve-
ningen

Ik moest een huurhuis kopen [I was forced to 
buy a rental home]

Werkgroep surinamers/neder-
landers transvaal

50’ 1975 Coverage of fraude in housing the Surinam immigrant community in the 
Transvaal neighbourhoud of The Hague

In een kopje koffie zit zoveel [A cup of coffee 
contains so much more]

Werkgroep wijkcentrum 25’ 1973 Coverage of the poor community services for the elderly in an aging neigh-
bourhood of The Hague

“Its me” - Diskussie [“Its me” - Discussion] Bzztôh theater 20’ undated Coverage of a Q&A in which the possiblities of the production and distri-
bution of Dutch film is discussed

Je bent een surinamer, en daarmee houdt het 
op [You’re Surinamese and that’s about it]

Kenneth Madrie 25’ 1974 Coverage of the perspective of Surinam immigrants on their position in 
Dutch society

Je wist niet beter of het hoorde zo [You did 
not know any better]

Commisie beeldende kunst, 
municipality The Hague

57’ 1974-1978 Documentary on the dissapearing fising community of the port of Schev-
eningen

Mag ik een retourtje van u? [Can you give me a 
return ticket?]

Wijkprogramma Palen-
stein-Zoetermeer

28’ 1976 The rudimentary and uneventful living conditions in The Hague’s newly 
erected dormitory suburb Zoetermeer

Mariënburg 20’ 1974 Documentary on the history of slavery at a former colonial plantation in 
Surinam

Oema foe sranan [The Women of Surinam] Werkgroep surinamers/ned-
erlanders transvaal; vrouwen 
van democratisch jongeren 
front

20’ 1977 Documentary on the repression of Surinam women

Op school verdien je niets [You don’t earn 
money at school]

LOVJ Utrecht 15’ 1977 Interviews with school drop-outs and their struggle to find suitable em-
ployment and internships

Op weg naar een betere woonwijk [Towards a 
better residential neighbourhood]

De groene eland 20’ 1976 Neighbourhood news on residents’ fight for municipal investments and 
redevelopment

Oppervolta [Upper Volta] Novib 25’ 1976 Coverage of a development aid project by Dutch NGO Novib in Burkina 
Faso

Roept u maar [The floor is yours] De lantaarn Rotterdam 50’ 1975 Coverage of “Poetry International 1975” in Rotterdam
Schilderswijkjournaal [Schilderswijk neigh-
boorhood news]

25’ 1975 Neighbourhood news on residents’ fight for municipal investments in and 
redevelopment of the Schilderswijk

Span anoe makandra [We need to collaborate] Lucy Vreede 30’ 1975 A documentary on women in Surinam and the structural challenges they 
are faced with

Tulpen voor Theo [Tulips for Theo] Stedelijk orgaan gezond-
heidsvoorlichting gezond-
heids-voorlichting en 
-opvoeding, municipality The 
Hague

60’ 1977-1978 Fictional reenactment concerning drug addiction for secondary school 
pupils

Twee vrouwen [Two women] 60’ 1977 Documentary on a Dutch and Surinam woman and their differing world-
views

Van oerwoud tot houten vloer [From the jungle 
to wooden floors]

Werkgroep surinamers/ned-
erlanders transvaal; democra-
tisch jongeren front

35’ 1977 Documentary on lingering Dutch business interests in post-independence 
Surinam economy

Voor een tientje per maand [For a tenner a 
month]

12’ 1974 Coverage of the poor housing conditions in Surinam’s capital Paramaribo

We gaan nog wat beleven [This going to be 
something special]

aktiegroep ‘vergeten dorp’ 20’ undated Coverage of the activties of a local action committee to redevelop a neigh-
bourhood in the decline

Werken of verder leren [Work or eduction] LOVJ Utrecht 15’ undated Interviews with school drop-outs and their motivations to do so.
Wie zich niet aanpast mag niet meedoen 
[Those who do not assimilate cannot partic-
ipate]

8’ 1974 Documentary on the poor housing and working conditions of an Indian 
immigrant family in Surinam
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Source: S.n., Kijkhuis, dated December 1978, private archive Rien Hagen.
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Appendix II: Special thematic events at Het Kijkhuis 1975-1978

Title event Dates Number of visitors 
(paid and unpaid)

Topic(s) and focal points

Surinameweek [Week of Surinam] November 26 - December 3, 1975 approx 1020 Immigrants from Surinam after independence

8mm festival May 2, 1976 not mentioned Amateur film festival

Filmkijkdagen [Cinema Screening Days] March 28 - May 16, 1976 approx 109 Art house film showcase

Spanjeweek [Spain Week] April 1 - April 7, 1976 approx 800 aftermath Franco regime

Vrouwenfilmfestival [Women's Film Festival] April 22 - April 28, 1976 not mentioned The role of feminist film in film culture
Informatieweek psychiatrie [Information Week 
Psychiatry] May 20 - May 26, 1976 approx 700 Problems in the Dutch mental healthcare system

Chiliweek [Chile Week] September 9 - Septmeber 15, 1976 approx 450 Resression by Chilean junta

Argentiniëweek [Argentina Week] November 25 - December 1, 1976 approx 650 Political situation and repression in Argentina

Polisario avond [Polisario Evening] February 21, 1977 approx 60 Independence of Western Sahara

Kenrenergie-avonden [Nuclear Energy Evenings] March 24 and May 15, 1978 not mentioned Protests against the use of nuclear energy
Thema-avonden "Vrouw en Arbeid" [Thematic 
Evenings "Women and Labour"] March 31, 1977 not mentioned women's emancipation and labour

Chinaweek [China week] April 14 - April 20, 1977 not mentioned Socialist society in the People's Republic of China

Kollektievenfesitval [Collectives festival] Month of April 1977 not mentioned Festival of filmic counter mode productions in the 
Netherlands

1 mei viering [First of May Celebrations] May 1, 1977 not mentioned Labour Day festivities

"Gooi op" dagen July 7 - July 13, 1977 approx 1500 Miscellaneous carnavalesque festival
Suriname: een stand van zaken [Surinam: An 
Update of the Situation] September 29 - October 5, 1977 approx 1500 Surinam immigrants and poor living conditions in the 

Netherlands
China avond [China evening] November 28, 1977 not mentioned The political situation in Tibet

Walraff avond [Walraff Evening] December 12, 1977 approx 180 Excesses of German tabloid press as exposed by 
German journalist Günther Walraff

Zweedse filmweek [Swedish Film Week] April 13 - April 19, 1978 not mentioned Classics and modern Swedish cinema 
"KIJK er zijn homo's in HUIS" [LOOK there are 
queers in the HOUSE] May 18 - May 24, 1978 Low (expicitely mentioned) Discrimination and prejudice against gays and lesbians 

in everyday life
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Verzet, verstoring en verbintenis: 
Elektronische video in drie amateurmodi

Video is een alomtegenwoordig fenomeen in de hedendaagse digitale me-
diacultuur. Enerzijds kennen we video als streaming content op mediaplat-
formen zoals YouTube, Facebook of Netflix, en anderzijds maken we een 
“video” wanneer we zelf bewegend beeldmateriaal met geluid opnemen om 
het vervolgens te bewaren op onze telefoon of laptop, dan wel te delen met 
familie, vrienden of andere volgers op allerhande sociale mediaplatformen. 
Dit proefschrift keert terug naar de decennia in de twintigste eeuw waarin vid-
eo nog geen vastomlijnde identiteit kende als “medium” en waarin mogelijke 
praktijken in relatie tot video voor gewone media-amateurs zich nog moesten 
uitkristalliseren. 

De periode van de jaren zestig, zeventig en tachtig, waarin elektronische 
video geleidelijk een onderdeel werd van de alledaagse twintigste-eeuwse me-
diacultuur, in het bijzonder als een voor iedereen toegankelijk “alternatief” 
medium, heeft in de Nederlandse geschiedschrijving tot nu toe weinig aan-
dacht gehad. Om deze lacune te vullen brengt dit proefschrift de verwachtin-
gen die er waren bij de komst van video en het daadwerkelijke gebruik van 
video door Nederlandse media-amateurs in kaart. De analyse van de rol 
die video voor hen heeft gespeeld wordt in deze studie in een nieuwe me-
diahistorische benadering vormgegeven waarin drie analytische concepten 
worden ingezet: “intermediality,” “dispositif” en “affordance.” Deze centrale 
concepten helpen om: 1) video in het toenmalige bredere medialandschap 
te plaatsen; 2) het specifieke gebruik en de mediaprakrijken van historische 
actoren te duiden ten opzichte van video; en 3) de specifieke materiële ei-
genschappen van video te isoleren welke al dan niet aanleiding gaven om tot 
gebruik over te gaan. 

Naast de nieuwe benadering is ook een verscheidenheid aan nieuwe ar-
chivale bronnen bestudeerd die eerder aan het zicht onttrokken waren door-
dat zij zich in privécollecties bevonden, of onderdeel zijn van soms nauwelijks 
grondig geïnventariseerde collecties in gemeentelijke, regionale of audiovi-
suele archieven. Aan de hand van het bronnenonderzoek en via interviews 
met historische actoren introduceert dit proefschrift historische casestudies 
waaruit naar voren komt wat video concreet betekende voor drie verschillende 
groepen media-amateurs gedurende de jaren zestig, zeventig, tachtig en de 
vroege jaren negentig van de twintigste eeuw. Om een onderscheid te mak-
en tussen deze verschillende groepen amateurs, wordt in dit proefschrift een 
voorstel gedaan om drie verschillende modi van media-amateurisme te onder-
scheiden om deze praktijken beter te kunnen duiden: de “counter mode,” de 
“community mode” en de “home mode.” 
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Aan de hand van deze drie modi beschrijft en analyseert dit proefschrift 
vervolgens de komst van elektronische video in Nederland aan de hand van: 
een idealistisch videocollectief uit Den Haag in de jaren zeventig en tachtig; 
een traditionele amateurfilmclub uit Groningen van de jaren zestig tot de 
vroege jaren negentig; en een expatgezin dat tijdelijk woonachtig was in 
Oman gedurende de tweede helft van de jaren tachtig. Voor elke van deze 
drie groepen betekende video wat anders: namelijk een technologisch hulp-
middel voor verzet (“resistance”) een dreigende verstoring (“disruption”) van 
de status quo en een mogelijkheid om verbintenis (“belonging”) mogelijk te 
maken ver van huis. 

Voorafgaand aan de casussen, worden in het tweede hoofdstuk video’s “mo-
gelijkheden van gebruik” gereconstrueerd door nader in te gaan op de de pop-
ulaire verbeelding. Tijdens de tweejaarlijkse consumentenelektronicabeurs 
Firato werd video aan het grote publiek gepresenteerd, wat leidde tot vele 
reflecties in het publieke debat op video’s potentiele mogelijkheden in het 
alledaagse leven. Als een specifieke “locus voor het nieuwe” heeft de Firato 
gedurende de tweede helft van de twintigste eeuw in Nederland gefungeerd 
als een plek waarin technologische innovatie van consumentenelektronica 
voor het huis en thuisgebruik vaak ook symbolisch gestalte kreeg. Met name 
het denken over elektronische media door de Canadese mediawetenschap-
per Marshall McLuhan speelde lange tijd een belangrijke rol en beïnvloedde 
de vertogen in de dagbladjournalistiek en populairwetenschappelijke publi-
caties over video. De discoursanalyse van deze publicaties geeft een belangrijk 
inzicht in de (utopistische) dromen en verwachtingen die lange tijd aan video 
en nieuwe elektronische media toegedicht werden vanuit een vorm van “tech-
nologische prognose” die voortvloeide uit de invloedrijke stroming van de fu-
turologie. De komst van de elektronische wereld in de huiskamer, waar video 
expliciet als onderdeel van werd begrepen, zou het handelende vermogen en 
de mogelijkheden tot mediale expressie van het individu en gezin dramatisch 
doen toenemen. 

Het derde hoofdstuk beschrijft de genese van het Haagse videocollectief 
Meatball, opgericht in 1972. Geïnspireerd door gelijksoortige internationale 
avant-gardistische, politieke en sociale bewegingen interpreteerde het Haagse 
collectief video als een nieuw technologisch wapen ter bevordering van indiv-
iduele en gemeenschappelijke expressie en inspraak in het democratisch pro-
ces. Video werd met name gezien als een sociaal-progressieve “counter tech-
nology”: een middel van verzet tegen de hegemonie van een veronderstelde 
paternalistische politieke cultuur in Nederland en als een instrument om te 
ageren tegen de dominantie van de omroepwereld en haar gebrekkige verslag-
geving van de problemen die het alledaagse leven van de Nederlandse samen-
leving op lokaal niveau kenmerkte. Op basis van interviews en archiefonder-
zoek is de vroege appropriatie van video door Meatball in de jaren 1970 in 
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kaart gebracht. Deze appropriatie werd voornamelijk gedreven door een uto-
pistisch verlangen dat iedereen video kon gebruiken als een gereedschap voor 
alternatieve vormen van mediaproductie, distributie en vertoning. Het doel 
om een alternatieve “democratische videocultuur” te grondvesten kende ook 
een experiment op de publieke omroep met het programma Neon (VPRO, 
1979-1980). Dit programma, waar Meatball kortstondig aan meewerkte, legde 
al snel de paradoxen en beperkingen bloot die aan het gebruik van video als 
democratisch medium verbonden was in het televisietijdperk.

Het vierde hoofdstuk reconstrueert de sociale wereld van de georgan-
iseerde amateurfilmers in Nederland. Sinds de jaren 1930 voltrok in Ned-
erland, zowel op nationaal als lokaal niveau, de institutionalisering van het 
verenigingsleven dat het amateurfilmen in clubverband organiseerde. Deze 
sociale wereld van de amateurfilmclub werd deels gekenmerkt door een zeer 
behoudende attitude—geconceptualiseerd als de “spirit of community”—
waarin het amateurfilmen als serieuze en sociaal georiënteerde hobby werd 
geconstitueerd. Bekeken wordt hoe dit op landelijk niveau gebeurde bij de 
Nederlandse Organisatie van Amateurfilmers (NOVA) en op lokaal niveau bij 
de Groninger Smalfilmers (GSF). Tegen de achtergrond van de sociaalhis-
torische dynamiek van de wederopbouw en vernieuwingsdrang in het naoor-
logs Nederland brengt het hoofdstuk in kaart hoe een aantal representanten 
van deze sterk geïnstitutionaliseerde vorm van hobbyisme weerstand bood te-
gen de verregaande individualisering van de samenleving en de opkomst van 
televisie en video. Tot ver in de jaren tachtig werd video als bedreiging van de 
gekoesterde hobby gezien, oftewel als een “disruptive technology.” De “affor-
dances” van video werden voornamelijk nadelig vergeleken met datgene wat 
amateurfilmtechnologieën, in normatieve zin, decennialang hadden betek-
end voor het belangeloos cinefiele vakmanschap, de filmische verbeelding en 
materiele creativiteit van de “ware” amateur. Met het verdwijnen van smal-
film aan het begin van de jaren negentig accepteerde de clubs uiteindelijk 
als een onvermijdelijk gegeven. Dit moment luidde echter ook de ondergang 
van het filmclubleven in de geleidelijke introductie van het digitale tijdperk. 

Het vijfde hoofdstuk bestudeert de manier waarop video gebruikt en be-
grepen werd door een Nederlands expatgezin gedurende hun verblijf in het 
Sultanaat van Oman in de tweede helft van de jaren 1980. De vader besloot 
nadrukkelijk tot aanschaf van de toen kostbare video camcorder om zijn gez-
insleven in het “tijdelijke thuis” in Oman voor de thuisblijvers vast te leggen. 
Dit hoofdstuk analyseert met name hoe video als een “technology of memory” 
en “belonging” fungeerde. De mogelijkheid tot het opnemen van synchroon 
geluid, de lange opnameduur en de gestage domesticatie en standaardisatie 
van video in de Nederland maakte het tot een aantrekkelijk alternatief voor 
bestaande “home mode” geheugentechnologieën zoals fotografie en smal-
film. Daarnaast wordt aan de hand van interviews met de gezinsleden en 
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bestudering van het home-videomateriaal nader geanalyseerd hoe video de 
representatie en de dynamiek van het gezin in gemedieerde geheugenarte-
facten ingrijpend veranderde. Met name de rol van de stem maakte dat het 
performatieve spel tussen de gezinsleden bij het maken van een home video 
tot een meer narratieve, maar tegelijkertijd ook polyfone en complexere rep-
resentatie van het gezin leidde.

Dit onderzoek heeft, concluderend, aangetoond dat de komst van vid-
eo voor amateurs in de jaren zestig, zeventig en tachtig een complex medi-
ahistorisch fenomeen behelsde. Tevens heeft deze studie laten zien dat de 
toenmalige populaire verbeelding van de verwachtingen van video vooral in 
termen van democratisering en alternatief mediagebruik bezien werd. Door 
de populaire verbeelding vervolgens af te zetten tegen drie specifieke his-
torische casussen rijst er een complexer beeld over de vele betekenissen en 
functies die video als alternatief medium had voor media-amateurs.  Met be-
hulp van het drieledige conceptuele begrippenapparaat is de komst van video 
enerzijds gecontextualiseerd in een breder sociaal-cultureel, technologisch en 
historisch (media)landschap waarin het medium geleidelijk betekenis kreeg 
gedurende de laatste vier decennia van de twintigste eeuw. Anderzijds stelde 
het begrippenapparaat in staat om nader in te gaan op de specificiteit van het 
gebruik in de respectievelijke mediapraktijken gekoppeld aan de drie modi 
van media-amateurisme. De geschiedenis van video in de Nederlandse medi-
acultuur kent uiteraard nog vele andere dimensies die in deze studie niet aan 
bod zijn gekomen. Desalniettemin hoopt dit proefschrift een aanzet te geven 
voor vervolgonderzoek en de urgentie inzichtelijk te maken dat video spoedig 
een meer prominente plek moet innemen naast film, televisie en radio in het 
mediahistorisch onderzoek en bij culturele en archivale instituties. 
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